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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Mikkonen, Simo 
State composers and the red courtiers. Music, ideology, and politics in the 
Soviet 1930s. 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä (Press), 2007, 336 p. 
(Jyväskylä Studies in Humanities, 
ISSN 1459-4331; 78) 
ISBN 978-951-39-3015-8 (PDF), 978-951-39-2990-9 (nid.)
Diss. 
 
In the scholarship of Soviet history, music has too often been neglected as part 
of musicology rather than that of history. As a consequence, our understanding 
of the music as part of the Soviet society has been left rather one-sided. Soviet 
musical life has been studied largely by musicologists interested in specific 
works or composers rather than the context within which music was produced. 

This study discusses the relationship of art and politics in the Soviet Union 
during the early Stalinist phase, 1930s. It explores the ideas different groups 
had about the development of Soviet music, but also the development of the 
concept of Soviet music. In addition, the ties between composers and leading 
Communist Party officials are of crucial interest as it has been believed that the 
Party had a central role in the development of Soviet musical life in the 1930s. 

Although the Party first became interested and then highly involved in 
Soviet musical life, during early 1930s, composers and musicologists were able 
to organize their work without direct involvement of neither the Party nor the 
state organs. The Composers’ Union, the art union gathering all the composers 
and musicologists, was established in 1932, but unlike its sister organization, 
the Writers’ Union, it was not submitted to the Party. Rather, the Composers’ 
Union concentrated on furthering its members’ financial position. The issues of 
housing, salary and copyrights were engaged by composers while the Party 
mostly disregarded the intensification of the control of the Soviet musical life. 

Although the introduction of the Committee on Artistic Affairs, the state 
superstructure over the whole artistic life, intensified the political ties between 
music and the Party politics from 1936 onwards, composers managed still 
preserve their own interests. Despite the conflict between the superior 
Committee on Artistic Affairs and the Composers’ Union, composers were not 
overcome. Even more surprising is the fact that the years of terror (1936–1938) 
almost passed the Composers’ Union by without victims, whereas the Writers’ 
Union suffered heavily as almost all state and Party organs. 

During the 1930s Soviet music in general came to support aims of the 
Party and had to make concession. Simultaneously, however, composing as a 
profession became established and amount of full-time composers proliferated. 
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A NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 
 
 
I have used the Library of Congress transliteration system for Russian, 
suppressing the soft signs, which make reading harder, but are not an obstacle 
in tracing names back in Russian. In order to maintain consistency, even well-
known names are in the same form as other Russian names. The sole exception 
is the name of Piotr Tchaikovskii, which would be hard to recognize in its 
correct form of Chaikovskii. Otherwise, instead of often used Modest 
Moussorgsky his name is transliterated as Modest Musorgskii corresponding to 
the Russian form. Dozens of languages were spoken in the Soviet Union and 
even in this book there are names from local nationalities with several different 
spelling. I have tried to offer both the Russian form and the local form, 
especially in the case they would hardly resemble each other. 

There are also certain foreign names, of which there are both Russian and 
foreign versions. For example, famous Russian piano pedagogue Heinrich 
Neuhaus is sometimes spelled as Henry Neygauz, and could be transliterated 
Genrikh Neigauz. As in the case of Neuhaus transliteration from Russian would 
make his name most unfamiliar to a reader, in his case I have chosen to use 
common English version (Neuhaus). Also, in cases of emigrant names like 
Jascha Heifetz, which also have their Russian from (which would be Iasha 
Kheifets) or Sergei Diaghilev (instead of Diagilev), I have decided to use the 
established non-Russian version. In other cases, names of persons that were 
born and lived in the Soviet Union, like Iuliia Veisberg (Julia Weisberg) or 
Maksimilian Shteinberg (Maximilian Steinberg), have been spelled as 
transliterations from Russian. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

ABBREVIATIONS 
 
 
Agitprop = Agitation and propaganda (Department for Agitation and 

propaganda of the Central Committee of the Communist Party) 
ASM = Assotsiatsiia sovremennoi muzyki (Association of Contemporary 

Music) 
GIII = Gosudarstvannii Institut Istorii Iskusstv (State Institute of Arts History), 

Leningrad  
GIMN = Gosudarstvennii Institut Muzykalnoi Nauki (State Institute for 

Musicology (Science of Music)), Moscow 
Glavlit = Glavnoe upravlenie po delam literatury i izdatelstv (Main 

Administration for Literary and Publishing Affairs) 
Glavrepertkom = Glavnoe upravlenie po kontroliu za zrelishchami i repertuarom 

(Main Administration for Control of Events and Repertories) 
GOMETs = Gosudartvennoe obiedinenie muzykalnykh, estradnykh i 

tsirkovykh predpriiatii (State Association of Music, Variety Stage, and 
Circus Enterprises) 

GORT = Gorodskaia obiedinenie roznichnoi torgovli (State Association of Retail 
Trade) 

Gosplan = Gosudarstvennii komitet po planirovaniiu (State Committee for 
Planning) 

Kultprop = Otdel kultury i propagandy leninizma TsK VKP(b) (Department of 
Culture and Propagation of Leninism of Central Committee of the 
Communist Party) 

Kultpros = Otdel kulturno-prosvetitelnoi raboty (Department of Culture and 
Enlightenment Work) 

LDKhVD = Leningradskii dom khudozhestvennaia vospitanie detei (Leningrad 
House of Children’s Artistic Education)  

Lenfil = Leningradskaia filarmoniia (Leningrad Philharmonia) 
Lenoblrabis = Leningradskoe oblastnoe komiteta Rabisa (Leningrad Regional 

Committee of Rabis) 
LGK = Leningradskaia gosudarstvennaia konservatoriia (Leningrad State 

Conservatory) 
Malegot = Malyi akademicheskii Leningradskii gosudarstvennii opernii teatr 

(Malyi Academic Opera of Leningrad, nowadays: Mikhailovskii Theatre) 
MGK = Moskovskaia gosudarstvennaia konservatoriia (Moscow State 

Conservatory) 
MkhAT = Moskovskii khudozhestvennyi akademicheskii teatr (Moscow Art 

Theatre) 
MORT = Mezhdunarodnoe obiedinenie revoliutsionnykh teatrov (International 

Association of Revolutionary Theatre) 
Mosfil = Moskovskaia filarmoniia (Moscow Philharmonia) 
Mosoblrabis = Moskovskoe oblastnoe komiteta Rabisa (Moscow Regional 

Committee of Rabis) 



  

Mossoviet = Moskovskoi gorodskoi Sovet deputatov (Moscow City Soviet of 
Deputies) 

MTS = Mashinno-traktornaia stantsiia (Machine-Tractor Station) 
Muzfond = Muzykalnyi fond SSSR (Musical fund of the USSR) 
Muzgiz = Gosudarstvennoe muzykalnoe izdatelstvo (State Musical Publisher) 
Muzo = Muzykalnoe otdelenie Narkomprosa (Musical department of 

Narkompros) 
Narkomfin = Narodnyi komissariat finansov (People’s Comissariat of Finance) 
Narkompros = Narodnyi komissariat prosveshcheniia (People’s Comissariat of 

Enlightenment)  
NEP = Novaia ekonomicheskaia politika (New Economic Policy) 
Ogiz = Obiedinennoe gosudartsvennoe izdatelstvo (State Publishing House) 
Orgbiuro = Organizatsionnoe biuro (tsentralnogo komiteta VKP(b)) 

(Organizational Bureau of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party) 

Orgkomitet = Organizatsionnii komitet (Organizational Committee) 
ORKiMD = Obiedinenie revoliusionnykh kompozitorov i muzykalnykh 

deiatelei (Association of Revolutionary Composers and Musical Activists) 
Prokoll = Proizvodstvennii kollektiv (Production Collective of Moscow 

Conservatory Students) 
Proletkult = Proletarskaia kultura (Proletarian culture) 
Rabis = Profsoiuz rabotnikov iskusstva (Trade Union of Art Workers) 
Rabkrin = (Narodnyi komissariat) Raboche-Krestianskaia inspektsiia (People's 

Commissariat of Workers' and Peasants' Inspection) 
RAPM = Rossiiskaia assosiatsiia proletarskikh muzykantov (Russian 

Association of Proletarian Musicians) 
RAPP = Rossiiskaia assosiatsiia proletarskikh pisatelei (Russian Association of 

Proletarian Writers) 
RKKA = Raboche-Krestianskaia Krasnaia Armiia (Red Army of Workers and 

Peasants) 
SNK = Sovnarkom = Sovet narodnykh komissarov (Council of People’s 

Commissars) 
TRAM = Teatr rabochei molodezhi (Theatre of Working Class Youth) 
TsDKA = Tsentralnoi dom Krasnoi Armii (Central House of the Red Army 
TsIK = Tsentralnii ispolnitelnii komitet Sovetov deputatov SSSR (Central 

Executive Committee of Soviet delegates of USSR) 
TsK = Tsentralnogo komiteta (Central Committee) 
VKP(b) = Vsesoiuznaia kommunisticheskaia partiia (bolshevikov) (Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union) 
VOKS = Vsesoiuznii obshchestvo kulturnykh sviazei s zagranitsei (All-Russian 

Society for Cultural Ties Abroad) 
Vseroskomdram = Vserossiiskoe obshchestvo kompozitorov i dramaticheskikh 

pisatelei (All-Russian Society of Composers and Dramatists) 
ZRK = Zakrytii rabochii kooperativ (Closed Workers’ Cooperative) 
 



  

Abbreviations in citation of archival sources 
 

AP RF = Arkhiv presidenta rossiiskoi federatsii (Archive of the President of the 
Russian Federation), Moscow 

GARF = Gosudarstvennii Arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii (State Archive of the 
Russian Federation), Moscow 

GTsMMK = Gosudarstvennii Tsentralnii Muzei Muzykalnoi Kultury imenii  
M. I. Glinky (M. I. Glinka State Central Museum of Musical Culture), 
Moscow 

KA = Kansallisarkisto (Finnish National Archives), Helsinki 
RGALI = Rossiiskii Gosudarstvennii Arkhiv Literatury i Iskusstv (Russian State 

Archive of Literature and Arts), Moscow 
RGASPI = Rossiiskii Gosudarstvennii Arkhiv Sotsialno-Politicheskoi Istorii 

(Russian State Archive of Social and Political History), Moscow 
TsGALI SPb = Tsentralnii Gosudarstvennii Arkhiv Literatury i Iskusstv Sankt-

Peterburga (Central State Archive of Literature and Arts of Saint 
Petersburg), Saint Petersburg 

 
Terms in citation of archival sources 
 
f. = fond (holding) 
op. = opis (register) 
d. = delo (file) 
l. = list (sheet or page) 
ll. = listy (sheets or pages) 
ob. = oborot (reverse side of the page) 
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BETWEEN ART, IDEOLOGY, AND POLITICS 
 
 
Music in the Soviet Union during the 1930s 
 
The 1930s was a dynamic period in the history of the Soviet Union. It is also one 
of the most disputed Soviet decades. This decade testified to the consolidation 
of Stalin’s power as the undisputed leader of the Soviet Union. In the 1930s, the 
Soviet Union also witnessed perhaps the most lugubrious era of Stalinist terror. 
However, there is another side to this picture: the lives of the majority of Soviet 
people improved, if measured by levels of education, material well-being, or 
access to technological advancements. Many of these improvements reached 
even the most backward and remote parts of the vast country. Ordinary people 
felt that their lives were stabilizing, especially before the reign of terror, but 
even at the height of the Great Purges, many shut their eyes in order to survive. 
Research on Soviet history of the 1930s has yielded very different images of the 
decade depending on focus of the research: whether a situation is viewed from 
the center or from the regions, far from Moscow, and whether it is seen through 
the eyes of an administrator or those of the common Soviet man or woman. 

In the arts, including music, this decade was no less controversial. It has 
often been presumed that during the 1930s the arts were entirely subservient to 
Soviet political power and that they became mere instruments of totalitarian 
rule or even of Stalin himself. Yet, the arts were highly popular in the 1930s: the 
number of creative artists multiplied, and the number of amateur artists and 
clubs devoted to the arts was unprecedented anywhere in the world. The high 
creative standards in the Soviet Union were evident worldwide when young 
Soviet musicians took international competitions by storm and were, almost 
without exception, ranked above their foreign contemporaries in lists of 
international musicians. The political ties between the arts and Soviet power 
have too often been dismissed as simply a logical continuum of Stalin’s 
ambitions, without a second thought being given to their meaning or to what 
really happened. Totalitarian rule is often said to stifle creativity and suffocate 
artists, but this hardly seems to have been the case for Soviet music. 
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Soviet Ballet, Soviet Symphonism, and Soviet Jazz were all increasingly 
used in the 1930s to imply the distinctive nature of Soviet music. There were 
attempts, through extensive discussion, to agree on the distinctive nature of 
Soviet music, thus differentiating it from bourgeois music in the West. These 
attempts are often dismissed as mere propaganda, but the search for music that 
could be described as distinctively Soviet was a genuine aim of the Composers’ 
Union, and one that seems to have been supported by many Union members. A 
related but different question is whether socialist realism was simply another 
method by which the Communist Party sought to enslave artists. This view has 
already been challenged in several contexts but the subject has only recently 
been addressed in relation to music.1  

Soviet music has been studied largely by musicologists interested in 
specific works or composers rather than general trends or the context within 
which music was produced. Too often Soviet compositions and composers have 
been studied as though they existed outside the Soviet system; composers seem 
to have been viewed as individuals who were not affected by their political 
surroundings, and, if affected, only in a negative way. Despite a few excellent 
studies, there has been significantly less research into Soviet music than has 
been the case for Soviet literature.2 It is telling that the most frequently quoted 
textbook on Soviet music was written by Boris Schwarz more than thirty-five 
years ago.3 Although this is one of the few books about music that attempt to 
examine the Soviet era as a whole (at least until 1970), it is largely based on 
Schwarz’s personal experiences of the Soviet system. 4  Schwarz provides a 
wealth of valuable details about Soviet musical life, but some aspects of his text 
require re-examination. 
                                                 
1   The most authoritative recent writings on the history and essence of Socialist  

Realism are perhaps Groys, Boris 1988: Gesamtkunstwerk Stalin: Die Gespaltene Kultur 
in der Sowjetunion. Munich: C. Hanser; in English, see: Groys, Boris 1992: The Total Art 
of Stalinism. Avant-Garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship, and Beyond. Translated from German 
by Charles Rougle. Princeton: Princeton University Press; the special issue of South 
Atlantic Quarterly socialist realism without Shores 94(3), 1995; Giunter, Kh. and 
Dobrenko, E. (eds.) 2000: Sotsrealisticheskii kanon. St. Petersburg: Akademicheskii 
proekt; Bek, Mikuláš and Chew, Geoffrey and Macek, Petr (eds.) 2004: The socialist 
realism and Music. Prague: Koniasch Latin Press. For more about the discussion of 
socialist realism see the third part of this book. 

2  I will provide more extensive listings of relevant previous research in each part, but 
some recent publications deserve to be mentioned here: Edmunds, Neil 2000: The 
Soviet Proletarian Music Movement. Bern: Peter Lang; Nelson, Amy 2004: Music for the 
Revolution. Musicians and Power in Early Soviet Russia. University Park: Penn State 
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Schwarz introduces the concept of “regimentation” as a description of 
Soviet musical life during the 1930s. Schwarz uses this concept to draw a line 
between (in his view) the relatively liberal 1920s and the more strictly 
controlled 1930s.5 With this concept, Schwarz has reinforced the myth that the 
arts merely suffered under Soviet rule. Yet, it should be borne in mind that 
Schwarz was writing at a time when Cold War politics inevitably affected 
interpretations and research on both sides of the Iron Curtain. Even before 
Schwarz wrote his text, the “agony of arts” under Soviet rule had been put 
forward by several well-respected émigré-writers, including Iurii Elagin,6 and 
disillusioned Westerners such as Max Eastman.7 A common feature of these 
writers’ work is that they all present the change that took place in the arts as a 
move from a state of relative flexibility to one of strict political control imposed 
by the Communist Party. From this perspective, the art unions (established after 
1932) and socialist realism were all part of the same plan to harness art in 
service of the Party’s political ends. The truth, however, is much more complex. 
Especially in the field of music, composers and musicologists contributed 
greatly to the political changes that took place during the 1930s. They were far 
from being victims of a totalitarian system, although neither should they be 
considered loyal servants of the Party. 

A closer examination of the Soviet Composers’ Union, which was founded 
in 19328, reveals that initially it was in no way a centralized institution with a 
strict political agenda that was controlled “from above.” Rather, for the first 
years of its existence, the Composers’ Union acted according to the desires and 
ambitions of composers. What happened in Soviet music before and after the 
founding of the Union has colored some assessments of the organization, as has 
the general state of Soviet society during the 1930s. Of course, the Composers’ 
Union was not a detached island that was isolated from political turmoil, but 
neither was it at the center of the drama. In short, during the first half of the 
1930s the Communist Party did not consider music to be a major headache: it 
had much more pressing concerns. This situation would only change during the 
latter half of the decade, when the focus of the Party and society shifted and 
music became a more significant issue. 

The aim of this research is to identify the changes that took place in the 
Soviet musical world during the 1930s, as well as the conceptions that gave 
birth to Soviet music. In this thesis, attention is directed toward the changes that 
took place at the political and ideological levels, although it is sometimes 
difficult to differentiate between the two. The question of who defined the 
Soviet musical policy of the 1930s is of particular interest. I present a challenge 
to the previously predominant totalitarian view of Soviet art policy where 
                                                 
5  Schwarz 1983, 109–110. 
6  Jelagin, Juri 1951: Taming of the Arts. New York: E.P.Dutton. 
7  Eastman, Max 1972: Artists in Uniform: A Study of Literature and bureaucratism. New 
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8  Kiril Tomoff (2006) dates his history of the Soviet Composers’ Union from 1939 to 
1953. This is a somewhat contentious decision, since the Composers’ Union came into 
existence in 1932—a fact that Tomoff himself has acknowledged. 
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artists were seen mainly as passive victims. In fact, my main attempt is to 
understand the complex relationship between music and politics—how music 
was connected to the upper and middle levels of the Communist Party and how 
far composers and musicologists were able to define Soviet music 
independently. 

I am not the first researcher who has sought to challenge the assessment of 
Soviet music as an art form that was subject to totalitarian control. Kirill Tomoff 
first published parts of his dissertation as articles and then revised it as a 
monograph in 2006. His dissertation sought to discuss the formation of the 
Composers’ Union in the 1930s and 1940s as the leading musical organization. 
Yet, Tomoff, in selecting a research period from 1939 to 1953, effectively omitted 
the 1930s from his study. In light of his stated intention to evaluate the nature 
and development of the Composers’ Union, Tomoff’s choice of research period 
seems puzzling. Although he makes the valid point that the organizational 
committee, a national-level organ of the Union, was established only in 1939, 
the Composers’ Union was certainly founded seven years earlier than this. 
Thus, Tomoff fails to appreciate that many approaches and features of the 
Composers’ Union were not actually inventions of the 1940s, but they had 
already been very much part of the Composers’ Union during the 1930s. This is 
extremely significant when we consider that the Composers’ Union was 
subjected to more intensive Party surveillance after 1939 than it had been 
earlier. Certain features, which might seem to have been imposed by the Party, 
were in fact composers’ own initiatives that had been introduced in the 1930s. 
Tomoff’s approach to the Soviet musical world also differs from my own. He 
adopts a structural approach and views the Composers’ Union rather one-
sidedly; on many occasions, he disregards other musical institutions, 
acknowledging only the political connections of the Composers’ Union.9 

Caroline Brooke’s important dissertation, in which she discusses the 
Soviet musical field of the 1930s, was approved in 1999, but, unfortunately, it 
remains unpublished. Yet, it was both the first post-Soviet historical research 
about the Soviet musical life in the 1930s and the first to be based on archival 
sources. As her starting point, she perceives the 1930s as a period of upheaval, 
which hardly left music untouched. However, her point is that rather than 
being a straightforward process of stalinization of music, the situation in music 
was much more complex. Brooke has subsequently published two very 
valuable articles that are of interest to anyone researching the Soviet history of 
the 1930s.  

Common in our research is the objective to point out that the process of 
centralization was not a one-way street where politicians would have forced 
                                                 
9  Tomoff 2006. His dissertation, upon which his monograph is based, was examined in 
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pp. 33–65; The Illegitimacy of Popularity: Soviet Composers and the Royalties 
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composers to compose how the politicians wanted. Yet, at times, Brooke’s 
dissertation proceeds like a record of different sides of musical life presenting 
the case of housing, music publishing or performances, each in a page or so 
without making further implications or drawing clear conclusions. However, 
her dissertation marches forward with an extremely valuable amount of details 
about the Soviet musical life of the 1930s which should not be disregarded by 
anyone interested in the subject. Although her dissertation comes at times very 
close to my own research, our work is interlocked rather than overlapping. I 
consulted different archival sources and so have managed to provide a 
complementary account of Soviet musical policy during the 1930s. There are 
also deviations in some of our interpretations and we seem to adopt somewhat 
different approaches on many points. Brooke seems to be more interested in 
establishing whether or not there was a coherent Party line with regard to 
Soviet music after 1932.10 Then again, I attempt to take this a step further and 
consider the extent to which the Composers’ Union was able to define Soviet 
musical policy and affect the current Party line towards music. 

Thus, my aim is to examine the conditions and context under which Soviet 
composers and musicologists of the 1930s operated. In many cases, it was other 
musical institutions, and not the political leadership of the country, that stood 
in the way of composers’ ambitions. The Composers’ Union strived to become a 
leading organization, but the road was a rocky one since few organizations 
were willing to be voluntarily subordinated to the Composers’ Union. Later in 
the 1930s the Union was also challenged by a governmental body called the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs. 

Although the Composers’ Union is at the center of my research, this work 
is not a history of this unquestionably important organization. Neither am I 
studying any composers, although certain names are of course repeated more 
regularly than others. This is partly due to the fact that research on Soviet 
musical personalities has concentrated on certain luminous composers, such as 
Dmitrii Shostakovich. Therefore, it makes sense to examine Shostakovich’s 
relationship with both governmental organizations and the Composers’ Union 
in order to understand how important these connections actually were for 
leading composers and what was their role in forming the Soviet musical 
policy. Yet, I try to present a more extensive picture of music in the 1930s and 
have chosen not to confine myself to any individual composer or organization, 
although they inevitably feature in my study. Most significantly, this is a study 
in the field of history based on archival and other primary sources that 
interprets the history of the Soviet music policy. 

Soviet art and culture in general have interested researchers of Soviet 
history. Yet, most of the research conducted prior to the collapse of the Soviet 
Union in 1991 was more or less politically slanted. The Cold War atmosphere 
and the fact that archives were closed greatly influenced Western researchers’ 
interpretations. Most followed the lines of Elagin and Eastman, asserting that 
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the arts were enslaved and artists became either victims (good) or supporters 
(bad) of the system. The case of Shostakovich is an excellent example of how the 
Cold War affected interpretations. Shostakovich, from his first trip to America 
in 1949, gave speeches that were very supportive of the Soviet government. 
Although he hardly did this out of love for the Communist cause, it did affect 
the way in which he was received in the West, but also by the younger 
generation of composers in the Soviet Union. Alfred Schnittke, Edison Denisov 
and other brilliant composers of the next generation considered Shostakovich 
no longer antecedent during his older days, but rather a link to the past. Also, 
his legacy from the Stalinist era, political compromises and compliance 
alienated many composers of the younger generation.11 

Things changed when Solomon Volkov defected from the Soviet Union 
and published Testimony, highly contentious memoirs of Shostakovich which 
Volkov edited. In this work, Shostakovich was presented as a dissident, who 
hid anti-government messages within his compositions. This gave birth to a 
series of publications, such as Ian MacDonald’s New Shostakovich, in which these 
(non-scholarly) authors tried to “read” dissidence in every detail of his 
compositions. These books marked a change in the public image of 
Shostakovich in the West.12 He became more popular and concert stages all 
around the globe wanted to stage performances of his work. 

Superficially, it might seem that such a growth of interest in Soviet culture 
could only be positive. However, this upsurge of interest did not further 
Western understanding of what really happened in the 1930s. Hardly any of the 
volumes written before 1991 (and even after that) referred to any archival or 
first-hand evidence whatsoever. In the case of Shostakovich, only Laurel L. 
Fay’s massive monograph managed to do so extensively—Fay’s work 
challenged many existing preconceptions about the composer and the context 
in which he worked.13 Simultaneously, a series of new studies about the history 
of Soviet music and culture emerged.  

However, in a way, research into Soviet music has tended to lag behind 
other research when it comes to revision of old, firmly rooted assumptions. One 
of these was “the Great Retreat” described by Nicholas Timasheff in 1946.14 In 
short, the revolutionary ideas that still prevailed in the 1920s and the early 
1930s were abandoned by the ruling elite during the 1930s. Revolutionary ideas 
were abandoned in order to secure the position of the ruling elite and the 
heritage of the former Russian Empire in the world. In the arts, according to 
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Timasheff, this meant that public opinion became the ruling principle.15 Yet, 
Timasheff seems to have believed that in the 1920s there was Bolshevik 
consensus about the “correct” direction, which was not the case. The “retreat” 
was also a partial one, since concessions were never made in the field of 
economics, for example. 

Timasheff’s idea about popular opinion defining the development of the 
arts is interesting. Indeed, in the 1930s, the connection between the arts and the 
Soviet people and the need to bring art to the masses were stressed in 
contemporary writings by Soviet artists and theorists. Yet, if we consider music, 
the average Soviet citizen seems to have been more interested in foxtrot, jazz, or 
Hollywood film music than anything the proletarian music movement could 
produce. This was not exactly the kind of art the state wished to sponsor, 
although it must be admitted that certain concessions were made to these “light 
genres,” (as they were called in the Soviet Union). Socialist realism, the alleged 
guiding principle of the arts after the Writers’ Congress of 1934 (at which this 
concept was first introduced in public), is usually connected with more serious 
forms of art. Indeed, Boris Groys offers an interesting explanation of socialist 
realism. Rather than being a representation of people’s taste, as it claimed to be, 
Groys believes that socialist realism was created by those who promoted the 
avant-garde during the 1920s. Thus, Groys refutes the theory—prevalent in 
both the West and the Soviet Union until the mid-1980s—that socialist realism 
was the diametric opposite of the avant-garde of the 1920s. My own study 
examines several composers who were modernists in the 1920s and results 
support Groys’ view. Composers indeed did actively participate in discussions 
about Soviet music and socialist realism during the 1930s. 

Katerina Clark has argued that the Soviet intellectual elite, far from being 
passive, were at least as active as the Party was in defining the nature of 
Stalinist culture. She suggests that intellectuals were able to use their 
connections even when the political framework around them became more 
restrictive.16 I will argue that in music, elite forms—opera, ballet, and classical 
concert music—became more prevalent and were offered to people as official 
forms of Soviet musical culture. It was a frequently repeated Soviet myth that 
people yearned for this kind of art. Journals included features about nomads 
from Central Asia, or peasants from Siberia, who were thirsty for their national 
operas or who wanted concerts with Soviet repertories. In reality, demand for 
this kind of music was hardly driven by the people or even the Party; it seems 
that it must have been the musical elite, whose primary skills and interests were 
in these fields of music, who promoted elite forms of music.17 It seems that 
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Stalin and other Party leaders were more interested in film music, as Leonid 
Maximenkov has pointed out.18 

In his thorough analysis of Russian and Soviet popular culture, Richard 
Stites has concluded that popular opinion may well have been instrumental in 
establishing the popular culture of the 1930s. In a way, Stalinist mass culture 
served both public taste and state goals.19 Needless to say, composers also 
played an important part in the creation of Stalinist mass culture, but this only 
formed one part of Soviet musical policy. The musical discussions that took 
place during the 1930s were also concerned with the traditions upon which 
Soviet music was based. Both in theory and practice, Soviet music was firmly 
rooted in the musical tradition of pre-revolutionary Russia—the traditional 
Russian school of music that included Nikolai Rimskii-Korsakov along with 
two other representatives of the Mighty Handful, namely Modest Musorgskii 
and Aleksandr Borodin, as well as Piotr Tchaikovskii and Mikhail Glinka, (who 
was dubbed “the Father of Russian music”). All of this can be considered a total 
volte-face from the position of the most salient musical circles of the 1920s, 
which, although at odds with each other, had agreed that pre-revolutionary 
music should be discarded altogether. 

The evaluation of Soviet musical life in the 1930s has changed 
considerably over the past ten years. The starting point for this change was 
Leonid Maximenkov’s (1997) Sumbur vmesto muzyki. Stalinskaia kulturnaia 
revoliutsiia, 1936–38, which shed new light upon Pravda articles about 
Shostakovich that were published in early 1936. Although this incident had 
previously been discussed within studies of Shostakovich, Maximenkov places 
the Pravda articles as well as Shostakovich’s case in a much wider context, 
making Maximenkov’s study truly groundbreaking. Pravda’s articles were no 
longer seen as a vicious attack against Shostakovich; they are viewed as part of 
a broader campaign, in which he was not the primary target, and this in part 
helps to explain why Shostakovich survived. Furthermore, Maximenkov points 
out that a host of administrators stood between composers and Stalin, who was 
seldom personally involved in musical issues.20 The only real problem with 
Maximenkov’s text is simply that it has not been translated and so has only 
been available to those readers who speak Russian. This means that it has not 
been as widely read as it deserves, and unfortunately even among researchers it 
has been too rarely used. 
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Maximenkov’s study was the first of a series about Soviet music that were 
based on archival research. In the case of Shostakovich, Fay’s monograph, 
published some years later, further contextualized the life of the composer. Neil 
Edmunds’ The Soviet Proletarian Music Movement (2000) and Amy Nelson’s 
(2004) Music for the Revolution made significant contributions to our 
understanding of Soviet music in the 1920s and early 1930s. The former took the 
interesting approach of examining the proletarian music movement that was to 
become the “bad guy” of Soviet musical life during the 1930s. Edmunds 
demystifies the operations of proletarian music organizations and is thus able to 
shed new light on our understanding of proletarian music, which was greatly 
obscured by Soviet myths.21 

There is a clear rationale behind my decision to examine the 1930s in this 
study. In Soviet history, the year 1932 can be perceived as crucial in many ways. 
Soviet society was in a chaotic situation after the First Five-Year Plan (1928–32) 
came to an end. Forced collectivization had wrought drastic changes upon 
society and traditional rural culture was particularly at risk. At the same time, 
famine was tormenting several areas of the Soviet Union. On April 23, 1932 the 
Party issued On the Restructuring of Literary and Artistic Organizations, a 
resolution that was to have wide-ranging consequences for the arts. All existing 
art associations were to be closed and replaced with governmental art unions. 
The triumphant march of socialist realism as a state-sponsored method has also 
been linked to this resolution. 

The events of 1932, and years preceding it, offer a useful starting point for 
my research, since it has been argued that the April Resolution and the 
establishment of the art unions represented a period of “regimentation” in 
Soviet music. 22  The implication that the resolution heralded more intense 
political control over the arts has too often been taken for granted. The April 
Resolution was written with literature in mind and the realization of its aims 
varied from one art form to another, a fact that is barely mentioned in most 
research. The resolution enabled intensified control of the arts through the art 
unions, but the pace and ways in which these unions developed has caused a 
lot of confusion. The immediate outcome of the resolution was that proletarian 
artistic associations were disbanded and inclusive art unions were set up in 
their stead. However, rather than becoming an instrument of the Party, the 
Composers’ Union was used by composers to fulfill their own interests.23 How 
was it possible that an autonomous institution like this could exist in the 
Stalinist Soviet Union? I argue that the answer to this interesting question lies in 
the relationship between composers’ and the Party and its administrators. 
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Nineteen thirty-nine is the obvious date at which to end my study. Tomoff 
has already described the relationship between composers and the Party after 
1939; in particular, he focuses on how the Composers’ Union developed after 
1939, when the Union became a nation-wide organization and received official 
status. Up until this point, although an important organization, the Union had 
lacked national-level organs and so its status had not been clear. Precisely this 
period when the Composers’ Union’s status was so uncertain, is of great 
interest, since who was in charge of the Soviet musical life during 1930s was 
generally unclear. After 1939 the Composers’ Union unquestionably occupied a 
decisive role alongside the Committee on Artistic Affairs, operating under the 
control of Council of People’s Commissars (SNK). However, during the period 
1932–39, although older institutions including the Commissariat of 
Enlightenment (Narkompros) and the Labor Union of Artistic Workers (Rabis) 
were faltering, the new organizations—first the Composers’ Union and then the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs—were still struggling to establish their authority. 
All of these organizations would undergo notable changes during the 1930s. 

The importance of looking into the relationship between music and 
politics in the 1930s is also derived from the fact that it was a decade which 
gave birth to several characteristics of society that would endure until the end 
of the Soviet period. Many revolutionary principles were abandoned and 
normalizing measures were introduced during a process that Timasheff 
referred to as the Great Retreat24. Whether or not one accepts the notion of the 
Great Retreat, the differences between Western bourgeois cultures and that of 
the Soviet Union certainly lessened to some extent, although at the same time 
Stalin continued to strive for absolute power. Stalin’s aim is said to have been to 
create an administration that would serve his needs; in other words, an 
administration in which he would indisputably be the highest authority as 
general secretary of the Communist Party.25 The status of bourgeois specialists, 
professionals trained in the pre-revolutionary era, strengthened in the musical 
world. Even though their standing had been called into question and some had 
lost their positions during the First Five-Year Plan, the status of bourgeois 
specialists greatly improved after 1932. There were numerous other features in 
the 1930s that were typical of Soviet musical life until the 1980s. Sergei 
Prokofiev immigrated to the Soviet Union during the mid-1930s at the same 
time as the almost prodigious rise of young Soviet musicians such as David 
Oistrakh, Emil Gilels, Iakov Zak, and Iakov Flier. The position of pre-
Revolutionary Russian music was also cemented during this very decade. 

The contrast that Schwarz drew between musical life in the 1920s and 
1930s is still widely accepted, as is his argument that Stalin’s regime extended 
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its power into Soviet musical life.26 It seems naïve to claim, however, that the 
Communist Party would have interfered in musical matters only in the 1930s. I 
have always found it rather odd that the main basis for this allegation has been 
the the 1936 attack by Pravda on Shostakovich’s opera, the general terror of the 
following years (often wrongly associated with Pravda’s attack), and the 
introduction of socialist realism during the Writers’ Congress of 1934.27 How 
these quite different phenomena reflect the overall situation in music is hardly 
ever explained. Although the 1930s are quite often remembered for the attack 
on Dmitrii Shostakovich, the overall situation for composers was in fact a great 
deal better than it had been during the 1920s. Composers managed to organize 
a creative environment in which unprecedented numbers of composers could 
free themselves entirely from non-creative professions and become full-time 
artists.  

The allegations that composers—particularly Shostakovich—were 
persecuted during the 1930s, is partly an exaggeration. Destroying composers 
would have achieved very little, but through the promotion of Soviet music and 
composers the Soviet state could create powerful methods of propaganda that 
could be employed at home and abroad. Persecution was much more common 
in the literary world and a number of authors, including Osip Mandelshtam, 
Vsevolod Meierkhold, and Isaak Babel, were completely destroyed. Such cases 
are much harder to find in the musical world of the 1930s or even the 1940s. 

In short, I try to examine “the big picture” of musical policy in the 1930s 
and consider whether the Party ever adopted a coherent musical policy. The 
Composers’ Union tends to be at the center of this research, as this was the only 
place where all the leading representatives of music actually met. Furthermore, 
Soviet musical policy, at least until the 1980s, was largely implemented through 
the Composers’ Union, but it is still not clear exactly how the Union managed to 
become such a powerful organization or who actually defined Soviet musical 
policy. In this study, I try to find answers to these rather extensive questions. 
Along the way, my research adds to our understanding of Soviet life, which 
underwent a period of major restructuring during the 1930s. The status of 
music and musical experts in the Soviet Union changed dramatically and 
explaining the context in which composers worked will help us to understand 
the forces that shaped the Soviet Union more fully. 
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Sources on Soviet music and implications 
 
There is an enormous amount of archival material from the Composers’ Union 
(including details of its meetings and resolutions), which shows that it was a 
bureaucratic organization despite its creative functions. The largest collection of 
this material—from central organs and from both the Moscow (1932–) and 
Russian (1959–) branches—is located in the RGALI (rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi 
arhiv literatury i iskusstva), State Archive of Literature and Art, in Moscow. 
However, the material from the 1930s is far from extensive; in fact, when 
compared to the archives for the 1940s and 1950s, the material from the 1930s is 
practically negligible. While the impact of the Second World War should not be 
discounted, the lack of a central national-level administrative body may be one 
explanation why there are fewer documents from this period. This is also one 
reason why Tomoff begins his history of the Composers’ Union in 1939. After 
this time, material about the Composers’ Union was saved systematically.  

The failure of the Composers’ Union to systematically archive material 
from the 1930s does not imply, however, that no sources about the Composers’ 
Union or Soviet musical life in the 1930s exist; on the contrary, it is just that 
sources are scattered around in different archives and files. Composers’ and 
musicologists’ personal papers, along with documents from other 
administrative bodies that were somehow connected with music, can provide 
many details about musical life and help us to assemble the big picture. The 
Trade Union of Art Workers, Rabis, provided the main source of material 
benefits for composers before the Composers’ Union had sufficient funds to 
take care of its members financially. Rabis’s files are located in GARF, the State 
Archive. As a well-established bureaucratic organization, it kept very accurate, 
yet stultifying, collections of protocols and minutes from all of its meetings at 
different organizational levels. Active discussion about issues connected with 
composers was particularly extensive in 1932 and 1933. 

The founding of the Committee on Artistic Affairs in January 1936 marked 
the start of a new epoch in Soviet musical life. This organization quickly exerted 
power over culture and the arts, reducing the authority of the Commissariat of 
Enlightenment, Narkompros, to a fraction of what it had once been. The files 
from this Committee are remarkably exact and are located in the RGALI. This is 
the collection that offers perhaps the most valuable information about the 
development of arts in general, not only music. Its full potential as a source has 
not been yet been realized. One of the document series (opis) in this file (twenty 
in all), number ten, (which was previously classified), includes correspondence 
between the Committee, the Party, and different state organs. It offers 
important insights about the Committee and about the relationship between the 
musical elite and the Party and state organs. Perhaps a bit surprisingly, 
personal files of Party politicians usually connected with cultural affairs like 
Viacheslav Molotov and Andrei Zhdanov offer very little, if nothing, in regards 
with musical life of the 1930s.  

Although the Composers’ Union lacked central organs, there was one 
exception: the monthly journal Sovetskaia Muzyka (Soviet Music), which was 
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founded in January 1933 and which continues to publish to this day (after 1992 
under the name Muzykalnaia Akademiia). Sovetskaia Muzyka offers the single 
most extensive collection of material relating to Soviet musical life of the 1930s. 
In 1933 the journal was a bi-monthly publication 200 pages in length, but after 
that until the war the scholarly journal was published once a month and was on 
average 110 pages long. Sovetskaia Muzyka was intended for music specialists 
rather than a more general readership. Writings were mostly of a scholarly 
nature, although editorials were often political and the number of these political 
writings increased toward the end of the decade. Yet, the journal retained its 
status as a primarily scholarly medium. In addition to scholarly articles, it also 
published lists of recent and upcoming events, concerts, and reports of 
meetings. It even published those important decisions and resolutions that 
concerned music. Significantly, it also served as a forum for discussion. Many 
discussions that began during Union meetings were continued on the pages of 
this journal. Furthermore, Sovetskaia Muzyka was not published by the State 
Musical Publisher, Muzgiz, but rather by the State Publishing House, Ogiz; the 
significance of this becomes apparent when it is examined in some detail  in the 
second part of this book. 

In practice, the number of important decisions, report summaries, 
scholarly articles, and political editorials that were published in Sovetskaia 
Muzyka make it a valuable source for anyone interested in Soviet musical life 
during the 1930s. Therefore, it is surprising that the journal has never been 
systematically consulted as a source material. Furthermore, because this 
journal—unlike any other organ of the Union—has an extensive editorial 
archive in RGALI that begins in 1932, it is easy to follow the publishing policy 
of this journal. Indeed, it seems that editors practiced very little censorship over 
contributions. Several articles were left unpublished, but these were often too 
long, impossible to read, or written in foreign languages. Thus, the expression 
of contrasting views was quite common in issues of Sovetskaia Muzyka. This 
journal offers a considerable amount of information about composers’ changing 
views of Soviet music and political agendas.28 

For less than a year, from August 1933 until May 1934, the Composers’ 
Union published its own monthly Information Bulletin. One can only guess at 
the reason why it was terminated so abruptly. Yet, the Bulletin suggests clearly 
enough that the Composers’ Union undertook very active work during these 
months in an attempt to build up its authority, establish a financial base, and 
improve connections with other administrational organs. Insights into the 
broader context of Soviet artistic life can be found in Sovetskoe Iskusstvo (Soviet 
Art), which was published by Narkompros until 1936 and thereafter by the 

                                                 
28  Of course, when reading Soviet texts, especially those written during the Stalinist era, 

one has to be careful in one’s interpretations. Ritualistic repetition of phrases from 
political speeches by Party leaders was a common way of surviving in a society that 
was moving towards totalitarian rule. Yet not everyone just repeated the political 
arguments made by Party leaders, some also offered their own solutions to different 
problems. There were individuals who took the initiative instead of just reacting to 
the demands of political awareness. 
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Committee on Artistic Affairs. The magazine also included articles about music, 
but its articles were largely only loosely connected to music and often 
concerned the other arts or artistic life in general. After the Committee came 
into existence, Sovetskoe Iskusstvo was at times used as a base for pressure 
against the Composers’ Union, as the fourth part of this book suggests. Musical 
life was also discussed in Pravda and Izvestiia, especially after 1936. These 
publications can be seen as a barometer not only of the overall attention paid to 
music by the Party, but also of the publicity that the Party was ready to give to 
music. Pravda, as the Party organ, issued articles on music only when they had 
political value. It seems that  initially, the Composers’ Union and even music in 
general were seen as politically uninteresting. 

By consulting different archival and printed sources from the 1930s, I have 
been able to create a picture of early Soviet musical policy, which was so 
important for the future of Soviet music. Through close and careful reading of 
composers’ writings, letters, and articles along with previously classified official 
documents, I have tried to produce a sound interpretation of the political and 
ideological connections of composers and their music. Thus, it has become clear 
that one of the overall themes of my work is an evaluation of how music and 
politics can be mixed. Music has often been considered an apolitical art, which 
somehow exists outside political connections. Yet, my understanding of Soviet 
musical life in the 1930s seems to indicate the opposite—music could easily be 
affected by, and react to, political disputes. 

The interpretation of Soviet sources that refer to discussions, political 
speeches, and bureaucratic protocols requires some care. Official Soviet texts 
are often full of empty phrases and ritualistic reiteration of hollow concepts. 
Sometimes these texts need to be read almost like a code language. The real 
intention of the writer has to be carefully considered: Does the author seek to 
influence a decision that is being made? Is any idea being expressed within the 
document or is it plainly an attempt not to stand out? At times, staying silent 
could be more dangerous than iteration of empty phrases. Thus, it is important 
to understand the core concepts used in political language of the time. 
Liquidation, development, growth, retardation, and propagation were all 
concepts with specific political meanings, which were not necessarily 
equivalent to today’s usage. Liquidation, for instance did not have the gloomy 
connotations that we attach to it today. These words would often find their way 
into musical discussions. 

One much-used concept calls for a more detailed explanation. The 
Composers’ Union was one of the art unions established after the Central 
Committee’s resolution of 1932. Writers’, Architects’, Artists’ and Sculptors’ 
unions were also set up—however, the Sculptors’ Union later merged with the 
Artists’ Union. Additionally, a Cinematographers’ Union was established in the 
1960s. Sometimes the concept of a “Creative Union” is used as a corollary to a 
Soviet art union, as Kirill Tomoff does in his book, Creative Union. This concept 
comes from the Soviet use of tvorcheskii soiuz, which was meant to signify the 
nature of these organizations as creative unions rather than trade unions. Trade 
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unions were not professional coalitions but rather were bound to the 
workplace, whereas membership of art unions was based entirely upon 
profession.29 Yet, I refrain from calling them “creative unions” and instead 
choose the more neutral “art union.” Accepting the concept of a creative union 
would signify acceptance of the idea that these unions existed in order to 
improve the creative work of their members. This indeed was part of what art 
unions did, but they were also interest groups and provided material support to 
their members. Therefore, referring to them as creative unions would be 
approving the Soviet myth. 

I have divided this study into four main parts, which deal with major 
issues encountered by Soviet music and composers during the 1930s. Although 
the division into thematic parts might seem to imply an anachronistic approach, 
they do follow a certain chronology. As the Composers’ Union began to take 
shape, some topics became more important than others. The first part is 
concerned with composers’ relationship with their past—not only their 
relationship with pre-revolutionary music, but also more recent events in the 
Soviet musical field. The second part discusses how the Composers’ Union was 
organized and what priorities composers pursued when they engaged in 
administrative work. These issues were especially acute in 1933 and 1934. Many 
plans for initiatives that would only be fully realized much later were drawn up 
during these early years.  

The overall theme of the third part of this study is ideology. In this part, I 
examine both the way in which composers took ideology into account and how 
certain ideological features of Party politics affected Soviet music. This part also 
illustrates how musicology was given the task of ideological guardianship of 
Soviet music. I examine the question of socialist realism (or lack of it) in Soviet 
music. All these issues were of immediate concern and were discussed 
extensively in 1935. Ideological discussions had begun to gain impetus when 
yet another major change took place in 1936. This was to have far-reaching 
effects upon music politics. The final part will discuss these changes, which 
ultimately led to some kind of resolution of major problems in 1939, at least 
from the composers’ point of view. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
29  Shchiglik, A. I. 1970, 13–14: Tvorcheskie soiuzy v sisteme sovetskoi demokratii. In 

Iampolskaia, Ts. A. (ed.), Tvorcheskie soiuzy v sssr (organizatsionno-pravovye voprosy). 
Moscow: Iuridicheskaia literature. The structure and position of art unions seems to 
have been unclear even in the 1960s, since a textbook on juridical issues concerning 
their status was published. Professionalism, ideology and special tasks were named 
as the three main features that separated art unions from trade unions.  



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EVALUATING THE PAST AND PLANNING THE 
FUTURE 
 
 
1932: Turning point 
 
 
Policies for music in the 1920s 
 
The early 1930s were crucial for the Soviet arts in many respects. The year 1932 
has been seen as a turning point due to the Communist Party Resolution of 
April 23 entitled “On restructuring literary and artistic organizations.” The 
importance of this resolution stems from the fact that it gave a birth to the 
system of art unions. After 1932 the Party started to systematically develop a 
consistent cultural policy. Before this time, the Communist Party’s approach 
had been to issue more or less a collection of decisions and decrees, which 
together hardly formed a coherent policy. Although one can question whether 
Soviet cultural policy was actually consistent even after 1932, there are several 
indications that some changes really took place at this time. Prior to 1932 there 
were several musical organizations with quite different opinions about how to 
organize the musical world, but after 1932 the Composers’ Union alone 
represented composers and musicians. Yet, when examined in some detail, 
Soviet policy toward the arts seems to have been less consistent than it might 
appear at first glance. Looking at the whole of the 1930s, the idea that the 
Communist Party had a coherent musical policy at this time seems to be 
debatable. In order to understand the changes that took place in the 1930s, it is 
crucial to look at the organization and conception of the arts both before and 
after 1932. 

Fundamentally, the Bolshevik Party had no pre-prepared program for 
artistic affairs. The leadership of the Party had very different opinions about 
how to deal with artists, but, for most Bolsheviks, art was certainly of secondary 
importance to economic development. Ideologically the arts were valued 
mainly as a device by which the cultural transformation of the proletariat could 
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be achieved. The problem was, that in Marxist theory, culture was a class 
phenomenon; each class was the creator of its own culture. Therefore the 
proletariat should have developed its own culture to supersede that of the 
bourgeoisie. Bolshevik intellectuals’ attitudes toward proletarian culture were 
problematic largely because they were patronizing. In practice, few intellectuals 
encouraged spontaneous activity amongst proletarians. Instead, organizations 
such as Proletkult, which aimed to create a proletarian culture of its own, 
emerged. Such organizations and culture could not, however, outlive War 
Communism and slowly faded away during the 1920s. 30  The idea of real 
proletarian culture was a mere fantasy in Lenin’s eyes; he believed that it was 
much more important to raise the educational level of the workers.31 

Most of early musical policy was agreed in the People’s Commissariat of 
Enlightenment (Narkompros) and its musical division (Muzo). Anatolii 
Lunacharskii headed Narkompros from its inception (on October 26, 191732) until 
1929. He can be regarded as the highest authority in matters concerning the arts 
during this period. Lunacharskii is said to have managed to defend the arts 
from serious funding cuts at a time when Lenin wanted to make education the 
main priority. According to Schwarz, Lunacharskii also managed to reconcile 
the demands of artists and politicians and to dispel many artists’ fears about the 
Bolsheviks and their policies. 33  Muzo was run by the young modernist 
composer Arthur Lourié (Lurie in Russian). In music, as in the other arts, the 
years after the October Revolution were described as being full of enthusiasm 
and new challenges.34 With the help of Narkompros and its music division, much 
of Russia’s pre-revolution musical heritage managed to survive the 
introduction of the new regime, although a number of leading composers did 
leave the country. 

The relationship between music and early Bolshevik power was at first a 
distant one. Conservatories, the backbone of Russian musical tradition, were 
even exempted from certain decisions, such as the abolition of higher education 
entrance examinations (announced on August 2, 1918). The conservatories 
managed to convince Commissar of Enlightenment Anatolii Lunacharskii that 
only talented individuals should be admitted.35 Conservatories managed to 
preserve their institutional autonomy in this matter, although they did become 
governmental organizations in the spring of 1918. Previously, conservatories 
had been governed by the Russian Musical Society. The first major changes 

                                                 
30  Lynn Mally has extensively studied the Proletkult movement, see: Mally, Lynn 1990: 

Culture of the Future: The Proletkult Movement in Revolutionary Russia. Berkeley: 
University of California Press. See also Fitzpatrick 1992, 19-20; Fitzpatrick, Sheila 
1988: Bolsheviks’ dilemma: The Class Issue in Party Politics and Culture. In Slavic 
Review 47(4), 1988, pp. 599–613.. 

31  Fitzpatrick 1992, 22, also Fitzpatrick 1988. 
32  All dates used in this dissertation follow contemporary forms. Thus, October 26 

corresponds to Western European November 8, 1917. 
33  Lunacharskii’s politics are perhaps best depicted in Fitzpatrick, Sheila 1970: The 

Commissariat of Enlightenment. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. See also 
Schwarz 1983, 11–13.  

34  Schwarz 1983, 13–15. 
35  Edmunds 2000, 86–87; Nelson 2004, 18. 
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took place in 1922 when the conservatories were obliged to admit a very small 
quota of Komsomol and Communist students. Only in 1931 were Workers’ 
Faculties (rabfaky), designed specifically for students with worker backgrounds, 
established in the Leningrad and Moscow conservatories.36 

Like conservatories, most other cultural institutions were also quickly 
nationalized. Between 1918 and 1920, private music schools, music publishing 
houses, concert institutions and libraries all came under state control, and, in 
this way, the government seized all the physical means of artistic work. Muzo, 
as part of Narkompros, also started to supervise musical activities, such as 
performers’ concert trips, and a censor-organ, the Main Repertory Committee, 
Glavnaia repertuarnaia komissiia (Glavrepertkom), was set up to regulate the 
musical repertory. All of this indicates that the means for controlling the 
musical world were established soon after the October Revolution. Yet, Muzo 
was abolished in 1921, after Lourié emigrated, and its responsibilities were 
transferred to other, more bureaucratic departments of Narkompros. However, 
nothing close to totalitarian rule emerged in the musical world of the 1920s. On 
the contrary, Lunacharskii, as head of Narkompros, even protected some 
prominent, non-communist composers, who were, in 1926, denounced as 
bourgeois by radicals in the Moscow Conservatory. Lunacharskii’s statement 
that musical masters should be valued rather than attacked37 is illustrative of 
the cultural policies of the NEP era (1922–27).38  

Mainstream musical activity seems to have been in line with the general 
trend of NEP, meaning that musical life at this time remained largely 
unchanged from that of pre-revolutionary times. However, beyond the 
mainstream, there was a very important group of organizations with political 
aims close to those of the Party. Taken together, these organizations can be 
thought of as a proletarian music movement, although they were far from 
forming one monolithic group. The most notable of these organizations were 
the Russian Association of Proletarian Musicians (RAPM), the Production 
Collective (Prokoll) of Moscow Conservatory students and the Association of 
Revolutionary Composers and Musical Activists (ORKiMD), all of which were 
active during the 1920s.39 These organizations are of particular interest because 
they believed they represented a Marxist approach to music. These groups 
adopted Lenin’s statement about the arts as a guideline: 

 
“Art belongs to the people. It must have its deepest roots in the broad mass of 
workers. It must be rooted in and grow with their feelings, thoughts, and desires. It 
must arouse and develop the artist within them.”40 

                                                 
36  Schwarz 1983, 22–24; Edmunds 2000, 88-89. 
37  Brooke 1999. 
38  Although Lunacharskii felt that the new intelligentsia was necessary for the 

construction of socialism, this did not imply the liquidation of the old intelligentsia, 
but that old intelligentsia would be replaced by a new one through natural 
development in the Soviet society. See: Vikhavainen 2004, 179–181. 

39  The most thorough examinations of the proletarian music movement are to be found 
in Edmunds 2000 and Nelson 2004, respectively.  

40  Quoted in Zetkin 1929, 14: Zetkin, Klara, Reminiscences of Lenin. London: Modern 
Books. 
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RAPM, Prokoll and ORKiMD, although in other respects quite different 
organizations, all regarded themselves as the vanguard of Marxism in the 
musical world. The field had been left open for new organizations after Muzo 
had ceased to exist in 1921. 

The ultimate goal for proletarian artistic movements of the 1920s was to 
create a dictatorship of the proletariat in artistic life, just as the Communist 
Party stated it had done in political life. Proletarian movements aimed to create 
a broad educational program to develop the amateur arts and reflect the new 
society. After 1932, whenever proletarian music was discussed, it was only 
RAPM that was mentioned, even though other proletarian music organizations 
had been active during the 1920s. Between 1929 and 1931 RAPM was the most 
important musical organization and perhaps it was because of this that after 
1932 the Association was viewed as the embodiment of the proletarian music 
movement. Before other musical proletarian organizations closed down, RAPM 
was distinctively not an organization of composers. In 1928, thirty-six of its fifty 
members were teachers, club workers and performers.41 More composers joined 
RAPM between 1929 and 1930, but even so most of its members were still non-
composers.42 This is all the more important because in post-1932 discourse, 
unfair comparisons were often drawn between the Composers’ Union and 
RAPM. 

Post-1932 discourse also saw the rise of a musical counterpoint to RAPM 
which, too, deserves attention. Indeed, the Association of Contemporary Music, 
ASM, was, from its formation, at odds with the proletarian musical associations 
over many issues.43 The idea of ASM was originally the brainchild of Lourié, 
who envisaged that the Association would become part of Muzo and 
consequently a governmental organization, but his plans were not realized. 
ASM was finally formed in 1923, after Muzo had already been abolished. Many 
composers who had been associated with Narkompros and Proletkult eventually 
joined the organization. ASM members included such names as Boris Asafiev, 
Nikolai Roslavets, Leonid Sabaneev, and Nikolai Miaskovskii. In general, ASM 
was in favor of new music, both Russian and foreign. Indeed, members of ASM 
were deeply influenced by contemporary European music.44  

ASM was saliently a coalition of composers unlike organizations of 
proletarian musicians’, but it lacked the clear political credo of the proletarian 
organizations. Nelson has considered that Roslavets was building a political 
agenda in linking his ideas of new music and harmonic language to Lev 
Trotskii’s theories of cultural transformation and proletarian culture. Yet, most 
of those associated with ASM were fellow-travelers, those not against the 
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revolution, but were neither in its vanguard.45 The most important feature and 
offering in ASM was that it nurtured close ties to the Western musical world 
and propagated it in the Soviet Union. It was not in the fringe and so-called 
avant gardist organization, but quite well integrated into the Soviet musical 
establishment of the time. Its main activity was in arranging concerts of new 
music and distributing knowledge of new music, both Russian and Western 
European.46 
 
Music in the First Five-Year Plan 
 
The revolutionary agendas and utopianism that are usually associated with the 
October Revolution had, by the 1930s, either faded away or been suffocated.47 
As Richard Stites has argued, this utopianism was not only Marxist. A large 
number of different views and utopias that were present before the Revolutions 
of 1917 contributed to Soviet life after the October Revolution. Stites claims that, 
in many ways, the beginning of the First Five-Year Plan (1928–32) was more 
destructive to diversity of views than the Bolshevik seizure of power had been 
in 1917. Stalin started a war against utopianism that swept away these 
revolutionary fantasies.48 In a sense, proletarian organizations represented a 
proletarian utopia whereas ASM members tried to live their modernist dream. 
Yet, the First Five-Year Plan has also been seen as an upsurge of revolutionary 
activity, which had been suppressed by the NEP. Indeed, the First Five-Year 
Plan fulfilled many of RAPM’s dreams. 

The proletarian upsurge experienced by Soviet society during the First 
Five-Year Plan is sometimes referred to as a cultural revolution,49 embracing the 
view that it was not controlled by the Communist Party. The term also 
highlights the class-war-like features of the period. 50  A competing view, 
however, suggests that the Party was in control, and this argument is supported 
by the fact that the Party’s overall policies remained unchanged after 1932.51 In 
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general, the inauguration of the First Five-Year Plan has been considered by 
many to be the most important single turning point in the formation of the 
Stalinist regime; many of the characteristic features of Stalinism emerged in this 
Plan. During this period, the central organs were strengthened, collectivization 
enforced and heavy industry forcefully developed.52 As we shall see, 1932 was 
actually quite an important watershed in music. Yet, the aims of the Party with 
regard to the arts remained unchanged. 

The drive for conformity in musical policy began at the end of the 1920s. 
Many influential personalities hoped for some kind of stabilization of the 
musical sphere, but eventually only RAPM, a narrow group, managed to set 
new policies. This, in part, followed the emergence of similar, although not 
equivalent, organizations in the other arts.  The most influential of these was 
RAPP, the Association of Proletarian Writers. During the First Five-Year Plan 
(1929–32) these organizations gained a partial hegemony over the arts. 

One of the aims of proletarian musicians was to build up a network of 
amateur music groups that would eventually mature and fulfill the prophecy of 
proletarian hegemony in music. RAPM put most of its effort into organizing 
musical activity rather than composing.53 Yet, it is alleged that in the period 
from 1929 until 1931 RAPM would have urged composers to compile mostly 
march-type mass songs that used agit-prop texts54 or verses of revolutionary 
poetry for lyrics. It is also argued that RAPM strove to establish hegemony over 
other organizations and displaced several bourgeois specialists from the 
conservatories and other institutions.55 Most of the composers linked with the 
proletarian music movement were students involved with Prokoll, which was a 
more informal group. RAPM remained separate from Prokoll until 1929 when 
some Prokoll members joined the Association after graduating. 56  Prokoll 
members wrote revolutionary operas and oratorios both as a collective and 
individually.57 RAPM was too weak as an organization to control compositional 
activity, and therefore some of the later accusations that RAPM forced 
composers to make drastic changes to their style are without foundation. 
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During this period, however, bourgeois specialists from all walks of life did fall 
into general disfavor, and this was also the case in the musical world. 

Practically all composers were non-communists and most of these had 
been members of the old bourgeois intelligentsia. Generally, composers had 
either been trained during the pre-revolutionary years or using pre-
revolutionary methods. The Bolshevik Revolution had changed very little when 
it came to music; few works with a revolutionary subject had emerged, despite 
the attempts of proletarian musicians. Most of the Soviet musicians’ repertory 
was little different from that of their counterparts in the bourgeois West. 
Premières of operas, such as Alban Berg’s Wozzeck, Igor Stravinskii’s Pulcinella 
or Franz Schreker’s Der Ferne Klang, were staged in Leningrad during the mid-
1920s. Yet, the liberetti of some of the classic operas were transformed: Tosca 
became The Battle for the Commune; Les Huguenots re-emerged as The Decembrists 
and A Life for the Tsar was reborn as Hammer and Sickle. In the case of Les 
Huguenots the libretto was simply re-written to describe the struggle of the 
Decembrists against Nikolai I. The musical score in most cases was left 
untouched,58 and these “proletarian” reworkings of operas were also relatively 
short-lived. Classical musical life in Soviet Russia remained largely very similar 
to that in the bourgeois West. 

The general differences between musical life during the NEP-era and that 
under the First Five-Year Plan are much more striking. First of all, active foreign 
contacts ceased to function and only became active again after 1932.59 RAPM 
also waged fiery campaigns against popular music, which was in Soviet 
terminology light musical genres, legkovye zhenry—especially jazz, tango and 
gypsy romances—, but also against liturgical music.60 Some problems were 
caused by the fact that working class seemed to be very keen on this “petit 
bourgeois culture”; Hollywood classics and jazz seemed much more tempting 
to the majority of people than the “proletarian culture” offered by the 
proletarian musician.61 First sound film hits made it very clear what the masses 
wanted and it was not actually proletarian hymns.62 Two books by Viktor 
Vinogradov that were published in 1931 serve as examples of anti-bourgeois 
demagogy in music. Against churchism in music and Trial for bungling in music 
were both extremely polemical works. The latter was even partly written in the 
form of a trial, during which bourgeois musical forms, such as jazz and gypsy 
music, were being sentenced.63 Another significant change that affected musical 
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policies was the resignation of Lunacharskii in 1929 from his post as the 
Commissar of Enlightenment and the appointment of Andrei Bubnov as his 
replacement.  

Fitzpatrick has noted that Western historians have usually regarded the 
period of the First Five-Year Plan as a transition from pluralism of culture 
during the NEP era to regimentation of culture under Stalinism. According to 
this scheme, the class-war terminology used by the Communist Party at the 
time was merely a camouflage for Stalin’s real plans to restore discipline among 
the intelligentsia. But, as Fitzpatrick has suggested, the reality was far more 
complex than this. Towards the end of the NEP-era, social tensions reached a 
climax and eventually lead to an onslaught against the privileged and 
established authorities. More significantly, this phenomenon was only partly 
controlled by the leadership of the Party. Stalin and the Party leadership 
wanted to create a new intelligentsia and so they promoted social mobility. 
Simultaneously, however, it was a genuine workers’ movement, with aspects 
beyond the range of the vision of Party leadership.64 Even if the notion of 
cultural revolution introduced by Fitzpatrick is not fully accepted, there are still 
many aspects of the musical world that seem to have been outside the Party’s 
control. The signal of a revival of the class struggle for proletarian hegemony 
affected proletarian musicians strongly; they had long resented the old 
specialists who still retained influence within the musical institutions.65 

If we consider the class war and the concept of cultural revolution (both of 
which are connected with what happened between 1929 and 1931), they seem to 
spring from Marxist-Leninist terminology. In his later years, Lenin tried to solve 
the problem of Russian backwardness: how to modernize Russia and raise it to 
the level of Western industrial powers. As only a civilized proletariat could take 
responsibility for Soviet Russia, Lenin gave priority to the task of raising levels 
of education among proletarians.66 One of the most important attributes of 
Lenin’s “civilized person” was his or her wholehearted support for Soviet 
power. Therefore, it is no wonder that Narkompros was given responsibility not 
only for culture, education, and the arts, but also for political education.67  
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Lenin’s concept of culture explains some of the Party’s aims that 
underpinned the First Five-Year Plan. The cultural and educational level of 
selected workers and Party members was raised strikingly. The concept of class 
war was also significant. According to Fitzpatrick, this class war reflected true 
social tensions between different social classes and was not one of the Party’s 
aims. The enthusiasm of young Communists for dismantling bureaucracies is 
particularly illustrative of this. Not all Party members supported demands for 
proletarian leadership in the universities.68 A similar situation occurred in the 
artistic institutions, whose leaders generally had bourgeois origins. According 
to Brandon Taylor, while this period of the First Five-Year Plan created 
possibilities for some artists, renowned artists were largely marginalized.69 This 
was also very much the case for musical institutions and musicians. 

Katerina Clark, who has written about this period in depth, considers that 
during the First Five-Year Plan uneducated proletarians were promoted to 
leading positions and given tasks for which they were ill-equipped. This policy 
consequently brought into question, and eventually tried to dismantle, the 
whole bourgeois culture.70 A number of theories have emerged that try to 
explain the ensuing chaos: some see the Party as a savior, calming the situation, 
while others emphasize that the Party was opportunist and merely used events 
for its own ends. In any case, a number of Communists were appointed to 
leading positions in the Leningrad and Moscow conservatories, which 
underwent the changes that other higher educational institutions had 
experienced some years earlier. A Workers’ Faculty was established in Moscow 
Conservatory and was used by RAPM to enlist a group of worker students as 
well as to identify a group of major professors as “reactionary”. RAPM also 
managed to introduce mass musical work onto the curricula of the 
conservatories.71 Party members Boleslav Pshibyshevskii and A. I. Mashirov 
were appointed as the leaders of the Moscow and Leningrad conservatories 
respectively. Pshibyshevskii and Mashirov are said to have allowed “extreme 
leftists” to turn their conservatories upside down.72 After the April Resolution, 
both lost their positions—Pshibyshevskii in 1932 and Mashirov eventually in 
1935. In contrast, traditionalists, representatives of the old bourgeois 
intelligentsia including Reingold Glier and Nikolai Miaskovskii, were 
reinstated to their former positions.73 
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The change of 1932: new mentalité or return to tradition? 
 

The proletarian music movement had many aims that were not realized 
between 1929 and 1931 but which were met after the proletarian organizations 
had been closed down. In this sense, events in the musical world would seem to 
support both the conception that the First Five-Year Plan marked a break or a 
change of policy and that it was also part of a continuum in which 1932 was not 
a turning point. Although, for example, many representatives of the pre-
revolutionary intelligentsia were reinstated after 1932, many other more 
ideologically orientated individuals were appointed to leading positions. One 
of the most prominent personalities on the musical front, Nikolai Cheliapov, 
was indeed a non-composer, Communist Party member, and bureaucrat. 

Although the Composers’ Union seemingly united the musical front, the 
reality was somewhat more divided at first. There were several enterprises 
which were composed of both proletarian musicians and members of the old 
bourgeois intelligentsia, but proletarian musicians still retained their own 
magazine. RAPM’s former ideologues, Lev Lebedinskii and Viktor Vinogradov, 
edited Muzykalnaia samodeiatelnost, a magazine that replaced the organ of 
RAPM, za Proletaskuiu muzyku. Both were devoted to the cause of the 
proletarian music movement.74 The official relationship to the proletarian music 
movement after April 1932 was somewhat ambiguous: the movement was 
criticized, but largely verbally rather than through official action. Members of 
the proletarian music movement were allowed to present their own views, but 
they no longer occupied a position of hegemony. 

After the First Five-Year Plan, old values were restored across society. 
Authority figures were reinstated once again in schools and the army, national 
history writing was re-established, and the breaking down of traditional values 
was considered by the Party to be leftist deviation from Marxism. In the arts the 
ideal of portraying the common man was now changed to that of portraying 
leaders and specialists, and generally praising the Communist Party. Petit 
bourgeois values made a large-scale return during the Second Five-Year Plan. 
The very values that had been attacked in and after the Revolution were now all 
of a sudden supported by the Party.75 

During the NEP-years, many artists could enjoy a certain amount of 
freedom in their creative work. Likewise, the Communist Party did not 
intervene seriously in musical matters. Boris Schwarz, among others, has 
regarded the pre-1932 years as being ones of freedom and those after 1932 as a 
period of regimentation.76 However, there are certain problems with this kind 
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of approach. First of all, for music the immediate years after 1932 seemed 
relatively liberal when compared to those of the First Five-Year Plan. It has been 
assumed that the measures that were implemented in the literary world were 
also introduced in the other arts, but the musical world experienced practically 
no major interventions by the Party prior to 1936. Thus, there were almost four 
years during which the Composers’ Union, established in 1932, could act 
without strict Party guidance. 

Narkompros itself saw the end of the proletarian associations as an 
improvement for the musical profession, because conservatories were back in 
the hands of musical experts. Conservatories became true higher educational 
establishments once again, and special musical polytechnics were established 
for workers willing to study music. From the viewpoint of Narkompros, as a 
government organization, this change was for the better: proletarian 
associations had been working outside its sphere of influence but now music 
was under governmental authority. Narkompros also stated that its new primary 
task was to develop a musical culture that was “national in form, socialist in 
content.” Changes were also reported in musical education: a new curriculum 
was drawn up to replace the old one.77 As we shall later see, changes were 
actually taking place, but at first everything pointed to a return of older values 
rather than to anything else. 

The years preceding the April Resolution can be examined from yet 
another perspective. It is with regard to the role of the Communist Party that 
the concept of “cultural revolution” is most strongly disputed: was the Party in 
control, or did proletarian associations act autonomously?78 Robert Lewis has 
formulated an assumption that in those fields of science and the arts that had 
more than a single paradigm—in other words, a single prevailing tendency—
revolution from below was possible. In the natural sciences, where prevailing 
tendencies were a commonplace, revolution from above was much more likely, 
because the Party could easily intervene.79 If we apply this rule to music, it 
seems that revolution from below was much more likely than revolution from 
above. The arts in general have rarely had one prevailing tendency. The April 
Resolution can therefore be perceived as an attempt to impose the authority of 
the Party upon the arts. The Party was of course praised by artists for ending 
the proletarian hegemony in music,80 but these statements can be considered 
more as the usual canonized statements than genuine personal opinions. 

Proletarian associations cannot be considered inventions of the 
Communist Party. Peter Kenez and David Shepherd have argued that 
proletarian associations were initially independent of the Party but that at the 
beginning of the First Five-Year Plan the Party was willing to accept them as 
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part of its own policy. Soon, however, proletarian associations started to 
become more of a deadweight than of any use and were thus closed down and 
replaced with arts unions that brought together a much wider selection of 
artists.81 The wording of the April Resolution seems to support this view, as 
Brandon Taylor has noted. Taylor refers to a sentence that states the need “to 
expand the functional basis of artistic and literary organizations.” Thus, the 
question of whether the aim of the April Resolution was to weaken the 
proletarian art movement, or even to strengthen it, is left open.82 What Taylor 
identifies as being of greater significance is the Party’s attempt to become more 
explicitly involved in the arts. He also emphasizes that, although its leaders 
were at first criticized, criticism of the proletarian movement soon faded 
away.83 

Kenez and Shepherd have also suggested that through the April 
Resolution the Party attempted to end the persecution of various non-Party 
artists, a strategy that had started to hinder its aims. The Party required the 
artistic effort of several artists who were being harassed by proletarian groups. 
Moreover, the art unions had a diverse membership, ranging from proletarian 
artists to members of the bourgeois intelligentsia.84 If we accept the view that 
proletarian art associations acted independently, as was the case in music, it 
seems possible that the Communist Party wanted to restore its power over the 
artistic front through the April Resolution.85 In this way, what happened in the 
arts during the First Five-Year Plan could be called a cultural revolution, since it 
was a phenomenon that was outside the reach of the Party. Yet, it makes sense 
to combine both views in this case: inside the Party there were forces willing to 
support proletarian associations; however, by 1931 and 1932 the momentum of 
the opposing view had increased, effectively leading to the April Resolution of 
1932. 

This period of the First Five-Year Plan is sometimes referred to as the 
proletarian phase in the arts in order to signify that it was a deviation from the 
relatively liberal NEP-years and to underline that there was a return to a more 
liberal state of affairs after 1932. Indeed, many contemporaries believed that this 
was the case. Moderate Party members stepped in to replace extremists and 
radical RAPMists. What is perhaps more significant is that criticism of the 
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proletarian music movement was in effect officially sanctioned when the 
proletarian associations were abolished. Several articles critical of the activities 
of the proletarian music movement were published in Sovetskaia Muzyka (the 
official organ of the Composers’ Union). An example of this type of criticism is 
article by P. Veis: “About the Journal Proletarian Musician”, in which Veis 
“clarifies how this journal carried out Communist Party resolutions and how 
the failures of the Association of Proletarian Musicians, RAPM, were reflected 
in [the journal].”86 

Veis’s article presented all the central arguments against RAPM policies. 
He mentioned RAPM’s policy of classifying fellow-travelers (poputchiki) either 
as allies or enemies. He also reminded readers that RAPM had attacked several 
composers without specifying their actual faults and without pointing out 
exactly how these composers could improve themselves. Veis quoted a remark 
made by Lev Lebedinskii (the leader of RAPM) that the musical front ought to 
struggle “against humanists, representatives of the old ideology, pre-
revolutionary liberal intelligentsia and ideologists of these reactionary groups 
of musicians.” Veis noted that even after Stalin had stated that most of the old 
intelligentsia had already turned to Soviet power, Lebedinskii had still called 
for aggressive measures to be taken against them and thereby had managed to 
drive most composers away from RAPM.87 

Veis also raised the issue of canonization. He argued that RAPM 
practically denounced the whole classical musical tradition and approved only 
Beethoven and Musorgskii as ideologically satisfying composers. 88  Veis 
mentioned, in particular, the resigned head of the Moscow Conservatory, 
Pshibyshevskii, who, according to Veis, had distorted Leninist concepts and 
vulgarized the ideas of Leninism when he canonized Beethoven’s principles. 
Veis summarized the failures of proletarian musicians as being due to their 
inability to be self-critical, and it was this, he argued, that eventually made it 
necessary to close down the whole Association.89 These general arguments were 
repeated in several articles over the course of the following years and were 
eventually presented as the “official truth” about the proletarian music 
movement. This version of events was one-sided, however, and did not tell the 
whole story of the movement.90 Although they were accused of many failings, 
proletarian musicians were not denounced as individuals, as we shall later see.  

On the initiative of Professor Gnesin, a number of composers (many of 
whom, like Gnesin himself, were from conservatories) sent a letter to Stalin, a 
short time before the April Resolution was issued. In their letter, the composers 
protested against proletarian musicians’ actions and demanded changes in 
musical policy. This letter cannot be found, but another letter written soon after 
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and also addressed to Stalin has survived. In it, M. Alekseev, a Komsomol 
member and student of the Workers’ Faculty at the Conservatory, referred to 
Gnesin’s letter. Alekseev expressed his belief that the Conservatory was a 
highly reactionary institution, which was merely continuing with its pre-
revolutionary traditions and entirely ignoring the class-war. Alekseev went on 
to praise proletarian musicians and Prokoll for leading the successful fight 
against modernism. Alekseev’s letter was written only two weeks before the 
April Resolution.91  

Professor Gnesin had been accused of being reactionary by RAPM several 
times during the spring of 1932. Another prominent musical administrator, 
Levon Atovmian, was accused of dilettantism and opportunism, and 
Ledogorov, who was actually excluded from the Party, was named as a 
Trotskiite.92 All of these accusations were connected to RAPM’s bitter fight 
against Vseroskomdram, the All-Russian Society of Composers and Dramatists, 
and its musical leader, the “most reactionary force of the time,” Gnesin. A 
Narkompros official, Mikhail Arkadiev, wrote to Stalin on February 2, 1932, 
about Gnesin and argued that he (Gnesin) had been justified in his criticism of 
the mistakes made by RAPM. Arkadiev also mentioned that the next day a 
closed meeting was to be held, during which leftist elements were to be 
deleted.93 RAPM’s end was nigh, and perhaps it was against this background 
that Gnesin and others dared to send a letter to Stalin demanding changes to 
musical policy. 

Proletarian musicians were themselves also surprisingly self-confident, for 
example when they leveled accusations at Atovmian, a Party member with 
good connections. Criticism of RAPM had started to build in summer 1931, after 
Stalin delivered a speech in which he called for better relations with the old 
intelligentsia and denounced the proletarian organizations’ radical theorizing.94 
One might assume that Proletarian musicians would have been more cautious 
following what has been interpreted as an end of official support for proletarian 
artists. Nelson has argued that the biggest problem facing proletarian musicians 
was their contradictory task: they had to lead the mass movement of musical 
propaganda and at the same time “win over” the fellow travelers.95 While the 
mass musical movement had developed forcefully, traditional musical genres 
had proved to be incompatible with proletarian aims. The result was that most 
composers found themselves at odds with proletarian musicians. A real 
challenge to RAPM came from the growth of the composers’ section of 
Vseroskomdram. This organization was an authors’ association that offered 
collective support, especially with regard to negotiating and collecting 
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royalties.96 Thus, Vseroskomdram became a powerful organization, the majority 
of whose members were fellow travelers. Therefore, it is no wonder that its 
composers’ section became a serious threat and counter-power to RAPM in 
1931, when RAPM started to lose its official support. 

Months before RAPM was closed for good, internal discussions were held 
about the need for “reconstruction” (perestroika) of its structure and its actions. 
The need for this reconstruction arose from practical problems that the 
Association had faced in mass musical work—they had a hard time 
encouraging workers to compose. The Association only functioned properly in 
Moscow and there was a need to establish closer ties with writers as well as 
improve the organization’s international links. 97  RAPM was ready, under 
certain conditions, to approach fellow travelers.98 However, time ran out for 
RAPM, as the April Resolution was announced before any measures were taken 
by the Association. Yet, it must be noted that the April Resolution was directed 
first of all to ending the prevailing situation in literature. The resolution merely 
mentioned that the changes relating to literature were to be applied to the other 
arts as well.99 This is important to bear in mind when considering the events 
that were to follow. 

Viktor Gorodinskii, a Party activist and music critic, signaled the end of 
the proletarian music movement in an article he wrote two weeks before the 
announcement of the April Resolution. He wrote at length about the failures of 
RAPM and was particularly critical of the Association’s ideological leadership, 
namely, Georgii Keldysh, Lev Lebedinskii and Nadezhda Briusova. Gorodinskii 
wrote about the need for self-criticism inside RAPM and called for help from 
the whole of Soviet society to correct the proletarian musicians’ mistakes.100 In 
practice, the criticism expressed by a known Party activist marked the 
beginning of more general criticism of proletarian musicians.  

Just days before the April Resolution was issued, a meeting about Soviet 
ballet was held that was illustrative of the prevailing atmosphere. The meeting 
opened with a speech by Novitskii, who proclaimed that ballet was still in its 
pre-revolutionary form. He lamented that discussions about ballet always 
concentrated on technique, rather than on Marxism or ideological conditions.101 
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Modernism in ballet—especially the styles of Isadora Duncan and Sergei 
Diaghilev—was one of the main themes of the meeting. The discussants 
included the choreographer Silvia Chen and teachers and administrators from 
ballet theaters. Chemberdzhi was critical of Chen’s school, for example, because 
it failed to provide a political education: it was “mere” dance.102 Proletarian 
musicians had emphasized from the outset that music and dance were not just 
art forms, but were political matters. This was something upon which the Party 
agreed and that it would continue to emphasize after 1932. The ballet-meeting 
ended with the presentation of plans to transform the Bolshoi theater into a base 
for the mass movement of ballet, as well as a guardian of party-mindedness in 
Soviet ballet. 103  Indeed, the Bolshoi theater and its ballet company would 
become the vanguard of Soviet ballet and its foremost representative both 
within and outside the Soviet Union. 
 
 
Advent of the new environment 
 
 
Proletarian music movement scorned 
 
Criticism of the proletarian musical movement began in earnest after the 
publication of the Party resolution of April 23. Speeches given by the People’s 
Commissar Andrei Bubnov to the musical community on April 23 and 25 
ensured that this was made very clear to composers. Bubnov stated that the 
leadership of RAPM had been given a chance to correct their policy but had 
failed to do so. Although everybody willing to support Soviet power should be 
given the chance, RAPM had tried to prevent this, Bubnov maintained.104 The 
magazine Soviet Art had adopted a critical stance towards RAPM by April 27, 
when a letter from the musical administrators of Leningrad, in which they 
poured scorn on proletarian musicians, was published. Its title “Against 
political distortion” gives the impression that the political tide had turned.105 

The year 1932 has been seen as the most crucial year for the Soviet arts. 
The reason for this is the consolidation of the artistic professions through 
special art unions. Music composers, leading performing artists, and 
musicologists became members of local branches of the Soviet Composers’ 
Union. Seemingly, this was part of the regimentation that Schwarz refers to; 
administrative restructuring enabled increased political control over Soviet 
musical life. However, just because political control was enabled does not mean 
that it necessarily increased, although it has been supposed that this happened. 
Soviet musical policy during the 1930s was contradictory in many ways and 
tolerated several competing views about the actual course of musical 
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development. Ideological demands and political pragmatism did not always 
meet. This is strongly illustrated by the events of the years that followed the 
April Resolution of 1932. 

The most obvious change of 1932 was the dissolution of the proletarian 
music movement. The replacement of all previous musical associations with a 
single “umbrella” union was seen by many not as a step towards totalitarianism 
but as a step towards professionalizing music. Material well-being was one of 
the results that was expected from the new union. According to musicologist 
Richard Taruskin, the musical community welcomed this resolution with 
enthusiasm because it seemed to offer protection from the arbitrariness and 
short-sightedness of the previous policy. RAPM’s actions were now labeled as 
leftist misinterpretation of Leninism. The April Resolution is an emblematic 
official document about which much has been written, but actual studies of it 
are quite rare, as Taruskin notes.106 A number of conclusions that have been 
drawn about this resolution are not based on any primary sources or even 
actual knowledge. One of the most popular sources of misunderstanding was 
written by British music journalist, Ian MacDonald, who argued in his best-
seller, without reference to any sources, that Stalin had first inaugurated the 
cultural revolution and then established art unions in order to submit the arts to 
totalitarian control.107 This kind of interpretation, which lacks an understanding 
of the sources, only manages to confuse the picture. Furthermore, to judge 
Soviet musical policy of the 1930s on the basis of this resolution, which was 
primarily concerned with literature, would be lunacy. The musical policy that 
emerged over the course of the 1930s, and the Composers’ Union’s part in this, 
was hardly the result of precise and careful planning. 

Thus, the establishment of the art unions can be seen either as a process 
carried out from above (by the Party) or as a process initiated as a result of 
demands from below (by artists themselves). It is noteworthy that the top-down 
hypothesis is supported by the fact that the search for the official method of 
Soviet literature and art started almost immediately after the publication of the 
April Resolution. Equally, the way in which socialist realism was introduced 
during the First Congress of Soviet Writers’ in 1934 supports the idea of a 
centrally guided process.108 One can question, however, whether there was a 
direct connection between the April Resolution and the consolidation of 
socialist realism. It took more than two years to find a relatively satisfactory 
definition of socialist realism in literature. In music this process only began to 
get under way during this period. 
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Thus, at this point, it is already clear that when art unions were established 
and the process of defining the official method for creative work began, there 
were groups with very different ambitions. For the majority of artists it must 
have been unclear whether the Party was willing to control the arts. Allegations 
of regimentation and oppression in music prior to 1936 must be closely 
evaluated, since there are sources that point out that artists were themselves 
strongly involved in the establishment of the unions. If the April Resolution is 
evaluated solely through its effects upon the literary world then the totalitarian 
model seems appropriate, but we would fail to understand the Soviet musical 
scene throughout almost the whole of the 1930s. Stalin’s general interest in 
artistic affairs has been noted, but whether he personally had time for music has 
yet to be determined.109 There is also the significant point that if music had 
already been under Party control in 1936, what, then, can explain the events of 
1936—the major restructuring of the musical front and the campaign against 
certain compositions? As one possible solution to the problem, Anna Ferenc has 
suggested that the campaign against formalism in 1936 was launched in order 
to bring the arts under greater Party control.110 

There were differences in restructuring across the arts, not only between 
literature and music. Paul Sjelocha and Igor Mead have described how the 
visual arts already had widely accepted principles that were acceptable to the 
Party, most notably that “Content determines the form.” Therefore, there was 
little need to proceed hastily into the centrally administrated Artists’ Union, 
which was only inaugurated in 1939.111 Sjelocha and Mead, however, are a little 
inaccurate: in 1939 the Artists’ Union received only its orgkomitet and fund. In 
fact, the Artists’ Union’s inaugural congress took place only in 1957.112 (This 
confusion illustrates the ways in which there have been misunderstandings 
about the establishment of different art unions.) Although Sjelocha and Mead 
explain the Party’s immediate support for only certain art unions, they do not 
consider the extent to which artists themselves played a part in this process. 

The establishment of an art union for architecture, one of the first four art 
unions, was also postponed but not for as long as was the case for art and 
music. The Congress of the Architects’ Union was held in 1937, a delay of only 
three years if compared to literature. Architecture before this congress seems to 
have had a lot of similarities with music. Apparently, many architects who had 
been inclined towards modernism and who had been persecuted during the 
First Five-Year Plan seemed to find opportunities to work after 1932. Thus, 
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architects who were Party members complained that 90 percent of architects 
were actually modernists. Soon after the Architects’ Congress of 1937, 
modernist architecture was roundly rejected.113 If in architecture a congress was 
needed in order to correct architecture’s “line” this would support the theory 
by Sjelocha and Mead about why the Artists’ Congress was delayed (in reality, 
postponed for twenty-five years).114 However, the situation in regard to the fine 
arts was generally quite confusing. During the 1930s, there was also a separate 
Sculptors’ Union, which was later absorbed by the Artists’ Union. As such, this 
was enough to suggest that there were notable differences in administration 
between the various arts and that they were anything but a monolithic whole. 

A closer look at architecture reveals yet more issues that are of relevance to 
music. The suppression of modernists is said to have eventually led to the 
collapse of Soviet architecture as an art form. Due to this, architecture in the 
Soviet Union became engineer-led planning. The change from the 1920s, when 
architecture was an innovative and progressive art form, was striking. During 
the 1930s, questions of style and needs were submitted to Lazar Kaganovich, 
Nikita Khrushchev, and even to Stalin. 115  In architecture, technology 
superseded art. Important changes are said to have taken place between 1932 
and 1934, during the same years that were crucial for literature. Milka 
Bliznakov has described how the three leading architects in Baku abandoned 
their search for a national Azerbaijani style and adopted Russian neo-classicism 
and neo-renaissance approaches, following the principles of socialist realism.116 
Bliznakov dates the watershed at 1934, which she regards as marking the end of 
the experimental period in Soviet architecture. For Bliznakov, the introduction 
of socialist realism did not mean the complete destruction of architecture. 
However, it did mean reducing national variation between the Republics, as 
Moscow tightened its control over regional architects.117 It appears that official 
Soviet historiography has concealed the significant variations between the 
development of different art unions. The reason for this concealment was 
perhaps to present Soviet cultural policy as being more consistent than was 
actually the case. 

The reason why the process from the April Resolution to the first Writers’ 
Congress has been seen as pre-planned is perhaps partly due to the tone of 
official speeches, which served as extremely important source material before 
archival sources could be accessed. According to A. I. Stetskii, the leader of the 
Department of the Culture and Propaganda (kultprop) of the Party’s Central 
Committee  
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“the decision of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. on April 23, 1932 [. . .] put an 
end to the RAPP, which had become an obstacle to the further development of Soviet 
literature.” He continued “[the Congress] is not passing any resolutions on literary 
questions that are binding on all writers” and maintained that speeches and 
resolutions were not some kind of canon fixed by the Party, because “this would 
mean cramping creative initiative.” 118  
 

Party officials were keen to offer assurances that the period of the First Five-
Year Plan was a carefully planned phenomenon and that state policy was 
systematic and consistent. In reality, policies were much more unsystematic and 
disarranged. Therefore, we must not take it for granted that socialist realism 
and regimentation were embodiments of the same plan that gave birth to the 
April Resolution, especially in the case of music. 

The April Resolution is hailed in different studies as one of the tenets of 
Stalinist cultural policy.119 The resolution was eventually followed by a slow 
change towards totalitarian control over art, but emphasis must be placed on 
the word “slow”. The change of policy seems to have been anything but 
straightforward. The Party’s ambition, from its Leninist days, to control art 
must be considered obvious. The actual consistency of its arts policy, however, 
can be challenged even in Stalinist times. The extent to which the Party itself 
wanted to control arts or wanted artists themselves to control the arts in 
accordance with the Party direction is debatable. Art was eventually 
nationalized and art unions formed part of this system of state control over the 
arts.120  

The resolution gave the Party the opportunity to control the arts in a more 
overt way, but in music this possibility was only realized over a longer period 
of time; the April Resolution was merely a part of this process, perhaps not 
even a fully planned part. The resolution was a new beginning but not in all the 
ways that were later ascribed to it. That the Party was willing to bring as many 
skilled artists as possible into these art unions seems clearer. After the April 
Resolution there were repeated official assurances that there would be no more 
persecution in the new art unions and that pressure would no longer be the 
primary method of settling professional matters. Music was no exception to 
this.121 
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Reactions from the field 
 

The April Resolution has been given too much significance. The resolution has 
more often been viewed as an indicator of cultural policy than have the actual 
actions that followed it, the study of which would in fact yield more valuable 
information about policy. If Party resolutions were read as facts of what 
happened, our image of the Soviet Union would be somewhat distorted. 
Although the resolution was seemingly explicit, there were points that were 
hardly realized in the short term. Contemporaries, then again, hailed the 
resolution as an epoch-making event, thus adding to its supposed significance. 
The resolution was often mentioned in official writings. Chief Editor Cheliapov, 
for example, wrote the following a year after the resolution was issued: 
 

[T]he publication of the second issue of our magazine falls upon a very important 
anniversary for the artistic front, the resolution of the Party’s central committee of 
April 23, 1932. A great deal has already been written in our magazines, and also in 
the pages of our musical organs, about the meaning and effect of this historical 
resolution upon the future of creative soviet work and art studies. The question is no 
longer how to interpret this resolution but to check that in the creative and theoretical 
area all is done for the practical realization [of this resolution].122 
 

The resolution was glorified throughout the 1930s, especially on its anniversary 
every April. 

Many artists genuinely hailed the April Resolution as a positive change, 
perhaps because it seemed to end the attacks on modernist and light genres, 
and a more peaceful era seemed to be at hand because of it.123 The April 
Resolution was directed primarily at literature, as its wording suggests. For the 
Party, literature was the most important form of art and therefore it regarded 
ending the struggles between different literary modernist and revolutionary 
groups as essential.124 Contradictions in the musical world were also quite 
deep-seated, as is evident in the discussions in the years following the 
resolution, but these were largely theoretical differences. Although the activities 
of RAPM were the subject of discussion long after the association had been 
abolished and certain personal grudges and resentment persisted even longer, 
in practice a great deal of common ground would quietly be found between 
previously warring parties.125 
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Initially, however, resentment was on the surface. Most composers and 
musicologists did not belong to the Party. Some had been labeled as 
“bourgeois” and consequently experienced difficulties during the First Five-
Year Plan and, for these individuals, the April Resolution seemed to bring 
relief. According to a bourgeois specialist, musicologist Andrei Rimskii-
Korsakov (son of renowned composer Nikolai Rimskii-Korsakov), RAPM had 
made scholarly work considerably more difficult. Rimskii-Korsakov described 
how he had been denied access to archives and continued, “at the moment it is 
of course impossible to describe . . . all the consequences of the resolution of 
April 23, 1932. This resolution is still the most important pre-condition for the 
healthy growth of creativity . . .” 126  These kinds of comments were often 
published in Sovetskaia Muzyka, as well as expressed during meetings of the 
Composers’ Union. 127  Stabilization of the musical front and the 
professionalization of compositional work were important common goals for all 
musical activists. 

Proletarian musicians were accused of preventing research outside their 
interests; their principles had been strict and uncompromising. 128  The 
atmosphere after the April Resolution was completely different, since 
composers and musicologists who had been harassed could once again operate 
more freely. Andrei Rimskii-Korsakov commented that under the control of 
proletarian musicians the research of music history was driven to a situation in 
which a handful of people had hegemonic control over history. He insisted that 
this caused distortions, such as the falsification of Musorgskii’s role. Now, he 
asserted, the situation was improving.129 Rimskii-Korsakov, who did not hold 
any notable administrational position in the Conservatory or universities, 
undertook politically harmless basic research on music and literature.130 It only 
benefited authorities to allow the relative of such a famous composer to 
continue his work. 
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Several members of the Composers’ Union either frankly praised the April 
Resolution for ending the repression practiced by proletarian musicians or more 
indirectly acknowledged that it had improved the general atmosphere.131 The 
April Resolution was soon given meaning as a crucial point that marked the 
beginning of a new era. Indeed, Western research has accepted this reading of 
the April Resolution, but as a negative phenomenon. However, the positive 
interpretation presented by the members of the Composers’ Union also had a 
certain artificiality about it: the Composers’ Union and State Musical Publisher 
(Muzgiz) had in 1932 requested written contributions from composers and 
musical figures. These writings were intended to solemnize the October 
Revolution, as its fifteenth anniversary was at hand. What is noteworthy is that 
the following themes for the contributions were specified: 

 
1. Evaluation of the creative trends in Soviet music over the last fifteen 
years and perspectives for the next Five-Year Plan 
2. Evaluation of one’s own creative style 
3. Relationship to musical heritage and the most effective means of 
adopting and critically working with musical heritage.132 
 

Although their contributions were voluntary, writers were strongly encouraged 
to focus their writing in certain directions. The process of writing was not 
regulated, but it can said to have been guided. Thus, at least occasionally, 
composers were encouraged to write on certain themes, although most writings 
published in Sovetskaia Muzyka were indeed contributed on a voluntary basis. 

These calls for contributions on certain themes were not always 
particularly successful. Following the call for fifteenth anniversary texts, there 
were only thirteen submissions, all of which were published. Only three notable 
bourgeois composers submitted contributions: Reingold Glier, Mikhail 
Ippolitov-Ivanov, and Sergei Prokofiev (who still lived in Paris and was 
therefore not fully familiar with the situation). Most contributors were former 
proletarian musicians, illustrating that very little time had passed since the 
April Resolution and that Muzgiz was still controlled by former proletarian 
musicians. Although RAPM had been abolished, governmental organizations 
controlled by proletarian musicians were unaffected by this change. 
Immediately after the April Resolution, the leader of Muzgiz, A. Verkhoturskii, 
presented Muzgiz’s plans for the fifteenth anniversary celebrations, in which the 
music of former proletarian musicians Aleksandr Davidenko, Viktor Belyi, 
Boris Shekhter, and Marian Koval were notably prominent.133 
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The abovementioned call for writings is interesting from yet another 
viewpoint: the choice of themes, especially the last one. Relationship to musical 
heritage was one of the first things to change along with the Composers’ Union. 
The growing interest in tradition and heritage in part stemmed from 
composers’ own interests, but this was not the sole explanation. In music, the 
past is especially interesting because, after the nineteenth century, audiences 
have always preferred the classics to contemporary works. Even today, the 
majority of concert music is from the nineteenth rather than the twentieth 
century. In light or jazz genres the situation is different, but the Composers’ 
Union’s primary interest was in traditional concert music. Pre-revolutionary 
classical music—musical heritage or nasledstvo (as it was called in Russian)—
raised two basic questions: Firstly, should musical research be directed towards 
new music or the musical past? Secondly, should the past be interpreted in a 
revolutionary context, through the selection of suitable research subjects? 

The evaluation of the musical past by members of the Composers’ Union 
began almost immediately, as the excerpt from summer 1932 seems to 
suggest.134 The question of heritage had become acute because most of the 
musical past had been discarded by the proletarian musicians, causing major 
problems for opera houses’ and concert halls’ repertories. The restoration of 
traditional Russian music began after the April Resolution and continued apace. 
Eventually the traditional Russian school of composition and bourgeois 
specialists were restored as the cornerstones of Soviet music. Their role would 
continue to grow throughout the 1930s.  

Mainstream musical research also experienced changes that were 
connected to the heritage question. Two major directions can be discerned: one 
emphasized the musical past in the search for a new style and the other rushed 
forward to find a new style from recent compositions. For the latter, research 
into music history was merely seen as a means of escaping current problems. 
Others, like Iosif Ryzhkin, believed that music history was still being 
undermined by too many musicologists, as he stated at the musicological 
meeting of the Composers’ Union in autumn 1934.135 It was hard to arrive at a 
compromise between modern and traditional research, and eventually even the 
Party had its say in the dispute during the campaign against formalism in 1936. 

The changed relationship towards musical heritage legitimized the 
acceptance of representatives of the bourgeois cultural elite into the Composers’ 
Union, because they were seen as useful for socialist construction. 
Representatives of the old, pre-revolutionary Russian genre and traditions had 
been discarded by proletarian musicians, for whom only the “revolutionary” 
Ludvig van Beethoven or “the radical democrat” and “critic of the Emperor” 
Modest Musorgskii were acceptable composers.136 After the April Resolution, 
Nikolai Cheliapov in Sovetskaia Muzyka poured scorn on RAPM for its 
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inconsistencies. He argued that by RAPM’s own criteria Frédéric Chopin, 
Richard Wagner, and Ferenc Liszt should all have been acceptable, as should 
Rimskii-Korsakov.137  Here Cheliapov named some composers who, indeed, 
would become ever more important in the Soviet Union. Some former 
proletarian musicians, including Lev Kaltat and David Rabinovich (a rare Party 
member among musicologists), were willing to alter their views on this point. 
They now stated that, according to Lenin, the best of bourgeois cultural heritage 
was the rightful property of the proletariat. Therefore, the bourgeois cultural 
elite could both contribute their knowledge and be of benefit to the building of 
socialism.138 This, however, meant that the bourgeois cultural elite had the same 
elite status as other artists and in many cases enjoyed significant advantages. 

However, not all aspects of musical heritage were deemed to be of equal 
value. It was argued that heritage should be approached from a contemporary 
perspective and that research should focus on aspects that benefited the 
present. Cheliapov summarized this new stance: 

 
Even twentieth-century Russian music lacks recent research. Do we have any studies 
of Skriabin, Rakhmaninov or Taneev etc? Not a single monograph or even an article 
on these subjects! [. . .] Because of this abnormal situation the development of 
Marxist-Leninist musicology and [. . .] correct directions of art lag behind.139 

 
The study of music history was valuable, but not for its own sake. Rather, its 
purpose was to answer to current needs. More than a year later, in the forum of 
Sovetskaia Muzyka, contributors lamented the relatively small number of music 
history experts. Emphasis was given to teaching rather than research and 
therefore teaching was based on the old, pre-revolutionary methods and 
knowledge, since there were too few experts to make new interpretations.140 
Changes were, of course, slow because members of the old intelligentsia were 
allowed to retain their positions. 

The call for more research into music history was soon answered. In 
summer 1935 Sovetskaia Muzyka published a long article about early 20th century 
composer Aleksandr Skriabin (1871–1915), in which he was portrayed as a 
revolutionary composer. This scholarly article utilized a Marxist point of view 
as well as terminology that underlined the revolutionary features of Skriabin.141 
Music history began to be rewritten on a large scale during the 1930s. Wide-
ranging projects were set up, in which realism and similar tendencies were 
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uncovered in Russian music history and that of other Soviet nations.142 What 
the West has seen here as manipulation of history was from the Soviet point of 
view an attempt to rebalance history. Although today it may sound even 
hilarious to call Mozart’s singspiel or Wagner’s musical drama “leftist forms of 
their times,” these were truly revolutionary musical innovations143. Yet, the 
label of “leftist art” is perhaps too political, as these forms were indeed 
apolitical. This was, however, the mechanism through which the performance 
of pre-revolutionary music on Soviet concert stages was justified.144 

The needs of the present in connection with music history were often 
emphasized by Party members, like Viktor Gorodinskii (also the secretary of the 
Composers’ Union in Moscow). He stated that composers and musicologists 
ought to seek realistic music from the past and simultaneously evaluate their 
relationship with such music—a process that would help them to become part 
of the realistic tradition. 145  Gorodinskii did not refer to contemporary 
discussions about literature, although it is obvious where he drew his 
influences from. When it came to musical realism, its most important 
representative in Russia, Musorgskii, had already been approved by proletarian 
musicians.146 Yet, it was above all the music of composers, hardly conceivable 
as realists, such as Tchaikovskii, Glinka, and Rimskii-Korsakov that gained 
prestige and was placed on a pedestal in the 1930s.147 This proponent of musical 
realism, however, was to be reckoned with. 

Viktor Markovich Gorodinskii (1902–1959) was a crucial figure for music. 
He is especially interesting as he was a long-standing Party member (joined 
1918) and held many high-level administrative posts despite his young age. 
Gorodinskii had connections to the Central Committee of the Communist Party, 
and during the 1930s he occasionally attended its sessions when explanations of 
musical matters were required. His good connections with the Party derive 
most likely from the fact that he actively participated in the Civil War and 
served in the Red Army for eight years, for example in its agit-prop sections. He 
was a pianist educated in the Leningrad Consevatory in the 1920s. 

He was a member of the Central Committee of the Labor Union of Art 
Workers (Rabis) from 1929 and, from at least 1932, sat on its presidium. He also 
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became the Chairman of the international music bureau of MORT (International 
Association of Revolutionary Theatre) from 1932 when this first attempt to 
organize an international musical front was held. Perhaps this was partly due to 
fact that despite being in close terms with the Party, Gorodinskii spoke German 
and Italian and was of educated Jewish origin.148 In different stages of his 
career, he was also an active participant on many editorial boards. Moreover, he 
was also a practicing musicologist. Thus, Gorodinskii was very valuable to the 
Party and this helps to explain why he always seems to have been present when 
something important was happening. The Party needed specialists like him and 
this may have been why he was appointed to the important post of secretary of 
the Composers’ Union’s most important branch. It is also noteworthy that 
Gorodinskii at one point edited the journal Muzyka i Revoliutsiia (published 
1926–29) with Nikolai Cheliapov, the chairman of the Composers’ Union in 
Moscow (1933–37). Thus, Gorodinskii and Cheliapov knew each other before 
they took up leading posts in the Moscow Composers’ Union.  

Gorodinskii’s articles were in many cases political by nature and he 
always emphasized the current line taken by the Party. In autumn 1932, he 
wrote that the April Resolution did not signify the common liberation from 
political tasks that “the rightist democrats” seemed to assume was the case. 
“Reactionary forces tried to gather but there should not be given an inch to 
them,” Gorodinskii emphasized.149 

 
The rise of Russian nationalism 

 
Russian nationalism increased rapidly after the April Resolution. Because it 
went against the very nature of Marxism, nationalism was referred to as 
“rodina,” motherland, or patriotism in Soviet vocabulary. Originally, however, 
patriotism was also despised by the old Bolsheviks. Patriotism—which 
naturally was to reach its pinnacle during the Great Patriotic War (1941–45)—
began to re-emerge early in the 1930s. In music, the re-emergence of patriotism 
can also be seen in the rehabilitation of Russian national composers, such as 
Nikolai Rimskii-Korsakov. He and his successors had represented the very 
essence of Russian bourgeois nationalism for the RAPM only a few years 
earlier. Thus, the question of heritage was closely linked to the rise of 
nationalism. It no longer signified “bourgeois” in the Soviet Union. It was now 
unacceptable to discard national elements in favor of modernism in music.150 
The despised trait became cosmopolitanism, which both modernism and Avant 
garde represented. With egalitarianism, cosmopolitanism now became “anti-
Marxian petit-bourgeois.”151 

The explanation for this rise in Russian musical nationalism can be found 
in the need to underline the special nature of Soviet music. It was ideologically 
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necessary to point out differences between the Soviet and Western worlds. 
Gorodinskii quoted Stalin’s antithesis “we and they” (referring to the Soviet 
Union and bourgeois West) and declared that this also applied to Soviet and 
Western music. Western music was going in a different direction.152 In order to 
show that the Soviet music was different and distinct, there was a need to find 
links between music of the past and that of the present. Many needs were 
fulfilled through this practical reasoning: concert stages and theaters gave 
people the classics that they wanted. Simultaneously, the Russian school of 
composition supported Soviet patriotism and could serve as the basis of Soviet 
music. 

Although this process sounds very simple, in practice, it took several years 
to accomplish. It began early in the 1930s with the re-establishment of the 
reputations of some traditional Russian composers. Kaltat and Rabinovich were 
at the forefront of trying to shed new light on the works of Mikhail Glinka, 
father of the Russian school of composition, and thereby they denounced the 
policy of RAPM. They hailed Glinka as the most important composer from the 
Russian musical heritage and emphasized that his works were popular both 
among musicians and audiences. Not very surprisingly, they connected Glinka 
with his bourgeois revolutionary contemporaries. Glinka lived and saw the rise 
of the Decembrists in 1825. (This rise of the Decembrists was a reflection of the 
French Revolution in Russia.)153  

Kaltat and Rabinovich suggested not only that pre-revolutionary music 
should be studied but that above all attention should be paid to the conditions 
under which such music was composed. This was how “reality” in music could 
be found.154 Kaltat and Rabinovich tried to present Glinka as a progressive 
representative of Russian bourgeois culture. They projected Lenin’s view of 
Aleksandr Herzen upon Glinka and presented the assumption that Glinka’s art 
had been of a progressive nature. As a founder of the Russian-national school of 
composition he was an important figure for Soviet music, they maintained.155 
The growing interest in Russian bourgeois classics is illustrated by several 
articles of this kind. In some, the critical interpretation called for by Cheliapov 
was evident and these past composers were presented as progressive 
personalities of their times and, thus, were  made more acceptable for the Soviet 
stage. 

Statistics from 1928–41 provide some evidence that Soviet concert 
audiences preferred tradition. During this period, 78 percent of operas and 55 
percent of ballets staged by the Bolshoi theater in Moscow were old, pre-
revolutionary classics. New music was scarce even while the staging of some 
old classics was prevented from 1929 to 1931.156 People shunned some of the 
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new music that had been offered to them by proletarian musicians. In 1932 
some pieces by Boris Shekhter and Aleksandr Davidenko were played on the 
radio three or four times a day, which caused a surge of protest letters from the 
audience to Sovetskaia Muzyka.157 But if the great audience shunned proletarian 
music, the same also applied to modern classical music. Avant gardism and the 
proletarian experiments of the 1920s and early 1930s were all swept away by 
the general tide of classicism that emerged during the 1930s in all areas of 
Soviet art.158 

Researchers have held contrasting views about whether the art of the 
Stalinist period was a result of natural development or a distortion produced by 
the socio-political atmosphere. Soviet historians have been major proponents of 
the natural development hypothesis.159 In the search for suitable predecessors 
of Soviet music, proletarian musicians became the “bad guys” who had tried to 
deny the people access to their Russian nationalist tradition. Many composers 
willingly emphasized the traditional Russian school of composition rather than 
Western modernism.160 Reingold Glier, a pupil of Sergei Taneev (another great 
Russian composer), was satisfied that his pre-revolutionary symphony Ilia 
Muromets was back on the repertory of orchestras.161 Like Asafiev, Glier would 
become one of the most important administrators in the early Composers’ 
Union. Others, however, were afraid of what the emphasis on Russian music 
would bring. Composer Aleksandr Veprik, for example, in 1932 voiced his fear 
of Great Russian chauvinism, because limitations had already been set on the 
amount of European music that could be broadcast on the radio.162 

Naturally, musicology followed the same trend as music. Among the first 
to evaluate the history of musicology was a young musicologist Iosif Ryzhkin, 
who became a professor at the Moscow Conservatory in 1939. His article is a 
fine example of the scholarly valuable research that was published in Sovetskaia 
Muzyka. The article was primarily an apolitical handling of the musicology of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and its legacy for the twentieth 
century. However, Ryzhkin chose to preface the main text with a justification of 
his study from a Marxist point of view.163 His research had very little to do with 
Marxism but in this way he managed to make it seem more valuable in the eyes 
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of authorities. This method was successfully used in several other articles and 
studies later published in Sovetskaia Muzyka. 

Although they denounced some aspects of RAPM policy, Kaltat and 
Rabinovich also tried to build bridges between RAPM and current policy. They 
claimed that the building of socialist proletarian culture was not “academic” in 
any way. They emphasized that Bolsheviks had always linked the question of 
proletarian culture with its general political functions, whereas Mensheviks had 
tried to detach culture from politics. According to Kaltat and Rabinovich, the 
Mensheviks believed that proletarians were suited to political arenas but not to 
culture, and thus they kept the “working class in cultural slavery.”164 Kaltat and 
Rabinovich tried to transform a musical question into a political one. Their 
reference to the Mensheviks was perhaps an attempt to emphasize the political 
meaning of the article. The exiled Trotskii, a former Menshevik, was becoming a 
national scapegoat. The practice of linking undesirable theories to purged 
political leaders, as Kaltat and Rabinovich did here, would soon become 
commonplace.165 

More often, however, musical heritage was used to avoid political 
questions. At least, Cheliapov puts this forward very clearly in Sovetskaia 
Muzyka: 

 
[. . .] let us mention here one abnormal feature. Our musicologists [. . .] research 
especially little [about] our Soviet musical productions. They are much more 
concerned with questions of the past. The study and criticism of the past is, of course, 
important for science and politics, but what would we say of our economists, 
historians, jurists, and agricultural experts etc. if they studied only the economy or 
agriculture of the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries etc. instead of finding facts about 
the political life of present-day capitalist countries?166 

 
Cheliapov’s notion about the need to study western life is interesting, since in 
the near future this would become a very dangerous idea. Cheliapov’s point 
was that many researchers tried to avoid political questions. This statement 
further underlines the fact that the study of the past for its own sake was 
deemed to be worthless. Only the present mattered. 

Discussions about the musical past are important since they illustrate the 
major change in musical practices after 1932. They reveal something of the 
nature of the Composers’ Union as well as contemporary musical taste. 
Moreover, they are indicative of a general shift in values within society towards 
conservatism. Discussions about musical heritage, however, were not the only 
discussions that concerned previous decades. Perhaps even more important 
were the debates about the recent past and the criticism directed towards the 
Association of Proletarian Musicians, RAPM. 
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Disputes and self-criticism 
 
The relationship between proletarian musicians and bourgeois composers 
evolved throughout the First Five-Year Plan but changed direction dramatically 
on the evening of April 23, 1932. The resolution to liquidate all former artistic 
organizations had already been agreed, but had not been published. A meeting 
held in quarters of Narkompros was attended by the most influential 
representatives of music from Leningrad and Moscow, “from [Mikhail] 
Ippolitov-Ivanov to the leadership of RAPM”. According to an eye-witness, the 
nature of the meeting was unclear until the Commissar of Enlightenment, 
Andrei Bubnov, initiated a discussion about the problems involved in 
constructing Soviet music. This led to heavy criticism of RAPM.167 The fate of 
the proletarian music movement and its falling out of favor must have been 
made clear to representatives by Bubnov. The resolution was published the next 
day and within a few weeks proletarian music organizations had been closed 
down. Open criticism of proletarian musicians was now not merely possible but 
even encouraged. 

It has already been noted that most of the proletarian musicians’ 
theoretical and practical work was not compositional. Composers had been a 
minority in RAPM, but it had still strived to exert influence over the whole 
musical field.168 When it became possible to criticize the flaws, abuses, and 
mistakes of RAPM, the Composers’ Union became the forum for this criticism. 
Some tried to defend their former organization, including Kaltat and 
Rabinovich (both members of its executive committee), who urged that closer 
attention should be paid to RAPM’s relationship to musical heritage. They 
argued that RAPM’s efforts should not be discarded and maintained that 
RAPM was part of the development of Soviet music. For them, heritage was a 
concern shared by the Composers’ Union and RAPM.169 They were not alone in 
their defense of RAPM and its policy. These attempts to gain recognition for the 
proletarian music movement’s achievements soon raised the question of self-
criticism. Not everybody was willing to accept that RAPM had contributed to 
development of Soviet music, and this was particularly true after the 
association had been closed down. 

Kaltat and Rabinovich tried to evade the question of self-criticism by 
pointing out that RAPM was the natural predecessor of the Composers’ Union. 
They exploited Marxist developmental thought, pointing out that proletarian 
musical culture had lived its youth in RAPM. Through the new Union, they 
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argued, it was possible to overcome the “ill leftism of its childhood” and “to 
successfully fulfill the struggle in two fronts.” Kaltat and Rabinovich reasoned 
that therefore both positive and negative features of RAPM ought to be 
evaluated. By doing this, it was possible to find in RAPM the basis of the 
continuing work to secure proletarian culture.170 It is easy to believe that for 
many proletarian musicians it was hard to accept that nothing good could be 
said about their former organization and that they, therefore, tried to emphasize 
RAPM’s achievements. 

Kaltat and Rabinovich interpreted the April Resolution as being favorable 
toward the aims of the proletarian music movement. They emphasized that the 
resolution mentioned the relationship between “socialist construction” and the 
“remarkable growth of art” and linked this to RAPM’s achievements. In Kaltat 
and Rabinovich’s view, RAPM was succeeded by the Composers’ Union as the 
musical representative of socialist construction. They maintained that the Party 
merely corrected the course that the proletarian movement had erroneously 
chosen.171 Kaltat and Rabinovich revealed their hopes that certain features of 
RAPM’s policy would endure, especially the struggle “in two fronts” against 
formalism and light music. However, in the immediate years after the April 
Resolution, both modern and light music experienced something of a 
renaissance. 172  The fight against formalism, usually associated with the 
campaign against formalism of 1936, was mentioned by Kaltat and Rabinovich 
as the basis of the art unions. The first chairman of the Composers’ Union, 
Mikhail Arkadiev from Narkompros and Rabis, also declared in an editorial 
published in Sovetskoe Iskusstvo that the art unions were to help in the fight 
against lifeless naturalism and formalism.173 Yet, statements like Arkadiev’s 
were official ones, which often did not find support in reality. In this case, it 
was four years before any kind of concrete actions were taken in the name of 
the struggle against formalism. 

Still, certain individuals, such as Gorodinskii, tried to speak on behalf of 
more concrete actions. He suggested that the Composers’ Union should 
“criticize the critics” and look into the state of music criticism. In his view, 
music critics should have been using their criticism to keep the musical front on 
the correct path. Gorodinskii had some other interesting suggestions, including, 
for example, that the Union should organize brigades for trips to factories that 
were still been constructed. According to his reasoning, the wrong kind of 
individualism should be liquidated in order to make way for a new kind of 
socialist musician. The Composers’ Union was to be the true vanguard of 
socialism in music.174 Gorodinskii did not refer to RAPM, even though his 
proposed factory tours for composers had been among the methods favored by 
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proletarian musicians. Thus, although aspects of RAPM’s policies were useful 
and positive in Gorodinskii’s view, proletarian musicians and their 
organizations were not to be mentioned. 

Many others had less constructive views of RAPM, and this was perhaps 
the reason why the organization was so rarely mentioned, even in cases when 
something had been a direct achievement of RAPM. Veis forcefully criticized 
RAPM’s “ultra-leftist” and “anti-party” policies towards fellow-travelers. He 
was especially critical of Georgii Keldysh and Lev Lebedinskii, whom he 
regarded as representatives of “pseudo-Marxist vulgarity.”175 In addition to 
accusations that they suppressed other composers’ work, Veis also criticized 
Keldysh’s and Lebedinskii’s simplistic views about society, their concentration 
on mass songs at the expense of other musical forms, and their intolerance of 
classical heritage, as mentioned above.176 Kaltat and Rabinovich’s defense is all 
the more interesting in light of the vigorous accusations against proletarian 
musicians made by most composers. They highlighted the fact that the 
campaign against modern music had been very positive for the proletarian 
cause and was a topical issue for the Composers’ Union, as well.177 

Kaltat and Rabinovich maintained that RAPM had been a progressive 
organization and that the Party did not want revoke the successes of proletarian 
art. They made the point that RAPM would not have been allowed to be the 
leading organization in musical life for so long if it had been wrong in every 
aspect of its policy. They emphasized RAPM’s role in mass musical work. Kaltat 
and Rabinovich feared that undermining RAPM’s achievements would be a 
severe blow for Soviet music and strengthen counter-revolutionary elements. 
Thus, in their view, the content of the April Resolution should not be falsified, 
as others had tried to do.178 

Still, RAPM’s time as an organization was permanently and 
unquestionably over. Any attempts to revive its program under the 
Association’s own name were quickly rebutted. The campaign against 
formalism is especially interesting in this context and will be discussed in some 
detail in the fourth part of this book. However, it should be mentioned that the 
campaign had similarities to RAPM’s policy; this was particularly true of its 
struggle against Western and modernist elements, although former proletarian 
musicians had very little to do with the campaign in 1936.179 Yet, some former 
RAPMists obviously felt that their moment had come again. Pravda’s would 
then accuse former proletarian musicians of attempts to obscure the clear 
meaning of the struggle against formalism with their theories of struggle in on 
two fronts. Pravda assured-that the struggle in question was simply against 
alien elements in the Soviet arts.180 Thus, public attempts to rehabilitate RAPM’s 
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policy were repelled, despite the fact that the Association’s policy was revived 
by other individuals under a different banner. 

RAPM was harshly accused in official connections throughout the 1930s, 
most persistently about gruppovshchina, cliquishness. Most composers agreed 
that the atmosphere between 1929 and 1931 had damaged creative work. 
Andrei Pashchenko, a composer of several operas, expressed these views rather 
descriptively; however, he also remarked that cliquishness had not been 
eliminated and that in several institutions and departments decisions about 
musical questions were still made according to personal preferences. 181 
Pashchenko suggested that the April Resolution did not eradicate the frontiers 
that had emerged during the First Five-Year Plan.  

Accusations about cliquishness found corollaries in the Writers’ Union, 
where similar accusations were leveled against the Association of Proletarian 
Writers, RAPP.182 In both unions the negative atmosphere of preceding years 
was attributed to proletarian associations. Cheliapov thus emphasized that the 
liquidation of RAPM had calmed the situation markedly and that only the 
remnants of cliquishness now remained. Cheliapov stated that Sovetskaia 
Muzyka served as an open forum for self-criticism. He maintained that 
individuals who had been part of the leadership of the proletarian music 
movement or modern music organizations were free to submit self-criticism.183 
It may be that at least in part RAPM was accused of all kinds of mistakes 
because it was easy to blame everything on them. Was it not officially 
sanctioned by the Party to blame proletarian associations?  

Self-criticism as such was nothing new for Bolsheviks, but the arts only 
became acquainted with the process during the 1930s. It is usually associated 
with the rise of socialist realism in the arts.184 In short, self-criticism was a way 
of rehabilitating a person in times of political trouble. Lev Kamenev and 
Grigorii Zinoviev, for example, seemed to re-establish their political status 
through self-criticism in 1933, following accusations of “Trotskiite 
connections.”185 However, at first self-criticism was largely just rhetoric, at least 
in connection with music. Only during the anti-formalist campaign of 1936 
were artists successfully encouraged to admit their mistakes publicly. 186 
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Theatrical producer, director, and actor Vsevolod Meierkhold was one of the 
victims of the anti-formalist campaign; he failed to participate in sufficient self-
criticism and thus fell victim to the terror. Composer Dmitrii Shostakovich, on 
the other hand, admitted his mistakes and was rehabilitated.187 

Kaltat and Rabinovich came close to presenting self-criticism when they 
evaluated the mistakes of their former organization. However, they spoke only 
of RAPM, not of their personal roles in the Association. In fact, they spoke 
about RAPM as if they personally had played no part in it. In their view, the 
“leftist tendencies” of the leadership of proletarian associations had resulted in 
a situation where these associations had ceased to be of benefit to the 
development of Soviet music. 188  Kaltat and Rabinovich never mentioned 
themselves and, thus, real self-criticism did not take place. 

Many other former members of RAPM resorted to similar tactics: they 
admitted that RAPM had made mistakes but largely blamed an impersonal 
leadership. Viktor Voloshinov described how members of RAPM were in a state 
of disbelief about their organization really being closed down in spring 1932. 
Many of them believed that they had done nothing wrong and that they were 
the true representatives of socialist construction in music. Voloshinov’s 
contributions to the “forum” reveal that immediately after the April Resolution 
he had verbally attacked some of his colleagues who had been critical of RAPM; 
however, he subsequently repented and “understood the mistakes RAPM had 
made and the true content of the April Resolution.”189 Yet, he also directed his 
criticism towards RAPM’s leadership. He maintained that his own creative 
work had been hampered by the strict regulations imposed by the Association. 
He had been forced to compose vocal music, in line with RAPM policies. 
Voloshinov argued that RAPM’s control over the work of composers had 
resulted in poor compositions.190 The extent to which RAPM really forced any 
composer to compose a certain kind of music is debatable. Dmitrii 
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Shostakovich, although not a member, maintained a close relationship with 
RAPM. He also co-operated with the theater for working youth, TRAM, during 
the years of First Five-Year Plan.191 This type of co-operation was voluntary. In 
many cases it was only in retrospect that these connections came to be labeled 
as forced. 

Voloshinov argued that RAPM was especially “mean” with regard to 
instrumental music. He maintained that his quartet and concerto for violin and 
organ were censored because of RAPM, although he did admit that these works 
had not been of the highest quality.192 Composer Iurii Shaporin also regarded 
RAPM’s stance toward instrumental music and its overall dogmatism as fatal 
errors. Concentration on mass music and attempts to force other composers to 
abandon instrumental music were unbearable. In Shaporin’s view, good 
intentions to build proletarian culture turned out to be destructive, after all.193 
The reconciliatory nature of Shaporin’s article is slightly surprising. After all, 
Shaporin had belonged to the leadership of Leningrad Association of 
Contemporary Music and he represented the pre-revolutionary bourgeois elite 
that RAPM had so heavily criticized. Perhaps it was his position as vice-
chairman of the Leningrad Composers’ Union from 1932 onwards that made 
him more inclined to offer constructive criticism After all, he had to work 
alongside former proletarian musicians.194 

Rather than revealing anything about RAPM’s real nature, these 
statements illustrate the extent to which composers, even in the early 1930s, 
were capable of adapting themselves in line with the political situation. They 
were able to accept changes in policy and speak out against things, as was 
expected of them. This is not to say that composers were necessarily willing to 
do what was expected, but they did not fight against official expectations. This 
would later serve them well during times when survival was dependant on 
one’s ability to adapt. 

Georgii Khubov’s experience illustrates both how successful elements of 
work by proletarian music movement persisted beyond 1932 and how certain 
individuals were truly capable of adapting to changing situations. Khubov was 
an advocate of mass musical works associated with RAPM and he continued his 
work successfully in the Composers’ Union.195 His 1931 report about mass 
musical works in Moscow’s Central Park (later, Gorky Park) boasted that 
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brigades of up to 400 members performed to around 1,500 visitors every day. 
An important part of these performances were the pre-concert lectures given in 
order to enlighten people about music. Khubov reported that the work in 
Central Park was characterized by the campaign for healthy mass song and 
against gypsy music and light-genre vulgarity.196 His report from 1934 was very 
similar to that from 1931, although he did not mention a word about light genre 
vulgarity or harmful gypsy music. However, Khubov did argue that mass 
musical work was an important part of the work of the Composers’ Union and 
should thus be extended.197 With the correct attitude, the work of proletarian 
musicians could easily fit into the new musical policy. 

Criticism of RAPM and its leadership was partly unfounded, as Kaltat and 
Rabinovich argued. Several random quotations taken out of context were used 
to criticize RAPM and to present a more negative picture of the organization.198 
After the April Resolution, those who had personal grudges attacked the 
proletarian music movement, which few were willing to defend since it had 
been officially condemned. Even in the theoretical field, where RAPM had 
largely operated, its contribution and achievements were denied. Semion 
Ginzburg, who went on to become a professor of Leningrad Conservatory in 
1935, summarized the historical development of music criticism. He stated that 
RAPM’s attempt to renew music analysis was completely useless for Soviet 
musicology and had been unscholarly in nature. RAPM’s schematic views were 
more of a hindrance for Soviet musicology than of any help, he concluded.199 It 
seems that those most critical of proletarian musicians were involved in musical 
education at the conservatories. RAPM had been especially harsh in his 
criticism of the conservatories, where some of their many young supporters had 
occasionally denounced teachers and professors, thus giving reason for 
grudges. 

Although no serious consequences followed the criticism of proletarian 
musicians during the early years of the Composers’ Union, many former 
members of RAPM felt that the situation was intolerable. Composer, critic, and 
former RAPMist Viktor Belyi referred to the concept of “April repentance.” An 
editorial in Sovetskaia Muzyka mentioned that Belyi had felt that demands for 
self-criticism, even repentance, were unfair, especially since they were expected 
from former proletarian musicians every April. The response Belyi received 
was that “instead of words and repentance, relevant self-criticism was actions 
in everyday organizational life.” Aleksandr Belokopytov, previous leader of 
Ukrainian Association of Proletarian Musicians, alleged that within the 
Composers’ Union there was ongoing persecution of proletarian musicians. 
Article of Sovetskaia Muzyka considered the accusations of Belyi and 
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Belokopytov “terrible” and unfounded.200 In any event, sources indicate no 
traces of any kind of systematic persecution or discrimination of proletarian 
musicians in the Composers’ Union. It was only five years later that all 
proletarian musicians would finally distance themselves from RAPM, Belyi 
among them.201 But by then, the political situation was also very different. 
Before that time, even the leadership of RAPM escaped any severe 
consequences and these individuals were allowed to take an active part in the 
Composers’ Union. 

The organization and policies of RAPM, rather than individual members, 
were generally denounced. In Cheliapov’s summary, the “one-way policy” and 
uncompromising nature of the Association were its main flaws.202 It was also 
argued that the practices of RAPM could by no means serve as a basis for the 
work of the Composers’ Union. The Union had to be built on a completely new 
basis, without the deadweight of RAPM.203 The denial and rejection of the 
proletarian music movement appeared quite strong on paper, but in practice 
many of its methods continued to be used outside the organization and RAPM 
members were allowed to work in the new Composers’ Union. 

 
Criticism of other musical organizations 

 
RAPM was not the only organization criticized after the April Resolution. The 
Association of Contemporary Music (ASM) was also referred to several times. 
The schematic view that, soon after the April Resolution, had been attached to 
RAPM’s actions was also imposed on ASM. In practice, ASM was presented as a 
counterpoint and the main adversary of RAPM in several official speeches: 
ASM was kind of a rightist musical organization, whereas RAPM represented 
the left. This comparison, however, was highly untenable. Although RAPM had 
certain political ambitions with relatively small creative force, ASM was a 
highly apolitical organization that concentrated on the promotion and 
composition of new music. The comparison of these two organizations seems to 
make little sense. Afterwards, however, when there was a need to explain the 
liquidation of all art associations, this comparison served its purpose.204 This is 
supported by Cheliapov’s statement that Sovetskaia Muzyka’s task was “to fight 
both against rightist and leftist distortions.” (Cheliapov used language adapted 
from Stalin’s political speeches.) ASM was referred to as a defender of 
“Western-style music and its rotten ideology since it expressed itself in all kinds 
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of atonalities, in foxtrot and jazz style enhancements of harmony, orchestration, 
and such.”205  

Cheliapov, like Gorodinskii, failed to mention it was RAPM that had 
campaigned against these “atonalities” and “jazz style.” Although he implied 
that light music was not fully acceptable, it was not until 1948 that light music 
experienced serious setbacks, when, for example, use of the saxophone was 
prohibited.206 RAPM had, indeed, campaigned for prohibition of the saxophone 
from 1929 and also against modernist Western music. 207  Instead, modern 
Western music (which had been part of ASM’s agenda) for a time flourished, 
albeit briefly, in the Composers’ Union.208 

While RAPM was criticized by its former members, the leadership of ASM 
remained silent in this respect. Calls for criticism of ASM soon withered away. 
The reason for this may be that ASM had disbanded a few years earlier. 
Moreover, many ASMists, including Boris Asafiev (a musicologist and one of 
ASM’s guiding spirits) praised the April Resolution and described how 
creativity was in full bloom once again. Asafiev continued that the first year 
after the resolution had been creative, fruitful, and filled with concrete activity: 
a “year of struggle, joy and enthusiasm.” He also noted that the struggle was no 
longer “demagogic trampling” but was true and serious organization of 
work.209 Asafiev was to become one of the most visible supporters of the new 
cultural policy.  

Kenez and Shepherd have suggested that demands for self-criticism in the 
arts only surfaced at times when the Party was trying to bring socialist realism 
under control. In their view, socialist realism was not a Party invention, but was 
rather used by the Party against artists. As it became more actively involved in 
defining socialist realism, the Party also started to use it as a vehicle by which to 
force artists into self-criticism and thus make changes in their art. This practice 
only began during the latter half of the 1930s, although the Party had also 
played a significant role in defining socialist realism during the first half of the 
1930s.210 Although Kenez and Shepherd are concerned with literature, their 
argument also seems to apply to music and explains why calls for self-criticism 
generally waned. The Party was temporarily uninterested in music and so 
socialist realism became a matter primarily for musicologists and composers. 

The Party’s lack of interest or confusion also explains how individuals 
such as Kaltat and Rabinovich could so openly present their views, despite the 
official condemnation of RAPM. Kaltat and Rabinovich quoted Lenin in order 
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to point out that the proletariat would compile its own intelligentsia and culture 
and that the struggle for proletarian culture was part of the overall politics of 
society, not separate from it. They emphasized the hostility of proletarian 
culture toward anything bourgeois and, thus, were at odds with the prevailing 
political principles.211 In itself, this is enough to suggest that self-criticism was 
hardly ever actively practiced in the early Composers’ Union. 

There was one other organization linked with proletarian musicians that 
was neither closed down nor restructured in 1932, but which was subsequently 
heavily criticized. In the early 1930s, the State Musical Publisher (Muzgiz) 
became a headache for the Composers’ Union. At a joint meeting held in 
Moscow on December 13, 1932, (attended by representatives from the 
Composers’ Union, Rabis and Muzgiz), representatives of Muzgiz were forced 
onto the defensive. Former proletarian musician and Muzgiz chairman, Viktor 
Vinogradov alone defended his organization, although other former proletarian 
musicians (Shekhter, Boleslav Pshibyshevskii, and Georgii Khubov) were also 
present. The work of Muzgiz was entirely condemned on the basis that it still 
operated on RAPMist lines and had not changed its publishing plans, although 
the spirit of the April Resolution would have required such action. Muzgiz was 
accused of hindering the development of Soviet composers.212 

The meeting advised Muzgiz to consider composers’ demands and urged it 
to appoint composers as consultants at every level of its organization. Muzgiz 
was also encouraged to contribute to the material well-being of composers. 
Muzgiz was given clear targets that it was expected to meet. Of all the material 
published, it was stated that between 38 and 40 percent should have been 
written by Soviet composers. It was also alleged that even Muzgiz’s current 
production plans could not meet composers’ needs. The circulation figures 
were to be raised over the course of the Second Five-Year Plan: in 1933 by 
23.26%, in 1934 by 33.58%, in 1935 by 55.64%, in 1936 by 99.5% and in 1937 by 
169%.213 More than anything else, this illustrates that, although they had finally 
been brought together into a single union, composers were dependant on other 
organizations. Muzgiz was especially important because it was solely 
responsible for the publication of musical scores. Composers could merely urge 
Muzgiz to act—they were not in a position to give orders, even when united.  
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Music and the Party: an open marriage? 
 
 
The Unfinished Composers’ Union 
 
An important question about the organization of the Composers’ Union is how 
tightly and when its structure and nomenclature were defined. Had the 
Composers’ Union been fully established, as the Writers’ Union had been in 
1934, it should, for example, have embraced charters. Charters had a rather 
symbolic meaning, but they still indicated the existence of an organization. The 
Writers’ Union was the model that was followed when other art unions were 
established and literature has perhaps thus remained the single most studied 
art form of the Soviet Union. Leonid Maximenkov, in researching the 
relationship between artists and Soviet power, has noted that 60 percent of 
those artists approached by Stalin were writers.214 Literature commanded most 
of the Party’s attention during the Stalinist era; this is well illustrated in 
collections of sources, in which literature is dominant among the arts. 215 
Research has not been unaffected by this. Especially when things have been 
interpreted from the viewpoint of the Party, as a top-down process, other art 
unions have often been seen as copies of the Writers’ Union. Thus things that 
happened in the Writers’ Union would have taken place in other unions.216 It is, 
therefore, important to compare the Composers’ Union with the Writers’ Union 
in order to establish the extent to which this was the case. 

The Soviet Union was generally in a distorted situation during the early 
1930s. The first years of the Second Five-Year Plan (1933–37) were ones of 
consolidation, sometimes called the “three good years.” Perhaps it was because 
of this that the April Resolution was received so positively, even though later 
research regards the resolution as marking the beginning of overall political 
control of the arts. Moreover, this overall control reached its pinnacle in music 
only when the first Congress of Soviet Composers was held in 1948. An 
important question therefore is: to what extent did the Composers’ Union exist 
before its inaugural congress? Previous research has largely accepted that the 
Composers’ Union was established according to the model of the Writers’ 
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Union soon after the first Congress of Soviet Writers in 1934. Yet, Leonid 
Maximenkov has alleged that there was no real, Stalinist Composers’ Union 
prior to 1948.217 Moreover, Kirill Tomoff chose 1939 as the starting date for his 
book that discusses the history of the Soviet Composers’ Union. Tomoff’s 
assumption seems to be that prior to 1939 there was no real Composers’ 
Union.218  

In the Soviet Union it was not acknowledged that there was any kind of 
delay in the establishment of the art unions. The April Resolution was usually 
taken as the starting point for any discussion of these unions. A rare exception 
to this rule can be found in the 1981 edition of the Soviet Encyclopaedia: “The 
Composers’ Union of USSR was formed during the years 1932–48.” 219 
Moreover, Leonid Maximenkov has pointed out that the Soviet Encyclopaedia 
from 1947 calls the Writers’ Union a political-artistic organization, whereas the 
adjective “political” is missing from the entry about the Composers’ Union.220 
The totalitarian nature of the Writers’ Union was sealed when the Party took 
charge of the first Writers’ Congress in 1934. But, as an equivalent congress for 
composers was not held until 1948, what was the Composers’ Union for the first 
sixteen years of its existence–if not a Stalinist political organization? 

The wording of the April Resolution suggests that other arts would follow 
literature and this has perhaps been the source of some misunderstanding. The 
form used was “to unite all writers . . . into a single Union . . . . [And to] 
[p]romote similar changes in the sphere of other forms of art. . . .”221 After the 
establishment of the Writers’ Union, the Communist Party used the Union as an 
instrument by which to extend its power into the field of literature.222 Because 
the Writers’ Union was used in this way and because the April Resolution 
called for the establishment of similar unions in the other arts, it has been 
assumed that the Party acted in the same way in all other art unions. 
Maximenkov suggests that Western historians have been particularly guilty of 
making this assumption.223 

Stalin’s ambition to gain totalitarian control over the arts was naturally an 
important factor in the relationship between the arts and politics, but the 
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development to full-fledged Stalinism took time. The totalitarianism of the final 
model has also been questioned. Researchers of Soviet history Arch J. Getty and 
William Chase questioned the strictly totalitarian model of the Soviet 
administration of the 1930s by alleging that the group that carried out the 
central administration of the Party, bureaucrats, had a notable amount of 
influence. They argue that the central administration was weaker and based 
more on consensus of the ruling elite than has been previously believed.224 In 
other words, while the central apparatus of the Party could not see its 
resolutions fulfilled, bureaucrats had executive powers. Therefore, in music, if 
higher Party officials had little time, the decision-makers and those involved in 
the administration of the musical front must have been either lower level 
bureaucrats or composers themselves. 

Boris Schwarz has stated that, because of the political climate, no artist 
could afford not to join an art union, even though membership seemed to be 
voluntary and open to all artists.225 This remark seems a little anachronistic 
since the political climate after the First Five-Year Plan seemed more relaxed 
and no coercive methods were used inside the Composers’ Union. I would 
think that composers joined because they believed it to be useful or at least not 
harmful. Unions seemed to offer benefits and were obviously different from 
associations of proletarian artists. 

When the early years of the Composers’ Union are examined, the first 
major finding is the lack of central organization for practically the whole of the 
1930s. In the Writers’ Union an organizational committee (orgkomitet), which 
was to draw up the charters and prepare the Writers’ Congress, on May 7, 1932, 
was appointed by the Party orgbiuro. Simultaneously, the establishment of the 
composers’ orgkomitet was delayed and instead a commission was nominated to 
work on the question. 226  This commission decided not to establish the 
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composers’ orgkomitet, dismissing it as pointless.227 Thus, the orgkomitet, whose 
job was to establish the first congress, was only appointed on May 3, 1939, after 
it was nominated by the politbiuro of the Party.228 Other groups of Soviet artists 
(painters, sculptors etc.) received their orgkomitet only a few weeks later, on 
June 21, 1939.229 The actual congress of the Composers’ Union was delayed for 
several reasons until 1948, when the charters of the Union were finally 
approved and its administrative organs nominated. This has been regarded by 
Maximenkov as the birth of the totalitarian Composers’ Union.230 

The delay in the establishment of the Composers’ Union poses a curious 
dilemma. In retrospect, this delay could be perceived as a victory for the 
musical front: for a long time the Composers’ Union managed to avoid the fate 
of the Writers’ Union and was not closely attached to Party politics. However, 
for contemporaries the delay was a hindrance that denied them access to the 
many benefits the Writers’ Union offered to its members. Materially, writers 
seemed to be better off than composers, who lacked their own funding organ 
for practically the whole of the 1930s.231 Yet, the fact that the Composers’ Union 
had no central organs did not mean that it did not exist in some form. 

In the 1930s the Composers’ Union existed only as local branches in major 
urban centers. This is a fact that still sometimes causes surprise, since 
contemporaries referred to the Composers’ Union as an existing national 
organization. However, unlike the Writer’s Union, which was a national 
organization with central organs, the Composer’s Union lacked national-level 
organization. In 1932 the branches in Moscow and Leningrad formed the core of 
the Composers’ Union, as most of the leading composers lived and worked in 
these cities. Additionally, most of the higher educational musical institutes were 
located in these cities. Local branches were expected to convene the basis for the 
organization of an all-Union level association.232 Thus, when sources from the 
1930s mention the Composers’ Union they are in fact referring not to a centrally 
governed national organization but rather to several smaller union branches. 
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The key branches were those in Moscow and Leningrad, and it is these that I 
refer to as the Composers’ Union, although Composers’ Union branches in 
Ukraine, Georgia and in certain bigger Russian cities emerged quite early in the 
1930s. These other union branches were, however, only a fraction of the size of 
the Leningrad and Moscow unions. 

An important parameter that defines the early Composers’ Union is its 
membership base. In September 1933, the Moscow branch, the largest and 
single most important division, had exactly 150 members. Only 10 of these were 
Party members (including candidates). Moreover, musicologists numbered 45 
and composers 105.233 Leadership in all branches was in the hands of Party 
members, but, as I will argue, the lack of a coherent music policy meant that 
these branches initially worked largely independently. The first chairman of the 
Moscow branch was Narkompros official Mikhail Arkadiev, who was succeeded 
within a year by Nikolai Cheliapov.234 In Leningrad, the first chairman was 
Boris Fingert, who was so ill that the leadership fell completely to the branch 
secretary Vladimir Iokhelson. The secretary in Moscow, Viktor Gorodinskii, 
was also prominent in administrative affairs. All of these Union officials were 
Party members. Iokhelson and Gorodinskii were associated with creative 
activity themselves, whereas the other two were purely bureaucrats. The branch 
secretaries, Iokhelson and Gorodinskii, were both music professionals who also 
held important positions in Rabis: Gorodinskii headed the Mosoblrabis and 
Iokhelson was a member of Lenoblrabis, both of which were important regional 
art administrations in the early 1930s.235 The early Composers’ Union was thus -
tightly woven also to Rabis. 

The leaders of the local branches themselves increased the confusion about 
the nature of the early Composers’ Union. Cheliapov, officially in no higher 
position than his counterpart in Leningrad, referred to himself in an interesting 
way in late 1935. In a covering letter, sent with the balance of accounts to the 
Commissariat of Finances, Cheliapov calls himself the “Chairman of the 
Composers’ Union,” which he definitely was not. The balance sent was only for 
the Moscow branch of the Composers’ Union.236 Similarly, the secretary of the 
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Leningrad branch was referred to in many letters as “Secretary of the 
Composers’ Union.” These titles were perhaps used in an honorary way rather 
than to refer to actual administrative status. Composers did not bother to 
mention the branch in their letters, since everybody knew them anyway.237 
Perhaps this is why Cheliapov is often referred to as the leader of the 
Composers’ Union in many studies of 1930s Soviet music.238 Cheliapov was the 
single most important person in the Union, but he was not the official leader of 
the whole Composers’ Union. 

Nikolai Cheliapov played a prominent role in the initial years of the 
Composers’ Union, but he has largely been dismissed in previous research.239 
Yet, he held two of the Union’s most influential positions for almost four years.  
He was a lawyer and a pianist, but he was not active in the musical scene. He 
graduated in 1912 from Moscow University and became a Doctor of Law and 
Politics in 1934. From 1922 he was a professor at, and for a time the rector of, 
the Karl Marx Institute of Economics. He was appointed head of the Institute of 
Soviet Justice of the Academy of Sciences in 1928 and, from 1929, was a member 
of the Communist Academy and Red Professors’ Institute. Furthermore, 
between 1930 and 1931 he headed the musical sector of the State Academy of 
Art History. He was also a member of the Red Professors’ Institute and one of 
the editors of the proletarian musicians’ magazine, Muzyka i revoliutsiia. 240  
However, he was not directly associated with proletarian musicians nor was he 
part of the pre-1932 grudges but was, rather, a typical apparatchik. 

In 1932 he became the first editor-in-chief of Sovetskaia Muzyka—the organ 
of the Composers’ Union—and also chairman in Moscow until he resigned in 
the summer of 1937. He was close to fifty, had been educated before the 
Revolution, was a qualified lawyer, and served in various administrative posts 
after the Revolution. His career was typical of a Party bureaucrat and he fits 
Chase and Getty’s description of Soviet bureaucrats during the 1930s.241  

Cheliapov’s role was all the more important because Sovetskaia Muzyka 
was the Union’s only national organ. The magazine was a source of information 
and served as a forum in the absence of other national forums. Cheliapov thus 
suggested that “[Sovetskaia Muzyka] ought to be one of the most important 
means by which to ideologically educate and lead the musical front.”242 He 
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seems to have understood his incompetence in musical matters, since he rarely 
presented his own ideas but rather compiled ideas from others’ speeches. At 
first, he typically quoted Party resolutions and Marxist views and discussed 
their implications for music. Later on, he referred to different meetings of the 
Composers’ Union and tried to find a coherent “line” from their proceedings. 
Cheliapov’s first editorial is very enlightening. As an objective for the 
Composers’ Union, he proposed that the tasks set out in the April Resolution 
for all arts should be fulfilled. This was despite the fact that the resolution 
hardly set out any clear tasks and that Cheliapov was himself unable to 
elaborate on the nature of these tasks. Cheliapov usually used quite colorful 
language regardless of whether he was speaking of leftist distortions in Party 
politics or bourgeois influences. In this style Cheliapov assured his readers that 
the magazine would struggle against rightist and leftist vulgarization.243 

The first issue of Sovetskaia Muzyka opened with a rather typical example 
of how to write “bolshevik”: 

 
Our magazine starts publishing in an exceptional moment of historical grandiose. 
The Soviet state, with the leadership of the Party guided by the Leninist Central 
Committee and with leader of the world proletarian comrade Stalin, has achieved the 
First Five-Year Plan in four years and started the work of fulfilling the next one.244 

 
Long editorial articles were often dedicated to achievements of socialist 
construction. Praising the Soviet Union, the Party, and Stalin also soon became 
commonplace. Sovetskaia Muzyka was published jointly with Narkompros, but it 
was still rather loosely tied to governmental structures. Although these articles 
were usually written in “Bolshevik”, the rest of the magazine was reserved 
largely for musical questions of an apolitical nature. 

In Cheliapov’s view, the role of the Composers’ Union was to lead the 
creative enthusiasm born out of the April Resolution. He maintained that the 
resolution had removed all obsolete organizational forms that slowed down the 
development of the Soviet arts. Cheliapov stated that the great need to 
ideologically restructure the artistic outlook on life had been answered, thus 
enabling the commencement of the great task of socialist construction. He also 
praised the Seventeenth Party Congress, a year before it was even held, as an 
important stage in the development of the arts.245 These initial remarks about 
the role of the Composers’ Union seem to suggest that in the first place it was 
merely an extension of the Party in the musical world. However, one should not 
accept uncritically the Bolshevik rhetoric used in Cheliapov’s editorials. The 
day-to-day connections between the Composers’ Union with the Party politics 
turned out to be much more obscure, although Cheliapov’s writings do provide 
some important information about what he regarded to be important for the 
Union. 
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It is interesting that, while some composers hoped for closer connections 
with the Party, it remained somewhat distant from the Union. Even if the Party 
had wished to exert control over the Union, its connections within the Union 
were not extensive. Members of the Party who were important in the musical 
field, such as Gorodinskii and Cheliapov, had many other responsibilities. 
Among active composers, the most the ideologically orientated individuals 
were proletarian musicians. Had it given administrative power mainly to this 
group, the Party would have probably alienated most of the old bourgeois 
composers. This latter category included the most luminous professional 
composers, who were vital to maintaining high standards in Soviet music. 

The fact that the leadership of the Composers’ Union was made up of 
Party members was not enough to make it a highly political organization. When 
the political status of the Composers’ Union increased, non-Party composers 
took over the leadership of both branches. Consequently, composers, rather 
than Party bureaucrats, were in charge of administration in a more politically 
active Composers’ Union. This will be examined more thoroughly later, but it is 
important to bear in mind that a Party member being the leader of an 
organization did not make it a political organization.  

As part of the attempt to enforce the new agreement between composers, 
former proletarian musicians managed not only to gain membership in the 
Composers’ Union but also to receive important positions within the Union. 
Despite criticism of their movement and work they were not denounced as 
individuals. Iokhelson and Cheliapov had both worked for proletarian 
associations as administrators, but had not been closely associated with the 
movement. Cheliapov’s temporary successor to lead the Moscow branch in 1937 
was Nikolai Chemberdzhi, a member of both RAPM and Prokoll as well as the 
musical director of TRAM (theater of working class youth). As Neil Edmunds 
has remarked, many former proletarian musicians had notable careers in the 
Soviet Union: Iurii Keldysh became one of the most noteworthy Soviet 
musicologists; Viktor Vinogradov, a leading specialist of Central Asian folk 
music; Dmitrii Kabalevskii, a leading Soviet piano composer; and Lev 
Lebedinskii participated in many musical activities.246 Background, whether 
proletarian or bourgeois, was no longer an obstacle to a musical career. 

 
The nature of the early Composers’ Union 
 
It is still unclear what kind of Composers’ Union emerged after the April 
Resolution. Maximenkov notes that both Fitzpatrick and Taruskin have 
misinterpreted some aspects of the establishment of the Composers’ Union. 
Fitzpatrick has noted that it was established in 1933 and lead by Cheliapov,247 
while Taruskin has confused a number of concepts. First, Taruskin states that 
after the April Resolution the Composers’ Union received an Orgbiuro (an 
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abbreviation of organizational bureau).248 Instead of an orgbiuro (which, indeed, 
was organized for the Composers’ Union of the Ukrainian Republic), an 
orgkomitet (organizational committee) was established but not until 1939. 
Maximenkov notes that Taruskin also erroneously alleged that totalitarian 
control over the musical sphere would have been secured by 1936. Taruskin 
sees the establishment of the Committee on Artistic Affairs as securing 
totalitarian control over the Composers’ Union, solely because the Union was 
obliged to report to the Committee.249 The establishment of the Committee did 
mean notably tighter control over music, as I discuss in later, but this hardly 
amounted to totalitarian control. 

The Committee on Artistic Affairs, which was established on December 16, 
1935, following a politbiuro decision, effectively changed musical 
administration, as it did the administration of the other arts. Although it was 
not formally a commissariat, it still worked under authority of the Council of 
People’s Commissars (SNK or Sovnarkom) just like a commissariat and later like 
a ministry. In practice, the Committee inherited all the powers over the arts 
previously controlled by Narkompros, Kultpros, and several other 
organizations 250 . Thus, the Committee on Artistic Affairs became a more 
powerful cultural administrative organization than any of its predecessors. 
Music, film, theatrical productions, sculpture, and painting were all submitted 
to the Committee on Artistic Affairs for scrutiny.251 The change was of such 
scope that it makes sense to think of the Composers’ Union before and after the 
establishment of the Committee. The extent to which the Composers’ Union 
was controlled by the Committee on Artistic Affairs is, however, questionable. 
The Committee received balances of accounts from the Moscow and Leningrad 
unions along with some reports of the branches’ activity. However, the 
Committee’s files on the Composers’ Union are quite scattered and random.252 

Maximenkov does not deny that, from the viewpoint of the Party, the 
change in cultural affairs was intended to strengthen control over the arts. 
Moreover, he argues that this period is under-documented and calls for further 
research. The importance of not drawing a parallel between the Writers’ and 
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Composers’ unions must be emphasized. Maximenkov implies that the legal 
and administrative structures of the Composers’ Union were deficient and that 
it even acted against the will of the Committee on Artistic Affairs253—not to 
mention its activities during the years before the Committee was established. 
Maximenkov’s statement seems to be in accordance with the views of Arch 
Getty about the totalitarian surface of the Stalinist administration. 254 
Maximenkov emphasizes that the orgbiuro and the department of culture and 
propaganda of the Party had time only for literature between 1932 and 1934. 

In musical affairs I have found no archival evidence of oppression or 
interventions by the Party organs that would have seriously undermined the 
authority of the Composers’ Union’s in the 1930s, although there were certain 
occasions when the Party decided to intervene. When it decided that the 
Composers’ Union should accept notable musicians and conductors as 
members, the Party orgbiuro also nominated a commission to execute the affairs 
of the Composers’ Union. The commission was headed by Stetskii, then the 
leading cultural official of the Party, and its members included Commissar 
Andrei Bubnov and the secretary of the TsIK, Avel Ienukidze. 255  This 
commission should have nominated members of the orgkomitet and drawn up a 
timetable for the inaugural congress. It should also have drafted plans for the 
magazine of the Composers’ Union and controlled the texts used in mass 
songs.256 As a result, only the official organ of the Union, Sovetskaia Muzyka was 
founded—its first issue being published in January 1933. Consequently, the 
allegation that the Party had abandoned music for the time being seems to have 
merit. 

The Party cell is a crucial feature when one examines the totalitarian 
nature of the Composers’ Union. The Union’s Party cell should have been able 
to ensure that the right decisions were taken and oversee the proper ideological 
education of Union members. The role of the Party cell was specifically 
mentioned in the April Resolution. However, a substantial number of former 
proletarian musicians among few Party members caused a dilemma. 257 
Proletarian musicians were vulnerable to accusations of cliquishness and 
perhaps this was one reason why the Party cell proved to be so ineffectual for 
such a long time. Yet, even if the Party cell was passive, former proletarian 
musicians remained as the most active participants in the Union’s meetings and 
sectors. Yet, only one proletarian musician was appointed to the orgkomitet in 
1939, Viktor Belyi, who had been admitted to the Party the same year.258 Dmitrii 
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Kabalevskii, who was also in the original orgkomitet, had been in Prokoll but was 
not otherwise a very active proletarian musician. 

In support of his allegation that the Composers’ Union was not fully under 
Party control, Maximenkov discusses a declassified Party resolution entitled 
“On the Committee on Artistic Affairs and orgkomitet of the Composers’ 
Union.” It was issued on January 24, 1948, two weeks before the Congress of the 
Composers’ Union. The resolution stated that the orgkomitet was about to “fall 
into formalism and the anti-national tendency in Soviet music.” The orgkomitet 
and presidium were dismissed. Boris Asafiev (as the head of the orgkomitet), 
Tikhon Khrennikov, and the former proletarian musician, Marian Koval were 
named as secretaries. They were to work out the composition of the new 
orgkomitet. 259 If the Composers’ Union had been a loyal organization, there 
would have been no need to dismiss its leading organ on the eve of its 
inaugural congress. The Party at least feared that the outcome of the congress 
would not be to its liking. 

This third orgkomitet—the second was established after the War—was the 
one that drafted the resolutions for the congress, finalized the Union’s charters, 
and chose its leadership. From this point on, the Composers’ Union closely 
resembled the totalitarian Writers’ Union. Yet, sixteen years had passed since 
the April Resolution, which is usually identified as the beginning of the 
totalitarian phase in Soviet music. Rather than following any plan, this relative 
autonomy seems to have developed largely because the Party neglected musical 
affairs. 

Evgeni Gromov, in his research into the relationship between Soviet power 
and the arts, argued that Stalin submitted art unions to governmental 
administration, although they were given independent status from the 
government and the Party was named a mere ideological leader. However, in 
the case of the literature this ideological leadership quite quickly subsumed 
everything else. Significantly, Gromov remarks that the system of artistic 
control was not straightforward as was the case in Hitler’s Germany, where the 
arts were submitted to Joseph Goebbels’ Ministry of Propaganda. Rather, the 
Soviet system was much more complex, making it hard to define who was 
actually in charge.260 Although Gromov does not refer to this fact, the system 
was different for each of the arts, as well. 

The Party also had the problem of who could be allowed to lead the 
Composers’ Union. If the Party cell had been given more power, composers 
would have probably viewed the Union in a negative light. Art unions were 
meant to be inclusive, not exclusive. The Composers’ Union would have been 
useless if it had not embraced all prominent composers. Therefore, if the 
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establishment process had been brought forward, the lack of Communists and 
Party-minded figures could have caused problems in the leadership. The fact 
that differences between proletarian musicians and proponents of Western 
music occasionally surfaced during the 1930s supports the theory that the Party 
needed to delay the establishment process. There was no musical figure around 
whom all composers could rally. In literature, Maksim Gorkii acted as a figure-
head and could command broad support among writers. Music lacked this kind 
of individual. Aleksandr Glazunov had been prominent during the years after 
the Revolution, but he moved to Paris permanently in 1928 and died in 1936. 
Prokofiev had lived outside Russia for fifteen years and returned only 
gradually during the 1930s. 

Although composer and musicologist Boris Asafiev eventually became the 
prominent figure the Party needed, in the early 1930s he was still known as a 
modernist from Leningrad. Yet, he went on to lead the orgkomitet in 1948261 (and 
died shortly afterwards). However, even in the early 1930s a jubilee article 
about him was published in Sovetskaia Muzyka, an honor rarely bestowed upon 
a living composer.262 The Party’s lack of musical expertise was another reason 
behind the search for a prominent composer who would support the Party line. 
Commissar Anatolii Lunacharskii, who had been favorably disposed to music, 
had resigned in 1929 and died in 1933. He was replaced by Andrei Bubnov, 
who it seems had no special interest in music.263 Bubnov was more inclined 
toward agitation and propaganda than art, unlike Lunacharskii, who had 
supported more a permissive approach to the arts.264 

Consequently, for the sixteen years between the April Resolution and the 
final establishment of the Composers’ Union the organization operated actively, 
but for the most of the 1930s it did so as a system of local branches. There is no 
question that the Composers’ Union existed after the April Resolution, but it 
was neither a nation-wide organization nor the Stalinist organization the 
Writers’ Union soon became. In January of 1934, the secretary of the Leningrad 
branch, Iokhelson, could already boast that the Leningrad Composers’ Union 
(established on August 1, 1932)265 was “expressing itself strongly, had prestige, 
was creative, and was a social factor with a notable role in the building of Soviet 
artistic culture in Leningrad.”266  The Leningrad and Moscow branches had 
became centers of musical activity,267 but they had achieved this autonomously, 
without central administration to keep them in line. 
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The Party as art muse   
 

The Communist Party was, without doubt, involved in the establishment of the 
art unions, as it was the resolution of the Central Committee on April 23, 1932, 
that initiated the process. From the Party’s viewpoint, the intervention was 
necessary in order to establish a united front of artists. It appeared that the 
Party could not achieve this through proletarian art associations, if this had ever 
been its intention. Furthermore, with the establishment of art unions it was 
potentially easier for the Party to exert control over art and artists, simply 
because the number of organizations drastically reduced.  

The Party gave literature a leading role among the arts and paid most 
attention to it, resulting in literature becoming an extension of the Party line. 
Other arts did not follow literature, as the Party lacked either the time or the 
will to intervene. Writers became part of the new Soviet elite and enjoyed access 
to advantages and benefits that the average Soviet citizen could hardly imagine. 
Although it appears that political control over music hardly resembled that 
over literature, composers were accepted into the new elite.268 During the war 
years (1941–45) when resources were scarce, Shostakovich described an incident 
to his friend that illustrates that he was indeed a member of the Soviet elite. In 
January 1945, a number of notable composers had put forward a request to the 
Commissariat of Heavy Industry for kerosene, lamps, and pressure stoves. 
They justified their request by arguing that “failures in the distribution of 
electricity could seriously hamper creative production.” As a result of the letter, 
Shostakovich received coupons for six liters of kerosene. Still, he moaned that 
he had no driver or petrol for his car and so his car had to wait in the garage of 
muzfond (Musical Fund).269 Although his comment may have been sarcastic, it 
still illustrates the elite standing of artists. During war-time a normal citizen 
was unable to order extra fuel, as it was an army-commodity. However, the 
elite had their own ways of obtaining what they were looking for. 

The fact that the Party apparatus denied the Composers’ Union its 
organizational committee has been mentioned earlier. It seems that the Party 
either lacked the time or, was for some unknown reason, unwilling to complete 
the establishment of the Composers’ Union. This fact did not paralyze the 
municipal branches of the Composers’ Union, and they autonomously 
continued to prepare for the inaugural congress from 1933 onwards. The 
Union’s charters, which were to be approved by the congress, were drafted by 
the presidium of the Moscow branch by the end of 1933 and published in the 
Bulletin of the Composers’ Union. The process did not end here: they were ratified 
by Vice Commissar of Enlightenment, K. A. Maltsev, and approved by the 
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Council of People’s Commissars (SNK).270 The version preserved in the archives 
reveals that ratification of charters took place on February 24, 1934,271 almost a 
year after orgbiuro’s decision not to finalize the Composers’ Union. This only 
underlines the fact that music policy was in a confused state in the 1930s. No 
one really knew in what direction the musical front was heading before the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs took control and, in a way, united the musical 
front. 

An interesting feature of these charters is that the Union’s area of 
operations was restricted to the Russian federation (§7). This would have meant 
that the Ukrainian Composers’ Union would have been formally equal to the 
Composers’ Union of these charters. Thus, the nation-wide level of organization 
would have still been missing and this Composers’ Union would have been the 
equivalent of the Russian Composers’ Union that was established in 1958.272 
Perhaps it was the Writers’ Congress and affairs of literature that once again 
prevented the furthering of the aims of the Composers’ Union. These plans 
were never realized as such and the actual status of the Composers’ Union was 
left open. The Moscow branch would hereafter act as though it was the central 
organization of the Composers’ Union, but in practice it would face 
considerable problems. The charters, however, were quite similar to those 
accepted in 1948, except for granting it all-union status. 

Although literature was constrained as a result of the Party intervention, 
this process took some years to implement. At first, some composers felt that 
they were missing out on something when the Party left them unnoticed. 
Writers seemed to benefit from the situation and in Sovetskaia Muzyka 
dissatisfaction was expressed over the slow development of musical policy. 
Composers believed that music was not receiving the attention it deserved. 
Literature and the theater attracted the most attention from the “the Soviet 
people.”273  This situation only intensified a year and a half later with the 
Writers’ Congress, which marked the pinnacle of publicity for Soviet literature. 

Especially older research has viewed art policy of the 1930s as a mere 
extension of Party policy. From this perspective, art unions existed only to 
fulfill Party resolutions. Kemp-Welch, for example, argued—in 1975 (within his 
dissertation) and again in 1991—that the Writers’ Union was the logical 
continuum of RAPP, the Association of Proletarian Writers; RAPP had been a 
mere pawn and Stalin simply removed it when it became an obstacle. Kemp-
Welch argues that the Writers’ Union was the Party’s instrument and thus the 
Party alone could define cultural policy.274 If this conception is followed in 
other arts, as it often is, the art unions would have been the pillars of Stalinist 
art policy during the 1930s. Composers’ comments indicate that they closely 
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followed what was happening in the Writers’ Union. When writing about 
problems in music criticism, composer Aleksandr Krein referred to a plenum of 
the Writers’ Union’s organizational committee. According to Krein, the 
Chairman of the Writers’ Union Ivan Gronskii (also the Chief Editor of Izvestiia) 
had spoken about individual taste hindering literary criticism. Krein agreed 
with this and pointed out that personal taste was a dominant feature of music 
criticism.275 Although composers followed developments in literature, this does 
not mean that there was any kind of co-operation between the two unions. 

Yet, Kemp-Welch’s detailed description about the Writers’ Union helps us 
to understand why composers were at first keen to follow the example of the 
Writers’ Union. The Party’s tactic was to rule the Writers’ Union from within. 
The Union was kept apparently independent, but close connections tied it to the 
Party. Although initially small in number, Party members held all the key 
positions in the Writers’ Union. The board, pravlenie—the largest organ, which 
should have been the core of power—played a largely ceremonial role. The 
presidium and the secretariat, filled with Party members, possessed executive 
powers, and exercised authority within the Writers’ Union.276  

During the 1930s, due to the small number of Party cardholders in the 
Composers’ Union, non-Party members were present in all of its organs.277 
Although the composer Aleksandr Veprik implied that the lack of Party 
members in the Union’s administration was due to some scandalous feature of 
the election process,278 the truth is that there were simply not many Party 
members in the Union as a whole. 

There was, however, one musical venue in which the Party was active all 
along: a great deal of musical activity was connected to theaters, especially 
those that staged ballet and opera: the Bolshoi, Malyi and MKhAT in Moscow; 
the Mariinskii Theater (subsequently named after Kirov) and the Malyi Theater 
(Malegot) in Leningrad.279 Leonid Maximenkov has pointed out that supreme 
authority over the repertory of these theaters passed from the censor organ 
Glavlit to direct supervision by the politbiuro in early 1930s. The politbiuro could 
thereafter even approve works banned by Glavlit. The original idea behind 
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these measures was, according to Maximenkov, to break the monopoly of 
theaters over certain works and enable the rapid dissemination of works that 
represented the “golden” age of socialist realism.280 Music was not specifically 
mentioned in the resolution; nevertheless, theaters were under the same 
administration and so music was inevitably involved. This resolution would 
later enable performances of Shostakovich’s opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk 
District, for instance, to be performed across the Soviet Union. Otherwise, it 
could have had a longer season at the Malyi Theater in Leningrad.  

While theater was regarded as ideologically important, the Composers’ 
Union repeatedly hailed opera as one of the foremost genres of music. It was 
emphasized that theatrical music, including opera, should receive more 
attention from composers.281 Opera would receive the most attention from the 
Party in following years. Indeed, the shift in musical policy after 1932 appears 
to have been from mass musical genre to high cultural events. The Party was 
largely interested in matters other than music, but the theater was one point of 
contact between the Party and the musical world. Later on, in the mid-1930s, 
the mass musical genre would rise again in connection with nation-building 
and other large-scale activities. 

 
The disc affair 

 
The Party’s initial main interest coming across with music was connected to 
theatres, but there were some other documents suggesting that music was not 
completely ignored even in the early 1930s. The resolution entitled “About the 
status and amount of musical instruments and improving their production,” 
was announced in August 1933 and was signed by Lazar Kaganovich, Kliment 
Voroshilov, N. I. Ilin, A. I. Stetskii, Andrei Bubnov, K. I. Nikolaeva, and I. E. 
Liubimov. The resolution aimed to increase the number of gramophones and 
discs produced in the Soviet Union. New production targets were set: three 
million discs were to be produced in 1933 but this figure was to increase to forty 
million in 1937.282 

As this was one of the very few Party resolutions from the 1930s with a 
direct connection to music, it gives the impression of a very technocratic 
attitude towards music. Furthermore, this resolution bears a fingerprint of 
Viktor Gorodinskii. In 1932 he had called for improvements in the status of 
musical instruments, as part of the re-structuring of the musical world.283 It 
seems that Gorodinskii managed to drive the disc issue onto the agenda of the 
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Party’s Central Committee. The “disc affair” was important because it 
concerned new and rapidly developing technology as an important mean of 
mass propaganda and would thus have been settled within the Party anyway. 
However, Gorodinskii perhaps managed to settle things in a way that may have 
proved beneficial to composers. At the very least, he managed to bring the issue 
before Rabis in October 1932. A representative from the Commissariat of Light 
Industry attended the meeting in order to hear about deficits in production. For 
example, only 27 percent of the production plan for gramophones was fulfilled. 
Production of gramophone discs also remained under 50 percent below its 
target. The situation, according to Gorodinskii, was worrying because the 
production targets for 1933 were more than three times those for 1932. In fact, 
the only musical instruments that nearly met their production target were 
pianos.284 

Perhaps the key word that excited interest from the Party’s Central 
Committee in this question was “industry,” as gramophone discs brought 
music closer to industry than ever before. Technical development in music was 
generally supported. Thus, in 1932, the “Scientific research institute of musical 
industry” was established in Leningrad. It was to become a center of musical 
industry that would research and develop acoustics, gramophone and record 
technology, and musical instruments.285 Apparently, the music industry was 
something that the Party leadership was more willing to comment upon than 
other musical issues. At least, it offered hard figures for bureaucrats to deal 
with. 

Even if the figures I have found in the archives are incorrect and products 
of typical exaggerations of the time, they still indicate how important the 
gramophone industry was ideologically. The objective for 1937 was to produce 
forty million discs and this target was eventually exceeded by a million. Yet, in 
1935 only half of the production target was met.286 These figures correspond to 
those mentioned by Gorodinskii already in 1932. Gorodinskii had stated that 
the target for 1933 was seven million discs, but even in 1934 actual production 
was only a third of this figure. The drastic turnaround came between 1935 and 
1937, during which time production multiplied several times.287 Recordings 
became so ideologically significant because they were an important vehicle for 
mass propaganda; recorded music could reach the public more effectively than 
orchestras ever could. For the same reason, recording technology also 
developed quickly in Hitler’s Germany. 

The resolution on gramophones also included a paragraph that appointed 
an artistic council to “raise the political and artistic level of recordings.” The 
objective was to improve the quality and versatility of recorded music. In effect, 
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this council could very much direct what was recorded. Commissar Bubnov 
was appointed as chairman and council members included composers, 
technical and political experts, and musicians. Prominent composers in the 
council were included Mikhail Ippolitov-Ivanov, Reingold Glier, Aleksandr 
Goldenveizer, Dmitrii Shostakovich, and Vissarion Shebalin, all of whose music 
was increasingly being recorded. This means that, once again, the Party trusted 
the practical realization of musical policy to composers themselves. According 
to the Party’s instructions, the Council ought to have selected humorous, dance, 
and youth music alongside symphonic, vocal and folk music. The stated aim 
was to record a broad spectrum of music produced by the Soviet peoples.288 
After some years of operation, the artistic council had failed to satisfy the Party. 
The slow development of the recording industry was noted in Pravda in spring 
1936: too little Soviet music had been published and objectives were not being 
met.289 

In conclusion, the Party was indifferent towards the Composers’ Union 
during the early 1930s. This took its toll in many ways. The Union’s 
organizational status remained unclear until 1939. The lack of a central organ 
and stable funding crippled the Composers’ Union. Additionally, because the 
Party did not pay attention to musical affairs, the press was not that interested 
in music. This was brought home to composers, who tried through their Union 
to give more weight to musical issues. A report that followed the first major 
meeting of composers in 1933 lamented that during the first year of its existence 
the Composers’ Union had been practically ignored by the press. The author of 
the report, Levon Atovmian, emphasized that composers and musicologists 
ought to be more active and write to different magazines and newspapers.290 
Sovetskaia Muzyka, in which most musical discussions took place, was a forum 
for musical activists. At this time, no popular musical magazine existed. While 
music was barely mentioned in leading newspapers before 1936, literature 
featured in numerous columns, particularly during the first Writers’ congress in 
August 1934.291 The Composers’ Union remained overshadowed by the Writers’ 
Union for the whole of the 1930s. 
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RESHAPING THE SOVIET MUSICAL STAGE 
 
 
Musical structures and administrators  
 
 
The first plenum of the Composers’ Union 
 
Although the Party leadership discarded the plan for a powerful Composers’ 
Union in 1932, it still appointed a group of Party members as administrators of 
the organization. Additionally, several composers and musicologists were 
willing to take part in the administration of the organization. The lower levels 
were highly active in defining the policy of the Union. In Leningrad, composers 
such as Asafiev, Gnesin, and Shaporin, along with the young Shostakovich, 
were elected as members of the first board.292 None had a Party card. Chairman 
Boris Fingert was associated more with history and had worked at the 
Pedagogical Institute in Leningrad (later named after Herzen), but his role at 
the Union remained distant because of personal illness. 293  In practice, 
administrative leadership fell to Vladimir Iokhelson, who was very active and 
who efficiently took care of the running of the Union. Without strict guidance 
from elsewhere, composers arranged the work of the organization to serve their 
own needs. Composers even took part in the daily administration of the Union 
and like Shostakovich, acted as a chairman in certain meeting of the Union.294 

Initially, the Composers’ Union was supposed to co-operate closely with 
Narkompros, People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment. Thus, the main Union 
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organs were elected jointly with the art section of Narkompros. The Union’s 
municipal branch in Moscow nominated Narkompros official Mikhail Arkadiev 
to act as its chairman. This link with Narkompros, however, was short-lived and 
he was soon succeeded by Nikolai Cheliapov, who had little whatsoever to do 
with the Commissariat. The position of chairman was important because he 
attended both board and presidium meetings. The presidium in Moscow 
consisted of its secretary Gorodinskii and three composers, Nikolai 
Miaskovskii, Vissarion Shebalin, and Aleksandr Krein, of whom only 
Gorodinskii and Cheliapov were Party members. At first Shargorodskii took up 
the post of organizational secretary and assumed responsibility for day-to-day 
affairs, but he was soon replaced by the energetic Levon Atovmian, also a Party 
member.295  

It appears that the presidium was fairly balanced in terms of age: 
Miaskovskii and Krein were around fifty, Cheliapov around forty, and 
Gorodinskii and Shebalin were thirty-years-olds. As a composer, Miaskovskii 
was associated with the modernist movement of the 1920s and Krein had 
worked in Narkompros under Lunacharskii. Proletarian musicians were not 
represented on the presidium. 

It seems quite obvious that the Party nominated individuals to key 
positions within the Composers’ Union. Had this not been the case, it is highly 
unlikely that non-composers would have achieved important positions in the 
organization, unless composers had viewed these as merely administrative 
positions. After all, artists are not always that keen to take on responsibility for 
day-to-day administration. Yet, it was very important to have administrators 
with specialist expertise as well, since the issues discussed by the presidium 
called for expert knowledge. According to the Union’s charters, its congress 
should have nominated members for different organs but, since the congress 
was postponed until 1948, the board and the presidium held these powers.296 
The board was supposed to nominate individuals to all the other organs and 
convene regular plenums to discuss important issues. Apart from these main 
organs, there were a number of sections and sectors working under the 
presidium that took care of special issues, such as the mass musical genre or 
finances. 297  I have found very few and only secondary references to the 
occasional elections that took place. However, it is probable that the board and 
the presidium were chosen through elections.  

It seems highly likely that composers would have been unaware that the 
Party had decided to postpone the establishment of their Union. Indeed, several 
composers began to prepare for the inaugural congress. Although the main 
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emphasis was at times on material questions, there was also active discussion of 
and attempts to find an ideological framework for Soviet music. Rather than 
being a search for ideological constraints, for Soviet composers these 
discussions were about establishing prestige for the Composers’ Union. When 
research is examined, one gets the impression that these discussions existed 
only to reinforce the ideological rule of the Party over the musical front. 
Furthermore, even a Soviet legislative study about art unions suggests that they 
had from the start been Stalinist organizations, and because of that charters 
were corrected in the spirit of de-Stalinization after Stalin’s death.298 Yet, the 
fact is that Stalinist charters for the Composers’ Union were accepted only in 
1948. 

Autonomous drafting of charters and other organizational aspects suggest 
that composers were attempting to build a nationwide Union even though the 
central apparatus of the Party had already dismissed it as pointless. But 
although charters were important, they must, of course, be approached 
carefully when studying the Stalinist era. Legislation always came second to 
political purposes. For example, the Writers’ Union was supposed to, according 
to its charters, hold three plenums a year, but only fifteen plenums were held 
between 1934 and 1954, less than one per year.299  

The Composers’ Union appears to have been initially rather pre-occupied 
with administrative measures. After a year’s work, the Union considered that it 
had established a stable administrational structure. Thus, the Union held its 
first plenum in autumn 1933. According to Shchiglik’s legislative manual of art 
unions, plenums were for general discussions about the art form in question.300 
However, the invitation to the plenum reveals that issues about composers’ 
material well-being and copyright matters were the main items on the 
agenda.301 Rather than political and ideological issues, composers were more 
concerned about material concerns. Even though the plenum discussed the 
principles upon which future Soviet music and music research would be based, 
financial matters were of primary importance. 

The plenum and initial work on the Union’s charter suggest that the 
Moscow branch tried to be active at the union-level and not merely 
municipally. Representatives from Leningrad, Ukraine, Transcaucasia, and 
Byelorussia all participated in the plenum that was held in Moscow. Alongside 
the plenum, a series of concerts were arranged in order to introduce new 
compositions by Soviet composers to plenum representatives.302 Even before the 
plenum was held, the Moscow branch had tried to organize regional branches 
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of the Union in Voronezh, Sverdlovsk, Rostov, and Samara.303 In the spring of 
1934, a regional Union was established in Saratov and another, perhaps more 
successful one, followed in Rostov. The Rostov branch, together with the Radio 
Committee of the Azov Region, organized a series of eight concerts that 
featured the music of local composers. The Moscow branch also benefited from 
this collaboration: it negotiated a contract with Azov Radio for six symphonic 
and six chamber music concerts of music by Soviet composers. Among the 
composers whose music was selected for these radio concerts were Shebalin, 
Shostakovich, and Lev Knipper.304 

However, the co-operation between different republics, as well as between 
Leningrad and Moscow, remained sporadic. In one editorial in Sovetskaia 
Muzyka, co-operation between branches of the Union was said to be in a 
“pitiable state.”305 There is very little information about how successful these 
attempts to organize regional activity from Moscow actually were. Conditions 
hardly improved during subsequent years, since in 1937 a meeting of 
republican branches of the Union described connections with Moscow as non-
existent. The same meeting described the conditions in republican branches as 
extremely poor.306 Yet, the Moscow branch could do little about the situation, as 
in essence, it was not a central organization. 

One of the first republican branches was established in Ukraine. 
Confusingly enough, the Ukrainian Composers’ Union already held its first 
plenum in Kharkov between February 20 and February 23, 1933.307 Although 
smaller than the Moscow or Leningrad unions, the Ukrainian Composers’ 
Union was still on paper one level above them in the organizational hierarchy. 
After all, it was a republican, not municipal, branch. The Ukrainian Composers’ 
Union also had its own orgbiuro308, which was headed by a certain Beikovich. 
Beikovich was present at several meetings arranged in Moscow, but otherwise 
contacts between Russian branches of the Composers’ Union and the Ukrainian 
Union seem to have been intermittent. I have not found an explanation for the 
fact that an orgbiuro was set up for the Ukrainian Composers’ Union, while its 
Russian or Soviet counterparts were denied one. It is likely that the Ukrainian 
Communist Party was unaware of the orgbiuro’s decision not to establish an 
organizational committee for composers, and that they simply allowed the 
Ukrainian Union to have their own. Alone, however, the Ukrainian Composers’ 
Union could hardly transform itself into a powerful organization. 
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Nevertheless, optimism prevailed during the first plenum in 1933. The 
Union’s aims were ambitious: “[A]fter the introduction by the board, a broad 
discussion will be initiated about basic and leading questions, including the 
question of socialist realism in music (with concrete examples from the latest 
Soviet compositions).” Questions about the operation of different musical 
organizations, the propagation of Soviet music, and the preparation of cadres 
were mentioned.309 All of these topics were important parts of the Union’s 
discourse of during its initial years. Yet, the foremost question, which was also 
given due prominence in the reports of the plenum, was the material well being 
of Union members. However, before we take a look at the results of the plenum, 
it is important to examine the membership base of the Composers’ Union, in 
order to understand exactly whose issues were being addressed. 

 
Selecting an exclusive membership 

 
The core of the Composers’ Union was made up of professional composers and 
musicologists. However, not all composers were initially accepted as members 
of the Union. Only those composers who were involved in traditional concert 
music or were trained at traditional institutes of higher musical education 
became members. This meant that “light-genre” composers were not admitted 
to the Union. ”Light-genre” did not just apply to occasional songwriters but 
rather all those vaudeville, variety, and movie composers who made their 
living from composing and who were thus professionals. Leading composers 
within the genre were in fact among the materially better-off artists. Most light-
genre composers were involved with the State Association of Music, Variety 
Stage, and Circus Performers (GOMETs) and Vseroskomdram (which initially 
also looked after their copyrights). Variety performances were highly popular 
entertainment and thus could provide composers with a good income. I have 
not found a clear motive for the initial exclusion of these composers from the 
Composers’ Union, but only hints. 

Especially in Leningrad, where many of these light-genre composers lived, 
the Composers’ Union wished to be involved with variety and stage music. The 
Leningrad branch approached the artistic leadership of GOMETs in order to 
arrange contracts for composers.310 Whether through their own choice or due to 
Union policy, light-genre composers remained outside the Union for several 
years. A change took place during the second half of the 1930s and in 1937 the 
most famous film and light-genre composer, Isaak Dunaevskii, became 
chairman of the Leningrad branch.311 Matvei Blanter and Dmitrii Pokrass took 
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up administrative positions in Leningrad. Pokrass even sat on the initial 
organizational committee with Dunaevskii in 1939.312 

The issue of light genres was so important because it was an extremely 
popular musical form. Although proletarian associations had condemned this 
“corrupted music,” public demand for jazz and apolitical popular music proved 
to be enormous after 1932. In Leningrad, a jazz commission was even 
established.313 Western popular music and jazz became even more popular than 
they had been in the 1920s. Even the Communist Party supported jazz and 
consequently state organizations promoted tours by foreign jazz bands.  Only 
after the Second World War did jazz music run into difficulties.  However, prior 
to this the Soviet Union had boasted its own State Jazz Orchestra.314 Therefore, 
it is surprising how little the Composers’ Union initially involved itself with the 
light genres. The reason for this was perhaps that many of these light genre 
composers were also active musicians and conductors, or perhaps it was simple 
jealousy—most successful light-genre composers earned much more than their 
classical music counterparts could. 

Another reason for the exclusion of light-genre composers may be found 
in the Union’s ideological and creative work, which was determined by 
attempts to define Soviet music. We have already seen how the question of 
musical heritage became an important topic after the downfall of the 
proletarian music movement. Proletarian musicians had tried to set bourgeois 
traditions aside by creating a new proletarian culture. In the Composers’ Union, 
the search for links between bourgeois tradition and new Soviet music began 
anew. The Russian school of music was especially important, as were 
representatives of the Rimskii-Korsakovian school, in particular. This is not 
surprising if we consider the membership base of the Moscow branch in 1933. 
More than 50 percent of Union members had been composing for over twenty 
years.315 Furthermore, most of those educated after the October Revolution had 
received their education in the conservatories, where little change had occurred 
during the first half of the 1920s. Traditional techniques and ideas were thus 
firmly rooted in the Composers’ Union and some perhaps did not take light-
genre composers seriously, or even as professionals. 

The membership base of the Composers’ Union is of interest from yet 
another perspective. Despite its name, the Composers’ Union accepted 
musicologists as members. The orgbiuro of the Party decreed that leading 
performing musicians and conductors should also be admitted 316 , but the 
reality differed somewhat from the Party’s original statement. Although 
accepted initially, musicians were eventually denied membership, and 
throughout the 1930s there would occasionally be disputes over whether a 
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Musicians’ Union should have been formed instead of a purely Composers’ 
Union.  

It is unclear how many musicians were members of the initial Moscow 
Union; its official statistics differentiated only between composers and 
musicologists. In Leningrad, 85 percent of the branch’s 122 members were 
registered as composers, 10 percent as musicologists, and the remaining 5 
percent described themselves as performing musicians.317 Later on, even the 
most prominent conductors and musicians were not admitted to membership of 
the Composers’ Union. In Moscow, certain high-profile performers, like piano 
professor of the Moscow Conservatory, Aleksandr Goldenveizer, were counted 
as composers.  

Kirill Tomoff has described a conflict over musicians’ membership that 
erupted in 1943. Goldenveizer, violinist David Oistrakh, and pianists Iakov 
Flier and Grigorii Ginzburg tried, through an appeal to Molotov, to turn the 
Composers’ Union into the Musicians’ Union.318 This conflict, however, was 
merely an extension of a conflict that originated in the mid-1930s and was 
hardly a unique phenomenon.  

Initially, performers had their own sector inside the Union—just as 
musicologists had—in line with the politbiuro decision to include the most 
important performers in the organization. 319  The Union had also actively 
discussed matters of performance, as suggested by articles in Sovetskaia Muzyka 
published between 1933 and 1934. 320  The role of performers in the Union 
diminished quickly, however, and in the spring of 1937 a group of young 
soloists, some of them laureates of international competitions, called for the 
establishment of a Soviet Musicians’ Union. The reasoning behind their 
demands was the same as it would be seven years later: the Writers’ Union was 
not called the Prosaists’ Union so why should there be only the Composers’ 
Union? The soloists maintained that composers dominated only a small part of 
musical life in the Soviet Union.321 Their argument was valid; performers, not 
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only composers, were involved with creative work. Furthermore, through 
international competitions young Soviet musicians had promulgated Soviet 
superiority and thus enjoyed similar Soviet-hero status as polar explorers. 
However, it is evident that performers did not manage to get their way in 
1937322, as they were denied membership of the Union in 1943 and 1944. 

Yet, musicians were not forgotten altogether. Although membership of the 
Composers’ Union was denied them, musicians were taken care of directly by 
the Party. Already by 1937, all the laureates from international piano and violin 
competitions were granted honorary badges, as were their teachers (altogether 
twenty-four professors from various conservatories). The politbiuro allocated 3 
million rubles for the construction of a housing complex for professors and top 
musicians within a year and a half. More money was also given in order to fund 
the construction of a student housing-complex and additional buildings for 
conservatories, to increase professors’ salaries, and to fund the general 
expansion of musical education.323  

It was the Committee on Artistic Affairs that furthered the housing issue 
of conservatories, although formally it was the Council of People’s Commissars 
that had the powers to enable constructions of this scale. Thus, composers 
separated themselves quite clearly from issues related with musicians, as well 
as in this sense conservatories. Although they had common interests, from 1936 
the Committee on Artistic Affairs was the link between them on the 
organizational level. It meant that composers strived for their own well-being 
and conservatories were something on which they could not have effect. The 
Committee could also help to channel amounts of funds the Union could only 
dream of. In the summer of 1939 the construction enterprise of the Moscow 
Conservatory was given almost 10 million rubles, 324  exceeding multifold 
capabilities of the Union. 

The exact membership base of the Composers’ Union remains a mystery 
because the membership card index has not survived. Luckily, there are reliable 
statistics that reveal some interesting facts about the new musical elite. In 1933, 
the Moscow branch drew up a list of its members, only 7 percent of whom had 
a Party card. Half of all members had started composing before the First World 
War. Almost half of the members of the Moscow branch were more than forty 
years old. Only 10 percent had either proletarian or peasant origins, while 60 
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percent had completed a course of higher education. In the Moscow branch, 60 
percent of members were Russian and 25 percent Jews. Thus, the membership 
of the Moscow Composers’ Union was largely professional and white-collar 
orientated. Almost all members had been educated using pre-revolutionary 
methods. The proportion of Jews among the membership is of interest, as St. 
Petersburg traditionally had a larger Jewish population than Moscow.325It is 
also significant that the list reveals that almost all Union members were men. 

The number of women in the Composers’ Union remained quite small. 
Iuliia Veisberg was perhaps one of the most well known composers and was 
also a pupil and daughter-in-law of Nikolai Rimskii-Korsakov. Another female 
composer and pianist of younger generation, Zara Levina, described the status 
of women in the Union in 1936. She complained that women were completely 
ignored. Most of the Union’s recreational activities were only open to men. 
Levina described how she would have also liked to play tennis or volleyball. 
Furthermore, she claimed that, because she was a woman, her creative output 
was undermined in the Union, despite the Red Army acknowledging and 
greatly appreciating her work. She maintained that women’s compositions 
were not propagated and that they were ignored when contracts were being 
drawn up.326 Levina was known for her musical work with the Red Army and 
had become acquainted with Davidenko and Shekhter in the 1920s. What she 
said about the Union was presumably true, since most of the members were 
men, and women were not represented in the administration. Perhaps the 
situation changed somewhat when her husband, Nikolai Chemberdzhi, was 
appointed chairman of the Moscow branch in 1937. 

Although, as discussed, composers who had been proletarian musicians 
were granted membership, some were still not satisfied. Long-standing grudges 
manifested themselves when some members of the Union posed questions 
about certain proletarian musicians’ competence as composers. Young Marian 
Koval, a former member of RAPM, had during one meeting called for better 
treatment of young composers. In response, Koval’s competence was 
questioned and his original query was thus shrugged off.327 Some of the more 
prestigious composers perhaps jealously guarded their position and did not 
want to be equated with proletarian musicians. The dismissal of Koval is an 
interesting example, as he would later become one of the most important 
administrators in the Composers’ Union. In 1948, he was named as secretary of 
the board for the next ten years, and chief editor of Sovetskaia Muzyka for the 
next five. He had been a founding member of Prokoll and composed exemplary 
mass songs like Za moriami, za gorami and Iunost.328 Not all were willing to see 
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current members of the Union as their equals. Old disputes were still too fresh 
and they would flare up again over the next few years. 

 
Dawn of the future generation 

 
This far, the Party and the Composers’ Union have been discussed separately. I 
have merely mentioned that there were few Party activists in the midst of 
musical activists before the end of the 1930s. Those few I have been able to 
identify include Viktor Gorodinskii (date of joining the Party: 1918), Lev 
Lebedinskii (1919), Levon Atovmian (1920), Vladimir Iokhelson (1921), Viktor 
Vinogradov (1921), David Rabinovich (1925), and Moisei Grinberg (1930). These 
men were most important within the musical administration before 1939; 
afterwards, the most powerful positions were taken by newly recruited 
members of the Party and non-Party members. Furthermore, all of the 
aforementioned individuals were musicologists and critics rather than 
composers.  

The first administrators of the Composers’ Union, like Cheliapov, were 
trained in the pre-revolutionary age and were no longer young. In fact, marked 
generation change took place in the 1930s in the musical world and there would 
emerge a group that would govern it for several decades. Those who took up 
leading positions within the Composers’ Union after 1948, and in some cases 
even those who were appointed after 1939, followed similar career paths. They 
would act as mediators between the Composers’ Union and the Party, since 
Cheliapov remained the last professional Party bureaucrat in the Composers' 
Union. The first and only general secretary of the Composers’ Union, Tikhon 
Khrennikov (1913–2007) is perhaps the best recalled of such young professional 
composer-administrators. Other prominent personalities in administration 
included, for example, Dmitrii Kabalevskii (1904-87) and Aram Khachaturian 
(1903-78), and former proletarian musicians Viktor Belyi (1904-83) and Marian 
Koval (1907-71). All had been educated during the 1920s and the 1930s, they 
had been acknowledged as composers already in the 1930s, and they became 
full members of the Party during the late 1930s or the early 1940s—with the 
exception of Khrennikov, who received his Party card in 1947. It has been said 
that in the 1930s a new Soviet generation emerged to replace the old, pre-
revolutionary generation. Especially during 1928-31 and 1937-38 there were 
true pressures to replace old leaders and masters with a younger generation.329 
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This claim seems to be borne out by many of the changes in the Union’s 
administration. 

Even fewer among musical figures were those Party members who would 
have participated in ideological education in their childhood. Even the young 
generation of musicians and composers only became Party members later in 
their adult lives: a few had been educated to become Party members through 
Komsomol. In 1938, to honor the twentieth anniversary, articles were collected 
from young professionals who were somehow connected to Komsomol. Even a 
distant relationship with this political youth organization was hard to find 
among composers. The celebrated pianist Iakov Flier had enrolled in Komsomol 
(1937) when he was fifteen years old. The future tenor of the Bolshoi, Solomon 
Khromchenko, became a Komsomol member in 1925, at the age of eighteen. The 
only composer who actually had been a Komsomol member and who wrote a 
short contribution of his relationship with this organization was Azerbaijani 
Kara Karaev (Different spellings exist: Gara Garaev/Qara Qaraev). Karaev 
joined Komsomol in 1937, when he was already nineteen years old.330 Yet, more 
than once Flier and other young triumphant musicians, Emil Gilels and Iakov 
Zak, were called “pianist-Komsomolians.”331 It almost appears like a magnifying 
glass was needed for finding any connection to composers. 

The word “cadre,” which is usually associated with Stalin’s “Cadres 
resolve everything” slogan from 1935, is another such example. Cadres are 
considered to be the group of bureaucrats and officials who were promoted 
through the ranks of Stalin’s administration to replace Bolsheviks who had 
joined the Party before the Revolution. Cadres were officials of the Stalinist 
years.332 Later on, “cadre” came to mean either a committed professional or a 
professional with the correct political attitude. A typical Stalinist cadre was 
born in the first decade of the twentieth century, was of proletarian origin, and 
was educated during the 1920s or the 1930s. Examples of such figures included 
the future General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev (1906–82) and future Premier 
Aleksei Kosygin (1904–80). 333  They would be the power elite of the post-
Stalinist Soviet Union and they would stay in power until the perestroika of the 
mid-1980s. The backgrounds of Khrennikov, Kabalevskii, Koval, and several 
others in the Composers’ Union bore notable similarities to those of the Stalinist 
cadres, excluding perhaps the proletarian origin.  

Cheliapov had stated that the lack of Marxist musicologists was the 
musical front’s greatest deficit. 334  Soviet musicology truly lacked young 
Communists or even Marxist-oriented individuals to succeed the old bourgeois 
guard. Perhaps Cheliapov’s concern about the lack of Party members in the 
Union originated in the fear that this might be used to justify slowing down the 
establishment of the Composers’ Union. No loyal, ideologically oriented group 
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existed to take control of the whole musical front—there was a lack of cadres. 
Hence, the word “cadre” eventually took on quite a different meaning in the 
musical world. In the 1930s usage it practically became a synonym for 
“student,” yet, it was charged with positive expectations. A report from 
Moscow Conservatory’s college-level orchestral department stated that its 
school for children “was preparing cadres for the college.”335 Thus, cadres were 
the future musical professionals. However, cadre was also used to refer to 
colleagues, as Lev Kulakovskii did when he used it to refer the core of the 
musicological section of the Composers’ Union.336 

In most cases, cadre was used, especially in the Composers’ Union, to refer 
to the young generation of students and future professionals. Instead of having 
direct political meaning, “work among cadres” in most cases referred to youth 
work. For example, when he stated that the most important work of the Union 
was cadre-work, Ashkenazi was referring to the need to consider young 
composers and accept them as members of the Union.337 Yet, as the generation 
in question was the one that would become the most influential in the 
Composers’ Union, the possible political dimensions of this work need to be 
evaluated. 

The young generation was the subject of many discussions and much was 
expected from them. Atovmian regarded the presence of young composers in 
the Union as important, despite criticism by some of the older professionals. 
Atovmian was particularly critical of the fact that young composers were not 
systematically drawn into the active work in the Union. He maintained that this 
was partly due to weak connections between the Union and educational 
institutes. Atovmian believed the situation was severe because of the shortage 
of creative cadres on the musical front. He urged the Union to look after young 
composers’ needs and insisted that it should integrate them more fully into the 
Union in co-operation with their educational institutes.338 Atovmian also used 
cadre to refer to the future generation rather than persons with a correct 
political attitude. 

The meeting of music critics in Leningrad in 1934 had also expressed its 
belief in strengthening cadre-work. It was hoped that older specialists (Asafiev, 
Aleksandr Ossovskii, and Roman Gruber were mentioned by name) would be 
able to develop and support the growth of new music critic cadres. Co-
operation with the Conservatory and musicological institutes was to be 
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enhanced, since they had played a crucial role in preparing the cadres.339 All of 
those mentioned were active in the Union and, significantly, were also 
prominent figures in these institutes. Thus, the preparation of the future 
generation and musicological cadres was entrusted to the old bourgeois 
specialists, without straightforward political conditions being imposed upon 
them. 

The Composers’ Union did not just spout mere rhetoric on the subject of 
cadre-work; it took active measures that gave young composers opportunities 
to participate in the Union’s work. In the winter of 1933, a congress of 
composition students and future pedagogues was arranged. All of the 
participants mentioned were less than thirty years old. Aram Khachaturian 
(born 1903), Gavriil Popov (1904), Iurii Biriukov (1908), Nina Makarova (1908), 
Boris Mokrousov (1909), Tikhon Khrennikov (1913), and several less well-
known composers were mentioned as prominent representatives. According to 
Atovmian, the congress pointed out that reorganizing the conservatories was 
already producing results.340 

Yet, it seemed as though young composers were being ignored by many 
other musical institutes, especially when it came to composition contracts. 
Muzgiz, Soviet radio, and the Moscow Philharmonia (Mosfil)341 were mentioned 
as important employers who were ignoring young composers. The Composers’ 
Union took on the task of advising these institutes that contracts should also be 
offered to young professionals. Atovmian emphasized the role of young 
composers in the struggle for Soviet music.342  In 1937 a leading article by 
Makarov-Rakitin discussed the issue of young composers defending their 
rights. He regarded that, despite their successes (Khrennikov and Khachaturian 
were most often cited), they were not given enough attention and their music 
was still played too rarely.343 It seems that a great deal was expected from the 
future generation. 

The Union’s work among young composers was constrained and 
unsatisfying due to a lack of resources. This did not prevent ambitious 
planning. Dmitrii Kabalevskii suggested that seminars and consultations for 
cadres should be held in order to improve the quality of their work.344 The 
Composers’ Union targeted the cadres perhaps in order to both train and 
control future members prior to their full membership in the Union. 
Kabalevskii’s suggestion did not go unnoticed. A youth sector was established 
at the Composers’ Union in Moscow. The sector organized recitals of new 
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compositions and discussions about finished compositions by young 
composers.345 This sector concentrated purely on young composers, since a 
sector for children’s music had responsibility for matters of musical 
education.346 In two years, this section was, however, terminated. Kabalevskii, 
at least, considered this a positive step, since the existence of the youth section 
(at this point it was no longer a sector) in effect isolated older and younger 
members from each other. After this restructuring, young composers were 
better integrated into the Union.347 Yet, only a year later, the youth section re-
emerged and the issues of young composers were once again discussed 
separately. 

Professor Maksimilian Shteinberg of Leningrad Conservatory, who taught 
composition to most of the prominent students of the 1920s and 1930s, regarded 
that cadre-work in the Conservatory had improved after the April Resolution. 
In previous years, many students had been “busy with mass songs of average 
quality,” but after the resolution students were developing more rapidly. 
Shteinberg emphasized that the personal qualities of every student were of 
most help in understanding the Soviet thematic. Students who had considered 
themselves proletarian musicians were now composing chamber music, 
concertos, and instrumental music, all of which had previously been considered 
formalistic genres. He believed that cadres were now free from the narrow 
framework of Soviet music, the “fruits of the cabinet indoctrination,” offered 
them by RAPM.348 

The older generation was concerned not only by the quality of 
professional education, but also by the activities that the younger generation 
engaged in. Some were worried that students would not be “cultured” enough. 
They were not acquainted with classical literature or even with the latest 
achievements of science and technique:  

 
If there one enquired among young composers and students, one could easily find 
out that the best thing [about the Composers’ Union] was not the free entrance to 
exhibitions or access to the best stagings of Drama Theater. Yet, none of them would 
consider leaving concerts by Anserm, Sebastian, or Lualdi349 unattended. 350 

 
The report emphasized that, although participation in concerts was of course 
important, there was a danger that composers would become blinkered and 
alienated from the other arts. 351  The concerns expressed about young 
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composers’ cultural ignorance were fairly typical of any older generation 
reaction to the behavior of the young.  

A much more acute concern about the youth work of the Composers’ 
Union was its lack of funds. Still the work was not abandoned altogether. 
Fifteen contracts were awarded to young composers in 1933 and six young 
composers received a monthly salary. However, many more young composers 
were left outside the funding controlled by the Composers’ Union.352 The Union 
could not adequately deal with the needs of young composers by itself; as it 
was, the Union was already unable to settle other matters in a satisfactory way. 
Yet, the Composers’ Union did as much as it could, and toward the end of the 
1930s an increasing number of activities were made available to composers. 
When contracts were restructured for the season of 1936/37, twenty-six 
contracts were reserved for young composers.353 In early March of 1938, for 
example, concerts were held that showcased works by young composers and 
creative meetings were held in order to evaluate their music.354  

The Composers’ Union paid attention to young composers (both members 
and future members) and tried to control their education. From the viewpoint 
of the Party, the generation educated in the 1930s was the “power generation” 
of the future, and composers were no exception to this. Their education was 
trusted for the old pre-revolutionary intelligentsia and thus they became 
representatives of the old Russian tradition of composition. The teaching in 
conservatories came under the close scrutiny of the Party largely through the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs, because it had been correctly assumed that 
formalist leanings originated in the teaching given in the conservatories. Yet, 
although the older administrators were replaced by the Soviet-trained 
generation, the difference between the generations did not lie primarily in their 
respective education. Music education did not experience such a dramatic 
change. 

 
Free discussion  

 
Among young composers proletarian musicians were well represented as quite 
many of them had been in Conservatories when RAPM still existed. They were 
accepted to the Composers’ Union just like non-proletarian musicians, perhaps 
partly presenting a certain degree of reconciliation between previously 
disagreeing groups. It is also significant that open criticism was permitted 
within the organization. Apart from proletarian musicians, even Union leaders 
belonging to Party were not immune to criticism. Open discussion and free 
criticism were in fact notable features of the early Composers’ Union, so much 
so that Richard Taruskin has referred to the Composers’ Union that existed 
before the campaign against formalism in 1936 as a forum.355 Although the 
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future of the Composers’ Union remained unclear because the inaugural 
congress had been postponed, there seemed to be a consensus that the 
Composers’ Union would become a large and powerful organization. In 
general, everyone realized that the Union was only semi-established, but 
nevertheless most referred to it as a nation-wide organization, which it 
definitely was not. In many cases, the Union was referred to as “the leading 
musical organization of the artistic front.”356 

The fact that there were occasionally calls for contributions on certain 
themes could sometimes result in very unoriginal articles in Sovetskaia Muzyka. 
In their contributions about the April Resolution, many composers wrote in a 
way that closely resembled Party jargon. Iurii Shaporin, a composer of some 
standing, regarded the April Resolution to be a part of the inevitable historical 
process. Music was about to move into a new developmental phase: 

 
[In art unions] creative activity will not be pressed by formal dogmatism and be 
dulled by cliquish fanaticism, but will concentrate on the main problems of Soviet 
musical art, helped by genuine and principal criticism that is given in a comradely 
and creative atmosphere.357 

 
Shaporin’s article emphasized the importance of the April Resolution and the 
positive impact it had upon the musical world, but Shaporin managed to make 
it sound very formal and hollow. It could as well have originated from the agit-
prop section of the Party Central Committee. He was not alone; several other 
composers wrote positively, but still half-heartedly, about the resolution. This 
was perhaps due to changes that were taking place in Soviet society. In order to 
survive these pressures, many individuals hid their private self and created an 
official persona for public occasions. The official persona would always be 
enthusiastic about the needs of the Party and society, and, in this way, the 
private individual was protected. An arrangement of this kind became 
inevitable for most people simply in order to survive the pressures created by 
the Stalinist society.358 It is likely that many composers wanted somehow to 
express their support for the changes that took place after the April Resolution. 
The easiest way to do this was to repeat official jargon rather than taking the 
risk of writing one’s own personal opinions. 

Most of these opinions, whether personal or imitated, were found in 
discussions that took place generally in Sovetskaia Muzyka. Discussion was as 
lively as it was open. Among the various topics discussed was music history 
(already perceived in Part I). Some writers made comments about the future of 
the Composers’ Union and ideological themes were discussed. Some writers for 
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example considered the ways in which music was connected to socialist 
construction. It is evident from the magazine’s archives—in which all discarded 
articles are stored—that the editors of Sovetskaia Muzyka did not prevent or 
censor contributors’ views. Refusal to publish an article was primarily based on 
its length or style. There are lengthy articles of more than fifty pages—far too 
long for publication in the magazine—held in the archive, along with hand-
written submissions, some of which are almost impossible to read, and 
contributions that are full of misspellings or simply very obscure that were 
rejected for publication.359 Genuine debate and conflicting views were common 
features of the early Composers’ Union. 

Many musical genres that had faced difficulties during the First Five-Year 
Plan were once again the subject of discussion. This was especially true of the 
symphony. The secretary of the Leningrad Composers’ Union, Iokhelson, 
criticized the previous leader of RAPM, Lev Lebedinskii, on the grounds that he 
had undermined symphonic music. Lebedinskii had regarded mass song as the 
basic compositional genre through which every other musical genre should be 
approached. In Iokhelson’s opinion, symphony should be valued as an 
instrumental piece of work and was as such the most valuable source of Soviet 
music. 360  Although Iokhelson did not mention RAPM, he argued that 
Lebedinskii was wrong because he had been a proletarian musician. However, 
former proletarian musicians started to be involved in the same discourse as 
every other composer. Boris Schwarz among others has argued that ideas of 
proletarian musicians were banned and thus were doomed once and for all361, 
but this was not the case. Only the autocracy of proletarian musicians ceased. In 
principle, proletarian musicians were free to express their opinions, although 
they were still not accepted by everybody. 

The diverse writings published in Sovetskaia Muzyka also included articles 
by the long-serving Commissar of Enlightenment, Anatolii Lunacharskii. His 
article about Richard Wagner was published in the position usually reserved 
for an editorial. The next issue found his article about Rimskii-Korsakov located 
right after the editorial. 362  The Composers’ Union obviously honored him 
enough to situate his articles prominently. Lunacharskii, however, died the 
same year and no wider range of his writings could emerge. Although 
Lunacharskii’s articles contained nothing of a political nature, his contributions 
could still be interpreted by contemporaries as a kind of recognizing of those 
liberal policies that preceded the First Five-Year Plan, perhaps even a return to 
them, since Lunacharskii was a well-known figure among composers. After all, 
several pre-revolutionary composers had worked in Narkompros and Muzo 
during the years after the October Revolution. The fact that Lunacharskii was 
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writing in Sovetskaia Muzyka may have influenced those who had been initially 
skeptical about the Composers’ Union. 

 
Organizing the organization 

 
Bureaucracy and organizational structure were perhaps the issues most 
discussed by the Composers’ Union during its initial years. The Moscow branch 
had set up a board, a presidium, and several subsections and sectors. There 
seem to have been quite a number of different organs, when one considers that 
the membership in Moscow numbered around 150. After a year’s work, in 
autumn of 1933, the first plenum considered the structure of the Moscow 
branch to be a suitable model for other branches. By this time, its structure had 
already been altered twice.363 The emphasis placed on administration reveals 
two things: firstly, the leaders of the early Composers’ Union were bureaucrats, 
and, secondly, the Composers’ Union was preparing for the future. The 
Composers’ Union was obviously trying to establish a structure that could 
support union-level operations. If this was not the case, then it is difficult to 
understand why the organization’s bureaucracy was so cumbersome. When the 
inaugural congress failed to materialize, the structure of the Composers’ Union 
became too heavy for a mere municipal branch to bear, as the government 
official Pavel Kerzhentsev argued at the end of 1936. Kerzhentsev saw it as 
imperative that the structure and bureaucracy of the Composers’ Union be 
lightened and argued that administration was one of the organization’s biggest 
weaknesses.364 The response to the problem of bloated bureaucracy was to 
restructure that very bureaucracy. 

From the outset, Levon Atovmian (1901–1973) was one of the 
administrators of the Composers’ Union. In getting benefits and material aid for 
composers, Atovmian was indeed a rainmaker and broker in mediating 
between different organizations. This energetic man did not have a very high 
profile outside the Union but, within it, he was responsible for several 
operations, one of the most important being Union finances. Atovmian served 
in the Red Army (from 1919 until the end of the 1920s) and joined the Party in 
1920. Between 1929 and 1933, he served in Vseroskomdram and had already 
become acquainted with a number of composers. He also occupied an 
important position within Rabis, leading the composers’ own subsection (gorkom 
kompozitorov) of Moscow’s regional Rabis. After this, he became the 
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organizational secretary of the Composers’ Union and eventually in 1939 head 
of its funding organ, muzfond. This final appointment was just part of a logical 
continuum, as throughout the 1930s he had been the key figure in composers’ 
financial affairs. 

Atovmian’s report from the first plenum in 1933 considered the Union’s 
main problem to be the isolation of its administration. The presidium was not in 
touch with the day-to-day issues that concerned composers. Certain sectors 
took care of practical matters and were overloaded with unnecessary work. 
Atovmian also shared the plenum’s view that there were too many different 
sections.365 Although the Moscow branch of the Composers’ Union had existed 
for little more than a year, on October 1, 1933, it adopted its third different 
structure. This one, however, proved to be less cumbersome than its 
predecessors had been. There were still four sectors that dealt with creative 
work, mass music and propaganda work, amateur366 art, and administrative 
work including financial administration. In addition, the various specialists 
belonging to the Union were organized into three different sections: 
musicologists (including critics), performers, and “defense” specialists (those 
involved in military music). 

The previous structures of the Composers’ Union had been burdened with 
many more sections than the new structure was. However, in time, the number 
of sections in the Union would again increase. All these sectors and sections 
operated under the presidium. Sections seem to have had a little more freedom 
than sectors, although they did bring together specialists more by profession 
than by interest. Each sector tried to fulfill some aspects of the Union’s primary 
aims. The creative sector discussed matters concerned with Soviet music, 
organized contracts and helped composers with their compositions. The 
propagation of Soviet music and contact with musical organizations (including 
foreign organizations) was controlled by the mass music and propaganda 
sector, which also arranged concerts of Soviet music.  

The section in charge of amateur art was in contact with worker clubs and 
amateur musical circles—work that was very important for ideological reasons. 
This sector also helped to educate and organize musical activity in kolkhozes 
and factories. Responsibility for the efficient running of all other sectors lay 
with the administrative sector. It also received membership applications and 
took care of the material and juridical tasks. Of all the sections, “defense” 
perhaps requires the most explanation. It was responsible for military music 
and connections with the Red Army.367 In fact, this section had the longest 
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history, remained the least changed, and was among the most active sections in 
the Composers’ Union. It met regularly and had a variety of responsibilities—
not only organizing the composition of music for the army and thematic 
military music but also arranging trips for its members to different army 
garrisons. 

Even this number of sections and sectors could not cover the needs of the 
Union. The sectors were divided into different groups, which then concentrated 
on a specific issue such as contracts, the sheet-music library, symphony 
concerts, or work amongst pioneers and Komsomol. Obviously, the scale of 
operations indicates that this structure was designed to serve functions that 
extended beyond the Moscow Composers’ Union.368 A mere municipal branch 
could hardly have taken advantage of such an extensive administration. But as 
the establishment of the more extensive Union was delayed, it is interesting to 
see how the structure was revised five years later, when the Composers’ Union 
was already close in becoming a genuine national organization. In 1938, there 
were still three sections: performers’, musicologists’ (and critics), but instead of 
defensive, there was youth section for young composers. Sectors were now 
removed and instead ten different groups were organized, all concentrating on 
different genres: opera (with ballet and operetta), symphonic, chamber and 
instrumental, vocal, choir, theatre, film, wind instrumental, folk instrumental, 
and mass and estrade musical genre. Also, three subject matters were promoted 
to the status of having a commission (perhaps because they entailed most 
outside consultants): childrens’ music, defensive, and music of Soviet 
nationalities.369  

The administration was quite massive, but in 1938 it was directed almost 
completely towards creative work, unlike five years earlier, when financial and 
organizational matters were central. The board, consisting of 15 members, took 
care of many administrative measures, but there was also the secretariat of 
three members plus the organizational secretary, who had the main 
responsibility over administration. 370  At this point, these positions were 
reserved by composers and musicologists themselves, not by Party bureaucrats. 
Final establishment of the Union was also on the horizon. 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that the Composers’ Union was, at 
least in part, an autonomous institution. Leonid Maximenkov has regarded that 
the administration of music formed a bureaucratic rarity in the Stalinist era. The 
Composers’ Union could act autonomously, or “in half-freedom,” a state of 
affairs that continued for most of the 1930s.371 Kirill Tomoff, who has studied 
the Composers’ Union under full-fledged Stalinism, suggests that in the 1940s 
the Composers’ Union was not an autonomous institution, but rather it was “an 
agency” capable of maneuvering within the system.372 Both definitions could be 
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applied to the Composers’ Union of the 1930s. It is likely that the Composers’ 
Union had most room to maneuver during the early 1930s, but after the mid-
1930s the Union continued to be a significantly powerful organization. 

 
Preserving the past and new acquisitions 

 
The organizational sector of the Composers’ Union was lead by Levon 
Atovmian. It aimed to improve the conditions and standing of composers. In 
this respect, Atovmian was truly remarkable. One of the concrete measures he 
took was to acquire musical scores. There was an acute shortage of sheet music, 
without which composers were unable to work properly. Atovmian himself 
believed that it was often impossible to obtain certain compositions and so he 
established a sheet-music library with financial help from the Moscow City 
Committee of the Party. By 1933, the library already housed over 5,000 titles, 
including valuable and rare scores from Rimskii-Korsakov, Tchaikovskii, and 
others. The library, as Atovmian emphasized, did not house mass musical 
works; these were meant for amateur collectives, which had their own specialist 
libraries. As was stated, this library concentrated entirely on new and 
professional music.373 The library was a good example of an instance in which 
the Composers’ Union was able to respond to the needs and wishes of 
composers. 

Within a few years, the library was operating very efficiently, as the 1935 
balance of accounts for the Moscow branch suggests. A notable proportion of 
the budget was already earmarked for the acquisition of scores. 374  It is 
interesting that among the first scores ordered were works by Alban Berg, 
Darius Milhaud, Maurice Ravel, Igor Stravinskii, and George Gershwin.375 The 
scores ordered by the library were among the most modern Western music 
available. This strongly contradicts the presumed Party policy of banning 
modernist Western-style music. Indeed, at this time, members of the 
Composers’ Union had wide access to modern music and could easily draw 
influences from it. Soviet composers were definitely not completely isolated 
from the rest of the musical world. This openness to Western influences is 
underlined by the fact that the creative sector of the Union called for a seminar 
to study recent Western music. Although there was a simultaneous call for a 
seminar about Marxist-Leninist philosophy, I believe that the former proved to 
be a more popular suggestion.376  

Furthermore, scores by Western composers were not just housed in the 
repository: concerts based on these works were also arranged. The Union 
organized, for instance, a concert at the Conservatory in the spring of 1934 that 
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included music by Francis Poulenc, Arthur Honegger, Henri Tomasi and Ravel. 
In fact, all of these composers can be connected with Prokofiev, who may have 
been behind the acquisition of these scores. However, music from other 
composers such as the British composer Ernest Moeran was also included.377 
But the connection endured even after the 1936 campaign against formalism, 
which is perhaps a bit surprising. For example, in the spring of 1939 a concert of 
modernist French composers was organized with the support of VOKS, state 
organ for cultural relations abroad. This concert introduced the music of Ravel, 
Poulenc, Honegger, Albert Roussel and Elsa Barraine. 378  Thus, Soviet 
composers were not completely stranded, although keeping up contacts to the 
world outside the Soviet Union was not easy. Perhaps these were also rights 
reserved for the elite; something that was prohibited because of ideological 
reasons to most was not refused the selected few. 

The library also became a center for the music of Soviet composers. 
Generally, the establishment of this library was in accordance with the overall 
development of the Soviet Union. During the 1930s, existing museums, 
archives, and libraries finally began to be renovated and enhanced, and new 
institutions were established, which was a clear change from the situation 
during the 1920s.379 All of this was necessary in order to ensure the proper 
preservation of Soviet classics and Soviet culture. Thus, the museum of musical 
culture—another concrete attempt to improve conditions for the musical 
world—was set up at almost the same time as the library was established. 

Lev Atovmian put forward the idea of establishing an all-Union museum 
of musical culture. Numerous houses of commemoration all over the Soviet 
Union were in a dreadful state because they had neither resources nor workers 
available to them. As an example, Atovmian spoke about Spendiarov380, whose 
original manuscripts (held in his house of commemoration) had been subject to 
abuses and had even been partially destroyed. Atovmian added that some of 
Rimskii-Korsakov’s scores had suffered a similar fate. In order to improve this 
state of affairs, the presidium of the Composers’ Union decided to set up a 
committee to organize the establishment of the museum.381 One of the aims of 
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the museum was to collect manuscripts and thus improve the propagation of 
Soviet music. It was believed that storing compositions centrally would help to 
preserve them and also enable their proper circulation across the musical 
community.382  

The musical museum of the USSR was still unestablished in summer 
1936383. Boris Vlasiev wrote that State Hermitage384 was in theory responsible 
for conserving studies of for example Glinka and Rubinshtein, but in truth these 
hardly resembled museums. The same applied to the collection of musical 
instruments. Vlasiev complained that this was far from the proper propagation 
of Soviet music that was needed. At least Vlasiev knew who to turn to: he 
considered that this was a task of the Committee on Artistic Affairs to arrange a 
proper conservation of musical heritage.385 

The idea behind the museum was to save and categorize the work of 
Soviet composers for future generations. This aim was part of a broader attempt 
to restore Russian cultural heritage. Soviet music was seen as the rightful heir of 
the Russian school of music. In order to propagate the work of Soviet 
composers, the Moscow branch compiled a list of musical works composed by 
its members. However, some of the works mentioned were of pre-revolutionary 
origin, as was the case with Prokofiev (all of whose works were listed).386 Yet, 
this is only in line with other attempts to present how Soviet music was a 
natural continuum to pre-revolutionary Russian music. Therefore is it no 
wonder that Arnold Alshvang wrote that “Every Soviet musician can justly 
boast to be a rightful heir of Glinka, Musorgskii, Rimskii-Korsakov and 
Tchaikovskii.”387 The museum thus served the same end as the library: the 
efficient propagation of Soviet music.388 

With his splendid contacts with the Party structure, Atovmian was 
enabled to arrange the necessary funding for initiatives such as the library and 
museum. Moreover, while the Composers’ Union was still weak, Atovmian was 
present at a meeting of Rabis, during which plans for the Fifteenth Anniversary 
of the October Revolution were discussed. The Moscow Committee of the Party 
had called for seven symphony concerts to be arranged. However, 20,000 rubles 
of funding had to be secured in order to stage these concerts. The Composers’ 
Union announced that it did not have any funds, but Atovmian, who 
represented Rabis at the meeting, replied right away that Vseroskomdram (where 
he also held administrative post) owed money to the Composers’ Union. 
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Atovmian also managed to secure 5,000 rubles from Muzgiz and Mosfil, but 
Narkompros was unable to provide financial support and could only offer free 
use of the concert hall. The task of approaching the Party for more money was 
delegated to Atovmian.389 
 
 
Search for welfare 
 
 
Economic well-being of composers  
 
Soviet art unions were not free from mutual competition, careerism, or striving 
for material gain, meaning that they did not differ from other Soviet 
organizations.390 One, and I argue that a very important, function of these 
unions was to provide material well-being for their members. Although the 
question of earning a living is always present when creating art, in Soviet art 
unions material questions and creative work were combined in a completely 
new and integrated way. Slowly but surely artists became part of the new 
Soviet elite, enjoying benefits that the average citizen could never hope to 
achieve. Their privileged status, however, was only proportional as the Soviet 
standard of living never reached that of the West in the 1930s. Still, inside the 
Soviet Union class distinctions became a reality.391 

From the outset, the Composers’ Union was largely involved in matters 
that concerned their members’ well-being and social needs rather than those 
connected to art. However, it should be borne in mind that there were other 
extremely important connections between composers and leading Party officials 
besides organizational ties. 392  Still, at times the primary concern of the 
Composers’ Union during the 1930s seems to have been settling composers’ 
material well-being rather than addressing ideological questions about Soviet 
music. 

A fund, which enabled its members to be well off, was set up for each art 
union. All of the members of an art union were also members of the fund, 
which they controlled. Thus, in theory, art unions were autonomous both 
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economically and politically.393 The charters for writers’ and architects’ funds 
were ratified on February 20, 1935.394  In music, the situation was complex 
throughout the 1930s, as muzfond was only established in autumn 1939.395 
Artists had to wait even longer for their fund, which was not set up until 
1944.396 Despite this, the Composers’ Union managed to maintain the belief that 
the material well-being of composers was improving. Maksimilian Shteinberg 
wrote that, although the Composers’ Union had just been established, “the most 
visible means for supporting creative work were contracts, which, after a year, 
started to be broadly available”397  

Shteinberg was writing about contracts that provided individuals with a 
salary, thus allowing them to concentrate on creative work. Shteinberg saw 
these contracts as a notable sign of improvement in the musical world. He was 
certainly in favor of the extension of this system of contracts.398 Although the 
awarding of contracts was only a temporary phase that preceded the 
establishment of muzfond, contracts were an important source of income for 
composers. Maximenkov has argued that during the lean year of 1932 Agitprop 
and Narkomfin399 were only able to concentrate properly on writers. Because of 
this, music was ignored for some time.400 The time was ripe for this to change in 
1939.401 

The April Resolution was supposed to bring older composers such as 
Shteinberg back into the fold of Soviet music. If this was purpose of the 
resolution, then positive signals like Shteinberg’s were indeed important. 
Shteinberg’s writing also revealed other aspects of this system. The Composers’ 
Union acted as a mediator in the awarding of contracts; funding often came 
from outside the Union. In any case, the contract system expanded quickly. In 
June 1934, the Leningrad branch reported that contracts already provided the 
main income for several composers. In 1934, 200,600 rubles passed through the 
branch’s accounts. It received these funds from radio and LDKhVD (Leningrad 
House of Children’s Artistic Education) as well as from Narkompros and from 
composers’ royalties. Approximately half of this money was spent on 
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contracts.402 For composers this represented a notable economic enhancement, 
since traditionally composers were paid only after they had completed their 
work. Now they could work knowing that their living was assured. 

Despite these sums the Union was able to distribute, its own coffers 
seemed initially next to empty. 

 
A group of composers has appealed to the presidium of the Soviet Composers’ 
Union to award a prize to A. A. Krein on the occasion of his fiftieth birthday in 
recognition of his meritorious work on behalf of the artistic world. The presidium of 
the Soviet Composers’ Union has decided to forward this application to 
Narkompros.403  
 

This solemn announcement reveals something about the financial status of the 
early Composers’ Union. Funds were meant for contracts and the Union hardly 
had any money to prize its members even on the occasion of their anniversaries. 
Yet, Narkompros and later the Committee on Artistic Affairs, was responsible for 
nominating those who received government prizes and honorary titles; the 
Composers’ Union could only propose grantees. Contracts, however, were 
initially much more important. 

At the first plenum, contracts were identified as the most significant way 
of supporting compositional activity. 404  This system of contracts was 
inaugurated in 1931, but was extended significantly after the April Resolution. 
Although during 1931 only twelve composers received a share of 15,000 
rubles405, by 1932 forty composers were awarded a total of 70,000 rubles, and a 
total of 150,000 rubles was distributed to over a hundred composers and 
musicologists during the first nine months of 1933. These figures were 
apparently only for the Moscow area.406 
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In his report, Atovmian stated that at first some composers had regarded 
these contracts only as a form of favoritism but that suspicion had faded with 
extension of the system. According to the report, “contracts are one of the most 
important methods of organizing musical creativity. It is also the most 
important means of planning musical creation.”407 The productiveness of these 
contracts was stressed and examples of compositions that had been funded 
through contracts were given including Miaskovskii’s Twelfth Symphony, 
Shebalin’s symphonic suite Lenin, and Shekhter’s Turkmenian Suite. In 
Leningrad, Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District was one of the works 
that had been funded through a contract. In 1933 it was reported that thirteen 
operas and ballets, fifty-four symphonic works, twenty-five different 
instrumental works, fourteen piano works, and twenty-three vocal works—a 
total of one hundred and twenty-nine titles—had been composed under the 
contract system. Additionally, ten works of musicology had been funded 
through contracts. 408  It must be mentioned, however, that these figures 
included work that had been started before the contract system began and that 
these composers merely received money from contracts at some point before 
they completed their compositions or texts. For example, Shostakovich had 
already begun to compose Lady Macbeth in 1930 but only completed it at the end 
of 1932.409 For administrative reasons it was, of course, expedient to present all 
these works as the fruits of the contract system. By over-emphasizing its 
efficacy, it was possible to secure the expansion of the system. 

Contracts also had certain drawbacks, as they had been practically 
unconditional. In his or her application a composer was expected only to state 
whether the composition was an opera, symphony, or some other musical 
work. The plenum raised the idea that contracts could help to guide the creative 
work of the Union. In practice, composers were expected to present an idea or 
theme for their compositions.410 This is significant if we consider the possible 
outcomes of ideological control over creative work. The suggestion that funding 
should be controlled and depend upon the submission of an account of the 
proposed composition fulfilled some preconditions of ideological control. These 
measures were not suggested by the Party; they came from composers 
themselves. At this point, however, these were only preconditions, since 
contracts were never used to exert ideological control. The content of 
compositions remained uncontrolled. 

During the early 1930s composers were not forced in any way to compose 
on a Soviet thematic. Prominent composers voluntarily chose themes that 
supported the Party or the Soviet cause. Perhaps their motivation was in some 
cases publicity, a desire to receive further commissions, or even purely financial 
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gain. In 1931, Vissarion Shebalin composed a song-symphony based on 
Vladimir Maiakovskii’s Lenin.411 Prokofiev also may have been sincere when he 
stated that he intended to compose an opera on a Soviet thematic. 412 
Shostakovich wrote about his great interest in Soviet opera, but went on to say 
that the “librettos offered [to me] were extremely schematic. . . . [Its] heroes 
were anemic and impotent. That’s why I turned to classics (Gogol, Leskov).” 
Still, he called for a libretto that “reaches the greatness of our time. . . . [It should 
be] about victorious class and construction of socialism” and “[n]ot a libretto 
‘generally’ about the Five-Year Plan.”413 Aleksandr Krein composed a funeral 
ode for Lenin in 1925; an opera Zagmuk (between 1929 and 1930), which dealt 
with the theme of the class war (even though in ancient Babylonia); and the 
symphonic work USSR—division of shock workers (1931–32), based on texts by 
Marx, Lenin, and Stalin.414 Composers were by no means forced to compose on 
these themes. Generally, composers chose subjects in which they were 
personally interested, or they composed on a theme for which they had a 
commission, that is, were paid for. 

Planning and control of creative work was discussed by the plenum, 
which argued that this was a very complex matter. The problem was that there 
were neither principles nor the means by which a system of guidance could be 
set up.415 The creative sector of the Composers’ Union arranged hearings, which 
were in fact round-table discussions after the work was played. A constructive 
spirit prevailed when compositions were discussed in the Union.416 Both young 
and more experienced composers, like Shostakovich and Aleksei Zhivotov, 
would submit their compositions to these hearings. 417  In many cases, 
discussions were held after a composition had been completed; it was much less 
common for compositions to be discussed while they were still being 
composed. Thus, the aim of the discussions was more to make other composers 
aware of new ideas and the general development of their colleagues. At the 
same time, the discussions gave the other composers an opportunity to present 
their own views.  
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There was already a governmental censorship organ, Glavrepertkom, and 
there was no need for such activity to take place within the Composers’ Union. 
The idea of using the system of contracts to guide creative activity was not 
meant to enforce censorship, but rather to guide composers’ attention to certain 
genres and themes.418 In fact, the changes proposed by the plenum were quite 
reasonable. Composers were to submit a project plan to a committee of experts 
in order to receive funding. Prior to this, money had been distributed on the 
basis of a composer’s previous achievements. Therefore, experienced composers 
had received money more easily, even if they did not have a clear plan for their 
next composition. 

The creative sector of the Composers’ Union announced at the end of 1933 
that it would inspect all contracts awarded during that year by February 1, 
1934. The sector had some four months to complete its task.419 It is highly likely 
that this inspection only meant that the creative sector would examine to whom 
the funding was given and what was done with it. The Union seems to have 
been more eager to produce statistics than to ask composers why their work 
was not progressing. At least, I have found no indication that funding would 
have been withdrawn from an individual who had been unable to complete a 
composition within a set period. 

The system, however, was undergoing a process of transformation as it 
was found to be ill-working. In 1935 the Leningrad branch announced that it 
had restructured the original system of contracts in order to make creative 
plans a key priority. This was said to have helped to broaden the themes and 
genres of compositions. The secretary of the Leningrad branch in 1935 had 
examined the creative plans of sixty composers.420  In Moscow, Kabalevskii 
stressed the lack of supervision, which caused composers not to follow plans 
for which they had received money. In Kabalevskii’s view, the old system 
nurtured recklessness. Responsibility of composers was emphasized in the new 
system that was inaugurated for the season of 1936/37. Main partners in 
cooperation in connection with contracts were still Muzgiz, Mosfil and the 
Radio.421 It seems most likely that the system was enhanced in order to make it 
more impartial rather than to censor composers’ work. Still, it was mentioned 
that some kind of guidance was apparent, but mainly in order to encourage 
certain genres and themes. 

 
Money matters 

 
Contracts were related to the question that interested composers perhaps more 
than anything else in the Union did: namely, their material well-being. Instead 
of ideology, or even creative issues, the main concern of the Composers’ Union 

                                                 
418  Atovmian, L. 1933, 137: K plenumu SSK. God raboty Soiuza sovetskikh 

kompozitorov. In SM 5/1933. 
419  Plan tvorcheskogo sektora soiuza sovetskikh kompozitorov. In BSSK 3–4/1933, pp. 

3–4. 
420  Svirina, T.  1935, 94: V Len. soiuze sov. Kompozitorov. In SM 11/1935. 
421  Sobranie molodykh kompozitorov. In SM 7/1937: 74. 
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during its initial years seems to have been issues about composers’ financial 
and living arrangements. This is illustrated by the reports of the first plenum 
published in Sovetskaia Muzyka. The plenum report was divided between two 
issues: financial and social matters were published first and everything else 
discussed in the plenum was squeezed into the following issue. Composers 
obviously expected that the primary task of their Union was to secure the 
material well-being of its members. This concern was evident in the solemn 
statement that material issues should be addressed as part of the 
professionalization of compositional work. It was emphasized that composing 
could be a profession only in the Soviet Union, where the State was highly 
interested in artistic affairs.422 Perhaps this was a carrot dangled in front of 
artists in order to encourage them pursue a Soviet thematic and respond to the 
State’s musical needs. At least, if Atovmian is to be believed, it seems that the 
financial position of composers in summer 1932 was fairly insecure.423 

Professionalization became the main aim and focus of the Composers’ 
Union. The attempt to professionalize composers’ work raised two general 
groups of issues: the general conditions of creative work and composers’ 
material conditions. The general conditions included ideological aspects, for 
example “securing the development of the ideological level of art to the 
ideological standards of Marxism-Leninism.” The material conditions consisted 
of income and copyright issues.424  

One can ask whether composers were consciously sacrificing artistic 
freedom in order to improve their quality of life. Yet, although ideological 
commitment had already been overtly connected to material benefits in the 
April resolution of 1932, the connection between ideology in music and material 
gain was in fact rather vague. The first plenum of composers for example, did 
not emphasize this connection and it would be an oversimplification to allege 
that composers were consciously sacrificing anything. Aspects of ideological 
requirement were easy to dismiss as mere rhetoric. Yet, it is not possible that all 
composers were naïve enough to believe that enhancement of their personal 
income would be gratuitous. 

Although the actual salary received by a Soviet citizen was not necessarily 
the most accurate measure of an individual’s well-being, fluctuations in 
composers’ incomes can still be revealing. Previously composers’ income had 
fallen into one of ten income bands, with monthly salaries varying from 2.5 to 

                                                 
422  SSK. Tvorcheskaia i organizatsionnaia deiatelnost. O materialno-bytovom polozhenii 

kompozitorov (iz materialov k plenumu SSK). In SM 4/1933: 156. 
423  GARF, f. 5508, op. 1, d. 1717, l. 149. In a meeting of Rabis on July 27, 1932, Atovmian 

mentioned that along with receiving poor salaries, composers were suffering in 
terms of their recreation, nutrition and housing. Yet, composers were not alone, as 
the overall standard of living collapsed to its all time low after the free market of the 
NEP (1922-1927) collapsed and the new system of rationing and distribution was 
introduced. From 1931, the catastrophic situation with food and consumer goods was 
being restructured. See for example: Osokina 2001, 42–58. Composers’ efforts to 
enhance their livelihood coincided with these overall efforts to restructure the 
system. 

424  SSK. Tvorcheskaia i organizatsionnaia deiatelnost. O materialno-bytovom polozhenii 
kompozitorov (iz materialov k plenumu SSK). In SM 4/1933: 156. 
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1,000 rubles425. Most composers’ incomes had been in the lower bands and only 
light-genre composers had reached the highest income levels. The differences in 
income were reduced in 1933: the lowest monthly income band was raised to 
15, and the highest lowered to 500 rubles. 426  Apparently, Rabis was the 
organization that determined these salaries.427 As the bulk of Composers’ Union 
members were not light-genre composers, it is understandable that composers 
tried to bring the higher and lower ends of the scale closer together. Naturally, 
many light-genre composers strongly opposed any change to the salary scale. 
Perhaps the fact that the Composers’ Union was able to successfully press for 
such a change sent a signal that the Union mattered. In any case, the raised 
salaries at the lower end of the scale were welcomed by young composers and 
those whose music was played irregularly. With the increased salary, they were 
at least able to work. 

A list of the total income paid to thirty-five Muscovite composers 
illustrates that salaries represented mere pocket money for famous composers. 
It also reveals the difference between renowned composers and their younger 
colleagues. In 1933, Reingold Glier earned the sum of 62,300 rubles428 from 
copyrights, contracts, and Muzgiz, while Vissarion Shebalin earned 25,000 
rubles. However, Aram Khachaturian and Dmitrii Vasiliev-Buglai earned only 
5,710 and 7,000 rubles respectively.429 Many composers, of course, worked in 
conservatories and other institutions and their total income was substantially 
greater than their salaries received through the Composers’ Union. Still, this list 
suggests that the music of certain composers was played more often than that of 
others. The income differential would have been even more dramatic had light-
genre composers been included in this list. The Union’s own capacity to 
distribute money was limited. This is evident when one examines the case of 
Ippolitov-Ivanov, who was awarded the Order of the Red Flag for his life’s 
work in 1934. At the same time, the Union decided to reward Ippolitov-Ivanov 
for his contribution to music with a life-long salary of 500 rubles per month.430 

                                                 
425  Average salary in the Soviet Union in 1937 was 250 rubles. In 1928 it had been 60 

rubles. Chapman, Janet G. 1963, 109: Real wages in Soviet Russia since 1928. 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press. However, between these years the real wage, 
the buying power of rubles sunk, and the overall standard of living reached the 
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426  SSK. Tvorcheskaia i organizatsionnaia deiatelnost. O materialno-bytovom polozhenii 
kompozitorov (iz materialov k plenumu SSK). In SM 4/1933: 157. 

427  In the summer of 1932 Atovmian told Rabis’s presidium that composers received an 
average salary of between 175 and 200 rubles, see GARF, f. 5508, op. 1, d. 1717, l. 149.  

428  Yearly average salary in the Soviet Union in 1937 was 3000 rubles, which was already 
considerably higher than that in 1933. See: Chapman 1963, 109. Presumably, Glier 
earned at least 30-times the Soviet average, at this point. 

429  Spravka o zarabotke kompozitorov, sostoiashchikh chlenami Soiuza sovetskikh 
kompozitorov (s okrugleniem v storonu uvelicheniia). In BSSK 1–2/1934, p.  7. 

430  Postanovlenie Prezidiuma Soiuza sovetskikh kompozitorov. In BSSK 3/1934, p. 4. 
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As suggested by the preceding figures, copyrights were an important 
source of income for many composers. With more concerts that included Soviet 
music in their programs being staged, composers’ incomes increased. 
Supporting concerts that featured Soviet music was an important aspect of the 
Union’s work, and this will be discussed in more detail in later sections of my 
text. However, in connection with copyrights, it should be noted that the 
number of concerts at which only Soviet music was performed increased from 
eight in the 1930–31 concert season to fifty-two concerts in the 1932–33 
season.431  

Collaboration with other musical institution aimed at two things: for more 
contracts for its members, but also at increasing amount of Soviet music played 
or staged. Judging by the the number of concerts with Soviet music, the 
administrators of the Composers’ Union succeeded and managed to have a 
significant impact upon composers’ incomes. Atovmian was especially active in 
this sense. In December 1933, he brokered a deal with the Radio Committee’s 
manager of musical broadcasts, Gusman, according to which the Radio agreed 
to award contracts—totaling almost 100,000 rubles—to Soviet composers. In 
return for this sum, the Radio Committee would receive fifty-five works in 
1934, including two symphonies, four chamber works, two oratories, and a host 
of smaller compositions.432 

Needless to say, the question of copyrights and royalties was a major issue 
for composers. Basic legislation on copyright and royalties was passed in 1928, 
but the law, once again, originally referred to literary works. Thus, composers 
complained about the poor state of their copyrights throughout the 1930s. In 
their mind, royalties should have been paid according to performance. 
However, it was alleged that concert organizations were still only paying 
composers for the first few performances of their compositions instead of 
making a payment for every performance. The most difficult situations were 
found outside Moscow and Leningrad. Composers even turned to the Supreme 
Court in 1933 in order to secure their rightful share of royalties. They groaned 
that copyrights and royalties for recorded work were in a particularly chaotic 
state. The Supreme Court eventually ruled in favor of a correction on behalf of 
composers. 433  This was an important case as the recording industry was 
growing rapidly and would soon become one of the most important sources of 
income for some composers.  

Another problem, which further underlines how central the literature was 
among Soviet arts, was that from 1933 onwards, all copyright issues were 
subordinated to the Writers’ Union. Thus, the plenum of the Composers’ Union 
strongly recommended that responsibility for copyrights and royalties should 
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be transferred to a copyright fund under the remit of Narkompros.434 Narkompros 
acted as a mediator in this issue. Once again, Atovmian, who represented the 
Moscow branch of the Union, spoke on behalf of composers, along with 
Ashkenazi (who seems to have been heavily involved in administrative issues 
in Leningrad). In this matter, Rabis was represented by musicologist Aleksei 
Ogolevets. Together, they reached an agreement with Narkompros that 
copyrights would be transferred to an organization that was not controlled by 
the Writers’ Union.435 By 1935 copyrights were actually being handled by a new 
organization, not by the Writers’ Union.436 

 
Shelter for the artist 

 
The living conditions of composers were improved through several minor 
amendments. Again, Levon Atovmian was a crucial figure in this process. The 
protocols of the presidium of Rabis suggest that until spring 1932 composers 
had not been represented in Rabis, but rather in the Union of Print Workers. 
Only in 1932 was responsibility transferred to Rabis. Gorkomy (municipal 
committees by profession) were then established in Moscow, Leningrad, and 
Kharkov.437 Atovmian—who was in charge of the gorkom in Moscow—reported 
to the presidium of Rabis that the situation for composers was extremely 
difficult. Composers’ salaries were low and, although there was a desperate 
need of vacations and rest homes, composers were largely unable to undertake 
any recreational activities. Atovmian had managed to secure 15,000 rubles from 
ZRK 438  in order to manage food distribution, but he argued that it was 
imperative for a permanent solution to this and the housing problem be 
found. 439  The presidium ruled that Mosoblrabis should arrange food 
distribution, arrange credit for composers, find places in rest homes, manage 
housing matters, and urge GOMETs to rework its tariffs for composers.440 

Housing was a particular problem, as both Moscow and Leningrad 
suffered from an acute lack of living space.441 Living conditions were thus 
central issues for composers, along with the rest of the population. Already by 
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autumn 1932 Rabis’s promise to tackle the housing issue had been partially 
realized when six special composers’ apartments were organized for composers 
with families. This was seen as a symbolic but important gesture, “considering 
the general living standards in Moscow.” Many composers were also given the 
opportunity to secure long-term credit, through the gorkom, specifically to fund 
improvements and alterations to their current apartments.442 

Two months later Mosoblrabis reported that things had improved, 
although some acute issues, like tariffs, were still left unresolved. The supply 
section of Rabis was to provide urgent help with food, housing, and musical 
instruments. Additionally, fifteen places at Abramtsevo’s rest home were to be 
reserved for composers. The April Resolution was mentioned at the end of the 
report, where it was stressed that Rabis was supposed to abide by the 
Resolution and offer its support to composers.443 Thus, this trend continued and 
composers were soon the equal of factory worker elite in matters of 
“maintenance.” This was significant, as shortages were at this time widespread 
among the general population. Thus, in principle, maintaining musical 
production was equally important as keeping factories operational. During 
1933, GORT 444  also ruled that forty composers and musicologists were to 
receive special deliveries. This meant special maintenance and a remarkable 
improvement in living conditions. As access to goods was limited, this kind of 
special access was of greater value than an increase in income levels. Already 
by 1932 composers had their own special closed delivery point, from which 
they could obtain groceries and other perishable goods.445 Composers were well 
on their way towards achieving elite status, plainly over even that of the best 
worker category. 446  

While composers slowly became an elite group in the Soviet Union, it 
must be noted that differences to the West were great. From our, and even from 
the viewpoint of the contemporary western worker, privileges of the elite might 
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have been ludicrous. Yet, for a Soviet worker, access to a special distributor, just 
an extra piece of bread a day, or an extra meter of living space were true 
privileges. These benefits could be compared to an extra car or house in the 
United States. 447 Yet, during the years to come, these differences only deepened 
and all composers received their (even if unequal) share of benefits reserved for 
the elite. 

The state willingly lent a helping hand to composers trying to improve 
their living standards. In autumn 1933, TsIK (Central Executive Committee, that 
is the highest legislative body) made a decision that affected composers’ rights 
to housing. TsIK had earlier ruled in favor of improving housing for scientific 
workers and this measure was first extended to writers and then to composers. 
This decree should have guaranteed housing and a working space for every 
scientific worker after September 1933. Additionally, separate housing projects 
for specialists were planned.448 The next logical project, therefore, was to start 
planning a house for composers. 

A house for composers and the formation of a housing company 
(RZhSKT) were among the topics discussed in 1933. In the autumn, affiliates 
were sought in order to acquire or build living quarters. Building was to begin 
during 1934 and the project was to be completed by the following spring.449 
However, the construction was finished only in 1937 as the housing shortage 
was such that skilled workers for numerous construction sites were hard to 
find. 450 Thus, still in the spring of 1937 the progress of the construction had to 
be discussed at a board meeting once again.451 Meanwhile, in 1933, although the 
housing project had been delayed, composers managed to obtain a sum of 
400,000 rubles in order to improve their living and social conditions. An 
additional 250,000 rubles was allocated for the renovation of existing living 
quarters.452 Things were already quite different from the situation only two 
years earlier when the average housing of composers was not notably better 
than those of an average citizen. 
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Although Rabis had managed to make many improvements, composers 
still had several issues that they wanted to resolve as quickly as possible. These 
included granting an annual vacation for composers, setting up social 
insurance, and improving the—currently meager—quality and quantity of 
equipment (scores and musical instruments) required for creative work. 
Meanwhile, the Composers’ Union and Rabis had managed to arrange a fund of 
mutual help, journeys to sanatoriums, and a rest home for composers—
although there were complaints that the latter was not large enough. An eatery 
for composers was being organized and was already partly operational; in the 
meantime, composers could attend a number of highly appreciated restaurants, 
including Dom Gerzen, Teaklub, and Dom Petsati. Composers were able to access 
medical services at a specific clinic. All of this was said to be only the start of 
improvements, but nevertheless it offers us an insight into the kinds of 
important benefits that composers felt the Composers’ Union could help to 
deliver for them.453 Before the Composers’ Union had its own fund, the gorkom 
of Rabis seems have acted like an art union fund, at least in its channeling of 
these benefits. 

The Composers’ Union was also concerned with the rewards composers 
received for their creative activity. In February 1932, before the establishment of 
the Union, Rabis had taken a routine decision that no action was required on 
composers’ tariffs. Composers were not present in this meeting.454 However, 
after Atovmian raised the issue, a decision was made to examine tariffs. Thus, a 
meeting organized by Muzgiz, at which composers were present, was arranged 
in December 1932.455 Music publishers, theaters, movies, radio, and recordings 
were all important sources of income for composers. Radio was the most 
problematic, since existing legislation did not apply to it. At first, composers 
had received practically nothing for radio performances of their 
compositions.456 Later, probably after composers took action in a similar way as 
others had over tariff issues, Narkompros ratified tariffs so that a composer 
would receive approximately 1 percent of the sum paid by movie theaters to the 
movie makers. Other tariffs were treated in the same way.457 

All of this fits the picture of elite status formation in the Stalinist Soviet 
Union. 458  Although many errands and services were carried out outside 
institutional structures, through the patronage relations described by 
Fitzpatrick, they still illustrate the change.459 Furthermore, all this indicates that 
composing started to become a profession. Composing was no more a hobby or 
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a secondary occupation for most involved with this art form. In a way, by 
establishing composing as artistic profession, they also managed to change their 
status in society to that of the elite. Composers’ concerns about earning their 
daily bread were over. The Union’s plenum stated that they had succeeded in 
professionalizing work, since as early as the summer of 1933 over forty 
composers had been freed from their previous occupations. Occupations other 
than composing naturally hampered the ability of a composer to undertake 
creative work. Now these forty composers were able to devote themselves 
entirely to composing.460Many more would follow as the 1930s proceeded. Of 
course, many retained their existing positions in conservatories and different 
institutions, but numerous were those composers who had previously worked 
in occupations that had little to do with music. 

 
Financial constraints in the Composers’ Union 

 
The professionalization of literary work was very much tied to the Stalinization 
of the Writers’ Union, suggesting that material benefits came only with certain 
ideological and political conditions. In this sense, the Composers’ Union was 
only a proto-professional organization. Composers, of course, did not want the 
Party to take an active part in creative issues, but many hoped the Party would 
resolve professional problems, particularly material issues. Problems were, 
however, plentiful. The Composers’ Union did not emerge into an 
administrative vacuum; rather, it had to co-operate with several institutions, 
some of which did not accept the Union’s attempts to establish its authority. In 
addition, as it openly admitted in 1933, the Union was unable to improve the 
material status of composers on its own. Thus, the Union tried to enlist other 
institutions to do the work for them. Indeed, Atovmian compiled a list of things 
that composers needed—living space, general equipment, resorts, notepaper, 
and cars, among other requirements—and started to act as a broker between 
different organizations in order to secure these needs.461 

One of the key organizations was Rabis and its subsections for composers, 
gorkomy. Therefore, it is important to examine Rabis in a little more detail. First 
of all, the Composers’ Union was apparently dependant on Rabis and without 
its material help the Union would most likely have collapsed or at least been 
left crippled. The Moscow branch of the Union had to turn several times to the 
local Rabis and gorkom. Gorkomy were established in order to channel material 
support to the Composers’ Union, but they also provided Rabis with musical 
expertise when this was required.462 The gorkom was a provisional solution to 
ensuring the flow of funds. In 1933, the establishment of the composers’ gorkom 
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was hailed as the beginning of great improvements that would lead to the 
professionalization of composers’ work.463  

In the summer of 1932, when the Composers’ Union emerged in Moscow, 
it was completely without financial means. The man who saved the Composers’ 
Union from its first economical crisis was the one who would do it several times 
in subsequent years, Levon Atovmian. He took the issue forth in Rabis and after 
presenting the situation composers were in (average salary less than 200 rubles 
per month, without recreational facilities, without rest homes, outside food 
distribution) things started proceeding. Rabis ordered credit for composers, 
composers tariffs suddenly started to be reworked, there was fixing of rest 
home beds to composers, fixing of housing for composers and arranging of food 
distribution for composers. 464  All this was transferred as the gorkom’s 
responsibility as soon as it was established. 

In short, the gorkom’s main objective was to enable and support 
composers’ creative work. In other words, its aims overlapped with those of the 
Composers’ Union. Thus, there was some confusion, over who should 
scrutinize composers’ creative plans, for example. Most of the gorkom’s energy 
nonetheless went into channeling material support. This was also later 
encouraged by the Central Committee of Rabis, which was concerned about 
possible conflicts between these two organizations. Rabis’s Central Committee 
suggested that gorkom’s main priorities should be the organization of work, 
meeting material needs, furthering political-cultural education, and most of the 
composers’ financial issues. The gorkom’s “raison d'être” was thus to support 
the creative activity of composers through professionalizing.465 All the forms of 
support mentioned by Rabis, perhaps with the exception of political education, 
corresponded to the support the Composers’ Union wished to secure for its 
members. Because it was impossible for the Union to achieve these aims alone, 
help from Rabis was welcomed. 

Gradually, the Composers’ Union broke away from Rabis by becoming 
economically more independent, but not before the mid-1930s. Even after that 
time, musicians and other workers in the musical world would remain within 
the confines of Rabis. The major problem with Rabis was that composers 
themselves were not able to control the way in which material support was 
channeled. Within Rabis, artists were able to wield very little authority 
compared with professional administrators, and this was something that would 
cause some trouble between bureaucracts and artists. The Central Committee of 
Rabis scrutinized the gorkom closely, but concluded in the summer of 1933 that it 
was doing well, despite the fact that some issues about copyrights and royalties 
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had still not been settled.466 It seems likely that the administration of Rabis had 
already ensured that the gorkom became more like an extension of the 
Composers’ Union than an organization competing against it. Although gorkom 
acted like a sister organization of the Composers’ Union, it continued to be 
controlled by a different organization and by administrators, although some 
composers did sit on the Central Committee of Rabis. Conflicts thus emerged 
over both how the Composers’ Union should act and how it should use its 
funds. 

In the relationship of Rabis and the Composers’ Union, there were many 
interesting features. First of all, Rabis was an extremely bureaucratic 
organization that produced exact protocols of everything it did and discussed. 
Therefore, both co-operation and confrontation of Rabis with the Composers’ 
Union are well documented. When Rabis sent an investigating commission to 
examine branches of the Composers’ Union, Union meetings were called 
“drunken parties.”467 After several such clashes the Composers’ Union tried to 
separate itself from Rabis and become also economically autonomous. 
Administrators, however, did not leave composers alone. In 1936, when 
connections to Rabis had become redundant, it came under the auspices of the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs and thus found itself at odds with a different 
kind of administration. 
 
 
Striving for professional control  
 
 
Taking control of Soviet music 
 
The definition of Soviet music and its basic principles were central issues 
during the early years of the Composers’ Union. This was very much an issue 
of discussion for composers, as only after 1936 would there be conflicts with 
administrative authorities over how to define Soviet music. Thus, composers 
and musicologists started to formulate a definition of Soviet music that would 
become the intellectual property of the Composers’ Union. At first, the question 
was not so much about socialist realism, but rather about finding concrete 
examples from compositions by Soviet composers that could be seen as 
exemplary works of Soviet music. There were disputes about different genres 
and composition types as well as about individual compositions. The fate of 
Shostakovich’s opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District is also closely related to 
this issue. The means by which Soviet music should be propagated was linked 
to this question, and, in fact, this became one of the single most important 
topics of discussion during the initial years of the Union. 
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Composer Andrei Pashchenko emphasized that the most important task 
was to improve the distribution of Soviet music, although this would mean 
completely restructuring the music publishing system. He maintained that 
strong propaganda was needed in order to establish Soviet chamber, 
symphony, and choral music as regular fixtures on concert programs.468 This 
idea was in line with the decision taken by the politbiuro to include new Soviet 
plays in the repertory of theaters (see Part 1). Pashchenko, and other composers, 
called for similar changes to be implemented in areas of music outside the 
theater. The Composers’ Union started working towards this objective, but 
eventually could not achieve their aim. Still, many composers believed that the 
Composers’ Union would manage to succeed in its work. The optimism 
expressed by Khristo Kushnarev in his article Let us organize tighter around our 
union was shared by many others. Less than a year after the Union had been 
established, Kushnarev asserted that the Composers’ Union was going from 
strength-to-strength and that its greatest problems were already behind it.469 

The Composers’ Union maintained that its right to lead the restructuring 
of the musical world was justified on the grounds of its social aims. Socialist 
construction in general was mentioned on several occasions. Composers 
emphasized that the Composers’ Union would enable music to support the 
overall aims of society. Soviet music could also unite all composers, even those 
who up until this point had been hostile towards each other.470 Iuliia Veisberg 
continued that composers could now be honest in their creative work. In the 
Composers’ Union, she stated, everyone had the right to artistic self-
determination and so the proletarian cause could now be served “not out of 
fear, but out of conscience.” This was in contrast to the situation before 1932, 
when, she alleged, pressure and force had been used to motivate service in the 
proletarian cause.471 

If the Composers’ Union was perceived by composers as a space in which 
artistic freedom could prevail, there was also a trend to canonize musical 
works. Already in the early 1930s, during the composers’ first plenum, one 
speaker drew attention to the fact that references were made to the same 
handful of composers whenever Soviet music was being discussed. The names 
of these leading composers were repeated “forever,” according to this 
speaker.472 Canonizing is often connected with the Communist Party. Within 
the Party, a special nomenclature developed that defined individuals’ places in 
the hierarchy. However, the Composers’ Union seems to have been developing 
a hierarchy of its own. Just as in official public speeches given by Party 
members certain names were always recited in a specific order, names of certain 
composers and works started to be repeated in official speeches about music. In 
the 1930s, these composers included, for example, Nikolai Miaskovskii, 
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Vissarion Shebalin, and Dmitrii Shostakovich, who were all frequently 
mentioned, especially in connection with symphonic music. Lev Knipper, 
Viktor Belyi, and Boris Shekhter, as well as Boris Asafiev and Sergei Prokofiev 
were also often mentioned, at least when Soviet compositions were listed. 

The first plenum of composers in 1933 considered this trend dangerous; it 
argued that, if a list of composers was repeated in this way, Soviet music would 
come to be defined in very narrow terms. Young composers, in particular, 
would have a hard time establishing themselves in the shadow of their more 
prominent colleagues. The plenum called for measures to be taken that would 
generally improve the status of young composers, which was regarded to be 
fairly low.473 Despite the plenum’s warning, in subsequent years the canon 
would only strengthen, and only a handful of composers would be awarded 
leading status. In particular, Shostakovich’s star would rise over the next 
decades until he came to occupy the foremost position among Soviet 
composers. The younger generation of Soviet composers would even feel 
themselves suffocated by the glorification of Shostakovich. Although the 
process proceeded slowly and no individual composer was presented as 
superior to the others, canonizing did begin in the 1930s. Additionally, when 
they experienced political misfortunes, composers or at least their compositions 
would completely disappear from official addresses and speeches. 

The Composers’ Union also started to restructure Soviet musical life 
within its own organization. Indeed, the Union was a place where, at least in 
theory, all professionals involved in composition and musicology met. As Kiril 
Tomoff suggests, the Composers’ Union in the 1940s was striving to become a 
leading professional organization with control over the music profession. 
However, it partly managed to achieve this aim already during the 1930s. 
Tomoff asserts that the Consultation Center of the Union—designed to give 
professional help and educate young composers in particular—was established 
in 1944. In effect, the Consultation Center became a kind of intermediate step 
between the submission of an application to join the Composers’ Union and 
admittance as a full member.474 The Union could therefore effectively control 
who should be considered a composer and, specifically, what the professional 
level of composers chosen to be members should be.  

The idea of consultation work was by no means alien to the initial 
Composers’ Union. As early as 1933, the creative sector of the Union had 
carried out consultation work very similar to that undertaken by the 
Consultation Center, and the Consultation Commission before that, in the 
1940s. In 1933, as would be the case later, it was stated that any composer was 
free to ask for assistance with his creative work. The creative sector also held 
seminars specifically for younger composers and about special themes, such as 
theater music.475 After Pravda’s editorials in 1936, Consultation Commission 
was still working as before. In May and June 1937 Gnesin’s, Vasiliev-Buglai’s 
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and Goldenveizer’s works among others were heard in the Commission.476 By 
then, however, the selective nature of Commission’s work had come under 
criticism. There were complaints by young and non-professional composers 
that they were being dismissed and mistreated by the commission. In practice, 
non-professionals’ output went often uncommented and disregarded.477 It was 
as if the Composers’ Union would have wanted to keep the Soviet music as 
professional property. 

Seemingly, the process of defining Soviet music, and discussion about 
measures to increase its popularity, proceeded in a peaceful atmosphere. 
Although the amount of bureaucracy has already been mentioned as one 
immediate problem, it did not, at first, inhibit the productive atmosphere. The 
calls of many composers for a brotherly atmosphere led to the establishment of 
a club, where composers were able exchange experiences or ideas and could 
listen to each other’s compositions. This club was part of the creative sector’s 
plan for 1934. The sector planned to hold two meetings per month jointly with 
“the club of the brotherhood.” These meetings were said to involve listening to 
and evaluating new compositions and creative discussion about the national 
thematic, problems of opera, mass song issues, and so forth.478 

The creative sector became one of the most important sections within the 
Composers’ Union. It was around this sector that all creative activity began to 
center and in which the most important discussions about Soviet music were 
convened. By late 1935, the creative sector could already boast that it held five 
meetings per month and that an overall schedule for the following year had 
been prepared. Every month, three of these meetings were reserved for 
listening to and evaluating new works composed by Union members, another 
was reserved for a public concert evening that would showcase these new 
compositions, and the fifth for musicologists’ presentations (although 
musicologists were, of course, invited to all creative sector meetings).479 

 
Attempts to establish hegemonic control 

 
The ultimate objective behind many of the Union’s measures seems to have 
been to broaden its authority over other musical organizations—in other words, 
to make it the leading organization in the musical front. This aim was 
occasionally expressed during the initial years of the Union, and it appears to 
have remained its primary task until 1948.480 One of the greatest obstacles to 
increasing the Union’s authority was the meager amount of general publicity it 
received.481 The lack of attention that the Union generally received posed a 
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serious problem if it was to become the ideological center for Soviet music, as 
Atovmian had pronounced it would.482 

The Association of Proletarian Musicians, RAPM, had a similar aim to that 
of the Composers’ Union, at least according to Amy Nelson. She considers that 
RAPM’s strive for hegemony over musical front was its principal feature. 
Nelson maintains that it was hard for the leadership of RAPM to believe that 
other musical organizations were not competing with it.483 RAPM’s problem 
was that it did not manage to draw sufficient support from the musical world; it 
too often found itself embroiled in arguments with others. The Composers’ 
Union was much more successful at securing consensus and was thus better 
equipped to achieve hegemonic control. The success was in that it gathered up 
all the representatives of the profession, or furthermore, established composing 
as a profession. 

The reports of the first plenum in Moscow suggest that, in the absence of 
central Union organs, the Moscow branch often worked on behalf of composers 
across the Soviet Union. Additionally, because composition (other than the 
simplest of songwriting) required skills that could only be acquired from 
specialized institutions of higher education, the few cities with conservatories 
became centers of musical activity. Furthermore, the Union’s charters of 1948 
suggest that there should be a minimum of seven members in each branch of 
the Composers’ Union. 484  This limit did not apply at first, as there were 
branches, such as Rostov, that had only five members, while others may have 
had even fewer. Still, in most cities some active musical figures were in danger 
of being left outside the reach of the Composers’ Union. Acknowledging this 
danger, the first plenum stated that the Union should accept the task of 
reaching out to “all workers in the musical front.”485 

The Composers’ Union was, however, unable by itself to control everyone 
who was composing. Not being able to accomplish this alone, the Union looked 
to Narkompros and pressed for changes to existing legislation. In order to “raise 
the standard of Soviet music,” the Composers’ Union urged Narkompros to 
prevent musical directors from establishing a monopoly within their places of 
employment. 486  Musical directors of movie theaters, circuses, and different 
concert stages often filled the repertory with their own compositions and 
collected the royalties and provisions for performances of their works. It was 
also common for theaters to use a composer who was already familiar to them, 
which helped composers to create monopolies in certain theaters. 487  The 
plenum’s primary concern with the situation was that many of these monopoly-
holders were insignificant “artisans”—in other words, non-professionals. The 
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Composers’ Union was in favor of prohibiting an organization from playing 
compositions written by anyone who worked in that organization. 488  This 
would have represented an important step towards the Union’s aim of 
controlling musical creation in the Soviet Union. However, the enforcement of 
this kind of proposition was prevented by a number of problems. The primary 
problems were firstly that Soviet music was not very well known and secondly 
that there was a serious lack of sheet music. The lack of available sheet music 
meant that it was often easier for an orchestra or ensemble to perform works 
composed by their conductor, as he would at least be able to prepare hand-
written scores for musicians himself. 

Marketing and distribution were at the heart of the first problem. The 
Composers’ Union had brought together all the foremost and lesser-known 
composers, but their music was not especially popular. Soviet music was rarely 
publicized by the general press. Musicologist Iosif Ryzhkin considered that 
music should receive greater public exposure and that musicologists should be 
at the forefront of such a drive. He argued that Soviet music would be more 
popular if musicologists started discussing music in a suitable way within the 
press. 

 
Musicologists should always work in terms of political topicality and timely content; 
they should try to philosophically understand the description of reality; they should 
see clarity of musical language; stress approachability and effectiveness.489 
 

Although he did not express himself particularly clearly, Ryzhkin’s message 
was that work should be more systematic and that efforts should be made to 
publicize Soviet music. If music were better connected to political discourse, 
then it would be much easier to publicize in the general press as well. Plans 
were drawn up for the establishment of a press office for the Composers’ 
Union.490 Although this office failed to materialize, at least during the 1930s, it 
represented a logical and necessary step toward effectively publicizing works 
by members of the Composers’ Union. 

Composers truly seemed to be somewhat sidelined, since certain works 
that one would expect to have aroused attention, such as Shebalin’s symphonic 
poem Lenin, were largely ignored by the press. Generally, no discussions about 
new compositions took place outside the Composers’ Union in the early 1930s. 
Even within the Union, discussions were described as low-key, at least in 
connection with two of Miaskovskii’s symphonies and Shebalin’s Lenin. 491 
However, this view is contradicted in a report from Leningrad that stated that 
in the Leningrad branch forty-eight creative discussions had been held during 
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1933.492 Either, Leningrad and Moscow differed in this respect, or the point was 
that not enough was being done to publicize these discussions and new 
compositions more generally. As a solution, it was proposed that a musical 
magazine for the public, following the example of Literaturnaia Gazeta, should 
be founded. This issue eventually brought together individuals who had 
previously been at odds with each other. Lev Lebedinskii, who had once called 
Mikhail Gnesin “a personification of liberal, bourgeois decadence,” 493 now 
wrote jointly with Vissarion Shebalin in favor of a new popular musical 
magazine.494 

A magazine of this kind was eventually established in 1937 as a venture of 
the Committee on Artistic Affairs under the name Muzyka, music. However, it 
ceased publication the same year. During the 1930s, composers could only 
dream of a magazine that would spread the gospel of Soviet music.495 Only in 
1957 would Muzykalnaia Zhizn permanently meet this need. Although the 
popular musical magazine, Muzyka, survived for less than a year, it illustrates 
how composers could find genuine consensus and work towards common 
goals. Old adversaries were ready to work together in pursuit of the common 
good for Soviet music. 

Other similar ventures were also unsuccessful. Early in 1936, there were 
plans to arrange a festival, dekada, of Soviet music in Moscow, which was to be a 
major event for the propagation of Soviet music. Plans were drawn up together 
with the Moscow Committee of the Party and only ten days before it was due to 
be held, everything seemed to be proceeding smoothly. The festival was 
supposed to highlight the differences between Soviet and Western music. The 
festival would have been coordinated by the Composers’ Union, but involved 
were the Philharmonia, Muzgiz, the Radio Committee and a host of composers, 
musicologists and performers, thus there was a genuine possibility of a major 
success. There were to be concerts in factories, clubs, and major concert halls for 
as many as 100,000 people over a ten-day period Cheliapov envisaged. Shock 
workers were to have special concerts. In short, this festival should have been a 
major showcase and triumph of Soviet composers and their music.496  

However, the timing went wrong. The last joint meeting was held on 
January 31 and the event was planned for mid-February 1936. Too many factors 
were working against the success of the project. The Committee on Artistic 
Affairs, established only a month earlier, was not invited. This super-
administration strived for power over the artistic field and was surely not 
happy about large-scale activities in the arts proceeding without its 
surveillance. Additionally, Pravda had launched its assault against modernist 
tendencies in music just days before the festival and the Composers’ Union 
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itself was suffering from internal controversy. Thus, conditions were not 
favorable, despite the fact that this time the Party was involved in the 
preparations of the festival.497 

Reports from the festival seem to underline the fact that things did not go 
as planned. The major newspapers appeared to have ignored the event and it 
seems highly unlikely that most of the concerts planned ever took place, at least 
within the confines of the festival. Only in the April issue of Sovetskaia Muzyka, 
were there a few short reports from concerts held during the dekada. One of the 
reported concerts was a chamber concert arranged in the factory Red Proletarian 
for its Party activists and Stakhanovites. Although the atmosphere was said to 
be highly enthusiastic, even here the concert was preceded by a long discussion 
of Pravda’s articles about music. In fact, the whole report from this factory 
concert was mostly about the shortcomings of music: how it should be closer to 
people, about people’s lives, and about leaders, especially about Stalin. 498 
Another report presented a slightly more positive picture about this festival, at 
least it listed many of the composers who were involved in the festival. The 
article listed the composers involved in the festival: Glier, Khachaturian, 
Miaskovskii, Belyi, Kabalevskii, Lev Knipper, Koval, Sergei Vasilenko, and 
Krein. Yet, the report talked of an “audience of several thousands” instead of 
more than 100,000.499 Thus, interest in the festival dwindled just before it was 
going to take place. 

The propagation of Soviet music through big events like this rose to a new 
level at the end of 1937, when the standing of the Composers’ Union was 
already changing. Composers’ expectations for the festival of Soviet music that 
took place in connection with the Twentieth Anniversary of the October 
Revolution were not thwarted. Then, a large-scale festival was finally arranged, 
resulting in major publicity for music. In November 1937, all was administrated 
satisfactorily and the festival took place not only in Moscow, but also in 
Leningrad, Minsk, Kiev, and Tbilisi. It was a festival that introduced Soviet 
music on an unprecedented scale.500 Moreover, it was repeated the next year; if 
possible, on an even grander scale.501 

Yet, in 1937 the festival was no longer the sole achievement of the 
Composers’ Union; the Committee on Artistic Affairs used its vast resources 
and put its prestige behind it. In the festival in Moscow over fifty concerts were 
arranged. The closing concert on November 30 at the Bolshoi theater was 
absolutely enormous. It involved the State Symphonic Orchestra, the State 
Choir, the State Orchestra of National Instruments, the State Orchestra of Wind 
Instruments, the State Ensemble of Folk Dances (all controlled by the 
Committee), Ensemble of the Red Army, Harp Ensemble, [Leonid] Utesov’s jazz 
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ensemble, and numerous soloists including Heinrich Neuhaus, David Oistrakh, 
Valeria Barsova, and several others. Concerts in Leningrad introduced 
Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony.502 It seems that for Soviet music, the year 1936 
was crucial in more than one way. Usually it is only associated with Pravda’s 
attack on Shostakovich, but there were other notable changes, which were 
welcomed by most composers. These features will be discussed in detail in the 
fourth part of this book. 
 
Taking control of concert activity 

 
Control of concert activity was one of the keys to the successful propagation of 
Soviet music. Naturally, the Composers’ Union started to put significant effort 
into persuading concert organizations to change their repertory in line with the 
direction it favored. However, it was difficult to get these organizations into 
line. The Moscow Philharmonia was particularly tough to persuade, as during 
the early 1930s Soviet symphonic works had been largely omitted from its 
repertory. Yet, new concert music and symphonies could have been effectively 
showcased by this orchestra. Musicologist Ivan Martynov put the desires of the 
Composers’ Union rather openly: ”Philharmonia has many responsibilities, but 
the most important are to propagate music of Soviet composers, broadly 
present best examples of musical heritage, organize concert-lectures and 
introduce musical achievements. [- - ] It is not a concert bureau, [- -] but its task 
is to actively participate in construction of Soviet musical culture.”503 Thus, in 
his view, the Philharmonia existed to support the objectives the Composers’ 
Union itself had. 

In the end, the Composers’ Union managed to achieve little change during 
its first years. In February 1934, the Union’s bulletin listed all the works played 
by the ensembles of the Philharmonia in their concerts. During the first half of 
the concert season, there was only one concert in the symphonic cycle that 
contained any music written by Soviet composers. Practically all of the Soviet 
music played at this time was performed at special concerts, which were 
usually built around one composer and sponsored by the Composers’ Union, or 
at smaller occasions, such as chamber concerts. The situation with radio seems 
to have been only slightly better.504 

Only in March of 1934 did the Philharmonic Orchestra perform 
Miaskovskii’s Sixth Symphony and works by five Georgian composers.505 The 
position of Soviet music in chamber concerts was somewhat better: 
compositions by Prokofiev, Knipper, Aleksandr Aleksandrov, and others had 
already been performed.506 Yet, the most important venues for Soviet music 
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were practically all arranged by the Composers’ Union. For instance, in the 
winter of 1933–34 the Moscow branch arranged a series of five concerts in 
Voronezh that included new Soviet compositions. Composers such as Prokofiev 
and Shostakovich attended these concerts. The Union planned to arrange five 
more of this type of concert in the spring.507 Although radio was somewhat 
more eager than the Moscow Philharmonia to play Soviet music, in February 
1934 only five symphonic works by Soviet composers were broadcast.508 

Composers were deeply worried about how little Soviet concert music 
was being performed. The Composers’ Union applied effective pressure to 
legislative organs and, eventually, the Vice-Commissar of Enlightenment, K. A. 
Maltsev, decreed that all concert organizations were to include Soviet 
compositions in their repertory. Every concert given by any philharmonia—
festivals, jubilees, and concert cycles excluded—had to include music by Soviet 
composers. Furthermore, in circuses, movies, worker cafes, and parks at least 
one third of all music was to be of Soviet origin. Glavrepertkom was given 
responsibility for overseeing surveillance. The decree was signed by Maltsev, 
Arkadiev, and Pshibyshevskii, all Narkompros officials.509 However, it seems 
that this order was circumvented, since by March 1934, (as noted above) little 
had changed in the Moscow Philharmonia. Indeed, at this time Commissar 
Bubnov himself renewed the decree and restated that Glavrepertkom had the 
authority to enforce this order, if necessary.510  

The Union did its best to support this order. It started to distribute scores 
to various orchestras and ensembles in order to ensure that Soviet compositions 
could be performed. Additionally, it sought to draw up a list of ensembles (and 
their leaders) that performed in movie theaters, parks, circuses, and clubs.511 
This kind of list would have greatly helped the Union to control what music 
was being performed and to propagate Soviet music more efficiently. 
Moreover, it would also have meant that the Union would be in a better 
position to supervise the correct payment of royalties.  

It appears that the Composers’ Union initially much more successful in 
getting Soviet music quickly into the repertories of smaller ensembles that 
performed at circuses, worker cafes, parks, and movie theaters. Although barely 
mentioned in the Composers’ Union, proletarian musicians had earlier started 
to arrange similar plans and this may have helped the Union to achieve its 
aims. At the very least, the Union certainly had a base upon which to build. A 
host of works were published for distribution to these arenas. Clubs, cafes, 
parks, and circuses were seen important because these venues were ideal for 
the mass propagation of Soviet music. The music selected for these venues 
largely took the form of excerpts from ballets or theater suites, dance suites, or 
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light-genre music.512 Although very different from the ones that met in concert 
halls, these audiences were far more numerous. Overall, this initiative was an 
important success for Soviet composers both financially and in publicizing their 
work. 

Yet, it took many more years to get bigger orchestras into line. In late 1937, 
mostly likely with the aid of the Committee on Artistic Affairs, the Composers’ 
Union had managed to get the Moscow Philharmonia to support its objectives 
more efficiently. When Ivan Martynov, a music critic, analyzed Mosfil’s concert 
season of 1937/38 two events rose above others: a festival of Soviet music and a 
festival of Russian classical music. The Philharmonia had become the vanguard 
of both pre-revolutionary tradition and the new Soviet music. However, even 
now things were not good: Martynov considered the quality of orchestra’s 
concerts to be poor, i.e. it played badly-.513 

The desire of the Composers’ Union for greater publicity helps to explain 
why the Composers’ Union was so interested in radio and the recording 
industry as well as concert organizations. Some composers were perhaps just 
hoping that their music would become more popular, while others were 
looking for further royalty payments. In general, however, the project of 
making Soviet art popular was a success. If Soviet art education can be 
measured by the population’s knowledge of art, then the results seem to have 
been above average and can be seen even today in the average knowledge of 
people about their national art. Art unions were an important part of the art 
education project, and, indeed, they seem to have started the process in the 
1930s. In order to publicize the music of Soviet composers, the Composers’ 
Union organized special concerts based on the work of a single composer. 
Among the first to receive this kind of treatment were Vasilenko, Knipper, 
Shostakovich, Prokofiev, and Leonid Polovinkin. 514  Reports mention that a 
series of new compositions were performed at these concerts. Propagation of its 
members’ music, thus, was adopted as a major task in the Composers’ Union.515 

The increasing number of different festivals and of general performances 
of mass music became an important feature of the Soviet music scene in the 
1930s. They were of ideological importance because large numbers gathered for 
these performances, thus enabling mass propaganda. For composers, mass 
events offered an important venue for the propagation of Soviet music, 
although these venues had previously been regarded by most composers as 
unsuitable arenas for the performance of their music. Yet, it was now reasoned 
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that, while concert halls could reach audiences of approximately 10,000 per 
month, cinemas, park concerts, circuses, and open stages involved hundreds of 
thousands, perhaps even millions, of individuals. Therefore, the Union stated, 
in 1933, that the music performed at these venues should not be composed by 
amateurs. Members of the Union were urged to write occasional music, which 
had been neglected by almost all but proletarian musicians.516  

However, things were slowly changing. Reports from Gorky Park in 
Moscow (TsPKiO im. M. Gorkogo) suggest that already in 1933 and 1934 the 
Composers’ Union had organized concerts, at which compositions by 
Miaskovskii, Knipper, and Anatolii Novikov were performed. 517  Later, the 
Gorky Park would introduce all the top musicians and conductors of the Soviet 
Union. In summer 1938, for example, soloists that performed in the park 
included professors Lev Oborin, Grigorii Ginzburg and Heinrich Neuhaus. 
Conductors during that summer included professors Shteinberg and Glier, but 
also a host of other celebrities.518 Slowly but surely the music of the Composers’ 
Union’s members filled even the non-traditional concert venues. 

Cheliapov argued that criticism was essential in choosing what was 
propagated. The compositions that were being propagated should be ones that 
had been carefully subjected to close scrutiny. He reminded readers that the 
Association of Modern Music, ASM, in the 1920s had defined its mission as the 
dissemination of modern music. For Cheliapov, this represented uncritical 
propagation, where all that mattered was that music was new.519 There would 
always be those who would maintain that ideological and political durability 
should be the only criteria applied when works of art were being chosen for 
distribution. 

Composers were the cause of one of the major obstacles that prevented the 
popularization of their music, although they were otherwise committed to the 
project. Performers, top soloists, and conductors, who were eventually denied 
the membership in the Composers’ Union, were all in key positions when it 
came to introducing concert music. Members of the Composers’ Union often 
lamented that performers were poorly acquainted with Soviet music and were 
even indifferent towards it. Even while there was still a soloists’ section in the 
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Union, it was not part of the creative sector, which took care of new 
compositions.  

One proposed solution to the problem was to expand the system of 
contracts to include high-profile performers. The propagation of Soviet music 
would be much more efficient if contracts were offered to soloists for 
performing certain new compositions.520 With new compositions included on 
the repertory of high-profile performers, this music would be performed across 
the prime concert stages of the Soviet Union, and in some cases, even abroad. 
Still, in propagation of their own music, composers saw the more important 
channel in numerous orchestras and other musical institutes than just 
individuals. 

 
“Play it again Ivan!” Controlling the masses through music 

 
The means of mass control grew rapidly in the 1930s, and they were actively 
exploited by composers when propagating their own work. The authors of 
solemn speeches continuously reiterated that the bourgeoisie had never 
understood the process of development of culture and its durable links to 
people. In the Soviet Union, a genuine mass consumption of arts was said to 
have developed instead of the arts being the property of just a small number of 
elite. Opening the doors of museums, theaters, concert halls, and art schools 
resulted in a surge of interest and activity in the arts.521 Yet, this was the official 
version, which, however, never mentioned that the State, and artists 
themselves, actively ushered people toward the arts and defined what forms of 
art should be of interest to people. 

The importance of radio in mass broadcast and propagation was noticed 
early in the Soviet Union’s history.522 The relationship between radio and music 
had also been very close from the outset. The Composers’ Union also increased 
its role in developing the radio since it became an increasingly important factor 
in propagating and influencing music.523 The message of the Composers’ Union 
for the work with radio in the 1933 was that it worked without proper 
professional guidance. Musical broadcasts lacked coherence and did not follow 
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a proper plan. Consistent educational work was completely absent. Composers 
and musicologists were obviously interested in controlling radio broadcasts to 
better serve their needs.524 Artistic broadcasts were something that called for 
close co-operation between different radio committees and artistic unions. Its 
forms of work and even objectives were still being sought for when the 
Composers’ Union became active.525 

Radio was important for Soviet composers, but it was difficult for them to 
gain access to it, at first. This is illustrated by articles from the mid-1930s. The 
main problem for composers was that too few Soviet compositions were 
broadcast. Therefore, the Leningrad branch of the Union organized contracts 
with the radio.526 After half a year of co-operation, composers expressed their 
satisfaction: “Radio is of utmost importance in propagation of Soviet music.”527 
The overall situation of Soviet music in Leningrad was reported to have 
improved a year after the Union’s contract with radio was implemented. Radio 
in Leningrad had been assisted by musicologists Boris Asafiev, Semion 
Ginzburg, Roman Gruber, and David Rabinovich. With their help, the radio’s 
musical program was said to have been rationalized and improved. There were 
also special broadcasts for new areas, including Soviet Karelia. 528  The 
composers’ demands for coherence were met, as were their attempts to get 
Soviet music promoted on the radio. 

As we saw in the previous chapter of this book, the Composers’ Union 
attempted to gain hegemony in the musical sphere. The Union tried to use other 
organizations that had sufficient resources to distribute Soviet music, i. e. its 
members’ works. While this aim was not very socialist as such, it was closely 
connected to the question of Soviet music. On several occasions, the 
Composers’ Union used the concept of Soviet music as an instrument by which 
it could persuade other organizations. They reasoned that it was ideologically 
untenable for Soviet music to be absent from their repertories. Along with 
radio, orchestras occupied a key position in publicizing new works. However, 
there were also concerns about the type of audiences that attended these 
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concerts. If the music was to support ideological purposes, concert audiences 
should have been as broad as possible. Therefore, the Composers’ Union also 
paid attention to the issue of changing the methods of orchestras, for example. 

Philharmonias, as primary concert organizations of traditional concert 
music, were crucial institutions in this sense. Instead of being a single orchestra, 
a philharmonia could entail several kinds of orchestras and ensembles. Mosfil, 
the Moscow Philharmonia was established by Lunacharskii and leading 
musical exponents in 1921. It had brought such names as Arthur Rubinstein, 
Efrem Zimbalist, Jascha Heifets, Otto Klemperer, and Marian Anderson to the 
Soviet Union. In 1923 it had introduced the legendary Beethoven quartet and in 
1928 it established its own symphony orchestra, Sofil, Soviet Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Although the umbrella organization Mosfil changed its name several 
times during the 1930s, it remained by far the same until in 1936 it was seized 
by the Committee on Artistic Affairs, which gradually took control of the whole 
network of phiharmonias across the Soviet Union. Leningrad had its own 
Philharmonia, symphony orchestra of which dated already from the nineteenth 
century. Both were crucial for Soviet composers in their distribution of Soviet 
music, as was the symphony orchestra of the radio, established in 1930. 

In 1933, philharmonias seem to have been reluctant to accept any changes 
to their policies. Only in 1934 did Mosfil begin to adopt forms of work that 
supported ideological objectives rather than those purely musical. In an article 
entitled “How Mosfil serves proletarian audience,” Sovetskaia Muzyka described 
how Mosfil arranged special concerts for worker clubs and factories. But, alas, 
the ideological framework for these concerts was reported to be lacking; 
compositions were not properly explained to the audience. 529  However, 
improvements were already under way. Certain side-activities, such as 
exhibitions and quizzes, were planned for the proper orientation of the 
audience. Additionally, factory workers could receive discounts on concert 
tickets and shock workers were given free admission to concerts arranged by 
Mosfil.530 In late 1936, the Composers’ Union was already able to arrange special 
concerts of Soviet music with the Moscow Philharmonia. Yet, sometimes 
concerts were poorly arranged and chances for propagation were squandered. 
The program for the concert held on December 24, 1936 was changed without 
the audience being informed of the alterations. Compositions were not 
introduced and the pieces themselves were badly selected, Sovetskaia Muzyka 
complained.531 

Indeed, mass audiences had truly become interested in music, whether as 
a consequence of active propagation or not. Sergei Prokofiev—while regularly 
visiting, but with permanent residence still outside, the Soviet Union,—gave 
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reports of Soviet musical life to the foreign press. He described how Soviet 
audiences craved for musical performances. Soviet attendance at musical events 
was growing and, in contrast to audiences in the West, audiences were made up 
of average workers and peasants. He further remarked that there were so many 
talented young Soviet composers that the country almost ran out of blank sheet 
music.532 Despite the fact that the lack of sheet music was due to shortages 
rather than prolific work by composers, Prokofiev’s remarks are still interesting. 
The amount of musical activity had increased, thus contributing to the 
worsening situation of musical industry. Music was becoming a mass art—a 
genuine art of the people—that was practiced and enjoyed by millions. This can 
be considered a major achievement of the Soviet government, although its 
underlying motives could hardly be termed altruistic. 

Along with Mosfil, another traditional musical domain of old bourgeois 
elite was the Bolshoi theater, Moscow. It was also expected to change its 
working habits and find new audiences in order to propagate new kinds of 
music. During the 1933/34 concert-season, the Bolshoi reserved 1,650 of its seats 
for factory workers, with a preferential quota for shock workers. Six special 
box-offices to distribute these tickets were established in factories Sickle and 
Hammer, Kaganovich and Stalin. The Bolshoi also arranged special exhibitions and 
introductions for worker audiences when different operas were staged. This 
work was referred to as a cultural campaign, kultpokhod.533 By the spring of 1934 
Bolshoi boasted of having conducted 780 thematic discussions over different 
productions, 183 quizzes, 112 exhibitions connected with repertory and artists, 
and of having committed 1,600 seats of 4,000 total to shock workers. In all, 
Bolshoi boasted of having involved over 150,000 people in three seasons after 
1930.534  

Although performances at the Bolshoi and Mosfil were also packed with 
members of the new elite groups, it was ideologically important to enlist 
ordinary workers to the audience. Attendance at musical performances was 
also seen as part of cultural education. In this way, the cultural activities valued 
by the new elite were also in some ways seen as belonging to the new workers’ 
elite—shock workers. 

Eventually, also Mosfil took its educational function quite seriously. For 
the 1934/35 season a new serial ticket was issued that allowed holders entry to 
different types of concerts: a couple of symphony concerts, a concert version of 
an opera, a concert with a soloist, and one musical literary evening.535 This 
advantageous ticket was introduced to acquaint the uneducated audience with 
different types of concert music. Despite the concerts’ educational function, the 
new ticket was necessary in order to attract new audiences. If concert activity 
was still largely restricted to concert halls, it was difficult to introduce music to 
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new audiences. This was in accordance with the Union’s objective of taking 
music out to the people. 

The Composers’ Union wanted both to control the musical life of the 
Soviet Union and to propagate the music of its members. Therefore, composers 
were deeply worried about the leading musicians, whose repertory consisted 
almost completely of pre-revolutionary music. In 1938, one music critic 
complained that Heinrich Neuhaus, Emil Gilels, David Oistrakh, and Lev 
Oborin “all played sonatas of Grieg, Brahms, Kreutzer536, Grieg, [and] Brahms,” 
although there were a host of suitable Soviet counterparts. 537  One critic 
complained that there was not a single Soviet composition among the 
repertories of the young triumphant pianists Iakov Flier, Emil Gilels, and Iakov 
Zak.538 The Composers’ Union wanted to ensure that in the future the most 
important concerts and well-publicized concert events would contain Soviet 
music. 

The central organization that would establish centralized control over 
concert activity would emerge only in 1936, and in the meantime the 
Composers’ Union tried to look beyond the concert halls of Moscow and 
Leningrad to promote Soviet music everywhere in every possible venue. 
Concerts were held in parks, workers’ clubs, and even factories. One of the 
largest occasions of this kind was the autumn 1937 festival of Soviet music. 
Following its success, the concept was repeated over following years during the 
festivities to commemorate the October Revolution. The idea was to arrange a 
series of concerts that featured compositions by Soviet composers on concert 
stages and also in non-traditional venues, such as factories. 539  During the 
second festival of Soviet music, a large proportion of the concerts staged were 
reportedly held in factories, army garrisons, and mines. 540  This work was 
another example of how work originally conducted by proletarian musicians 
was continued and expanded by the Composers’ Union. Simultaneously, 
however, the ideological meaning of this work was diminished to simply 
introducing Soviet and pre-revolutionary concert music to worker audiences. 
The Composers’ Union was concerned with the limited geographical reach of 
their work rather than the content of these concerts. The majority of musical 
activity was concentrated in Leningrad or Moscow during the 1930s. Provincial 
ensembles were largely beyond the reach of the Union.541 

Many provincial cities were in fact facing a musical vacuum. Sovetskaia 
Muzyka carried reports of these deficits throughout the 1930s. A broad article 
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about musical life in Sevastopol stated that musical activity and organization in 
Moscow, Leningrad, or Kharkov did little to address Sevastopol’s musical 
needs. Sevastopol had no symphonic orchestra or musical institutes of any kind 
and, yet, many residents and tourists craved music.542 The same issue of the 
magazine also discussed the situation in city of Gorky (Nizhny-Novgorod) 
where all musical institutions, radio, musical college, and amateur circles, were 
said to be adrift.543 Resources were targeted for the biggest cities and there was 
little left for the less important areas. The Composers’ Union had faced major 
difficulties and had only meager means to fulfil its mission outside the major 
cities. Still, Gorodinskii continued to emphasize that this was the task of the 
Composers’ Union. This was also one reason why the Composers’ Union 
should undertake work in kolkhozes and army divisions even in the most 
distant areas. The Composers’ Union was to support the musical activities of 
political departments in sovkhozes and on tractor stations (MTS), both of which 
were setting up musical clubs in the countryside.544  

In essence, this work had previously been embraced by the proletarian 
music movement that in solemn speeches had been criticized both for its 
methods and ideology. Still, RAPM’s mass musical activities were not 
abandoned, and Union’s general objectives were no different nor less 
ideological than RAPM’s aims had been. Furthermore, the basis of this work 
was significantly broadened and expanded into areas where proletarian 
musicians had been unable to operate. The Composers’ Union managed to 
engage many more composers in its work than RAPM had ever been able to, 
and, thus, the work could be furthered notably. The proletarian music 
movement managed to have effect on the Composers’ Union, although this was 
publicly denied.  

In their lengthy article about proletarian music movement, Kaltat and 
Rabinovich were quite correct when they claimed that mass musical work 
continued by the Composers’ Union had in many respects been inaugurated by 
RAPM: 

 
It should not be forgotten that RAPM was the first to set up the question of the class 
nature of music and to evaluate class forces in the Soviet musical front; RAPM was 
first to wage war against bourgeois tendencies in music on behalf of proletarian 
music; RAPM was first to create a number of works that had positive effects on 
Soviet musical culture. This cannot be disregarded.”545 
 

Still, these connections were soon denied and claims for recognition about 
RAPM’s role suppressed all throughout the 1930s546—even though the work of 
the Composers’ Union testified to the contrary. Only a few overt remarks about 

542  Livshits, A. 1934, 34: Muzykalnaia zhizn Sevastopolia. In SM 10/1934. 
543  Muzykalnaia zhizn v Gorkom. In SM 10/1934: 46. 
544  Gorodinskii, V. 1933, 1–2: Vypolnim nash dolg pered kolhozami. In SM 6/1933. 
545  Kaltat, L. and Rabinovich, D. 1933, 6–7: Na dva fronta! Deiatelnost b. RAPM i 

voprosy sovetskogo muzykalnogo tvorchestva. In SM 2/1933. 
546  Still in 1938 RAPM’s agenda was rebuffed with similar arguments than in 1932–1933. 

See: Khristiansen, L. 1938, 9–14: Pokonchit s perezhitkami RAPMovshchiny. In SM 
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the similarities between the Composers’ Union and proletarian music 
movement survived. 

 
Music publishing: An obstacle to hegemony  

 
The vast nature of the Union’s primary objective to lead the entire musical front 
of the Soviet Union brought with it plenty of problems. The capacity of the 
Composers’ Union to bring pressure to bear upon other organizations was 
somewhat limited. This is especially well illustrated in the case of the State 
Musical Press, Muzgiz, which was, from the outset, at odds with the 
Composers’ Union, especially over the question of the proletarian music 
movement and its heritage. Yet, Muzgiz was an extremely important 
organization, since in practice it wielded a monopoly over music publishing. 
This meant that Muzgiz could effectively control what was played on concert 
stages across the Soviet Union. 

The Union’s claim that Muzgiz was still a RAPMist organization was only 
the start of a series of criticisms, which were to reveal how limited the Union’s 
influence actually was. The presidium of the Composers’ Union passed a 
resolution on April 16, 1933, in which Muzgiz was urged to print scores of 
Soviet compositions as quickly as possible. The style of the resolution was very 
authoritative and the urgency of the matter was stressed. 547  In practice, 
however, the Composers’ Union was forced to negotiate, no matter how 
strongly worded its resolutions were.  

Originally, Muzgiz was part of Ogiz (the State Publishing House), but it 
became independent in 1931. Thus, it had enjoyed an established position as an 
independent organization before the Composers’ Union was founded. It had 
also formed very close ties with the proletarian music movement and criticisms 
of this past error were not easily overcome. Iurii Shaporin was one of those who 
accused Muzgiz of consistently pursuing RAPM’s policies in its publishing 
work.548 Shaporin did not specify exactly what he meant by this; but, if he was 
suggesting that Muzgiz favored former proletarian musicians, he was not 
necessarily wrong in his accusation. If we take two months from early 1934, 
reports from the concert section of Muzgiz show that it had published works by 
eleven Soviet composers during this time. These composers included Belyi, 
Koval, and Boris Shekhter, who had all been members of RAPM, along with 
Kabalevskii and Khachaturian, who had both former members of Prokoll. The 
mass music section of Muzgiz had published works by eight composers, of 
whom at least Koval, Aleksandr Davidenko, and Nikolai Chemberdzhi had 
been members of RAPM.549 This is significant, when one considers that there 
were not actually that many proletarian musicians among Soviet composers. 

The close relationship between Muzgiz and RAPM dated back to the 
establishment of RAPM in 1923. Three employees of Ogiz’s Music Sector 
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founded RAPM and used their offices as RAPM’s first headquarters. 550 
Although representatives from the Music Sector later abandoned RAPM, after 
1929 RAPM was able effectively to control the Music Sector and later Muzgiz. 
This was illustrated, for example, in the scores that Muzgiz chose to publish. 
Shaporin considered it to be beyond comprehension that after 1932 Muzgiz 
continued to function as though RAPM still existed.551 

Maksimilian Shteinberg believed that the difficulties Soviet composers 
faced in getting their compositions performed were largely due to Muzgiz’s 
policies. 552  Therefore the Composers’ Union also sought allies from other 
organizations against Muzgiz to get it work like composers wished. Despite 
their occasional confrontations, the Composers’ Union found such ally in Rabis. 
While the Composers’ Union lacked in authority, Rabis was all the more 
powerful in 1932.553 Yet, the policies against Muzgiz were set by composers in 
their Union and other organizations merely called to support Union’s 
initiatives. 

The first plenum of the Soviet Composers’ Union concluded that Muzgiz 
lacked clear reasoning. The organization had no coherent and systematic policy 
that would have enabled Soviet music to establish itself.554 Muzgiz was capable 
of thematic planning and contributing to the effective propagation of Soviet 
music, but, it was argued, these opportunities were missed. This 
understandably caused a great deal of irritation among members of the 
Composers’ Union. However, some sympathy towards Muzgiz and the 
organizational problems it faced was also expressed: 

 
Among [several other questions the presidium has had to consider] the most 
important is publishing. The status of our publisher is poor. The technical situation 
arouses fear. . . . The present technical status and conditions of the only publisher [in 
the Russian Federation] results in a situation where this publisher cannot support but 
rather hampers the development of musical culture.555 
 

Muzgiz was in dire straits largely because it was tied to industry. The lack of 
necessary material, especially paper for sheet music, was a problem that 
composers understood all too well. According to the plenum’s report, only 10 
percent of all symphonic works written by Soviet composers were published—
the remaining 90 percent existed only as manuscripts. 556  However, not all 
Muzgiz’s problems were caused by external shortages and difficulties. Even 
when the material conditions of Muzgiz improved, it continued to attract 
criticism from composers. In 1936, one composer claimed that Muzgiz had a 
sign on its door that read “no entry for authors,” seeming to suggest that 
composers were not particularly welcome at its offices.557 
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The lack of sheet music in early 1930s was an immediate problem. The 
difficulty of obtaining musical scores was causing serious difficulties for 
conservatories as well as composers. Conservatory students spent much of their 
time copying out scores—not merely of contemporary compositions but even of 
the most common of Beethoven’s sonatas. The Union plenum reasoned that the 
lack of sheet music made the propagation of Soviet music extremely difficult, as 
students could not even obtain these scores from the specialist music shops.558 It 
is obvious that, if professionals were having a hard time, the situation was 
much worse for amateurs. It was alleged that Muzgiz presented reports about 
the “large number of works published,” but, in reality, they struggled even to 
produce copies of scores for amateur music circle leaders, who would then copy 
them by hand and distribute them to members of their group.559 Thus, even the 
ideologically important mass musical movement suffered because of this 
shortage. 

The catastrophic situation was evident in the statistics, which showed that 
in 1931 Muzgiz received 15 million offset sheets, in 1932 only 11 million, and in 
1933 less than 9 million sheets. The machinery used by Muzgiz was also aging 
and falling apart. Furthermore, the lithography of valuable printing machines 
was also being changed. Printing piano versions of new operas, ballets, and 
symphonies was becoming practically impossible, since this required an 
arduous change of setting in Muzgiz’s only printing machine.560 Thus, piano 
versions, important for practicing, had to be hand-written by composers for 
theater rehearsals, thus taking time away from creative activity. 

The Composers’ Union proposed drastic measures to correct the status of 
music publishing. It hoped that the needs of the concert organizations could be 
centralized under a separate publisher.561  It was suggested that a separate 
publishing house of the Soviet Composers’ Union could be established in 
Leningrad. A music publisher Triton, which had experience as a pre-
revolutionary music publisher, was to serve as the operational base for this new 
publishing house. It was emphasized that this would ease the heavy burden 
currently being shouldered by Muzgiz.562 

These plans progressed slowly. A year later, in summer 1934, a report 
from the third congress of music print-workers stated that a serious chasm 
existed between consumers’ demands and output of sheet music. More than 
three quarters of all orders were not fulfilled. The congress hoped that 
publishing houses and composers would concentrate more on small-scale 
music, piano, chamber, and mass musical works, for which there was a great 
demand. Thus far, the relationship between publishing houses and composers 
had been argumentative and co-operation between them had been practically 
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non-existent. The conference remarked that, although previous conferences 
(held in 1932 and 1933) had been failures, the third was already giving hope 
that mutual understanding could prevail.563  

Gofman, the conference chairman, sent a letter to the leadership of Muzgiz 
and the Composers’ Union. It revealed that Muzgiz had reserved a large 
proportion of its output for Soviet music. According to Gofman, the conference 
had argued that one of the most pressing shortages was in pedagogical 
material, which was by this time largely obsolete.564 This letter illustrates how 
many different bodies were actually involved in the process of printing scores. 
Alongside the Composers’ Union, there was the music publisher Muzgiz and 
partially independent printing houses. In addition, customers requiring sheet 
music included organizations such as orchestras, amateur collectives, different 
ensembles, and conservatories. 

It now seems clear that, although it had been separated from the State 
Publishing House, Muzgiz was not being given the resources it needed in order 
to survive and function efficiently. Thus, by the autumn of 1933 the Composers’ 
Union had already turned to Ogiz. A request was sent to Ogiz to restore and 
increase the production of sheet music; this was accompanied by details of the 
statistics that had so alarmed the Composers’ Union. The Commissariat of 
Heavy Industry also received a request to replace broken parts and some of the 
old machinery at Muzgiz’s printing offices. A request was made to the 
Commissariat of Light Industry and Gosplan (the State Planning Office) that the 
amount of paper supplied to Muzgiz should not be decreased. It was essential 
that the annual supply of paper to Muzgiz should not fall below 25 million 
sheets. For 1933, an additional 15 million sheets were requested along with a 
further 2.5 million sheets to enable the establishment of the Union’s own 
publishing house.565 Unfortunately, there are no available statistics for 1933 and 
1934, but in 1935 Muzgiz published only 8.6 million sheets and in 1936, some 15 
million. 566  These statistics prove that significant increases in sheet-music 
printing were not achieved until 1936, when the situation finally started to 
improve. By this time, the Committee on Artistic Affairs had been established 
and was in charge of administration. Up until this point, the Composers’ Union 
had tried to deal with the economy of shortage in the way it knew best: ask for 
more than you need. 

The plan to establish its own publishing house was perhaps an attempt by 
the Composers’ Union to release itself from Muzgiz’s immediate control. This 
publishing house would have increased the output of Soviet music regardless 
of what Muzgiz decided to do. The Composers’ Union would then have had a 
certain degree of autonomy in music publishing as well. The plans proceeded to 
the point where even the funding of the proposed publishing house had been 
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resolved. It was to receive money from composers’ copyright payments, which 
indeed sounds like a good investment since copyrights were tied to distribution 
of composers’ music.567 However, the publishing house Sovetskii Kompozitor was 
only established in the 1950s. Thus, once again the plans of the Composers’ 
Union were left unrealized. 

Eventually, a consensus between Muzgiz and the Composers’ Union was 
reached. However, this was preceded by the suppression of Muzgiz’s 
independence and its fusion with the Ogiz. The then chairman of the 
Composers’ Union, Reingold Glier, rescued Muzgiz in early 1939, by appealing 
straight to Premier Molotov. Thus, the independence Muzgiz had been granted 
in 1931 was restored because of the special nature of music publishing.568At this 
point, the Composers’ Union was already sufficiently well established to be able 
to act like a prominent governmental organization and was obviously much 
more powerful than Muzgiz. 

In its pursuit of hegemony over the musical front, the Composers’ Union 
was following the same path as the Writers’ Union. Yet, the connections 
between these art unions remained remote. The Composers’ Union criticized 
the Writers’ Union for not paying enough attention to musical affairs 569 . 
Iokhelson believed that the two unions had common interests in theater and 
opera, but still the Writers’ Union completely ignored even the major events of 
the Leningrad branch of the Composers’ Union.570 Indeed, the two art unions 
were quite different organizations and it is possible that this was essentially the 
reason why there was so little co-operation between them. 

The status of literature was much more prominent than that of music in 
the early 1930s. The Writers’ Congress and the introduction of socialist realism 
received significant attention from both the people and the Party. Literature 
became part of official discourse, in Pravda for example. Literary works were 
evaluated according to largely extra-artistic criteria that had much more to do 
with the Party line and rhetoric than artistic merit. 571  The comparison of 
literature and music is worthwhile, since it highlights the differences between 
these two organizations. Yet, this does not mean that ideological and political 
features would have been viewed as completely irrelevant by the Composers’ 
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Union during its initial years. For instance, the creative sector of the Union 
pressed for a seminar on Marxist-Leninist philosophy to be organized, in 
addition to the sector’s usual activity.572  

Ideological and political work did receive significant attention, although 
in a very different way than was the case in literature. 
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IDEOLOGY MEETS MUSIC 
 
 
Music approaching socialism 
 
 
Socialism and music: A vague connection 
 
So far, the early structure and initial phases of the Composers’ Union have been 
discussed. It seems that composers were especially interested in the material 
benefits of their profession—better housing and salaries—and acted 
accordingly. However, from the outset the Union engaged in work that had 
obvious ideological connotations, such as organizing musical activity in 
kolkhozes, for instance. Although it escaped the attention of high-ranking Party 
officials, the Composers’ Union still actively participated in ideologically and 
politically important work. It also discussed the principles of Soviet music and 
even socialist realism, despite the lack of Party officials participating in these 
discussions or urging composers to undertake such work. 

The concept of socialist realism is usually associated with the system of art 
unions. Indeed, both came into existence at around the same time. In the 
context of the Cold War, the West willingly saw Soviet artists as purely victims 
of Communist rule. In this view, art unions as governmental organizations 
were part of the system, just as socialist realism guided their work. Thus, 
socialist realism would have been seen merely as a censorial attempt by the 
totalitarian regime to destroy “real” art and its authors. Socialist realism was, 
however, a much more complex phenomenon, and theoretical literature on this 
subject continues to grow.573  Like art unions, socialist realism was a state-
sponsored method that all artists in the Soviet Union had to adhere to more or 
less. Although Soviet discussion of socialist realism began the same spring the 
art unions were founded, its principles are much older and can be traced back 
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to nineteenth-century literary aesthetics. The ideas put forward by Nikolai 
Chernyshevskii and Vissarion Belinskii are of particular importance.574 This also 
indicates that socialist realism was originally a literary concept. 

If socialist realism is equated with Stalinism, we fail to appreciate how 
multi-faceted the history of socialist realism was and why it was such an 
important issue for art unions. High-ranking Party officials occasionally used 
socialist realism (and even more often, the lack of it) to bind certain artists more 
firmly to Party objectives. The most notorious example in music was, without 
question, the campaign against formalism led by Andrei Zhdanov that 
pinnacled in 1948. This, along with other attempts to canonize and prohibit 
works of art, contributed to Western views that socialist realism was simply 
part of totalitarian control of the arts. Boris Groys was one of the first to 
approach socialist realism more objectively. He pointed out that only parts of 
art were prohibited or canonized and that only certain artists were 
persecuted.575 Although I do not intend to provide an exhaustive account of 
who took part in canonizing and what music was canonized or prohibited, 
these topics are touched upon in this study. Members of the Composers’ Union 
were actively involved in the canonizing process and there are a number of 
examples to illustrate this trend. 

The actual contribution of artists to the canonizing process, which was 
closely connected to socialist realism, has not yet been fully covered in research. 
The formation of the principles of socialist realism and the selection of works of 
art that conformed to “socialist realist” ideals has too often been regarded as 
arbitrary Party rule. Boris Groys noted, in 1988, that researchers were 
dismissive of art created under Hitler’s or Stalin’s regimes, particularly when it 
was compared to “real art.” Groys believes that this has been due to the fact 
that, according to twentieth-century art aesthetics, art has been seen as a 
creative process that was independent from external forces.576 Thereby, only an 
artist working independently would be able to create art. However, within the 
history of art, it is easy to see that artists have always served rulers and states. 
The idea of the individual artist was thus quite a new phenomenon.  
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Often the art of the socialist realist phase is ignored simply because of its 
political nature. The first decade and a half after the Revolution have been 
much more widely admired; this was supposedly the era of “individualist” 
avant-garde. This view suggests that a great chasm separated avant-gardism 
and socialist realism. In contrast to this view, Groys states that there was a link 
between these two seemingly contradicting concepts. Avant-gardists aimed to 
take art out of museums and concert halls—its traditional “performance” 
arenas—and into the midst of ordinary people. In fact, socialist realism fulfilled 
this and many other avant-gardist aims, including the eradication of the 
division between high and utilitarian art, thus uniting artists behind a single 
purpose.577  

The link between socialist realism and the avant-garde is not as vague as 
one might first imagine. There are certain concrete statements from initial 
phases of the Composers’ Union that support this view. One of the key figures 
of the Composers’ Union was musicologist and Party-member Viktor 
Gorodinskii, who would also build many important bridges between music and 
ideological demands. On several occasions, he urged composers to follow the 
ideological aims of the Party and encourage creative work among the people. 
He believed that the socialist realist style first of all required fieldwork instead 
of theoretical reasoning and research. Music ought to be taken from concert 
halls to the factories and kolkhozes.578  

In his earlier theoretical writings, Gorodinskii emphasized, “Music was 
not a metaphysical abstraction, but a realistic, concrete issue of class war in the 
ideological front.” He offered concrete examples: Nikolai Miaskovskii’s 
depictions of rural life in his symphonies, the Western revolutionaries in Belyi’s 
Hunger March, Shebalin’s portrayal of Lenin, and Knipper’s Red Army 
compositions. The Composers’ Union had also begun to implement many of the 
methods described by Gorodinskii. In his view, there were several ways to 
approach ideology through music. Perhaps some of his views were thus 
accepted by the Composers’ Union.579 

 
“To the kolkhozes, comrades!” Concrete ideological work 

 
As organizations were established by the Party decree, art unions were 
expected to undertake ideologically important work. Before 1932 proletarian art 
organizations had taken care of mass artistic work, mass art education, and the 
nourishment of autonomous art circles. This work also became an important 
part of the new art unions’ programs. In the Composers’ Union, however, the 
contrary at first seemed to be the case. The Party was expected to supervise this 
work, as it had political as well as ideological importance. Indeed, in 1932 the 
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highest Party organ, orgbiuro, had nominated a committee to look into the mass 
song issue580, but this work was never accomplished—nor is it clear if the 
committee was even inaugurated. The issue of mass song was simply not 
topical enough. According to one Skimmel, in 1932 both amateur and mass 
musical work collapsed in Leningrad. Skimmel was concerned, since it was the 
Composers’ Union’s task to take care of public needs just as RAPM had done 
earlier. However, amateur composers, for example, had been left completely 
without guidance.581 

It seems that after RAPM was closed down mass musical work suffered 
because many composers had little genuine interest in it. The number of new 
songs for amateur collectives imploded and those that were composed were of 
poor quality. There were only a few compositions for folk instruments and 
many of those that were composed were left unpublished by Muzgiz.582 It seems 
that Soviet musical life was experiencing a phase of uncertainty about the 
correct path of ideological work. While the Party did not guide music, 
composers chose to foster music that best suited themselves and concentrated 
on issues they believed to be most urgent. However, mass musical work was 
not abandoned altogether. This genre actually became one of the foremost 
activities of the Composers’ Union. This, however, did not happen as a result of 
direct intervention by the Party but rather because of changes in Soviet society. 
Mass festivities and the glorification of socialist construction called for new 
music. As an organization striving for control over creative musical activity, it 
was in the Union’s interests to ensure that people had songs to sing. Thus, the 
Composers’ Union engaged in fieldwork. 

Celebrated composer Vissarion Shebalin, who initially headed the sector 
for autonomous art in Moscow, recalled in his memoirs that they started to 
work in kolkhozes in the winter of 1933–34. He considered this work as an 
attempt to find new ways for creative work.583 This work, indeed, did become 
an important part of what the Composers’ Union’s operations. For some, work 
in kolkhozes was a means of approaching socialist realism, while others 
perceived it as a way to find new audiences for the music they composed. In 
any case, a composer visiting some kolkhozes of Leningrad or Moscow area 
was not an uncommon occurrence during the Union’s initial years. At the 
kolkhozes, Union members would undertake musical work, instruction, 
conducting, and composing.584 

In his memoirs, Shebalin touched upon perhaps one of the first more 
extensive such undertakings by the Union when Atovmian and Shebalin 
together were establishing connections with the kolkhozes in late 1933. One of 
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the most important connections was with Veniov’s Tractor Station585, situated 
150 kilometers south of Moscow, where they were to help the station to conduct 
art education. The Union committed itself to setting up a twenty-four-member 
balalaika orchestra, a jazz orchestra with twelve members, a wind orchestra 
with sixteen members, and a choir. The Union would provide an instructor and 
provide ongoing help to these ensembles, as well as arrange musical 
inspections, organize concerts of Soviet music, and even set up a sheet–music 
library for the station. In return, the kolkhozes would feed their guests.586  

Months later, in the spring of 1934, instruments for the wind orchestra had 
already been provided and a group of musicians visited a number of kolkhozes 
in the area giving concerts and rehearsing with local groups. At concerts they 
played compositions by Shostakovich, Miaskovskii, and Koval, alongside 
classical works.587 The propaganda of Soviet music was by no means forgotten. 
However, perhaps the most important contribution of the Union was to send 
energetic Aleksandr Davidenko to Veniov’s kolkhozes for a three-month period 
in the spring of 1934. There, he managed to organize a high-quality kolkhoz 
choir of forty singers, write several mass songs, and engage in political 
discussions about spring sowing.588 Perhaps Davidenko overworked himself, 
since he died only days after he returned from Veniov, on May Day. 589 

At first, it seems that the Union received nothing in return for its efforts. 
Of course, composers might have worked simply to satisfy ideological ends or 
in order to participate in political work, either voluntarily or out of compulsion. 
However, there is also the possibility that composers were looking for food and 
either rest or a peaceful environment for working when they visited the 
kolkhozes. In 1933 food was still scarce after disastrous harvest years. By 
arranging a permanent post for couple of composers in a kolkhoz farm, these 
composers were guaranteed a share of the farm produce while they did light 
work instructing a few kolkhoz ensembles. The value of rest tends to be 
underestimated. In a busy city like Moscow, yearning for the countryside may 
have been considerable, especially because Russians had always been attached 
to country life and summer cottages.590  

Whatever the reason, already in 1933 similar deals were drawn up with 
other kolkhozes, like that with kolkhozes by the Ilinsk’s Tractor Station—an 
area known to be a major bread producer.591 Several other contracts followed. 
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In 1935, a couple of composers and musicians participated in harvest 
celebrations in Skopinsk County. A number of other composers, including 
Reingold Glier, Marian Koval, Viktor Belyi, Vladimir Fere, and many others 
took part in expeditions to kolkhozes in Tula, Kashira, Naro-Fominsk, and other 
counties, most of which were located within a 100 miles radius of Moscow.592 
Composers seem to have preferred to remain relatively close to their 
hometown, seldom travelling to distant places. While the mundane side of life 
is often disregarded in Soviet connections, the need for rest and recreation 
might explain why, for example, Shebalin had such nostalgic memories about 
this work.593 Shebalin is not usually considered to be a very political figure so it 
seems unlikely that this future professor of composition was working out of 
purely ideological sentiments and his nostalgic sentiments point out that he 
certainly did not participate involuntarily. 

The initiative of using music for political ends was at least not entirely the 
product of Party suppression, but something that the Composers’ Union was 
autonomously practicing. Of course, the Party had drawn of writers to Soviet 
society in, for example, the highly publicized Writers’ Congress in 1934. The 
Composers’ Union wished to extend its authority and perhaps thus encouraged 
its members to undertake ideologically important work. It is very difficult to 
find any evidence of political suppression during the first half of the 1930s. 
Although Cheliapov and Gorodinskii, both Party members, strongly urged 
composers to join in with ideological work, they and the Union did not pressure 
composers to do so. Soon, the Union’s fieldwork yielded concrete results with 
the completion of large-scale compositions on a kolkhoz theme, including 
Miaskovskii’s Twelfth Symphony.594 The Composers’ Union was also ready to 
arrange for leading musicians to be sent to kolkhozes to give concerts. In one 
case, in a four week-cycle, artists toured kolkhozes in four different counties, 
from Kashira to Noginsk. Leading musicians, such as piano professor Grigorii 
Ginzburg, were included in the troupes.595  

In the winter of 1936, kolkhoz expeditions had expanded in both size and 
number. Together with the Moscow Committee of the Party, the union 
arranged several extended visits by composers to kolkhozes in the Moscow 
area. In their lengthy reports, composers described how music had become an 
important part of life in the kolkhozes and how they had been impressed by the 
quality of music being performed there. Several composers claimed that their 
own compositions had been deeply affected by these expeditions.596 During the 
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latter half of 1935, the Leningrad branch of the Composers’ Union also 
undertook a series of joint ventures with kolkhozes in the Leningrad area. 
Expeditions similar to those by the Moscow branch were definitely sent to the 
Tikhvin and Starorusskii districts. Additionally, a collection of new music by 
Leningrad composers was published specifically for kolkhoz ensembles, with 
large proportions for the baian (a folk accordion). The published music 
included some catchy tunes, including Isaak Dunaevskii’s march from the film 
Cheerful Lads.597 

Eventually, even Pravda acknowledged the Union’s work in the kolkhozes. 
In the spring of 1936 when the Party had started to re-activate its interest in 
music, Pravda mentioned composers’ systematic work in kolkhozes of the 
Moscow region and referred to Kabalevskii and Belyi by name. 598  It is no 
surprise, then, that the ideological side of this work was later emphasized, even 
if the different motives had actually inspired the early visits. In the spring of 
1936, Viktor Vinogradov wrote two articles in adjacent issues about the Union’s 
work in the kolkhozes. In the first, he wrote about the importance of learning 
from the life in the kolkhozes and drawing influences from that life for creative 
work. The second was an article concerned with giving instructions on how to 
improve cultural life in the kolkhozes.599  

After 1936, however, the Composers’ Union was not necessarily involved 
in arranging musical activity in the kolkhozes. The Committee on Artistic 
Affairs expanded musical work in the kolkhozes to such an extent that the 
Composers’ Union could no longer contribute. Although composers were no 
longer actively involved, their music was still central to this work. The 
Committee continued to send leading musicians to perform in kolkhozes. In 
1939, the first festival of music in kolkhozes had been arranged; these village 
concerts would introduce top soloists, including David Oistrakh, Iakov Flier, 
and Busia Goldshtein, and leading opera singers such as Valeria Barsova along 
with other Bolshoi stars. 600  While composers were no longer primarily 
responsible for work in the kolkhozes, their opportunity to participate in 
recreational activities through their Union had improved markedly. Although 
this might not be the foremost reason for the change, it still indicates the extent 
to which composers became full-time specialists. They were now expected to 
compose rather than be doing all kinds of things loosely connected with 
composing. All the necessities, including food and recreation, were provided 
for composers through their Union. This trend is also suggested by other means 
of ideological work engaged by composers in early 1930s. 

Another ideologically important, and concrete, initiative taken by 
composers was to work in army garrisons. Composers were to draw up a 

                                                                                                                                               
generation, and former proletarian musicians along with previous modernists, all 
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repertory for the Red Army, both for its professional ensembles and for 
autonomous circles. It was believed that this could not be accomplished unless 
composers were on the spot.601 The motives behind this work were once again 
diverse. One was perhaps the music played in the Army. As illustrated by the 
Olympiads for non-professional ensembles of the Red Army, works by 
nineteenth-century composers, such as Tchaikovskii or Beethoven, were most 
often performed. There were not many suitable Soviet compositions.602 As I 
discussed earlier, composition contracts and royalty issues were both central 
concerns for composers. The Red Army offered composers contracts and the 
number of its ensembles continued to grow very fast. Thus, the inclusion of 
Soviet compositions in the Army repertory meant both fame and royalties for 
composers. 

Therefore, composers’ worries were justified. Autonomous groups in 
general were said to perform non-Soviet music almost without exceptions. 
According to Vinogradov, Soviet music was rarely included in the repertories 
of kolkhoz groups in certain areas. At an Olympiad, one group included only 
one Soviet composition out of thirty works performed. Vinogradov claimed that 
the situation was only slightly better in other groups.603 Despite Vinogradov’s 
obvious exaggeration, which was intended to direct attention to the kolkhozes 
once again, he put forward the idea that the Soviet repertory had not yet been 
successfully introduced and that this was the objective of the Composers’ 
Union. 

The early concern about repertory eventually gave birth to a fairly long-
lasting co-operation not only with the kolkhozes, but also between the 
Composers’ Union and the Red Army. At the end of 1935, the Composers’ 
Union could boast that four different symphonies composed on military themes 
and a host of other compositions had been composed. Shebalin’s Fourth 
Symphony, Perekopean, was the result of his work in divisions of Black Sea Fleet 
in Crimea. While the Composers’ Union could claim that composers had been 
influenced by the Army, they had also created the basis of the repertory for the 
Army they had originally intended. This repertory included not only marches 
and military music, but also jazz and other forms of light music.604  

The Red Army of Peasants and Workers was a central institution in the 
Soviet Union and its ideological meaning was indisputable. It was part of the 
mythology of the Civil War, and its myths were now further strengthened by 
art—notably the film industry and also music, including Shebalin’s Perekopean. 
(The Isthmus of Perekop, which connects the peninsula of Crimea to the 
mainland, was the site of the Red Army’s decisive victory over General 
Wrangel’s White Army in 1920.) As well as supporting official myths, music 
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seems to have been very important in underlining the friendly and cheerful 
nature of the Red Army. Every detachment of the Army had its own singers, 
dancers, and entertainers, and evenings in the camps were full of joy, cheer, and 
spirit.605 For this, the Red Army needed ideologically correct yet catchy songs 
from Soviet composers. 

Composers’ work on the Red Army repertory seems to have been very 
productive. In 1935 there were plans to publish a songbook of new Soviet 
music, Leningrad Composers for the Red Army, based on composers’ work in the 
garrisons. 606  According to Chemberdzhi, around twenty composers had 
undertaken expeditions to Red Army garrison during the summers of 1934 and 
1935.607 These expeditions were described as serving a double function, just like 
the work in kolkhozes. Composers were expected to draw positive influences 
for their creative work from their experiences on the kolkhozes. At the same 
time, composers had an opportunity to teach their own compositions to local 
ensembles and even engage in new composing contracts. This was the appeal of 
working with the Red army, which had good resources. Thus, meetings 
between the Red Army administration and the Composers’ Union increased 
noticeably in 1934. 608  The number of Red Army musical ensembles was 
increasing, as was their place in the musical life of the Soviet Union. Therefore, 
it was very profitable for a Soviet composer to participate in garrison 
excursions. The defense section, and later the commission, of the Composers’ 
Union became one of the most active ones of the Composers’ Union. The section 
continually reported that new works had been composed by its members, 
including Viktor Voloshinov’s Sharp-shootress and Arsenii Gladkovskii’s 
Symphony of the Red Army.609 

The growth of musical activity connected with the Red Army coincided 
with the increasing importance of the military’s role in Soviet society generally. 
Indeed, the Central House of the Red Army (TsDKA) and its ensemble quickly 
took on a leading position in the Soviet Union. Red Army Ensemble was 
established in 1928 with eight singers and three dancers. From the start, the 
ensemble’s purpose was to glorify the Red Army and the history of its various 
divisions. One of the first the ensembles depicted-was the First Cavalry, Semion 
Budionnii’s legendary “horse army” from the Civil War. Aleksandr Vasilievich 
Aleksandrov, in his 1938 summary of the history of the ensemble, was quite 
correct when he said that the ensemble’s success was the result of Stalin’s and 
Voroshilov’s attention and guidance.610 The ensemble of the Red Army was 
important in both foreign and domestic policy. Yet, it is important to appreciate 
that the frequently emphasized “amateur” nature of the Red Army Ensemble 
was, in fact, a myth. Most members of the ensemble were professionals and had 
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never actually been soldiers. Aleksandrov was ready to admit this obliquely 
when he described how he would answer “mostly” whenever he was asked 
whether his ensemble was made up of soldiers.611  

This ensemble, and its leader, was one of the first musical collectives to be 
awarded a number of honorary badges and order nominations. On November 
26, 1935, the Central Executive Committee (TsIK) awarded the ensemble the 
Order of the Red Star (military order) and renamed it the Red Army Ensemble of 
Song and Dance of the Red Flag of the Soviet Union. Its leader, Professor Aleksandr 
Aleksandrov, received the Order of the Red Star and thirteen members of the 
ensemble were each given the Order of the Badge of Honor.612 The Badge of 
Honor was a civilian award given for outstanding social achievement; these 
thirteen musicians were among the first to receive the award, as it had only 
been introduced on the same day. The ideological role of the Army was 
outlined by Molotov: “our Red Army is not only the country’s main defense, 
but also a school of the new culture of workers’ and peasants’ state.”613 Later, it 
would also become an important part of the Soviet Union’s cultural export; in 
1937 the ensemble had already given victorious performances in Paris and 
toured Czechoslovakia.614 This was only an overture for the ensemble’s tours 
after the Second World War. 

Ties between the Composers’ Union and the Red Army further deepened 
towards the latter half of the 1930s. A festival on military thematic was 
organized in March of 1936 by the political administration of the Red Army and 
the Composers’ Union. Compositions by thirty-seven different composers were 
played at several concerts and radio broadcasts.615 Although this was not a 
grandiose festival of the type that would later be held on other themes, it still 
demonstrates the new role of military music. The Red Army and its 
commander, Kliment Voroshilov, were even the theme of one Sovetskaia Muzyka 
issue on the Twentieth Anniversary of the Red Army. Dmitrii Vasiliev-Buglai’s 
Song of Voroshilov (text by Vasilii Lebedev-Kumach) was published on the first 
pages of the issue and the editorial was entitled “The Army of the Socialist 
State.” The Red Army was identified as a fitting subject for musical 
compositions and it was said that these works reached millions. The importance 
of music for the Army was also emphasized.616 Officials tried to make it clear to 
everyone that the Army mattered, and composers willingly supported these 
attempts. 
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The Red Army became one of the core elements of the Soviet society. It 
was said to be the favorite child of the Bolshevist Party and beloved by the 
whole nation. Military music was a crucial part of the Soviet musical scene and 
thus was eagerly taken up by the Composers’ Union. Music was also an 
important part of shaping the public image of the Army. There were a number 
of songs about the Red Army, but the numerous ensembles and musicians in 
every garrison gave a rather cultured image of Army life. Composers and 
musicians could point out their importance for society and argue why music 
ought to be supported by the State. Thus, Sovetskaia Muzyka continued to keep 
music for the Red Army in an important position. The second issue of the 
journal in 1939 (coeval with the anniversary of the Red Army) included 
considerable coverage of military music.617 

 
Methods of encouraging socialist music 

 
While in solemn addresses the work in kolkhozes and in army garrisons was 
described as directing composers toward ideological and Soviet thematic, there 
were other, more concrete methods to achieve these aims. Competitions were 
arranged around certain themes in order to encourage composers to compose 
on these subjects. The ideological nature of these competitions is illustrated by 
the fact that one, in the early 1930s, was named after Stalin.618 However, even its 
name could not bring the competition sufficient national attention, and 
attendance at the event was poor. Despite this setback, musical competitions 
continued to increase.  

An interesting example of how competitions directed creative activity can 
be found in an international choral composition competition organized by the 
International Association of Revolutionary Theatre (MORT) and the 
International Musical Bureau of VOKS. First, entrants’ works were regulated, 
just as they are in most competitions. The theme for competition entries was to 
be revolutionary proletarian struggle. The antifascist movement, defense of the 
USSR, the idea of internationalism, and struggle against imperialist armies were 
mentioned as subjects for compositions. The first prize was 1,500 rubles and the 
second and third 750 rubles each.619 In addition, all works that were published 
were to receive the usual fees. A three-week-luxury-vacation in USSR would 
have been substituted for the monetary prize had a foreigner won the 
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competition. 620  Unfortunately, the content of this luxury vacation was not 
specified. 

In the 1930s, competitions were increasingly arranged around numerous 
themes, such as for ditties (chastushki) about kolkhozes.621 In many cases, these 
competitions issued strict ideological instructions that indicated what kind of 
emotional content compositions should have. In the case of one competition for 
Komsomol (Communist youth organization) music, compositions were to reflect 
the power of Komsomol, the energy and brightness of komsomolians, their 
adamant devotion to the cause of Lenin and Stalin, and the role of Komsomol in 
socialist construction. Four thousand rubles were to be awarded for the 
winning symphony, oratory, or cantata and 2,000 rubles, to the winning song or 
solo work. Altogether, a total of twelve works were to be awarded some sort of 
prize.622  

The prizes for this contest were higher than those that had been awarded 
at a similar Komsomol competition two years earlier. Furthermore, when one 
considers the salaries composers received from the Union, participation in 
competitions seemed worthwhile and potentially lucrative. Of course, for well-
off composers the glory of winning a competition would have been enough, but 
the average composers must surely have appreciated these financial rewards. 
Competitions were also viewed as an opportunity to teach and elevate young 
Soviet composers and give them chance to be in the limelight.623 However, the 
results of the competitions that I have been able to study indicate that, at least at 
major competitions, those composers with some kind of established reputation 
tended to be awarded the top prizes. 

Competitions also served an important administrational function in 
moving different musical organizations closer each other and helping them to 
find new composers. One pioneer song competition, for example, involved 
Muzgiz, Komsomol, and the Writers’ and Composers’ unions. Furthermore, the 
best songs from the competition were to be performed at a concert and 
compiled as a songbook published by Muzgiz. Thus, there was a fair chance for 
such a song to become a classic.624  

The ideological importance of pioneer song competitions further lay in 
their particular usefulness in creating a new Soviet man. It seems that, as was 
claimed, Pioneer songs truly became part of a shared Soviet childhood. It was 
deemed important for songs to be healthy, to deal with the greatness and 
happiness of Soviet existence, and to teach children facts about the Soviet way 
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of life.625 Dmitrii Kabalevskii, whose work on children’s music has been widely 
recognized, criticized the existing children’s repertory and regarded their text 
with a sad grin. He examined an excerpt of a text from 1928: “Ai, ai, ai. 
Stomping of feet here and there! In the republic of work we live, lead our life 
and anew begin. Ai, ai, ai!”626 Under the guidance of Kabalevskii and other 
active representatives of the children’s sector, the Composers’ Union was 
deeply involved in the creation of a new repertory for Soviet youth. 

Dmitrii Kabalevskii believed that musical work with the young could 
reach the same standard that had already been achieved through composers’ 
work with the army.627 While acknowledging the central role of the army in 
music politics, he was also concerned of the field in music which was going to 
become his specialty. Kabalevskii had already been praised and rewarded for 
his work with pioneer music.628 In his case, competitions seem genuinely to 
have helped him to establish a reputation and a sound position in the youth 
section of the Composers’ Union administration. Later on, Kabalevskii would 
become one of the most luminous musical pedagogues in the Soviet Union. 
While Kabalevskii was not the only name mentioned—reference to 
Aleksandrov, Fere, and Khachaturian was also made in connection with youth 
music—Kabalevskii was still the most saliently brought forward.629 

Although competitions became an important vehicle for drawing 
composers’ attention to a certain thematic by using awards and glory as carrots, 
the work was not without its problems. Another song competition for a youth 
song about May Day is a fine example of this. The competition was opened by 
Commissar Andrei Bubnov and the secretary of Komsomol’s central committee, 
Kosarev.630 Although the Party was at least nominally involved, the results 
were still disappointing. Iokhelson regarded that the first round of the May Day 
competition had produced only barely satisfactory compositions. He was 
deeply concerned that composers concentrated on their personal projects rather 
than on music that would arouse public interest.631 Yet, Kabalevskii, who won 
the competition, received wide publicity from the competition—Soviet Art even 
published a large cover photo of Kabalevskii.632 This may have been done in 
order to emphasize the importance of competitions. Maximenkov has discussed 
awards from December 1936, when Isaak Dunaevskii, a composer of popular 
songs, was presented with the Order of Red Flag. The Committee on Artistic 
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Affairs and Komsomol proposed that the composer should be officially 
recognized and reasoned to Stalin that, by giving Dunaevskii this title, others 
would come to understand the meaning of this genre.633 Thus, awards served as 
carrots to tempt composers on certain thematic. 

During the first half of the 1930s, however, musicians and composers were 
not given awards in great numbers. By the end of the decade, the value and 
prestige of awards would increase drastically. Competitions remained more 
important than Soviet titles only during the initial years of the Composers’ 
Union. First, competitions seemed to be an increasingly important way of 
directing composers’ attention to needs of the society and of bringing art closer 
to everyday life. But even during the War, competitions would produce 
hundreds of well-known songs.634 Some of those compositions that became well 
known and highly acclaimed as a result of winning competitions could also be 
rewarded later with further prizes and decorations, bringing their composer 
unparalleled glory and advantages. 

There were a number of problems associated with competitions, which 
perhaps was not problematic for the Moscow branch: even competitions for 
national music brought in contestants from Moscow. In 1936, a competition for 
the best Mari composition concluded with the suggestion that the gathering of 
folklore and issues of national minorities were also furthered through 
competitions. Symphonic music was separated into a separate category from 
other type of compositions. Half of the winning contestants were Maris, while 
the other half were from Moscow.635  

Yet, an even larger problem was that many competitions were not able to 
attract leading composers. To one competition for a mass song from 1938 six 
hundred songs were submitted, but none was awarded the first or even the 
second prize. The third prize was given to Nikolai Chaplygin for Dva sokola (the 
title refers to two hawks, sokoly, which represented Lenin and Stalin) and Nikita 
Mkrtychian’s Novaia kolybelnaia pesnia (New lullaby).636 The main prizes do not 
seem to have been awarded at competitions where the most prominent 
composers were not represented. Especially during the latter half of the 1930s, 
leading composers seem to have been less interested in minor competitions and 
were presumably seeking awards and nominations that were more prestigious. 

Yet, the pinnacle of competitions was still to come; the competition for a 
Soviet Anthem took place in 1943/44 and was won by Aleksandr Aleksandrov 
for a composition that still today serves as the national anthem of Russia. This 
massive competition was overseen by Stalin personally and the competing 
compositions had been selected rather than originally composed for the 
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competition. Aleksandrov’s work had originally been composed as Anthem of 
the Bolshevik Party from 1938.  

Still, perhaps the one of the most grotesque early examples of these 
competitions was “a competition for the best song” organized jointly by Pravda, 
the Writers’ Union, and the Composers’ Union in the summer of 1935. Over 
2,000 entries were proposed by 120 composers and more than 1,000 non-
professionals. The result was that the first prize was not awarded, because “no 
composition could fulfill requirements of the competition.” In this case, 
prominent competitors had submitted compositions. However, for some 
reason, an agreement on the winner could still not be reached. In the end, 
runner-up prizes were awarded to four compositions, composed by Belyi, 
Prokofiev, Khachaturian, and Klimentii Korchmarev. The third prizes were also 
awarded to four compositions, two of which were written by women: Natalia 
Levi, a champion of mass music, and Zara Levina, a former member of 
Prokoll.637 

Competitions were said to be especially important in mass musical work 
because they could guide composers’ creativity to certain thematic and 
direction. It was suggested that competitions managed to underline the social 
nature of music and thus make it more valuable in the eyes of policymakers. 
Yet, the crucial control of these contests lay in the hands of different sectors of 
the Composers’ Union, which, in many cases could specify the objectives for 
competitions. Once again, two features of the competitions were emphasized: 
first, they produced new music on selected themes, and, second, composers 
could themselves learn from such contests. 638  Overall, competitions were 
generally at least partly controlled by composers. They were always 
represented on competition juries and had the expertise to assess compositional 
quality. Yet, through these competitions, composers served the objectives of 
socialist construction by encouraging compositions on mass musical work and 
themes of the day. 

 
New approach toward mass musical work 

 
Music to the masses had been the basic principle of the proletarian music 
movement. The basis of this work was never abandoned, although it seemed 
otherwise for a short period after the April Resolution was issued in 1932. 
Composers were also riveted to the resurgence of mass musical culture during 
the middle of the decade, which coincided with the general increase of 
celebrations and festival culture. 639  Musical works that could be termed 
“socialist” at least on paper were increasingly composed by members of the 
Composers’ Union. Several composers who had previously shunned or avoided 
composing occasional music now either changed or hid their previous views 
and took part in expeditions to kolkhozes or army garrisons and later would 
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even visit faraway mines. 640  Some of the music was occasional—that is, 
composed for a specific occasion and perhaps not meant to have lasting value—
while some of it was composed with a higher purpose in mind.  

Referring to these works as occasional or mass music distinguishes it from 
the genre of traditional concert music. Soviet sources talk of mass musical 
genre, or just mass genre rather than occasional music. Often it was considered 
to incorporate autonomous musical circles and non-professional elements and 
was perhaps thus shunned by some reputed composers. The fact that the genre 
had been largely dominated by proletarian musicians up until 1932 also caused 
suspicion of the genre in some circles. Even after 1932, former proletarian 
musicians continued to have their own platform in Muzykalnaia Samodeiatelnost 
for four years; it was involved with mass music and offered support to 
autonomous musical circles. The journal was closed when the Composers’ 
Union had been centralized and further united in order to serve a common 
cause. Perhaps the intention was to signify that the mass musical genre was a 
cause that concerned the whole Composers’ Union. 

A report from the Leningrad branch in 1935 indicated that a change in 
mass music had perhaps already taken place. At least, an increasing number of 
composers were said to be involved in this genre, and the mass musical genre 
was generally heavily propagated. The report from Leningrad also emphasized 
the role of competitions in this process.641 On the other hand, the rise of the 
mass musical genre was perhaps at least partly due to the fact that the 
boundaries of different genres had started to vacillate. The definitions of many 
genres, especially light music—which had been shunned by proletarian 
musicians—were fluid and, in fact, were accepted as a form of mass music, as it 
was truly popular. 

In a way, mass musical genre offered an answer to one of the major 
general problems facing music in the twentieth century: the tastes of ordinary 
people and educated musical experts did not often coincide. Many established 
composers jealously guarded traditional genres as the only authentic area of 
music. As Kiril Tomoff has suggested, in the 1940s there would even be 
disputes over whether popular songwriters should be admitted as members of 
the Composers’ Union at all.642 This question is closely related to the nature of 
music, whether the categories of “high” and “low” music were valid or not. 
However, already by the 1930s these boundaries started to be blurred. Some 
were even ready to regard popularity as the meter of a composition’s value. 

Aleksandr Krein, a reputed Jewish composer of the USSR—Shock workers’ 
Brigade, for example lamented that, although it was highly popular, critics still 
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undermined his music. He went on to imply that popularity was more 
important than reviews. He described how some musical experts saw that the 
major problem was the “backwardness” of public, although in fact it was music 
criticism that was backward.643 In his view, the elitism of musical experts was 
the greatest of barriers to music serving Socialist construction. It seems that at 
least some reputed composers were ready to admit that publicity mattered. 
Socialist realism is sometimes perceived as a solution to the problem of the 
audience being distanced from the ideas of musical experts. It seems that some 
composers shared this concern and chose to involve themselves in mass musical 
work, especially when it meant popularizing the work of Soviet composers. 

RAPM had heavily criticized most popular musical genres, jazz music, 
gypsy romances, and in practice almost every kind of light music. For seven 
years from 1922 onwards, Narkompros allowed jazz music to flourish, but when 
Bubnov took charge in 1929 Narkompros joined RAPM’s campaign against jazz, 
also supported by Maksim Gorkii.644 The April Resolution of 1932 effectively 
freed jazz and light music once again and made it more popular than ever. 
Ideological change allowed composers and musicians of this genre to prosper. 
Whereas previously mass song had been a means of direct agitation,645 after 
1932 mass songs came closer to light genres, making them genuinely popular. 
Yet, while mass songs were composed in great numbers, many, perhaps even 
most, were of questionable quality and full of repetition and imitation of the 
most popular songs, as Khubov admitted in 1939.646 

Extremely popular composers of the light genres, including Isaak 
Dunaevskii and Matvei Blanter, as well as the Pokrass brothers, composed 
genuinely popular Soviet classics for the mass musical genre. They did not 
dramatically change the style of their compositions in the 1930s, but their music 
still became an important part of this genre. Muradeli made this clear when he 
said, “there is not a part in the Soviet Union where songs of Dmitrii and Daniil 
Pokrass would not be sung.”647 In the 1930s, these composers adopted themes 
such as harvest, the Red army, or even Stalin. Pokrass’ songs composed for texts 
by Lebedev-Koumach became extremely popular, including the pre-war hit If 
War Comes Tomorrow. The music of these light genre composers remained 
largely unchanged, but the accompanying lyrics now supported the objectives 
of socialist construction and the values of the Stalinist era in general. 

Despite the changes in official attitudes toward the light genre, many 
composers, along with former critics of this genre, had trouble changing their 
attitudes. In this light, the views expressed for former proletarian musician 
Marian Koval, who had ardently opposed light genres, are interesting. He 
remarked that the later campaigns of RAPM against light music had been both 
successful and just. He claimed that in the post-1932 situation light-music was 
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composed by professionals rather than by amateurs and that the situation had 
thus improved. Koval took Shostakovich as a positive example, who, in his 
view, had used jazz elements skillfully in his music. The bottom line, however, 
is that light music was now treated as an important part of Soviet music. The 
radio, in particular, transmitted a great deal of light music by Soviet 
composers.648 While some composers were at first wary of light genres, such 
music eventually came under the control of the Composers’ Union. However, 
for a few years after 1932 light genre composers remained outside the Union. 
The official opinion of the Composers’ Union began to change in the mid-1930s. 
In December 1936, Cheliapov emphasized that jazz criticism erroneously 
juxtaposed jazz with symphony. He stated that there was good jazz and good 
symphonic music, which were in no way mutually exclusive. People expected 
light music from Soviet composers and this demand had to be satisfied. The 
Committee on Artistic Affairs took a similar line. The biggest problem with this 
type of music was deemed to be its obvious Western influences.649 

The masses generally had been important for the Bolsheviks from the 
October Revolution onwards. However, in the 1930s there was a change in how 
these masses were perceived. If the earlier emphasis had been on initiative of 
masses, according to Richard Stites the 1930s saw attempts to establish an 
orthodox mass culture. The state actively subsidized large-scale activities, mass 
musical work, folklore, parades, movies, and radio in order to exert control over 
mass activities.650 This change was especially salient from 1936 onwards, but the 
Composers’ Union was no longer at the center of this activity. Still, the Union 
did quite a lot to implement the mass policies of the Party. Although traditional 
classical music was the main topic of most discussions, the boundaries between 
different genres were truly shifting.  

Occasional music in general occupied a very important place in Soviet life. 
The Soviet leadership recognized the importance of festival culture and 
nurtured it from the outset. Spontaneous demonstrations were transformed into 
arranged festivities. Particularly in the mid-1930s, public festivities grew into 
massive state-sponsored festivities, ranging from the Pushkin Celebration to 
New Year’s gatherings. 651  Public occasions and festivities called for music. 
Russian music history is littered with several such occasional pieces like 
Tchaikovskii’s 1812, but Soviet festivities called for specifically Soviet music. 
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Indeed, Soviet musical history has seen thousands of pieces of occasional 
music—songs about pioneers, about the navy, about the military, about Stalin, 
and about the Motherland. The mechanism by which such a large number of 
compositions were produced is interesting, since the natural interest of 
composers lay in more traditional concert music. Composers began to compose 
mass music (practically a Soviet synonym for occasional music), attracted by 
fame and material benefits. Competitions based around a certain theme, such as 
the aforementioned May Day youth song competition, were particularly 
successful at achieving this aim.652 

Alongside competitions, the State also requested compositions on very 
specific themes. Music was expected to support current political needs, for 
example, in connection with Polar expeditions, which became the subject of 
major celebrations in the mid-1930s. Zinovii Kompaneets, a popular songwriter 
and pupil of Glier, composed a piece called Goodbye/Papanin’s Ice Field (text by 
A. Zharov), which was performed and recorded by the Ensemble of the Central 
House of the Red Army in 1936.653 The song tells the whole glorified story of the 
Papanin’s Polar expedition. It fits perfectly within the new genre in which great 
heroes and Soviet achievements were to be emphasized. Interestingly, rather 
than being overtly optimistic, the work is melancholic. Still, the heroic nature of 
the story is underlined along with the glorification of the Soviet Union. 

The Red Army already enjoyed close co-operation with the Composers’ 
Union and Soviet polar heroes received the honor of being memorialized in 
songs, while others similarly craved recognition for their achievements through 
music. Sovetskaia Muzyka occasionally published letters from celebrities—
possibly encouraged by administrators or Party leaders—who wished to direct 
composers’ attention to social issues and political agendas. For example, in 1937 
Soviet pilots were breaking records. Mikhail Gromov, who flew over 10,000 
kilometers from Moscow to California, urged Soviet composers to compose 
songs that would help the Soviet people to appreciate the achievements and 
heroism of these “Stalinist hawks.”654 

While this glorification of popular Soviet heroes, both real and imagined, 
became a commonplace, the glorification of the Party leadership and Stalin also 
intensified. During the celebrations of the Twentieth Anniversary of the 
October Revolution Sovetskaia Muzyka published an article by Boris Iarustovskii, 
who later became known as the Party’s Central Committee’s expert on music. 
The article’s theme was songs about Stalin, whose “name,” according to 
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Iavorskii, “was written in history with golden letters.” Miaskovskii, 
Khachaturian, Ferenc Szabo, Koval, Fere, and several others had written songs 
about Stalin. Perhaps the single most celebrated work was Khachaturian’s 
twenty-two-minute symphonic poem with a chorus.655 It is obvious that these 
songs celebrated Stalin in person and Stalinist policies in general, but it was also 
significant that many of the texts were written by national minorities, including 
the Kazakh poet Dzhambul or Karelian (actually Finnish) poet Jalmari Virtanen. 
It was also stressed that, although the amount of songs about Stalin increased, 
not all sides of the leader had been examined.656 Like all great leaders do at 
some point, Stalin had obviously now passed the point where he had become 
an inexhaustible source of music and poetry. 

Music was also exploited in mass happenings and festivities around 
election campaigns, which glorified the leaders but were also supposed to 
emphasize Soviet democracy. Concerts were arranged for the electorate and 
new compositions were ordered for election days. At the end of 1937, when the 
Supreme Soviet was convened and its representatives elected, works that were 
published in the honor of this event also illustrate the nature of these elections: 
Song of Stalin by Khachaturian,  Country votes by Korchmarev, Let our country 
become younger by Budashkin, and works by Aleksandr Aleksandrov and 
Dunaevskii, among others.657 Music supported and popularized Party politics 
in these campaigns. Works were of course commissioned for these events, 
rather than existing compositions being used. 

The glorification of leaders and their speeches became a more salient part 
of the musical world in the second half of the 1930s. Sovetskaia Muzyka started to 
publish speeches by Party leaders more often but, at the same time, the number 
of compositions about Party leaders increased notably. On December 1, 1936, 
the Composers Union arranged a special concert evening in order to evaluate 
songs about Stalin. The message of the evening was that songs using texts by 
local minorities or other folk idioms were the most warmly welcomed.658 The 
Composers’ Union had not gathered songs of Stalin and Lenin before and 
therefore it also announced its hope that every composer would send any 
relevant compositions, folk songs included, to the Union.659 

Parts of this mass (or occasional) music were reminiscent of a symbiosis of 
great group scenes of the late nineteenth-century Italian opera of the Verdian 
style and golden age Hollywood film music. Some of this music became very 
popular and attracted an untrained audience, particularly when the Pokrasses, 
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Blanter, Dunaevskii, and other light genre composers were involved. The Soviet 
film industry also used a lot of this music. When taken out of the festive or film 
environment, this music can sound naïve or simple, but so does the music of 
several great Hollywood classics. The mass music of the 1930s fits quite 
smoothly into the tradition of Russian empire, where works like Tchaikovskii’s 
Slavonic March, 1812, or Moscow Cantata, written for the coronation of Aleksandr 
III, supported the Russian government and also became the beloved national 
property of the Russian people. Soviet nations were now offered their own 
Soviet music for Soviet festivities. 

 
Nationality politics 

 
Another musical issue with clearly political connotations that experienced a 
resurgence in the 1930s was folk, or national, music. In 1932 Aleksandr Veprik , 
in a letter, expressed his fear of great-Russian, veliko-derzhavnii, chauvinism. In 
his view, Russian folk music was being supported, rather than European or folk 
music in general. All this was making it a hard time to be a composer in the 
USSR. 660  Because of the fear of Great-Russian chauvinism, Muzgiz at first 
refused to publish Goldenveizer’s collection of eighty-six folk songs for children 
(of which seventy were Russian).661 The songbook was eventually published 
and went on to become a respected Soviet text-book.                                                                              

Folk music in general had in fact been experiencing serious problems in 
the face of the initial Soviet emphasis upon internationalism. Only after 1930 
did things improve for the music of national minorities. The changing status of 
the Piatnitskii Folk Choir was a good example of this. Established in 1911, it 
already had an established reputation but found itself in dire straits following 
the Revolution. During the early 1930s, the choir experienced a change of 
fortune. At the end of 1932, Rabis discussed the situation of the Piatnitskii Choir 
and decided to support it materially and through administrative measures. The 
meeting also mentioned the great value of the choir for the preservation of 
Russian musical culture.662 However, the musical cultures of numerous Soviet 
republics would experience even stronger revivals than Russian folk music, 
which at times seemed to be in minority compared to other nationalities in folk 
music. 

The official blessing for the work among the Soviet nationalities is often 
dated to Stalin’s speech in the summer of 1930 at the Sixteenth Party Congress, 
although the speech had in the first place been directed against great-Russian 
chauvinism. 663  Later, however, the status of other Soviet nationalities was 
deliberately leveled. Composers were also encouraged by the Party to work 
among different nationalities and folk music. During the Seventeenth Party 
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congress, Cheliapov summarized, following official rhetoric, the achievements 
of the Soviet Union and also analyzed the nationality question: “different 
nationalities were now growing culturally [– –], especially in socialist [– –] 
culture. ‘National in form, proletarian on behalf of content’ (Stalin) is the basis 
of this literature and art.”664 

The shift from the internationalism in the 1920s towards the xenophobic 
slant towards all foreign influence seems at first stunning. After all, Marxist 
ideology and socialist ideals seem to support cooperation beyond state 
boundaries. In the 1920s Soviet nationalities were heavily endorsed to the extent 
of affirmative action. Assimilation to Russian majority was even discouraged 
and instead children were stipulated to attend schools with their native 
language against the will of their parents. Nationality, thus, became one of the 
crucial determinators of an individual. After the mid-1930s national cultures 
were emphasized to the extent of exoticism. The main point, however is that 
Soviet nationalities received the main emphasis while at the same time, attitude 
towards foreign nation-states became critical. Logical continuum in this new 
thinking was that while there were several foreign nationalities, like Germans, 
Finns, Poles, Chinese and many others, in the Soviet Union, they were 
considered to be loyal mainly to their titular nation-states.665 Thus, they became 
internal enemies.  

The Soviet nationality policy in the 1920s was state-sponsored conflation 
of language and culture which evolved towards the First Five-Year Plan to “the 
most extravagant celebration of ethnic diversity that any state had ever 
financed.” Although this policy was reduced to some extent in the mid-1930s 
Soviet titular nationalities (Kazakhs, Azeris, Georgians, etc.) received evermore 
support, no matter whether genuine or artificially created. 666 Both of the 
aforementioned features, new emphasis on Soviet nationalities and more hostile 
attitude towards foreign ones, were reflected in Soviet musical life of the 1930s 
and the Composers’ Union actively engaged in concrete work in the midst of 
Soviet nationalities.  

The Party regarded the work among Soviet nationalities as an 
ideologically important part of socialist construction. The work also became 
connected with socialist realism. Initially, the Composers’ Union actively 
encouraged composers to use the folklore of Soviet nations and exploit folk 
melodies. As early as 1933, the Composers’ Union agreed on contracts with 
autonomous republics for gathering folk music. This music was later produced 
and arranged as compositions and edited as song collections. 

The Chuvash Autonomous Republic was one of the early focuses of the 
Union. Prominent personalities such as Mikhail Gnesin and Vasilii Nechaev, 
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were involved in co-operation with Chuvash. 667  In October of 1934, the 
Composers’ Union organized a meeting with the title “Question on Chuvash 
culture.” The aim was to publish an anthology of 400 folk songs of which 
around a hundred had been collected from local kolkhozes in recent years.668 
The collection of folk songs in faraway republics became a common way to 
expiate ideological mistakes during the Stalinist era; it was also a part of the 
Union’s everyday work. 

This work, however, is yet another example of work that had already been 
started by RAPM and upon which the Composers’ Union built. Ethnographic 
work and the organized collection of indigenous music from Chuvash had been 
practiced by proletarian musicians for years. Belyi, Koval, and Szabo were 
among those who participated in such work during the RAPM-years.669 This 
work was simply adopted and taken further by the Composers’ Union. In 1934, 
the Union could already boast notable results.670 A year later Ten Chuvash songs 
and a Suite on Chuvash themes by Belyi were published. 671  The educational 
nature of these journeys was also acknowledged. It was reported that through 
songs the Chuvash peasants learned words that had previously been unknown 
to them: “workshop, brigade, shock worker, canteen, and graduate.”672 This 
was to prove in practice how music was socially important and useful for 
socialist construction, not to mention for Soviet nationality politics. Perhaps it 
was for this reason that the publication of a collection of 450 Chuvash songs 
was planned to coincide with the Twentieth Anniversary of the October 
Revolution.673  The work went on and in 1938 the famous piano professor 
Samuil Feinberg edited and arranged a number of Chuvash melodies for the 
piano.674 

Folklore and folk creation became part of the upper concept of the Soviet 
thematic. The Soviet thematic incorporated all different forms of Soviet life, 
which were often categorized rather mechanistically. Composers were urged to 
compose about different manifestations of socialist construction and about new 
Soviet people. In the meantime, it was stressed that interest in national 
minorities and folk art was not exoticism as it had been among the bourgeois. 
Neither was it academic, but it represented genuine artistic interest, which 
would enable rich and versatile national creation.675  

The policies on nationality were also supported by music outside the use 
of folk idioms. One of the most salient examples in which music helped to 
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support Stalinist objectives was the treatment of Nikolai Shchors. Shchors had 
been a Ukrainian Civil War hero who was “found” by the Stalinist 
administration in the mid-1930s. Largely forgotten earlier, this deceased 
commander was remembered in songs and films, and several places were 
named after him. The Soviet Union needed to find proper national heroes for 
every Soviet nation and, in pursuit of this objective, the musical world was able 
to help by producing highly and genuinely popular songs, such as Matvei 
Blanter’s Shchors. 

An earlier and grander composition that dealt with socialist construction 
was Maksimilian Shteinberg’s Fourth Symphony, Turksib—named after the 
grandiose railway construction. While Shteinberg’s symphony was loosely 
connected with nationality politics, the other most frequently mentioned works 
with a Soviet thematic, Krein’s USSR—Shock Workers’ Brigade and Vissarion 
Shebalin’s Lenin, were not related to national musical cultures. 676  Yet, 
composers were gradually drawn towards themes connected to Soviet 
nationalities. Dmitrii Vasiliev-Buglai, educated as composer of religious music, 
changed tack after the October Revolution and became a proletarian musician 
and a prominent song composer. Vasiliev-Buglai had already been active in 
Soviet Republics before 1932.677 He continued this work in the Composers’ 
Union, and he was finally rewarded for his work collecting and harmonizing 
Udmurtian folk music and for establishing a choir and an orchestra in 
Udmurtia. His prize was a mere 500 rubles but, more significantly, the 
Udmurtian Art College was named after him.678 In this way, Vasiliev-Buglai 
joined the honor guard of Soviet composers. 

Although the Composers’ Union became involved with the music of 
Soviet nationalities, this was mere tinkering when compared to what happened 
in 1936 when the Committee on Artistic Affairs took control of this work. Many 
composers looked askance at the national musical cultures and especially the 
use of folk instruments, despite the fact that the Composers’ Union had started 
this work. Emphasis on folk instruments became part of the official policy, but 
composers were still inclined toward traditional concert instruments of the 
West rather than those of the national minorities of the Soviet Union. In the 
spring of 1936, a concert evening for folk instruments was arranged in the 
Composers’ Union to counteract this patently erroneous attitude. The concert 
included, for example, J. S. Bach’s Aria arranged for cello and baian (Russian 
accordion) and Glinka’s fugue again arranged for baian. Music for the 
mandolin, guitar, and balalaika were also featured. The intention was to 
demonstrate the possibilities of these traditional instruments to composers.679   
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The Composers’ Union perhaps lacked the means and interest for the kind 
of large-scale work involving the music of nationalities that the Committee on 
Artistic Affairs was later able to undertake. The Committee on Artistic Affairs 
also had a better awareness of what the nationality policies expected from the 
arts. However, composers were not sidelined in this work; their contribution 
proved to be important when the musical cultures of different nationalities 
were eventually built. Yet, at this point composers were no longer in charge of 
this work. 
 
 
Musicology resolves everything 
 
 
The diverse field of Soviet musicology 
 
After 1932, musicology became very important to Soviet music and the 
definition of its ideological role. If the Stalinist era saw a general return to 
conservative values (at least in some respects), then musicology had a central 
role in rehabilitating pre-revolutionary Russian music. This rehabilitation was 
vitally important for the conceptualization of Soviet music, since Soviet music 
could now find an obvious predecessor in Russian romanticism. Glinka, 
Aleksandr Borodin, Sergei Rakhmaninov, and several others were placed upon 
a pedestal as representatives of the Soviet musical past. This also explains why 
certain aged and reputed composers of the nationalist romantic tradition 
became so important for the canon of Soviet music during the 1930s. With the 
help of musicology, composers such as Boris Asafiev, Reingold Glier, and 
Nikolai Miaskovskii became part of the Soviet musical continuum, linking 
Soviet music to pre-revolutionary traditions. All of these composers were 
trained in the Rimskii-Korsakovian school, well before the October Revolution. 
This was a logical compromise with public taste, since Russian national 
romantic music had already proved extremely popular in the Soviet Union. 
Most of the opera venues still staged old, pre-revolutionary operas and ballets 
rather than the Soviet alternatives written in the 1920s and the early 1930s. 

Musicology, as the scholarly art of music history and theory, became 
crucial to establishing theory-based definitions of “Soviet music.” This applied 
both to its ideological and political definitions. Soviet musicology was given 
important ideological objectives: it was to root Soviet music in the Russian 
realistic tradition. Musicologists were expected to find links between 
nineteenth-century music and new Soviet music. The way in which Milii 
Balakirev, Borodin, or Rakhmaninov used popular melodies in their 
compositions was something Soviet composers should learn to do—not least 
because works by these masters were highly popular among the public. 
However, it was equally important to root Marxist music theory in history. Iosif 
Ryzhkin emphasized that if Marxist musicology was to be established, it should 
be based on previous scholarly work. Thus, Ryzhkin regarded that Soviet 
musicology would benefit from critical study of the thinking of Philipp Rameau 
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and Jean-Baptiste Lully from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 680 
Ryzhkin was obviously speaking on behalf of his own scholarly work rather 
than genuinely for a Marxist approach to musicology. Yet, historical roots were 
important for Marxism and, thus, historiography of musicology did indeed 
become important. 

Another musicologist, Semion Ginzburg, introduced a more recent 
theorist, the nineteenth-century German musicologist Eduard Hanslik, whose 
thinking he regarded as exemplary for Soviet musicology. According to 
Ginzburg, Hanslik had tried to eradicate taste from the evaluation of music and 
to find a scientific basis for criticism. He argued that the fact that Hanslik had a 
major effect on Russian music critic German Larosh made him an important 
part of Soviet musicological heritage. 681  Yet, Hanslick was outwardly a 
formalist who believed that music was beautiful through its form rather than 
through any extra-musical associations. This was something Ginzburg wisely 
omitted from his discussion of Hanslik. This selective approach toward history 
and heritage was something Cheliapov had on many occasions called for when 
he called for a “critical approach to heritage.” Yet, Ginzburg’s and Ryzhkin’s 
ideas reflect how musicologists’ discussions in the Composers’ Union were 
uncontrolled. Even Marxist theory in music was not initially defined by the 
Party but was the domain of musical experts themselves. 

The importance of musicology is underlined by the fact that the 
musicological section was the only one in the Moscow branch that endured all 
of the structural changes of the 1930s-unchanged, even in name. All of the other 
sections and sectors were restructured, fused, and once again dissolved, but not 
the musicological section. The working plan of the musicological section reveals 
that the section discussed different theoretical problems in its meetings, 
including socialist realism, even as early as 1933. However, the section also kept 
an eye on the work and policies of other organizations, such as Muzgiz.682 The 
working plan implies something very noteworthy: socialist realist music was 
something musicologists and critics would discuss separately from composers. 
Indeed, musicologists participated in the work of different sectors, but it was 
rare for composers to take part in the musicological section. In a way, the 
ideological discussions, at least at the theoretical level, were treated as a 
musicological issue rather than a practical creative matter. 

The problem with the musicologists’ section was, however, that it did not 
work very well, at least not in the eyes of administrators. Several defects were 
vigorously brought forward by Sovetskaia Muzyka in its first issues. The main 
problem was precisely its isolation from composers. Musicologists worked as a 
closed faction and there was little interaction with composers. Communication 
problems between the Leningrad and Moscow branches were also 
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mentioned. 683  If it were presumed that the musicological section was 
responsible for ideological theorizing, should the sector not work properly, it 
would be the natural target of Party representatives. 

The Moscow and Leningrad branches had a decisive role in musicology 
since the most important higher educational institutes were the State Institute of 
Arts History (GIII) in Leningrad and the State Institute for Musicology (GIMN) 
in Moscow. Both were organized in 1921 by Narkompros while Lunacharskii was 
Commissar for Enlightenment and Arthur Lourié headed Muzo. These institutes 
are said to have contributed notably to the development of Soviet musicology 
and music history.684 Thus, both institutes were more than ten years older than 
the Composers’ Union. Still, the Union would come to determine the work 
carried out in these institutes as well. The most important musicologists were 
also members of the Composers’ Union. Eventually, musicology made some 
significant approaches toward concrete compositional work, although problems 
were not overcome in the initial years. 

At first, the Composers’ Union had problems in extending its authority 
over other musical institutions, and musicological institutes did not form an 
exception. Iokhelson wrote in January of 1934 about musicological work in 
Leningrad:  

 
[R]egretfully, this far the [State] institute [of Art History] is far from being a backbone 
[in defining Soviet music], capable of giving concrete help for compositional work and 
for the objectives it has been given. From our point of view the institute would need 
considerable and immediate strengthening of its leadership and structure. Otherwise, 
we shall all witness how solutions of theory and music criticism for the massive 
problems of creativity remain inexcusably and substantially backward.685 

 
The basic research in musicology and leading scholarly work were primarily 
conducted in these two institutes and they were, therefore, important for the 
Composers’ Union. If the Composers’ Union wanted to become the highest 
authority on musical issues, it needed to control musicology and consequently 
these two institutes. At first, co-operation in the field of musicology was poor, 
not only in relation to these two institutes but also with republican institutes, 
like the ones in Ukraine.686 

Although most of the theoretical and creative research in musicology was 
conducted in these institutes, much of music research, especially practical or 
applied research, was concentrated in conservatories. This type of music 
research was more widespread and thus even more music research was carried 
out in conservatories than in musicological institutes. All this made the 
unification of musicology increasingly problematic. Moreover, musical research 
was also undertaken at least to some extent by philharmonias and the State 
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Hermitage in Leningrad. They published books and leaflets about music and 
issues related to music criticism. Radio also had its own section for music, as 
did many theaters, which were all practicing some kind of musicological 
activity.687  

The absence of a leading figure and overarching ideology was a problem, 
because the musicological front could not be grouped behind any notable 
author or idea. This diversity was a problem for the Composers’ Union, which 
aspired to centralize the musical front. Soviet musicology would later find such 
uniting figures in Boris Asafiev and Boleslav Iavorskii, when they were 
institutionalized by the state, but this was still in the middle in the 1930s. Yet, 
the Composers’ Union, even in its initial phases, served as a medium for all the 
notable musicologists; in fact, it was the only common institution for all leading 
musicologists. Musicology was eventually combined with creative 
compositional work in the Union. Perhaps the most salient manifestation of this 
practical work was in public hearings, pokazy, occasions at which compositions 
were introduced and evaluated. 
 
Musicology directing creativity 

 
In the previous part, we already saw how composers started to arrange 
“brotherly” evenings for hearing and commenting upon each other’s works. 
This collegial method, however, evolved into certain less desired 
manifestations. Censorship in the Soviet Union was highly institutionalized and 
had been extended from Tsarist days. Closely connected to the work of Glavlit, 
the main organ for literary censorship, was the organization Glavrepertkom 
(1923), which took care of the musical repertory performed across Soviet 
concert stages. 688  Perhaps because Glavrepertkom was at times perceived as 
being capable of only routine censorship, art unions were later expected to 
conduct internal censorship of the work of its members. As art unions gathered 
together all productive artists and undertook peer review of members’ works, 
they had some means by which they could control their field of art and could 
only allow art to be published that satisfied official requirements. This would 
also reduce the need for formal censorship. The early Composers’ Union, 
however, gave little indication that internal censorship was being practiced, 
even though this could have been undertaken. Instead, many composers 
appreciated the opportunity to receive collegial, constructive advice about their 
creative work. Some unfinished compositions were introduced in the Union so 
that composers could benefit from collegial advice while composing.689 
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Meetings to discuss compositions were held as soon as the Union had 
been organized. Shteinberg was among the first to refer to them as creative 
reviews, tvortsheskikh prosmotrakh, in the spring of 1933. Later they would be 
more commonly known as pokazy. Shteinberg regarded this work as important, 
but argued that it needed re-structuring, because its underlying principles had 
not yet been established. According to Shteinberg, the creative sector of the 
Union should rework these principles in the spirit of “more genuine, comradely 
critic” and “dissociate it from sad practices of recent years.”690 Shteinberg was 
probably referring to the review practices that the RAPM had sometimes 
employed a few years earlier, and he seems to have hoped that these new 
reviews would take place in a more convivial atmosphere. Yet, this 
“comradely” practice would in future evolve into something reminiscent of 
preventive censorship. In 1937, Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony was deemed a 
“suitable” Soviet symphony long before it was premiered691. It also seems as 
though “fraternity,” sodruzhestvo, between composers and music critics was 
chanted to such an extent that it started to sound more like a cliché than 
anything else.692  

The practice of listening to and evaluating the work of its members 
throughout the composing process, however, was something that the 
Composers’ Union had aspired to. In order to achieve its objective of exercising 
control over Soviet music, the Union needed to control the work of its members. 
Originally, the practice was not supposed to be censorial, but it nevertheless 
made censorship possible. During these creative reviews, pokazy, compositions 
were played either in part or in full in the presence of the author and a number 
of composers and musicologists. Composers were in favor of these kinds of 
reviews, as long as they were friendly gatherings. However, works had also 
been reviewed in this way before the Composers’ Union was established. On 
several occasions after the Revolution, spectacles and performances had been 
presented to proletarian audiences for evaluation. Particularly while proletarian 
music associations had dominated the Soviet musical scene, proletarian 
musicians had been eager to submit their work for assessment by proletarians. 
It was typical of the organization’s ethos that the Composers’ Union chose to 
bring this practice of review into the professional domain instead of leaving it 
in the hands of non-professional or even uneducated audiences. 

The need to guide creative work was expressed simultaneously with the 
desire of members to share comradely views about compositions. As the 
pressures on music to answer to the needs of socialist construction grew, these 
two objectives started to fuse. Chairman Cheliapov expressed the need by 
stating: “there is not yet a single [composition] that as such would reflect the 
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whole heroism of our day and would settle to the heights of our days.”693 
Musicologists were expected to help composers to find ways to compose 
according to needs of socialist construction. Later, musicology was expected to 
interpret what socialist realism meant in music and help composers to work 
within it. From the composers’ point of view, the problem was that at first they 
were unused to this kind of practice and new compositions were often heard 
only long after they had been completed. 694  The amount of unfinished 
compositions played at these meetings would gradually increase. This made it 
possible for others to help or to guide a composer while he or she was still 
working on a composition. 

The Composers’ Union also started to supervise the creation of Soviet 
music by publishing extensive lists of completed works and, significantly, those 
works that were being composed. The fifth issue of the Union’s Bulletin from 
1933 provided details of composers’ current activities: Lev Knipper was 
working on his fifth symphony, Dmitrii Kabalevskii on his Third Symphony 
Requiem, Sergei Vasilenko had just completed a suite for piano and balalaika or 
violin and was about to finish his opera Kristoffer Kolumbus, and Mikhail 
Cheremukhin was writing an oratorio 1905 based on Boris Pasternak’s text. The 
list was extensive and detailed.695 The aim was for the Composers’ Union to be 
aware of all that was happening in Soviet musical life. 

Attempts to keep musicologists informed about Soviet music seem to have 
failed at first. Cheliapov passed a stern judgment on musicology for its 
passiveness. At the same time, he revealed something of the importance that 
musicology was considered to have: 

 
[M]usicology has fallen behind the tasks and requirements of socialist construction, 
as well as ideological class struggle and its prospects. It is necessary as soon as 
possible and most decisively to change this fact! This task has to be put to the 
foremost position in Soviet musicology where nothing has been done during its 
seven or eight months’ existence.696 

 
Cheliapov’s criticism was followed by a meeting on questions about musical 
criticism in Leningrad. Secretary Iokhelson viewed the meeting as an initial 
attempt to bring “all progressive-minded music critics together.” The meeting 
was intended to activate and further the development of music criticism. 
According to Iokhelson, the meeting succeeded in bringing forth and initiating 
discussion of several basic questions of music theory and criticism.697 Cheliapov 
and Iokhelson believed that musicology had failed to consider how its theories 
could be applied to the practice of music and that the task of musicology was to 
help composers. 
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The leadership of the Composers’ Union was apparently dissatisfied with 
music criticism. The Leningrad meeting of music criticism made it clear that the 
way in which critics had thus far worked as individuals made it hard to find 
common ground for subsequent work. It was reported that especially the 
Marxist-Leninist music critical thinking was hindered by formalism, 
primitivism, and schematism and by the abstract nature of criticism. Active 
leadership of the field was lacking and there was no control over music 
criticism.698 An explanation what Marxist-Leninist music criticism meant was 
not given. 

The Union’s need to control music criticism sprung from the fact that it 
was the main source of information about music that audiences were exposed 
to. Reviews in magazines and newspapers evaluated Soviet music and, in some 
cases, could even decide the fate of a work. Controlling Soviet music would be 
impossible if the music criticism was not brought into line. In 1934, musicologist 
Iosif Ryzhkin regarded that the situation with music criticism was already 
showing signs of visible development, but massive work still lay ahead. 
Ryzhkin called on all musicologists to take the work of Soviet composers more 
into account. 699  Almost two years later, the situation had not improved 
significantly. Roman Gruber lamented that, although critics eagerly repeated 
slogans in meetings, little happened in practice. Critics were unable to give 
practical help to composers, let alone guide them.700 

The Composers’ Union had some active musicologist members, including 
Lev Kulakovskii, who actively worked to bring musicology closer to musical 
practice. He wrote a letter to Sovetskaia Muzyka in which he pressed for a more 
open discussion of musicology. Musicologists needed to study composers’, 
pedagogues’, and club leaders’ experiences of music, he argued. Kulakovskii 
hoped that this would make musicology less introverted and provide material 
for new musicological works. He added that there was a yearning for new 
musicological works, but none had been published to satisfy this demand.701 
Kulakovskii was arguing on behalf of a more socially orientated musicology, 
which would also have a clear purpose: to provide support to Soviet music and 
composers. Although there were other musicologists who shared Kulakovskii’s 
views, few dared yet to take up the challenge and write about socialist realism, 
or what “Soviet music” really was, beyond music composed by Soviet 
composers. 

Despite initiatives by Kulakovskii, Ryzhkin, and others, Sovetskaia Muzyka 
continued to pour scorn upon musicology and music criticism. One editorial 
maintained that the state of music criticism could not even be termed 
“satisfactory.” Although the evaluation of musical heritage and analysis of 
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Soviet works had shown some development, criticism was said to be lagging 
behind.702 It would take five years of work by the Composers’ Union before the 
first appraisal of Soviet musicology would appear in Sovetskaia Muzyka. As part 
of the evaluation around the Twentieth Anniversary of the October Revolution, 
Lev Kulakovskii emphasized that musicology had been developing notably 
over the previous couple of years, although the magazine also argued that the 
development of musicology was generally lagging behind that of music.703 Yet, 
in articles that were connected to these kinds of celebrations, it was next to 
compulsory to seek out and discuss achievements and successes even if they 
hardly existed.  

It has become clear, thus far, that in the Composers’ Union musicology 
was seen as connected to music criticism and that critics were identified with 
musicologists, at least in political speeches. Music critics had a mixture of 
backgrounds and could be anything from non-professional musicians to 
academics. Musicologists in the Composers’ Union, however, aimed to raise 
their own status and make music criticism part of their own professional 
domain. It was to become a scholarly practice, a subject for education, and an 
integral part of musicology. 

From the Union’s point of view, incoherency and lack of explicit 
leadership were the biggest problems facing music criticism. Most concert 
reviews were published in papers over which the Union could exert little 
influence. Critics—particularly those outside main urban areas—were in many 
cases non-professional musicians, making it all the more difficult for the Union 
to have an effect on them. The Composers’ Union admitted that it had “poor 
connections to the general press and radio.”704 Some composers held the firm 
belief that musicology could help them to find ways to compose new music. 
Krein believed that the whole “old guard” of composers would continue to 
flounder in its search for new music unless there was a notable change in the 
development of music criticism.705  

Yet, personal conflicts between Union members seem to have hindered 
attempts to establish general consent for musicology to guide creative work. 
Musicologist and critic Ivan Sollertinskii is often mentioned in connection with 
Pravda’s editorials in early 1936 that condemned two of Shostakovich’s works; 
Sollertinskii was one of the few to defend Shostakovich, and modern Western 
music, publicly. Pravda called him “defender of formalism” because of his 
stance.706 Liudmila Mikheeva argues that similar accusations had already been 
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raised against Sollertinskii in 1934.707 In an article titled About Bolshevistic self-
criticism in the musical front, written by Iokhelson and Gorodinskii—both 
powerful Party members, Sollertinskii was called a “modern recidivist of 
revisionism.” The writers devoted three out of the seven pages of their article 
on self-criticism to criticism of Sollertinskii.708 Initially, many composers had 
hailed the Composers’ Union for introducing peaceful coexistence in music. 
Heated debate around certain topics such as formalism, however, never entirely 
disappeared.  

Although debates and personal conflicts were always part of the 
Composers’ Union, up until 1936 these debates seemed to be theoretical and 
somewhat boring to many composers—even to Shostakovich, who was actually 
at the center of many of these debates. In a letter to Sollertinskii, Shostakovich 
wrote that Valerii Zhelobinskii had accused Dinamov709 of formalism and that 
Dinamov had given a worthy reply to these accusations. He also mentioned the 
criticism of Sollertinskii and remarked that he was becoming tired of these 
worthy replies before concluding his letter with a complaint that lard was 
running short.710 It does not seem as though Shostakovich took the accusations 
made against his friend very seriously. Obviously, he had no reason to believe 
that any severe action would follow from such criticism. 

The other major problem was the non-professionalism of music criticism. 
Therefore, it is no wonder that the unscholarly nature of music criticism was the 
subject of ongoing discussion. Many composers worriedly remarked that 
reviews were based on personal taste. Andrei Pashchenko argued that reviews 
based solely on an axis of “pleases—does not please” could hardly be 
considered professional criticism capable of offering an informed judgment 
about the quality of a composition. He reasoned that a review could be of value 
to art forms and orientate audiences only if it was based on scientific methods 
and considered social points of view.711 The Composers’ Union was in a key 
position to unite musicologists and composers, since both were already 
members of the organization, but despite attempts to unite their efforts they 
were still too apart from each other and furthermore leading musicologists only 
wrote a fraction of all musical reviews. 

It was argued that seizing control of music criticism was essential. Trends 
that the Union considered erroneous should be rooted out in order to achieve 
coherence in music criticism. This was to be carried out by the leadership of the 
Composers’ Union.712 The first major meeting on music criticism was held in 
Leningrad, but it was soon followed by another in Moscow in April of 1934, 
attended by representatives from Kharkov and Leningrad. The meeting was 
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reportedly organized in an “unclear situation,” which may have referred to 
“obscurities” in or confusion over the establishment of the Union’s central 
organs. The central message of the meeting was that dangerous trends were 
affecting music criticism.713 The reference to “obscurities” is interesting, as is the 
timing of this important meeting. Around this time, the Writers’ Union was 
preparing for its first congress, and the Composers’ Union had its charters 
approved by SNK; at that moment, it seemed that the Composers’ Union would 
also soon be inaugurated. However, perhaps musicology was not easily united 
and the Party considered that the time was not ripe, as the Composers’ Union 
was denied its central organs. 

This meeting about music criticism in Moscow, however, made it clear 
that the Union’s objective was to gain a decisive hold over music criticism in the 
Soviet Union. According to an editorial in Sovetskaia Muzyka, this meeting 
presented all the current trends of practical musicology and, significantly, 
introduced the most influential music critics. The editorial in Sovetskaia Muzyka 
concluded that there was a need for more Party-mindedness and self-criticism. 
There was, the magazine argued, fear of self-criticism within the Union, which 
only illustrated that the nature of this criticism was misunderstood.714  

Certain details suggest the special nature of this meeting. The editorial in 
Sovetskaia Muzyka published after the meeting differed from all the previous 
editorials in significant ways. For the first time, certain individuals were 
criticized, and the editorial was published anonymously, which had never 
happened before. Cheliapov had previously written under his own name. 
Although no archival sources indicate that Cheliapov was pressured to make 
these changes, it is likely that the Union was under some kind of pressure in 
connection with this meeting about music criticism. The reason for this could be 
the planned establishment of the Union, suggested by the approving of the 
charters. Stressing the Party line and self-criticism would also testify that 
something had changed in the organization. Yet, after this meeting, little 
happened and attempts to introduce more Party-mindedness into the 
Composers’ Union were half-hearted. For some reason the establishment of the 
Union was once again left uncompleted. Perhaps the reason was that the issue 
was never forwarded to the level of the Party leadership, as the absence of any 
documents suggests. 

The meeting itself, however, resulted in interesting debates about 
tendencies that had slowed down the development of music criticism. 
Generally, the Sovetskaia Muzyka editorials were full of concepts expressed 
through Party vocabulary, including tendency, hamper, development, and, 
especially, Party-mindedness, further underlining the change.715 It is obvious 
that some level of the Party had now become interested in the Composers’ 
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Union. Otherwise, these issues would not have been underlined in this way. 
The interest of the Party is all the more important when one considers that the 
campaign against formalism—when art criticism was the center of attention—
was still almost two years away.  

The editorial suggested that music critics had been advised by the meeting 
to pay more attention to their language, style, and methodology. It appeared 
that dogmatism was hanging over the meeting since the need to establish some 
kind of formula for music reviews was emphasized.716 These suggestions seem 
to lean quite strongly toward the direction of the Party. Although this trend did 
not endure, it is still worthwhile to look into some details of this meeting, 
especially since it seems to have been attended by the most influential 
musicologists and critics—from Viktor Gorodinskii to Ivan Sollertinskii and 
from Viktor Belyi to Mikhail Glukh.717 

Ivan Sollertinskii from Leningrad was mentioned to have been on the 
defensive for most of the meeting. A list of threats to the development of music 
criticism followed the mention of his name in the editorial, as if implying that 
Sollertinskii was somehow linked with these threats. The perceived threats 
included internal incoherence, cheap cliquishness, and fear of criticism. All 
these tendencies in musicology were said to be “sheltered by the naively 
benevolent and passive leadership [of the musicological section].” 718  Yet, 
Sollertinskii was not alone in receiving criticism. 

The meeting had also claimed that there was a split between Moscow and 
Leningrad. Formalist tendencies and the influence of the late ASM were said to 
affect musicologists in Leningrad. Muscovites, on the other hand, were accused 
of being influenced by schematic and dogmatic ideas that were derived from 
RAPM, especially in connection with discussions of Shostakovich’s Lady 
Macbeth of Mtsensk District. 719  Although this statement was very polemical, 
Leningrad was indeed the center of modernist influences in the Soviet Union. 
However, Moscow, which had been the base for proletarian musicians, 
attracted the most criticism. Several previous proletarian musicians were 
named “knights of the sad countenance of RAPMist dogmas.” The editorial 
named the quixotic individuals as Iurii Keldysh, Viktor Belyi, and one Polferov 
who had all “in their speeches stubbornly repeated worn out theses of RAPM 
and tried to cover obviously erroneous points of views.” Their “perfect lack of 
self-criticism” was highlighted. The editorial maintained that this showed that 
cliquishness was still strongly affecting musicological work.720 It appears that, 
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although they were definitely not persecuted in the Composers’ Union, 
proletarian musicians were criticized on a number of occasions. Whenever they 
tried to bring forward any ideas connected to RAPM, they were subjected to 
demands for self-criticism by way of a response. 

Generally, there was some confusion over what “self-criticism” meant. 
Andrei Rimskii-Korsakov, son of the famous composer, proposed his father as 
an example of how self-criticism could be productive. Nikolai Rimskii-
Korsakov had regarded self-criticism to be one of the basic elements of his 
authorship, allowing more rapid development of compositions and their better 
quality. 721  What Andrei Rimskii-Korsakov described was self-criticism as a 
personal quality, not as an institutionalized principle. This was indeed how 
most composers and musicologists would surely have wanted to perceive it. 
Perhaps Andrei Rimskii-Korsakov strived to give self-criticism a more positive 
character through his father’s authority. Despite this, more Party-orientated 
self-criticism was gradually beginning to take place in music. Music criticism 
required discipline and here self-criticism was underlined. The assimilation of 
Party vocabulary gives the impression that the authority of the Party over 
music criticism was growing. Even the word, udarnichestvo, which referred to 
shock work, was used in connection with music criticism. Shock work was said 
to be necessary in order to create a scientific Marxist-Leninist methodology and 
Party ideology for music criticism.722 Shock work was indeed what would have 
been needed, as the work hardly seemed to be proceeding at all. 

The scientific nature of music criticism was an important feature of 
ideological influence in music. In contrast to bourgeois music criticism, which 
was perceived as mere artificial concert portrayal, Marxist music criticism was 
seen as being based on science. The problem was that the press wrote about 
sports and the other arts but spared only a little space for music, which meant 
that reviews were reduced to a few stereotypic lines. Once again, eyes were 
turned to the past: Soviet musical reviews were given very little coverage 
compared to pre-revolutionary critics like Aleksandr Serov, German Larosh, or 
Vladimir Stasov.723 All the mentioned names, perhaps with the addition of 
Cesar Cui, were the great names of nineteenth-century Russian music criticism 
and now they were made models for the Soviet criticism. Stasov had been 
especially keen on a distinct Russian school of music and he often emphasized 
Russian folk songs and their genuine nature as musical material. Thus, he was 
an ideal figure when emphasis turned to the Russian musical past. 

These individuals do not easily fit the requirements of coherent criticism 
that would follow some kind of formula and it merely illustrates how different 
the views in the musicological field were. Thus, the need for more concrete 
music criticism was repeated time after time. Only a month before Pravda’s 
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editorials, which had a permanent effect on music criticism, Roman Gruber 
argued that music criticism ought to support and guide compositional work.724 

 
Opera: the critical discussion 

 
All of this theoretical writing about music criticism would perhaps not deserve 
such a place in this study if it had not found practical manifestations in and 
after 1936. A more practical approach to musicology surfaced during the first 
campaign against formalism. Shostakovich’s opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk 
District was attacked and although this was done anonymously, there are 
several links to musicological discussions of previous years indicating that 
Pravda’s editorials did not appear out of thin air. 

Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District premiered in 1934 and even prior to this it 
had been the subject of several discussions in the Composers’ Union. Sovetskaia 
Muzyka described these discussions as “boiling.”725 In many studies, the attack 
against this opera has been described as sudden,726 but this is not completely 
accurate. Lady Macbeth was closely examined and even criticized because its 
theme was morally and socially suspicious. Although Shostakovich spoke on 
behalf of Soviet power, he was described for years as too interested in formalist 
and modernist tendencies. An influential critic and Party member Moisei 
Grinberg, for instance, lamented in 1933 that Shostakovich was subjected to 
elements of jazz, Western stage, and old Russian bourgeois music, although he 
otherwise praised the young composer.727 

Against the enormous success and praise of this opera, criticism was in 
any case sudden. First, Lady Macbeth had seemed to be what musicology 
yearned for: a work that aroused passions. Discussions about the opera waged 
in Leningrad from February 16 to 20, 1934 were reportedly heated. The authors 
of the report, Iokhelson and Gorodinskii, chose to present largely positive 
remarks made about the work.728 Only few weeks before Pravda published its 
article condemning the opera, Sovetskoe Iskusstvo mentioned Lady Macbeth 
alongside Dzerzhinskii’s Silent don as one of the most luminous examples of 
Soviet opera.729  Although the conditions surrounding Lady Macbeth and its 
condemnation will be discussed in the fourth part of this book, discussions 
about Soviet opera in general prior to 1936 are worth examining in some depth 
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here, as the establishment of the Committee on Artistic Affairs would change 
thee nature of these discussions notably. 

Opera was one of the major themes where one can see both the fusion of 
musicology and music criticism and their new ideological tasks. It is 
illuminating that, before Party involvement, the two most discussed operas of 
the mid-1930s—Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth and Dzerzhinskii’s Silent don—
were very different operas both in choice of theme and musical content. Just 
months before Stalin and Molotov attended its Bolshoi premiere, Sovetskaia 
Muzyka published an article on Silent don. Although the opera received a 
favorable, but not exemplary, review, the distinction between Silent Don and 
operas by proletarian musicians, like Davidenko’s 1905 or Korchmarev’s Ten 
Days That Shook the World, was drawn. Still, in conclusion, it was argued that, 
despite being one of the most important operas of recent years, and it was 
realistic, too, Silent Don did not make full use of musical possibilities, 
orchestration and expression when compared for example to Shostakovich’s 
Lady Macbeth. Silent Don was still considered especially worthy because it was 
Dzerzhinskii’s first large-scale work, showing that he was very promising an 
artist.730 

In discussions of Soviet music, opera generally occupied a special position. 
Although it seems as though the focus on different musical genres changed 
according to trends, opera was always considered an important art form. It 
seems that large-scale musical forms in general were in the ascendant in the 
Soviet Union, as the symphony was also experiencing revival. In the meantime, 
the musical development in the West went in another direction.  

Soviet opera seemed to be ahead of the symphonic genre, at least if 
theoretical discussions are followed. Although the discussion largely involved 
those works that were staged on the most important opera stages, the Union’s 
work on the opera also resulted in operatic works that were produced for quite 
different arenas. One of the ideological milestones was a kolkhoz opera 
accomplished in the autumn of 1937. Vasiliev-Buglai and Genrikh Bruk 
composed Fatherland is calling, Rodina zovet, said to be the first opera composed 
specifically for a kolkhoz choir and instrumental ensembles. The kolkhoz that 
premiered the opera was named after Kirov and was situated in Rybnovsk 
County in the Moscow oblast.731 Although these kinds of new approaches took 
place, both the Party and composers still considered traditional stages as more 
important and this occupied the attention of composers in the future as well. 

During the 1930s, Leningrad had become the center for Soviet opera, 
especially its Malyi Theater (also known as Malegot). While other theaters 
reportedly shunned new Soviet opera, the Malyi operated like a laboratory and 
produced a number of works, including Dzerzhinskii’s Silent don, 
Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth, and Komarinskii Muzhik, Imeniny and Mat (Mother) 
after Gorkii, by Zhelobinskii732. The Malyi aimed to generate a creative and 
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encouraging atmosphere in which new kinds of works could emerge. 733 
Musicologist Ivan Sollertinskii explained why he believed Leningrad was so 
much more successful than Moscow at producing new operas. He regarded that 
premieres of Western operas in Leningrad contributed notably to development 
of new Soviet opera. Richard Strauss’s Salome, Franz Schreker’s Die Ferne Klang, 
Alban Berg’s Wozzeck, Ernst Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf, and many others Western 
operas had recently been staged in Leningrad, where connections with the 
Western world had been most enduring.734 Yet, the Malyi Theater was given the 
Order of Lenin in 1939 for its work on behalf of Soviet opera and many 
individual staff members had been decorated with different medals and 
awards. 

Opera was also the subject of much discussion because of its broad 
themes. Opera was a particularly good vehicle by which to strengthen the 
historical consciousness of the people, it was reasoned. As the Soviet state 
started to root itself in the Russian tradition, operas based on historical subjects 
were actively encouraged. Iokhelson, for instance, emphasized historical 
chronicles as “safe sources” for operas.735 He made a remark about Musorgskii’s 
Boris Godunov, which has been interpreted as a reference to Musorgskii’s 
criticism of Russian emperors. 736  Khubov wanted to go even further. He 
insisted that it was only from pre-revolutionary realistic musical drama, and 
mastery of its composers, that Soviet opera would spring. Soviet opera was 
realistic drama that was concerned with the life and reality of the Soviet 
people.737 Khubov, as a future Pravda correspondent on music, was a man to 
take into account. 

Yet, no one could have been left in any doubt that Soviet opera was and 
should be the direct heir of the Russian school of music. Mikhail Glinka, who 
was perceived as the first genuinely Russian composer, had composed his 
opera and masterpiece A Life for the Tsar in 1836. It had since become the 
obligatory piece to perform at imperial opera theaters every season. In 1917, it 
was renamed Ivan Susanin, after the principal character, also following the 
original intention of Glinka. Yet, there were still numerous references to the 
Tsar; these references were only reduced for the new version that premiered in 
1939. Ivan Susanin was based on a Russian legend of a woodcutter who, at the 
end of the “Time of Troubles” (1598–1613), helped to save the Tsar Mikhail 
Romanov (founder of the Romanov dynasty) from Polish troops by exposing 
himself to torture and death. 
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The Romanov dynasty had used this martyr legend in pro-tsarist 
propaganda. Although several Soviet operas with Great-Russian themes were 
planned in the latter half of the 1930s—including Minin and Pozharskii by 
Asafiev and Mikhail Bulgakov (1936) also set during the defeat of Polish armies 
in 1612, as well as Peter the First by the same authors738,—Ivan Susanin marked 
the high-point in the rise of Russian-national operas. Glinka was hailed as a 
“genius” and his work, a “monumental” opera whose meaning for the Soviet 
music was “immeasurable.” The threat posed by German fascists was overtly 
connected with the defense of the Russian Empire more than 300 years 
earlier.739 Opera was employed to strongly support the national sentiment and 
call for unity against external enemies. Here, the Russian classics had a 
particularly important role. 

The turning point at which opera theaters started to embrace more 
politically topical works seems to have taken place during the mid-1930s, by the 
time Pravda’s editorials were published in early 1936. Yet, a far more important 
factor than these articles was likely to have been the emergence of the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs. The Committee was very active in relation to 
opera. Thus, the latter half of the 1930s saw the composition of a host of Soviet 
operas that would form the core of the Soviet opera repertory: Dzerzhinskii’s 
Virgin Soil Upturned and Silent Don, Khrennikov’s Into the Storm, Mother by 
Zhelobinskii (the first Soviet opera after Gorkii), Battleship Potemkin by Oles 
Chishko, and several operas from the core repertory of different Soviet 
republics. In all, twenty-five new operas were composed in three years.740 

Thus, officials saw opera as a musical form that could most saliently carry 
extra-musical messages. This, along with the fact that Party officials regarded 
theater art in general to be important, explains why opera and ballet were so 
often at the center of ideological and political debates in the Soviet Union. 

 
Symphony: how to “speak” black into white  

 
Another large musical genre that aroused wide-ranging discussions before 1936 
was symphonic music. Discussions about the symphonic genre highlighted 
many important features of Soviet musicology and particularly music criticism 
in the early 1930s. A special conference about the symphonic form was even 
arranged. Discussions about this conference on Soviet symphony also 
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exemplified several important features of the early Composers’ Union. It was 
also one of the main themes handled in 1935, especially in Sovetskaia Muzyka.741 

Although this conference, and the discussions that followed, failed to 
produce any real concrete results, many implications and conceptions of the 
conference were developed further and reached their pinnacle in the autumn of 
1937 when Dmitrii Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony premiered. The 
Beethovenian tradition was eventually stressed, but Beethoven’s modern 
successors, Gustav Mahler and Richard Strauss—the last great names of the 
symphonic genre—were excluded from official precedents for Soviet music.742 
Indeed, discussions about Soviet symphony were closely linked with 
discussions about music heritage. The quest for finding acceptable composers 
from history paralleled the development of Soviet symphony. The most notable 
proponent of the Mahlerian symphonic tradition was Ivan Sollertinskii. He had 
already spoken out in favor of Mahler in 1932. He believed that through critical 
analysis Mahler’s music would serve as one of the precedents of Soviet 
music. 743  Shostakovich among others exhibited obvious links with the 
Mahlerian tradition, especially in his Fourth Symphony.744 

Around fifty Soviet symphonies were produced between 1932 and 1936, 
and, as Fairclough has remarked, a remarkable lack of conformity is evident.745 
An agreement even over the basic principles of Soviet symphony could not be 
settled. On the other hand, perhaps it is more accurate to say that the basic 
principles and connection of symphonies to the socialist esthetic was left so 
vague that almost anything could be accommodated within the definitions that 
resulted from these discussions. It even seems highly likely that many were 
willing to keep these definitions vague enough for their own styles to be termed 
socialist without any notable alterations.  

Aleksandr Ostretsov’s opening remark was still very promising from the 
viewpoint of those who wanted to bring symphony more concretely into the 
service of ideology. He believed that symphonic works had the potential to deal 
with ideological problems in some depth and even more explicitly than other 
forms of music. Ostretsov discussed symphonism in a lengthy but yet non-
specific manner. Ostretsov compared symphony to drama or novels, perhaps in 
order to raise its importance compared to more socially valued literary forms.746 
This conference on symphonism, opened by Ostretsov, took place from 
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February 4 to February 6, 1935, and conference speeches were published in the 
three following issues of Sovetskaia Muzyka. It is significant that it was 
Ostretsov, rather than a Party figure, who delivered the keynote speech. 
Although he used Party vocabulary, Ostretsov was still a musicologist and not 
a Party official. Music was not even then considered sufficiently important for 
Party officials to attend important meetings. Instead of being simplified to 
political ends, musical questions were discussed more in the terms of musical 
theory.747 Additionally, modern Western symphonism was openly presented 
and discussed—from Jean Sibelius to Honegger, although certain names like 
Beethoven surfaced more frequently.748 

Shostakovich, the symphonist at the center of attention during the 
following years, was also present at these meetings. He addressed themes of 
content and formalism and in practice points of views that were later 
condemned as formalist. He also considered Knipper’s Third and Fifth 
symphonies, praised by Ostretsov, to be unclear and even primitive. He 
believed that knowledge about Western symphonism was poor and that a 
seminar for studying Western style in depth should be held.749 His proposition 
received support. Sollertinskii gave some statistics that helped to explain why 
modern music was not well known or understood. According to him, during 
the last concert season the [Moscow?] Philharmonic Orchestra had played only 
one work by Arnold Schoenberg while works by Rimskii-Korsakov and 
Tchaikovskii numbered 189 and 190 respectively. 750  Rejection of bourgeois 
modernism on behalf of Russian classics could not have been more evident. 
This state of affairs was not welcomed by those wishing for a more progressive 
approach to symphonic music. 

Viktor Belyi believed that the “Soviet symphony” did not yet exist, 
although he did argue that several aspects of contemporary compositions 
indicated development towards it. It was not enough to say that a Soviet 
symphony was simply a symphony composed by a Soviet composer; it ought to 
be something distinct from the Western symphony. Belyi was searching for a 
realist style with a Soviet essence,751 but he was unable to give any concrete 
examples of such a style. Iosif Ryzhkin took a different approach to the 
definition of Soviet symphony. He emphasized that every era had had its own 
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mass audience for music. In the nineteenth century, the audience had been 
bourgeois, while in the Middle Ages church was the primary audience. In the 
Soviet context, the mass audience that expected music to be composed for them 
was composed of workers and peasants.752 In Ryzhkin’s reasoning a symphony 
would become “Soviet” only when it was targeted for the proletarian audience. 
Needless to say, Ryzhkin did not convey how a symphony could be targeted for 
a proletarian audience. 

This conference was not the first occasion on which symphony was 
discussed in the Composers’ Union. It seems that it was a consequence of 
preceding discussions, which had called for a broader platform to present and 
share ideas. Ryzhkin, for example, believed that composers were yearning for 
such discussion and waiting for musicology that could help them in their work. 
He also presented some of his own ideas about the preconditions for Soviet 
symphony, which he would repeat more than a year later at the conference.753 
Symphony became an important topic after 1932 since proletarian musicians 
had effectively shunned instrumental music in general. Symphonic music thus 
became one of the major topics for the Composers’ Union, but ideological 
content was one of the major problems for this musical form. Unlike an opera, a 
symphony could not present explicit ideological content. 

There were different attempts to solve the problem of ideological content. 
On the radio, the problem was bypassed by preceding the actual broadcast of 
the composition with a proper introduction. This approach was utilized 
actively, which is illustrated by Taranushchenko’s complaint that one 
symphony was broadcasted without a proper introduction. He stated that now 
listeners would not understand the work because the key moment for musical 
education had been missed.754 The same effect could be produced at concerts 
through the use of a compère or handouts. Handouts were particularly 
important at premieres. The content of the composition could in this way be 
manifested, or even invented. Atovmian stated that proper introductions would 
make premieres, “instead of ordinary concerts, the highlights of musical 
front.”755  

Although the musicological conference on symphony hardly managed to 
develop a coherent line on its main subject, it certainly made the point that the 
symphonic tradition had become an important part of Soviet musical life. This 
became especially evident in the autumn of 1937 when a festival of Soviet music 
was arranged in connection with the Twentieth Anniversary of the October 
Revolution. 
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At this point, the theoretical discussions of the previous years found a 
somewhat sounder basis in creative work but the limits of what was acceptable 
in symphonic music were becoming narrower. The festival introduced a host of 
new symphonic works by Soviet composers. After this festival at the end of 
1937, Georgii Khubov made some interesting remarks about Soviet 
symphonism. He listed the most important features of Soviet sypmhonism and 
stressed its difference from Western bourgeois modernism. The key feature 
above all was in narodnost, how music connected directly to the people. Here, 
Khubov emphasized the heritage of composers with strong narodnost in their 
music, including [J.S.?] Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, and Tchaikovskii. New Soviet 
symphonic music answered to social needs and was no longer “art for art’s 
sake” but rather reflected life of the Soviet people.756 In itself this was not very 
clear a guideline. 

Music critics had to give examples of recent works in order to give a more 
concrete idea of these prerequisites. One of the exemplary works chosen was 
Shcherbachev’s Fourth Symphony that was completed in 1936 and composed 
during the years of the aforementioned discussions. The work was named 
Izhorskaia, after a crucial factory in the 1905 Revolution. Yet, in his review, 
Ostretsov managed, typically for him, to speak in riddles, not about the work at 
hand – mostly about narodnost in general.757 Thus, it seemed that the approved 
method of choosing an ideological theme or title for the work was the way to 
make it admissible. However, there were signs of change. Discussions no longer 
took place at an exclusively abstract level. Compositions were now expected to 
display concrete features of socialist art. Although hardly anyone mentioned 
socialist realism in connection with musical examples, thus keeping it at a more 
theoretical level, ideological issues had become more acute. One editorial in 
Sovetskaia Muzyka was dedicated to this matter after a festival of Russian 
classical music, emphasizing especially the role of narodnost in music. The 
festival was overseen by the Committee on Artistic Affairs and perhaps this 
was why reviews now more than ever before concentrated on evaluating 
compositions’ ideological features.758 

In late 1937 Khubov had become not only the regular music critic of 
Pravda, but also one of the leading music critics to raise ideological issues in 
connection with music, especially with large-scale productions like symphonies 
and national operas. He was soon also on close terms with the Party in other 
means than just through Pravda, as the fourth part of this study suggests. Yet, 
he became a Party-member only in 1943. Khubov graduated from Moscow 
Conservatory in 1930 and became the leader of musical work in Gorky Park and 
a general exponent of mass musical work in unconventional musical arenas. He 
was said to be an important pedagogue from 1932, and in 1936, at the age of 
thirty, he became a docent at the Moscow Conservatory. He was an editor of 
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Sovetskaia Muzyka for the whole of the 1930s. He became the Chief Editor from 
1952 until 1957—the same time that he was secretary of the Composers’ Union. 
During the Second World War, he was an editor of radio broadcasts. 

In one of his articles, Khubov introduced several Soviet composers and 
their work on symphonic music. First of all, he emphasized the work of 
Miaskovskii, whose Eighteenth Symphony (dedicated to the Twentieth 
Anniversary of the October Revolution) was premiered during the festival of 
Soviet music. Khubov believed that Miaskovskii’s symphonies represented the 
development of Soviet symphony after the Revolution. Miaskovskii’s Fifth 
Symphony had been composed in 1918 and in Khubov’s view from this point 
on Miaskovskii’s development as a Soviet composer began and extended to 
such glorious works as his Sixteenth Symphony that was dedicated to the 
Soviet aviation. The only thing Khubov lamented was that out of Miaskovskii’s 
repertory only the eighteenth and fifth symphonies were performed at the 
festival, thus leaving his development as a Soviet composer insufficiently 
represented.759 

Khubov also introduced, largely in a positive light, other symphonic 
composers, including Khachaturian, Shaporin, and Prokofiev. He argued that 
although Prokofiev had technically been a master of composition for a long 
time, only now was he transformed into a genuine Soviet composer by 
abandoning his formalistic style.760 Khubov wrote nothing about Shostakovich 
in this article, but he went on to write about Shostakovich in depth in following 
issues of Sovetskaia Muzyka.  

Musicologists seem to have been able to interpret the difficult language of 
symphony for the wider audience and explain when a work fulfilled the 
ideological requirements and when it did not. The problem, however, was that 
musicologists were not unanimous in their judgments. In this context, the 
opinion of those, like Khubov or Gorodinskii, who were on close terms with the 
Party, carried considerable weight. 

While a great deal has been written about Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony, 
it is important to view it as part of musicological discussions as well as 
considering the mechanism by which it was approved. This work permanently 
raised Shostakovich to the status of Soviet composer. Moreover, it brought to an 
end Shostakovich’s difficulties that had more or less persisted since February of 
1936. The premiere of the symphony on November 21, 1937 was his triumph. 
Although it was not favorably received by everyone, most musical personalities 
and the public willingly accepted this symphony as an expression of 
Shostakovich’s will to return to the community of Soviet composers. 761 
Overexcitement, hype, in modern terms, surrounded this work. Khubov—who 
contributed to the extremely influential Pravda as well as Sovetskaia Muzyka—
was seemingly trying to calm the hype down. In the March 1938 issue of 
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Sovetskaia Muzyka, he discussed Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony in some depth. 
He criticized previous reviews of this symphony for merely using “generally 
praising phrases” yet saying nothing nor providing detailed analysis. Khubov 
maintained that with this symphony Shostakovich was responding to just 
criticism (he quoted Shostakovich) and that was precisely why the work ought 
to be analyzed in detail, because it deserved such an analysis.762 

After providing a musical analysis of the symphony, Khubov emphasized 
that, on the basis of his analysis, during the composing process Shostakovich 
had obviously understood the awesome power of optimism with regard to art. 
However, Khubov noted that Shostakovich had not fully grasped that only 
connection to the life of the people could provide release from the tragic 
“loneliness” to which Shostakovich was referring. 763  Khubov’s more 
professional analysis was followed by a typical layman’s review of the 
symphony and its political meaning. Mikhail Gromov, pilot and Soviet hero, 
evaluated symphony and its meaning. Following political lines, he believed that 
Pravda’s articles had done well in guiding Shostakovich, as shown by the Fifth 
symphony. “It feels as though Shostakovich has experienced and rethought a 
lot. He has grown as an artist. Austere and forthright criticism obviously helped 
his growth,” Gromov reasoned.764 

Although ideological viewpoints were discussed in connection with 
concrete examples of music instead of mere theory, especially after 1936 
guidelines hardly became any clearer. In theoretical discussions, some 
principles of socialist realist music were discussed and even agreed to some 
extent after 1936, but they still remained vague, as the next part of this study 
suggests. However, there was another trend, which began to shape Soviet 
symphonic music and gave it a distinctive character for several years. Perhaps 
not surprisingly it is connected with the past. 

In the field of symphony, as was the case for opera, pre-revolutionary 
Russian music experienced a strong revival as pointed out in many discussions 
and numerous articles. While Mikhail Glinka was better known in the field of 
opera and musical drama, he became like a musical Pushkin, an overall musical 
figure who was quoted in connection with almost every musical issue. Thus, 
Ivan Martynov’s article, About Glinka’s Symphonism, is, in this sense, very 
illuminating. He regarded that, although Glinka only had a few symphonic 
works, “his ingenious operas were from the start to the end symphonic.” 
Especially salient, in Martynov’s view, was the narodnost in Glinka’s symphonic 
style.765 Thus, Glinka, the “founder of the Russian music,” was used to justify 
the essence of Soviet symphonic music as well. Not Glinka alone, but all the 
major pre-revolutionary composers were one by one held up as predecessors of 
the Soviet style. The 100th Anniversary of Modest Musorgskii was yet another 
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occasion that emphasized how Soviet opera and symphonic music were now 
strictly bonded to Russian musical traditions.766 

The Russian musical past became a very delicate matter, the subject of 
dogmatizing, with no place for alternative views. Apparently, the musicologist 
Tamara Livanova crossed the line with her book published in 1938 entitled 
Essays and Material about the History of Russian Musical Culture. Livanova was 
said to have distorted the development of Russian music. In particular, it was 
argued that Livanova had undermined and twisted Russian music’s 
relationship to the people and its distinctiveness from Western musical 
traditions. Worst of all, several other professors had hailed Livanova’s work as 
exemplary.767 Thus, the Russian line of development had to be emphasized at 
the cost of the Western one. This was in line with the general shift from the pro-
European attitude towards Russian chauvinism and anti-western sentiments 
that became prevailing in the mid-1930s. 

Emphasis on the distinctive nature of Russian music, as the precursor of 
Soviet music, was supported by many musicologists. Somewhat surprisingly, 
the strongman of early Soviet musical administration, Arthur Lourié, who was 
exiled already in 1921, wrote in 1932 to the influential Musical Quarterly journal 
about the distinctive nature of Russian music. He argued that there were three 
main schools of music: Latin, Slavic, and German, with the latter being 
predominant. In his view, the Latin and Slavic schools, represented by France 
and Russia respectively, were closer to each other and both were trying to 
struggle against the German hegemony in music. Glinka, Musorgskii, and the 
Mighty Handful in his view represented the Russian school of music, which, like 
contemporary Russian composers both in the Soviet Union and abroad, tried to 
counter German hegemony.768 However, Lourié claimed that Soviet musical life 
was backward because foreign connections had been cut off. Despite being the 
first Russian futurist and internationalist, his view about a special Russian 
musical essence was surprisingly close to that of the many Soviet exponents of 
Russian heritage. Thus, this trend was firmly grounded, but had now been 
raised over others as the main Soviet line of musical thinking. 

It is now clear that musicology was expected both to connect Soviet music 
to its past and to show the way forward. Musicology eventually started to 
guide the ideological work of Soviet composers. Professionalized music 
criticism was in particular expected to provide guidelines for composers’ 
practical work. This idea was promoted by several musicologists. Not everyone 
was willing to give way to political demands in what they perceived as their 
professional domain, but the Party was able to find enough influential 
musicologists to support its cause. Khubov argued that the task of music critics 
was to point out to composers that certain musical genres mattered. He was a 
strong supporter of mass musical work and believed that musicology could 
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develop creative work in this direction. 769  In numerous similar addresses, 
musicologists defined Soviet music and connected music to the tasks of socialist 
construction.  

The motives of those musicologists who gave in to these demands surely 
differed and can be but guessed at. In any case, had some professional 
musicologists not made concessions, it is probable that, at some point, non-
professionals who were willing to take more radical actions would have 
emerged. In a way, it was all about surviving the pressures of the Stalinist 
system, which expected every sphere of life to support socialist construction 
and the tasks defined by the Party. The Composers’ Union took the wise step of 
attempting to define in professional context how music could serve these 
objectives, since it allowed the Union more room to maneuver than would have 
been the case had the Party intervened. 

 
Music is made a social art 

 
Part of the work to make music correspond to socialist construction lay in 
finding Marxist methods for musicological work. While the transformation of 
music criticism into a scholarly pursuit made it easier for the Composers’ Union 
to influence or exert some control over what was written about compositions, 
this was not enough. Music criticism also needed to be based upon Marxist 
principles, at least in theory. 

Prominent Leningrad musicologist Semion Ginzburg wrote an editorial in 
Sovetskaia Muzyka about redirecting music criticism’s line. Ginzburg argued that 
the essential problem of Soviet musicology was its concrete analysis of content 
in composition. According to Ginzburg even those who sincerely strived for 
Marxist-Leninist analysis had not overcome formalism. He declared that the 
liquidation of the barrier between music theory and practice should be the 
foremost task of musicology.770 Ginzburg’s writing featured vocabulary familiar 
from Party addresses but which would also become more common in future 
music criticism. This political vocabulary included words such as liquidation, 
development, struggle, hinder, and brake. Although writings about musical 
theory would not have changed in content, they did become more politically 
correct. It must be emphasized that Ginzburg was a former modernist and 
pupil of Boris Asafiev, hardly a Party member. 

Attempts to centralize music criticism were closely related to its general 
re-structuring. To this end, Sovetskaia Muzyka organized a special conference 
that was held on March 16 and 17, 1935. It was stressed that analysis of a single 
composition was inadequate for music criticism. Instead, analysis should 
always be connected to general problems of Soviet music. When a symphony 
was analyzed, the general discussions about Soviet symphony should have 
been observed. However, compositions and composers were evaluated almost 
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totally separately from topical musicological discussions. The conference agreed 
on a resolution that stated that the current incoherent status of criticism 
hindered the improvement in quality of Soviet music and made the struggle 
against formalism much harder.771 It was suggested that the theory of Soviet 
music and music criticism had been driven apart from each other and that the 
Composers’ Union did not have means to influence or interact with music 
critics in general. The situation could only be improved by centralizing the field 
of music criticism and by better publicizing theoretical discussions. Deficiencies 
in the struggle against formalism and isolation of music criticism were features 
that would also be mentioned by Pravda in its criticism less than a year later. 

The lack of authority and leadership was regarded as the biggest obstacle 
standing in the way of coherent musicology that would help Soviet composers. 
According to Sovetskaia Muzyka, this illustrated how dissatisfactory the 
operation of the musicological section actually was. In spite of requests, there 
was no decisive struggle against cliquishness, and modernists continued to 
work separately from former proletarian musicians. Some music critics even fell 
for demagogic phraseology, and sloppy or indifferent work, Sovetskaia Muzyka 
argued.772 Such writing reduced the situation prior to 1932 to a mere struggle 
between modernist and proletarian groups, naming them “ASMists” and 
“RAPMists,” which was a clear over-simplification.  

Musicology remained divided for a long time. Musicology was urged to 
unite and turn theoretical activity into practical work. Still in the autumn of 
1935 the same problems seemed to be prevailing: an editorial of Sovetskaia 
Muzyka emphasized that deep and serious theoretical research should 
simultaneously be highly practical. Formal analysis would be in vain unless the 
content and conditions surrounding a composition were also considered.773 An 
editorial implied that the opposite was prevailing and that the social dimension 
of musicology had to be further emphasized. 

All these remarks surrounding discussions of Soviet musicology illustrate 
that it was guided away from the individualist conception of music that 
prevailed in the West. During the initial years of the Composers’ Union, 
Cheliapov, as the Chief Editor of Sovetskaia Muzyka, on several occasions 
attempted to clarify the role of critics and musicologists in the composition 
process. He stated that music was not a “technology,” since as art it was not 
dependant on exact mathematical laws like physics: “[Art] is about a group of 
methods through which artist expresses his ideology. . . . It is not about “the 
work of the forces of nature,” but rather it is about artists’ creative 
conscience.”774 A consequence of this vague conception was that musicology 
had the ability to help artists to express and develop their ideology. The 
essential thing was that art was able to express ideologies and was not merely 
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an individual means of expression. The aim was to produce ideologically 
sophisticated music. Thus, it was announced that Marxist-Leninist musicology 
ought to be instated and that concrete music criticism should be its vanguard.775 

The attempt to emphasize the social nature of music was one of the 
leading principles in Soviet music throughout the Stalinist period. While 
distinctiveness from Western music was supposed to be one of its defining 
features, the Western reaction to the fruits of these new ideas is well-illustrated 
by famous music critic Gerald Abraham. He reviewed one of the symphonies of 
Iurii Shaporin in London in the 1930s. In his review, he wondered how 
revolutionary Russia could produce music that was so far from being 
revolutionary.776 His comment was not ignored. At the same time, Boris Asafiev 
commented on Alban Berg’s Wozzeck and argued that it represented the 
helplessness of the Western European petit-bourgeois intelligentsia in the face 
of fascism. According to Asafiev, Wozzeck revealed the crisis of the whole 
musical culture of the West.777 Stressing the social nature of music was seen as 
one of the leading ways of drawing a distinction with the bourgeois West. 

The emphasis on the social nature of music was not repellent to Soviet 
composers; on the contrary, many were willing to “express their artistic 
ideology” in public. Shteinberg willingly unraveled his Fourth Symphony, 
Turksib, its creative process, and the ideas that were carried within it. Turksib 
was a great railway construction and in Shteinberg’s words it represented  

 
“a great struggle against the vast wilderness and wild summits in the name of the 
construction of socialist culture to the extent that this was possible in instrumental 
music.”778  
 

Shteinberg stressed the role of socialist construction in his writing. According to 
him, the idea for the work had originated in the simple words of a Kirgizian 
delegate about the motives for building the Turksib railroad: “that the people 
would not have to moan and live in poverty.”779 

Shteinberg had a story to tell and these kinds of heroic tales were what the 
Party had called for. As Shteinberg’s work was instrumental, one obvious way 
to make it programmatic and give it a clear content was to explain the creative 
process (in the ideological context). He described how he had studied Semion 
Kirsanov’s Song of Turksib and Demian Bednyi’s Shaitan-Arba, but these works 
were used merely as background material. However, Shteinberg did use some 
elements of local folklore in the form of folk songs.780 It was more common, 
however, to create the social essence for musical works through texts. Prokofiev 
was among those who announced their desire to compose on the Soviet 
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thematic. He had opera in mind, but he lamented the lack of a proper libretto. 
He wanted to have positive, but not schematic or caricature-like, heroes.781  

In most cases the socialist content seems to have been constructed through 
text. There were, however, examples of works in the early 1930s that tried to 
approach the Soviet thematic in purely instrumental works. All of them, 
however, had at least a title or a dedication that suggested their theme—some 
even had a program. Knipper for example dedicated his Third Symphony 
(1933) “to the Army of the Far East” and his Fourth Symphony (1933) was 
entitled Poem for Komsomol-soldiers. Vissarion Shebalin’s Lenin (1934) was 
finished for the tenth anniversary of Lenin’s death. Miaskovskii’s Sixteenth 
Symphony (1936) Red Wing, was about the air force. Mokrousov’s First 
Symphony was named Antifascist. While Sovetskaia Muzyka published listings of 
ongoing work by composers, sometimes composers would announce that they 
were working on some politically topical works, which, however, were never 
completed, if they were ever started. Shostakovich, for instance, announced that 
he had started to compose his Sixth Symphony based on Maiakovskii’s poem 
Lenin.782 A politically timely theme or title could make a work more acceptable. 

Knipper’s Fourth Symphony, Poem for Komsomol-soldiers, had a program to 
introduce its ideological content. Knipper’s symphony was said to be based on 
a true story. In 1918 he had met a young boy who had joined up as a partisan to 
defend Soviet power. The boy’s mother would not have allowed him to leave, 
out of love for her son. The boy left home anyway and eventually died in action 
against the White Guard. This plot constituted the first three movements of the 
symphony. The fourth movement took place in a kolkhoz some years later, 
where young members of Komsomol remembered the young boy and the harsh 
war years.783 Thus, Knipper managed to combine three popular themes of the 
time: Civil War, Komsomol, and kolkhozes. It is also worth mentioning that, 
before starting in musical education, Knipper had been a member of the Red 
Army, adding credence to his claim that the symphony was based on a true 
story. 

Descriptions of Shteinberg and Knipper fit perfectly into the scheme of 
what was expected of music in relation to socialist construction. Themes 
popular in socialist realist literature included the socialist growth tale and 
man’s victory over nature.784 Musicology was expected to nourish this type of 
compositions and direct composers to engage in topical themes like these. 
Critics were supposed to concentrate on focusing, guiding, and stimulating 
composers’ work. 

An empirical solution to these challenges was proposed: musicology 
ought to find problems in Soviet music by studying recent works by Soviet 
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composers.785 At a meeting of music critics in Leningrad during early 1934, the 
main objective was set as clarifying music’s class nature and intensifying the 
political nature of practical work. This implied that the Party line was being 
followed in music critical work.786 Ryzhkin added that the separation of practice 
and theory, that is, critics and musicologists, was something that belonged to 
bourgeois culture not Soviet culture.787 Theory and criticism were crucial in 
establishing a new tradition of Soviet music.  

In theory, everyone agreed that musicology should support practical 
creative work, meaning composers. However, there was no conformity 
whatsoever over practical measures. The empirical approach suggested that the 
solution could be found in the compositions of the recent years and this was 
perhaps some kind of compromise, in which the baton was passed back to 
composers. Overall, musicology did make attempts to combine theoretical 
discussions and music practice, especially during the latter half of the 1930s 
when the political situation changed in regard to music and many features of 
these discussions were brought into practice. Still, most commonly the Soviet 
art is attached with the theoretical principle of socialist realism, which is still 
left open. The socialist realism was indeed discussed by composers and 
musicologists, but very differently than in those discussions that took place in 
literature between 1932 and 1934. 
 
 
Searching for socialist realism 
 
 
Marx meets musicology 
 
It was ideologically important to define the relationship between musicology 
and the overarching science of the Soviet Union, Marxist-Leninism. This would 
have helped to make the difference clear between Soviet and bourgeois music 
and musicology. The initial attempts within the confines of the Composers’ 
Union to bring Marx and Lenin to music were as artificial as these philosophers 
had been distant to art aesthetics. Initially, quotes from Lenin’s speeches were 
simply used to back up views that had very little to do with Marxist-Leninism. 
Two musical editors, Kaltat and Rabinovich, used this method in their early 
writings in Sovetskaia Muzyka: 

 
. . . in the republic of workers and peasants all the decisions concerning enlightening - 
- especially in the field of art must be penetrated by the spirit of proletarian class 
struggle in order to achieve the proletarian dictatorship, to defeat the bourgeois. . . .788 
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Kaltat and Rabinovich quoted Lenin’s statement in order to underline the 
importance of studying music history. Lenin’s statement had nothing to do with 
the authors’ point. By citing Lenin, they were simply trying to make their point 
more authoritative. Yet, if Stalin himself used Lenin to support his own ideas, 
then why should musicologists not try to use the same practice? 

References to Lenin became at times almost hilarious. Proletarian 
musicians had been at the forefront of using Leninist principles in music. Kaltat 
and Rabinovich implied in their article that RAPM had tried to justify the 
destruction of the pre-revolutionary culture by referring to Lenin. According to 
Kaltat and Rabinovich, Lenin had taken the opposite view: bourgeois culture 
should not be destroyed, but its best achievements should be used to benefit the 
proletarian cause.789 It seemed that Lenin could be used to justify anything from 
bourgeois musical tradition to the creation of a completely new proletarian 
culture. Perhaps, therefore, some circles decided that composers and 
musicologists needed education in order to understand Marxist-Leninism. 

The Central Committee of Rabis announced, quite soon after the 
Composers’ Union was established, that the Marxist-Leninist education of 
composers was lagging behind.790 The upheaval of composers’ ideological and 
political consciousness was set as the objective. A correspondence course was 
organized in order to achieve this aim. The course covered political economy, 
history of the Bolshevik Party, dialectical materialism, theory of Soviet 
economy, and facts about Leninism. Hence, in his spare time, the composer 
could now easily become ideologically enlightened. The cost of the course was a 
mere twenty rubles per year.791 Unfortunately, no information has survived 
about the number of composers who signed up to these correspondence 
courses.  

The Leningrad branch can shed some more light on the ideological 
education of composers. In August of 1936, two study groups about the history 
of the Communist Party were organized for composers. Those still attending 
the meetings after two months included Shostakovich, Sollertinskii, 
Dzerzhinskii, Arseni Gladkovskii, and Khristo Kushnarev, among others.792 
Although composers were hardly enthusiastic about studying Marxism-
Leninism, composers probably felt compelled at least to pretend to be interested 
in the subject as they were representatives of what was at least on paper an 
ideological organization. 

Despite the education program, during the initial years of the Composers’ 
Union Marxism most often surfaced in superficial use of ideological 
terminology. One editorial in Sovetskaia Muzyka can serve as an example of this. 
Cheliapov summarized post-revolutionary development of art as follows: “as 
short historical experiences have shown, proletarian dictatorship has enormous 
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creative force in all areas of economic, culture, and social life.”793 Whatever the 
achievements, they were claimed in the name of socialism or proletarian 
dictatorship. Despite that, it was mostly rhetoric, even though the Composers’ 
Union actively sought links to the life of the people. Links between the arts and 
social life had to be emphasized, no matter what. Thus, the development of 
Soviet music was connected with socialist construction. Here, the process 
already seemed reminiscent of canonizing as certain compositions were 
mentioned more often than others were.  

Yet, if we consider which compositions were mentioned in 1933 as great 
Soviet achievements, it seems that they hardly resembled each other and were 
far from coherent. The most frequently mentioned compositions were Belyi’s 
Hunger March, Golodnyi pohod (see in detail SM 2/1933); Miaskovskii’s Twelfth 
Symphony (in detail SM 5/1933); Asafiev’s ballet Flame of Paris; Shostakovich’s 
Lady Macbeth; Shteinberg’s Turksib; Popov’s and Shaporin’s symphonies; 
Zhelobinskii’s Komarinskii Muzhik; and Aleksei Zhivotov’s symphonic song 
cycle.794 These works were repeatedly said to offer something new, but were not 
still perfect. There was a strong need to find exemplary works but the lack of 
consensus prevented the final step been taken. 

After RAPM’s downfall, Lev Kulakovskii undertook one of the first 
attempts to find common ground between Marxism and musicology. His aim 
was to create new, more scientific methods for musical analysis. In the first two 
issues of Sovetskaia Muzyka, he discussed some important aspects of analysis of 
melody and harmony. He tried to study ways of isolating elements from 
composition in order to make dialectical-material examination of the work 
possible. He emphasized that abandoning formalist analysis would make it 
possible to grasp the class nature of music.795 According to Marx, humankind 
was striving toward absolute truth and a classless society. Here, art was seen as 
important because it was believed to reflect human thought and feelings. If art 
were to overcome class boundaries, it would have to reflect the absolute truth. 
Thus, the value of art was determined by its ability to transcend class 
boundaries.796 Kulakovskii reasoned the need for his kind of approach from the 
Marxist perspective, but otherwise his approach remained rather traditional. 
Even so, his article illustrates how ideas that seemingly could have very little to 
do with Marxism or with the Communist Party, started to be reasoned and 
discussed through ideological connections. 

Sovetskaia Muzyka rather quickly became the most important forum for 
discussions about new methods in musicology. Cheliapov was eager to 
summarize these discussions and use the conceptions of different musicologists 
in his writings in order to find definitions for Soviet music. The first attempts at 
defining Soviet music were quite vague, but they were still ardently supported 
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by Sovetskaia Muzyka. This was in line with what Cheliapov had presented as 
objectives of the journal: 

 
Contribute to construction of Marxist-Leninist musicology; research and critical 
analysis of Soviet music; critical acquaintance with the rich heritage of previous 
cultures; struggle for high artistic techniques of composers and artists; examine 
general methodological, theoretical, and historical problems; clarify pedagogical 
questions and so forth.797 

 
From the ideological point of view, Marxist-Leninist musicology was important. 
Without Marxist-Leninism, it would have been hard to draw a distinction 
between Soviet music and that of bourgeois cultures. Thus, in the first issue, 
Cheliapov named four main authorities for the work of the Composers’ Union: 
Marx, Engels, Lenin, and, naturally, Stalin. In Cheliapov’s view they would 
enlighten how socialist ideology in art would be discovered. But even 
Cheliapov emphasized that it was the artists’ task to find a practical form for 
socialist music. The Party was merely a guide for artists.798 

Socialism and proletariat were in theory considered somewhat differently 
than had been the case before 1932. We have already seen how part of the 
practical work practiced by RAPM endured in the Composers’ Union. Mass 
musical work, work in kolkhozes, and the fieldwork with the army were also 
considered important by the Composers’ Union. Yet, the April Resolution 
necessitated a clear break from the ideology of proletarian associations. Thus, 
Cheliapov emphasized that methods of proletarian associations had only 
succeeded in making socialist art vulgarly simple and distorting the will of the 
Party. He argued that the special features and nature of art should not be 
forgotten when political speeches were made within the musical sphere.799 
Cheliapov underlined the special nature of art, while simultaneously 
emphasizing the importance of the Party line. Socialist art was still art, but it 
would operate inside frames set by the Party. 

This resulted in a contradiction. The majority of those who had previously 
approached music through ideology were proletarian musicians. They were 
forced to renounce some of their previous ideas, at least at an institutional level. 
Yet, criticism was limited largely to RAPM, which was not the only proletarian 
music association. ORKiMD, Association of Revolutionary Composers and 
Musical Activists had a somewhat different experience. Firstly, ORKiMD was 
established by officials from the State Publishing House’s (Ogiz) Music Sector 
and it operated in its extreme vicinity. Secondly, Neil Edmunds, who has 
produced the best survey of this organization, states that ORKiMD aimed to 
promote its members’ music, devising theoretical programs and models for 
workers’ concerts.800 When we compare this program to that of the Composers’ 
Union, it seems that there was much common ground. The journal of Musical 
department of Ogiz, Muzyka i revoliutsiia, which published most of the writings 
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by ORKiMD’s members, was edited by Cheliapov and Moisei Grinberg, along 
with its establisher Lev Shulgin.801 After the April Resolution, the first two 
editors mentioned were initially among the most active commentators who 
made ideological observations about music. 

What is more, ORKiMD had already been closed by 1929, while RAPM 
continued to function right up until 1932. It may be that ORKiMD’s heritage 
was not initially perceived in such a negative light as RAPM’s was. Yet, all 
organizations of proletarian musicians had gathered together those who 
believed that music and ideology were inseparable. One of RAPM’s objectives 
had been musicological work and particularly the development of Marxist 
methods for musical analysis.802 In practice, the agenda of RAPM could not be 
discarded by the Composers’ Union, like it was impossible in many other areas 
connected with ideology. As Edmunds has noted, several proletarian musicians 
successfully pursued a career in the Composers’ Union.803 My findings support 
this fact. Many former proletarian musicians were quite active, for example in 
participating in musicological discussions in Sovetskaia Muzyka.804 What is more 
striking and significant is that the Composers’ Union achieved in engaging 
many bourgeois musicologists in the same cause. 

Roman Gruber (1895–1962), became a Professor at Leningrad 
Conservatory in 1935 and from 1941 at Moscow Conservatory, and he was one 
of the most authoritative Soviet musicologists. He had completed his studies at 
GIII805 in 1922 and had since worked with Asafiev and Shteinberg, among 
others. During the 1930s, he wrote extensively on the history of music, 
including studies of Wagner and Handel, for example. He emphasized the 
“enormous social meaning of music,” perhaps in order to gain prestige for 
music. According to Gruber, evaluation of music’s social significance was 
incomplete in 1934, but the medium’s social nature was unquestionable.806 
Notwithstanding the possibility that Gruber and other bourgeois musicologists 
sincerely believed in the social nature of music, it was also important to 
emphasize music’s social significance for another reason. After all, material 
benefits from the government were believed to be dependant on how useful 
music was. Resources would not have been as plentiful if music had not been 
able to express how it could support the needs of the State and the Party and 
how it could be useful ideologically and politically. Furthermore, the search for 
Marxist-Leninism in music presupposed emphasis on the social nature of 
music. 

Stalin has often been named as the father of the idea that art was a 
valuable part of socialist construction. This interpretation held that socialist 
realism was a device for harnessing art and artists to the tasks of Stalinist 
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socialism. Socialist realism has often been said to have made writers “active 
constructors of the new, classless society.”807 The idea of art’s role in socialist 
construction had been developed by proletarian artists. The systems of art 
unions merely set this objective for the entire artistic front. In music, there was a 
clear contradiction between the modernist conception of art and socialism. The 
Association of Contemporary Music, ASM, had held that music was purely an 
art form incapable of carrying any kind of ideological content. This formalist 
conception was officially rebuked by the Composers’ Union, but in practice 
very little changed at first. It even appears that profound changes in musical 
practices were not initially required because proletarian and modernist 
tendencies both seem to have been able to operate within the same Union. But 
in theory, it was of the utmost importance to find ways to make music part of 
socialist construction. 

Leningrad branch’s secretary Iokhelson believed that attempts to establish 
a Marxist-Leninist analysis of music were unbalanced. He maintained that the 
“Marxist-dialectic method does not build up out of name tags but of true and 
deep study of creative process in all its contradictions.”808 Iokhelson argued in 
favor of an open approach to the concept of socialist music rather than the 
narrow conceptions practiced before 1932. In his view modernists, or 
“ASMists,” had not understood just how harmful some bourgeois music could 
be to Soviet music. Iokhelson stated that pre-revolutionary music was highly 
important for socialist construction but argued that it should not be imitated as 
some “academic fetishists” did. Soviet music should find new approaches 
rather than rely on imitation.809 

Modernists had found a home in ASM—in an organization that spoke on 
behalf of contemporary, Western, and Soviet music alike. While it was viewed 
as the counterpoint of RAPM after 1932, both ASM and RAPM agreed on one 
important point: a new musical culture should have been built in place of the 
prevailing musical culture that nurtured pre-revolutionary music. ASM 
maintained that modernist music would benefit the proletarian dictatorship. 
They were criticized by proletarian musicians for fostering “petit-bourgeois 
music of Western art elite.” ASM responded with the argument that socialism 
grew out of capitalism and that the bourgeois phase was inevitable. ASM’s 
argument was portrayed by Cheliapov in the second issue of Sovetskaia Muzyka 
and instantly rebutted. He believed that using this conception ASM managed to 
come up with new readings of all theses written by Marx, Engels, Lenin, and 
Stalin on the subject of the development of socialism. He commented scornfully 
that there was no need to reconstruct socialism according to the needs of 
music.810 Both ASM and RAPM were to be discarded as organizations in the 
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search of Soviet music. Although through Cheliapov the Party would have been 
able to define how socialist theorists were to be interpreted, the Party chose not 
to use this prerogative, at least in the initial phase of the Union. 

Peter Demetz, who has examined the roots of Marxist literary criticism, 
argues that Stalinist bureaucrats installed the Marxist literary doctrine as the 
theory of socialist realism at some point between the April Resolution and the 
Writers’ Congress of 1934. Socialist realism eventually grew out of Marxist 
review.811 Therefore, it is important to follow how discussions on Marxism 
developed in the Composers’ Union. In practice, Demetz’s interpretation would 
mean that Marx, Lenin, and lesser authorities of Soviet Socialism were accepted 
as authorities in art. In music the situation was complex. While literature is 
scarcely mentioned in the work of Marxist theorists, music is practically non-
existent in these studies. However, this did not prevent musicologists from 
trying to present music in a Marxist framework. 

Applying Marxism to music did not attract universal support. According 
to Cheliapov, there were musicologists who were willing to keep music 
separate from Marxism, although composers’ class dependency was 
acknowledged by most. Cheliapov maintained that although Marxism appeared 
to have little direct links to music, music could still be viewed from a Marxist 
point of view. In Cheliapov’s mind, the problem lay in the academism of 
musicology. He argued that theory had been deliberately detached from 
musical practices. He pointed out that literature and other arts were ahead of 
music in fusing theory to practice.812 In Cheliapov’s view, musicology did not 
meet the requirements of socialist construction. 

Cheliapov tried to ground future discussions by generalizing some 
features of art and Marxism. He believed that an artist’s expression 
incorporated philosophical, esthetic, and scientific phenomena. An artist’s 
psyche and class-conscious ideology affected how these ideas were formulated. 
Thus, art conveyed the ideas and thoughts of artist, he continued. In music, this 
would happen by means of melody, harmony, and instruments. Cheliapov 
maintained that—because musical outcome was so complicated and its analysis 
such an arduous process—the development of Marxist-Leninist musicology 
lagged behind the other arts.813 This view was accepted in principle by many 
respected musicologists. Roman Gruber emphasized the same principles two 
years later. He also believed that music criticism was behind other forms of art 
criticism when it came to meeting the challenges of socialist construction.814 

Marxist-Leninist musicology was something that existed only in 
theoretical discussions in the early 1930s; it was not something that was 
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practiced. Thus, Cheliapov urged musicology to gather basic facts about 
musical analysis to serve as a starting point for concrete work. Musical analysis 
was not to be merely about the formal and technical side of a compositions’ 
structure. Cheliapov believed that it would be more important to understand 
the meaning, both ideological and emotional, of a composition. Structural 
analysis should not be disregarded but it should only assist and guide more 
important analysis. Cheliapov argued that musicology should gather those 
aspects from Soviet compositions that managed to reflect socialist construction 
in general and in detail. This would provide material for Marxist musical 
analysis.815 In Cheliapov’s view, content was superior to musical form. Yet, his 
approach of identifying the details in a composition that would reflect socialism 
was rather mechanistic and underrated the complexity of musical analysis. 

Another reformer of music theory in the Soviet Union was Boris Asafiev. 
He has been justifiably described as a chameleon816, since during his career he 
supported modernist music, Russian traditions, and connections with Western 
Europe. He was a famous music critic, musicologist, and composer. He had had 
links to Russian traditions as he had been trained in pre-revolutionary 
traditions at the Conservatory of St. Petersburg. In his youth, he had become 
acquainted with Vladimir Stasov, who was now placed upon a pedestal, along 
with Serov and Larosh, as an exemplary figure for Soviet music critics. His links 
and admiration of Stasov made Asafiev even more valuable to Soviet 
authorities. Stasov’s emphasis on Russian folk song and resentment of German 
musical influences were further stressed in the Soviet Union, and this 
increasingly affected Asafiev in his later years. Just as Stasov became a member 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences, so Asafiev became the only representative 
of music ever admitted to the Soviet Academy of Sciences (in 1943). Asafiev was 
awarded the Stalin Prize in 1948 for his theoretical work. 

By the early 1930s, Asafiev had abandoned his modernist cause and little 
by little became the leading figure of Soviet musicology; he was even a symbol 
of Stalinist era musicology, since he was especially prominent during the music 
scandal of 1948.817 Therefore, his views from the early 1930s are especially 
interesting. However, in the 1930s his enormous theoretical output was 
temporarily brought to a halt while he changed to practical compositional 
work.818 Two of his ballets of the era, Flame of Paris (1932) and Fountain of 
Bakhchisarai (1934), were regarded as the first examples of heroic Soviet ballet.819 
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In 1933, Asafiev stated that composers should enrich their creative method with 
the class war of the proletarian. He clarified his intents and argued that the 
surrounding reality should be understood through Marxist-Leninist philosophy 
and method. He asserted that the social nature of music was the basis for future 
work on Soviet music. Music was not a symbol, a mere copy of reality, but 
rather it represented the reality itself.820  

Asafiev seemed to have already abandoned the view held by ASM that 
music was an individual art form, detached from ideology. Now he was 
thinking along the lines of Roman Gruber, with whom he actually was in active 
correspondence throughout the 1930s. 821  In Asafiev’s—as in Gruber’s—
thinking, the key was to accept the social nature of music. Unless music could 
portray reality or ideology, it would not prove to be useful for socialist 
construction. Asafiev continued that the April Resolution was a turning point in 
music. The Composers’ Union had freed music from the dogmatism and 
tyranny of RAPM. He contended that musicology did not benefit from strict, 
dogmatic guidance but from soft leadership, which enabled creativity.822 

Asafiev emphasized the responsibility of each composer to think how he 
or she could support and contribute to socialist construction. He mentioned 
review practice, pokazy, as one possible way of enabling mutual guidance of 
creativity toward the needs of socialism. He called for the elevation of 
composers’ political consciousness in order to raise the quality of 
compositions. 823  Although he seemed to employ several seemingly empty 
political concepts in his writing, Asafiev underlined the collective nature of art 
instead of individualism. The purposes of society were more important than 
artists’ own aims, he insisted. Several musicologists with different backgrounds 
found common ground in this position. Asafiev was not alone in his view. 
Georgii Khubov summarized that an artist should abandon individualism, but 
still maintain individual character in art. Art should be attainable for the widest 
possible audience. The starting point of art should be the people, not the artist. 
Khubov implied that the decisive difference between Soviet and bourgeois art 
was the driving force behind art: the people for Soviet art, instead of the artist in 
bourgeois art.824  
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Soviet music had to demonstrate its difference from bourgeois culture, but 
this was as such still a rather vague and unformed argument. Of course, work 
amongst the people and drawing influences from the people were important, as 
was the “national” line—stress on Russian musical heritage. Nevertheless, 
musicology still needed to establish a more concrete theoretical basis, as 
Cheliapov urged. The links between Marxism and musicology were still fairly 
tenuous. Formalists claimed that they were studying unchanging features of 
music, i.e. its structural side. However, Cheliapov maintained that counterpoint 
and other musical forms were merely the creations of certain phases of 
historical development in music. Thus, they were connected to the ideological 
and emotional content of a specific musical era. The role of musicology was, 
therefore, to point out that Soviet music required a new kind of analysis that 
would suit its needs.825  

Although Marxist musicology was an insubstantial and unformed 
concept, Kulakovskii was ready to insist upon changes being made to the way 
that music theory was taught. He pointed out that the situation would never 
change if teaching remained the same. He maintained that teaching was based 
on pre-revolutionary textbooks and it was therefore imperative to compile a 
book on music theory based on the most recent research. He emphasized that 
there had been a lot of fruitful discussion in Sovetskaia Muzyka, which could be 
exploited. Even first-year-students should be encouraged to study the music of 
the Soviet nations, Kulakovskii maintained. He claimed that at that time 
technical matters were emphasized during the early phase of studies, while 
ideological concerns were entirely absent from daily pedagogical work. The 
students’ ideological guidance was thus adrift.826  

A textbook for college-level music education edited by Kulakovskii was 
swiftly published. Although it was basically quite traditional, the examples it 
referred to were works by Soviet composers or Soviet folk tunes. The textbook 
was also recommended by Narkompros, which approved all the textbooks, 
anyway.827 Kulakovskii’s book on music theory affirms that Marxism initially 
played only a tertiary role in music. The teaching of music theory was based on 
old traditions, but it was subject to some updating. Instead of classical 
examples, excerpts were selected from Soviet music and the music of Soviet 
nationalities was particularly emphasized. Kulakovskii alleged that his textbook 
adopted a Marxist approach, but it appears that the only notable ideological 
choice was to include the music of the nationalities, which had more to do with 
the Party politics than Marxism. When Sovetskaia Muzyka published a review of 
this book, it also leveled accusations against Muzgiz about evading the 
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reconstruction of textbooks on musical theory for the whole of the 1920s. This 
new textbook was given a circulation of 10,000 copies.828 

The work on textbooks was obviously an attempt to reclaim musical 
heritage from the Soviet point of view. Kulakovskii’s early textbook for lower 
levels would be soon followed by more advanced volumes. The administration 
of musical institutes of the Committee on Artistic Affairs was especially keen to 
see that these textbooks were written and published, although they also 
benefited Soviet composers and musicologists, since textbooks reasserted their 
authority as well. The textbooks certainly represented Soviet music in a positive 
light and provided Soviet students with pedagogical material written from a 
Soviet point of view.829 The strong tendency for centrally administered music 
pedagogical work was prevalent. In 1938 a conference of musicologists from 
twenty-five Soviet cities was organized by the Committee; standardizing the 
way in which music history and theory were taught was the aim of the 
conference.830 Textbooks were crucial to this work. Yet, it took time to reach a 
situation where Soviet educational material was dominant. 

In the summer of 1938, the work on new textbooks for Conservatories was 
behind schedule. A textbook of the music history of the people’s of USSR was 
being prepared by Professor Ossovskii and a team of professors that included 
Asafiev, Gruber, Kuznetsov, and others. However, even more importance was 
placed on a series of four volumes about West European music for pedagogues 
and conservatories’ faculties of historical theory. A number of musicologists, 
including Gruber, Ossovskii, and Sollertinskii, were working on this project.831 
The history of music was being re-written by scholarly professionals. Although 
the music of the Soviet nationalities was given emphasis, the most important 
part of musical education was still the West European tradition, in other words 
traditional concert music. 

This did not have much to do with Marxism, and most musicologists seem 
to have been satisfied with the slow pace of change. Roman Gruber suggested 
that before foundations of the Marxist musicology could be laid, the nature of 
music should be defined properly. The starting point for such a definition was 
to study musical realism. He asserted that the ways in which music could 
convey ideological content could be found in musical realism. Discussion of the 
class nature of music without first defining limits of music would be the 
“bringing of water to the mill of formalism,” he explained.832 Gruber held an 
important position in the Conservatory and might have thus spoken for 
ideological conceptions. Yet, his later correspondence with Asafiev indicates 
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that he did not disassociate himself from political discussions over music but 
rather actively participated in such discussions.833 

In Gruber’s view, all art reflected the objective reality of each class in its 
developmental phase. Music differed from the other arts only by its means. 
Gruber contended that the nature of music was not in question. It was 
important to find the “correct” methods for expression. He claimed that besides 
esthetic pleasure, music could affect the whole consciousness and body. Music 
was the result of the active exploitation of nature by human. Gruber alleged 
that music did not only carry esthetical quality but was, in the words of Marx, 
“a product of the world history.”834 Although the stressing of the class nature of 
music had been central for proletarian artists, after 1932 even notable bourgeois 
musicologists started to talk about the social nature of music. Yet, while 
proletarian artists had emphasized the inner class war of the arts, this position 
was now condemned as out of hand. The era of labeling artists as “hostile,” 
“transitional,” or “one of us” was over. Cheliapov proclaimed that socialist 
realism would not divide composers into “pure” or “impure.”835 

The importance of socialist realism increased rapidly with the approach of 
the Writers’ Congress held in August of 1934. With discussion on the social 
nature of music, formalism quickly became the counterpoint for socialist realist 
music. Although they had been ongoing for ten years,836 discussions about 
musical formalism were now of a very different nature. As socialist realism 
proved a very difficult concept to define, formalism was a concept against 
which socialist realism could be defined, at least roughly. 

 
On the road to socialist realism 

 
Socialist realism was first officially introduced and its basic principles defined 
in the Soviet literary world. Although members of the musical front were able 
to discuss socialist realism without involvement from Party officials, they were 
influenced by the discussions on literature. After all, it is hard to imagine that 
the Writers’ Congress of August, 1934, the public festival around literature, and 
the socialist realism that ensued, would have gone unnoticed in musical 
discussions. Naturally, what happened in the Writers’ Union and how socialist 
realism was defined there had its effect, even if musical discussions were more 
or less open. 

Jeffrey Brooks believes that the most important outcome of the first 
Writers’ Congress were the restrictions placed upon Maksim Gorkii. His travel 
rights were suppressed and he was eventually displaced from the leadership of 
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the Union.837 Brooks appears to be unsure as to whether the art unions were 
Stalin’s creation or if they were merely used by him for his own purposes. The 
difference is obvious: If these structures were created by the Stalinist 
bureaucracy, art unions would have been less likely to bring up their own 
ideas. If they had been formed autonomously, even in part, the unions’ ideas 
could have contradicted some principles of the Stalinist system. Brooks has 
examined socialist realism through articles and discussion in Pravda, but he 
concentrates on literature. His references to music are rather scarce and 
sometimes imprecise.838 However, as he studied Stalinist public culture and 
socialist realism through writings published in Pravda, Brooks is able to offer a 
valuable insight into how socialist realism was perceived by the media and the 
kinds of changes it underwent during its early years. 

The basis of socialist realism as it was formulated after the Writers’ 
Congress can be followed quite exactly if taken as a literary tradition. 
Bolsheviks were not the architects of the idea that art was capable of serving the 
state interests. The basic ideas of socialist realism can be found in the ideas of 
Nikolai Chernyshevskii, Vissarion Belinskii, and even Friedrich Schiller. Yet, 
Marx and Engels both seem to have been poorly acquainted with literary ideas, 
even those of Chernyshevskii.839 His novel, Chto delat? Iz rasskazov o novykh 
liudiakh (What is to be done?),written in 1862 whilst he was imprisoned, urged 
writers to participate in revolutionary activism, and it later famously influenced 
Lenin himself. Chernyshevskii’s idea was that art was educational and that it 
was never politically neutral.840 What is to be done? became one of the standard 
works of socialist realism. The principal character of this book is an ardent 
revolutionary who sleeps on a bed of nails and eats only meat in order to 
become a stronger revolutionary.841 Gorkii could be termed Chernyshevskii’s 
direct heir, especially in his novel, Mother, regarded as a proto-socialist realist 
work.842 Direct historical links were important for Soviet literature in order to 
prove its historical roots and development. In music, similar ties were actively 
sought and found in, for instance, Musorgskii’s realist style. 

Sometimes the April resolution of 1932 and the first Writers’ Congress are 
uncritically bundled together with Stalinist bureaucracy and socialist realism.843 
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A more justifiable view was taken by Anthony Kemp-Welch, who argues that 
socialist realism was the subject of heated debate especially throughout 1933. 
The definitive return of Gorkii to the Soviet Union on May 17, 1933 marked a 
turning point in these discussions. 844  According to Kemp-Welch, the Party 
acquired control over the Writers’ Union through its secretariat established in 
the autumn of 1933. Rather than being a pre-planned intervention, these actions 
were a practical response to the obstacles the Party came up against during 
discussions about creative method and problems of administration. 845  Yet, 
Kemp-Welch asserts that Stalin and his totalitarian plans were a major force in 
the formation of the Writers’ Union and socialist realism.846 

The Writers’ Congress itself was a two-week event marked by its carnival 
atmosphere. The Congress consisted of more than 200 reports, declarations, and 
speeches. The proceedings even opened with an orchestral performance. 
Delegations of workers and peasants also interrupted the proceedings by 
parading across the stage. Rather than being a venue for serious discussion, the 
Congress was more of a festival. Still, two themes in these speeches should be 
emphasized: First, writers’ social responsibilities; the workers’ parades were an 
attempt to remind writers of this. The second central theme was the need to 
reject modern bourgeois influences and emphasize the special character of the 
Soviet Union and socialist realism.847 At the Congress, these points were made 
in a rather positive atmosphere. 

More negative expedients were used after Leningrad Party boss Sergei 
Kirov was murdered— an incident that many see as the starting point for the 
Terror inside the Party itself, instead of peasants and foreign national 
minorities. The Writers’ Union also became even more dependent on the Party. 
It adopted overtly political guidelines in February of 1935. Literary criticism 
was introduced as a political instrument, not an aesthetic one. Stalin’s notion of 
“the correct depiction of Soviet reality” was adopted as a guideline for Soviet 
literature. Ties between the Party and the Writers’ Union became even more 
intense when the Central Committee apparatus was reorganized. The Kultprop 
secretariat was replaced with a Department of Cultural and Enlightenment 
Work, Kultpros, which oversaw libraries, clubs, and other venues with literary 
activity. Aleksandr Shcherbakov, who was already head of the Writers’ Union, 
was appointed to lead the new department.848 

The Writers’ Union and literature were tightly bound to the Party both 
ideologically and politically. This kind of political tie did not exist between 
music and the Party. Ideological ties then again are a much more complex 
matter. Composers followed events in literature closely. This was perhaps 
because literature was ahead of music in terms of organizational development. 
It has been said that RAPM imitated the more powerful RAPP in order to 
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receive a share of its success.849 In 1933, Andrei Pashchenko assessed that the 
remnants of bourgeois philosophy were already being abandoned in music but 
that the process was still only beginning in music while literature was some 
years ahead.850 Literature and writers received broad attention and substantial 
benefits, whereas composers had to cope with much less of both. It was 
apparently assumed that the Composers’ Congress would necessitate a similar 
process in music, thus enhancing the public standing of music and bringing 
glory and prosperity to composers. 

 
Matchmakers for musical socialist realism 

 
As soon as the Composers’ Union was set up, certain musicologists tried to 
discuss the issue of socialist realism. Later, the Union was strongly affected by 
what happened in literature, but initial discussions were quite open and broad. 
One of the early advocates of socialist realism in music was Boleslav 
Pshibyshevskii. He had been one of the architects of the reorganization of 
conservatories between 1929 and 1931 and the rector of the Moscow 
Conservatory during these years, but he was eventually forced to resign in the 
autumn of 1932. 851  After that, he published a three-point program for the 
construction of a basis for socialist realism in music. His “points” were the 
relationship between form and content, the ability of music to depict reality, 
and musical heritage.852 This basis was also adopted by other early proponents 
of musical socialist realism.  

Gorodinskii agreed with Pshibyshevskii and underlined how analysis of 
the realistic tradition and realistic nature of music were important.853 These, 
indeed, had become important points that were discussed in the Union, as we 
have seen. Furthermore, Gorodinskii and Pshibyshevskii were appointed by 
Chairman Cheliapov as the keynote speakers at a Union meeting held in 
October of 1933, at which socialist realism was being discussed. They were 
Cheliapov’s first specialists on socialist realism.854  

Socialist realism is often associated with political control over art. It is 
linked to Stalin’s seizure of power, and it is assumed that it was a vehicle used 
by Stalin to enslave artists. According to this scheme, socialist realism is usually 
seen as a pre-planned process, which manifested itself for example in the Stalin-
cult, in which the arts took part in glorifying the great leader.855 However, the 
process by which socialist realism became part of the Party’s official chain-of-
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command was much more complicated. 856  Especially when one considers 
music, it is clear that at first it was composers and musicologists themselves 
who ushered in discussion of socialist realism. It is therefore interesting to 
examine the kinds of values that were attributed to socialist realist music. 

In a wider context, Boris Groys has unraveled the totalitarian outlook of 
socialist realism and its alleged role as a mere extension of Stalinism. Socialist 
realism has been described as the representation of the elite’s taste. This view is 
given more weight when we bear in mind that there was a shift in Soviet values 
from revolutionary toward petit bourgeois in the 1930s, especially among the 
new elite. Socialist realism had a lot in common with bourgeois romanticism. 
But was it, then, the representation of the taste of the political or artistic elite? 
Boris Groys is sure of one thing: socialist realism had very little to do with the 
taste of “the people,” although it was the lives and experiences of “the people” 
that socialist realism was supposed to embody.857  

According to Groys, socialist realism was formulated by much the same 
educated and experienced elite which actively championed the avant-garde 
during the 1920s. He considers socialist realism to be a didactic method 
oriented outside ordinary life. Ordinary people were more inclined toward 
Hollywood-comedy and jazz than toward socialist realism.858 Obviously, Groys 
connects socialist realism to traditional concert music, not to Soviet occasional 
or light genre music, both of which became genuinely popular in the 1930s. 
Indeed, the discussions about socialist realism involved usually only this 
serious genre and not the popular ones. All in all, Groys’s analysis merits a 
more detailed examination of the situation in the musical world. 

Viktor Gorodinskii maintained that the technical basis of the socialist 
realist style in music should be found in the old classics. However, he did add 
that modern music contained features that could be useful for socialist realism, 
thus pointing out that the principles were open for discussion and that 
modernists had an established position and were not to be merely dismissed 
from the outset. This is also in line with Groys, who considered that those 
involved with the avant-garde of the 1920s had also offered opinions about 
socialist realism during the 1930s. Gorodinskii went further, claiming that the 
impulse and subject for socialist realist music was to be found in factories and 
kolkhozes: the essence of socialist realism was to be found in the lives of 
people.859 Gorodinskii as a musicologist was part of the artistic elite and he did 
believe that socialist realism was defined by an elite, not by the people. Yet, he 
did not abandon the people altogether; he saw the people as both a subject and 
muse. This was not mere rhetoric as we have seen. Nevertheless, there was no 
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longer any expectation that the people would create their own art forms, as 
proletarian musicians had presumed (in theory, at least). 

Another interesting view of socialist realism worth contesting in music is 
offered by Kenez and Shepherd, who maintain that socialist realism was 
eventually a compromise between the views of the Communist Party leadership 
and the Soviet intelligentsia. The Writers’ Congress in itself illustrates the 
diversity between existing views and how even objectives of creative activity 
sometimes had to be compromised. The definition of socialist realism was not 
given by the party leadership in the Congress, but it slowly emerged as a 
compromise in which middle level intelligentsia had an especially prominent 
position. Socialist realism remained a vague compromise for which no 
exhaustive definition was ever found.860  This was the situation even more 
acutely in music than in literature. In music, the Party initially left the issue 
completely for the musical elite to discuss. 

Although the principles of socialist realist music were actively discussed, 
few dared to mention any concrete musical examples. Rather, works that paved 
the way for socialist realism were mentioned for instance by Leningrad 
secretary Iokhelson. On the threshold of the Seventeenth Party Congress, he 
called Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth and Asafiev’s Ballet the Flame of Paris “the 
most noteworthy compositions of the previous years.” These works were, 
besides their professional quality, examples of high ideological standard, 
ideinost.861 In research, a high ideological standard is often referred to as one of 
the basic elements of socialist realism. It refers to Soviet ideology and to how 
works of art managed to reflect this ideology.862 Another two basic concepts 
linked with socialist realism are partiinost (party-mindedness) and narodnost 
(narod referring to people). The latter term refers to the depiction of reality 
through the people’s point of view, reflecting its aspirations and ideas in an 
understandable way. Above these two there loomed the primary concept, 
party-mindedness. The Party was the vanguard of the proletariat and classless 
society. It had the right to provide rulings and definitions on ideological 
matters and was thus the authority in socialist realism as well.863 

This theoretical definition was reached during contemporary theoretical 
discussions but was arrived at through later research. Thus, it only corresponds 
to the musical discussions of the 1930s in certain points. This is no wonder, 
since in Soviet artistic life socialist realism eventually became a cliché. Socialist 
realism became part of political discussions about art and theory, not practice. 
Few conscious attempts were made to create art that would meet socialist 
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realist standards.864 Officially, however, it remained the leading star of Soviet 
artistic life until the 1980s.865 In the 1930s, when discussions about socialist 
realist music were just beginning, the situation was somewhat different. Many 
composers appear to have sincerely believed that it would develop into a 
genuinely creative method. 

As well as these three aforementioned basic concepts, there was historical 
optimism, which was often mentioned in research of socialist realism. In 
practice, this meant confidence in a better, socialist future. Reality was to be 
presented as a revolutionary development—the development towards socialist 
society.866 Hence, socialist realist art did not portray prevailing faults, but the 
future utopia that was believed to be at hand. Here historical optimism was 
connected to the “correct” ideology, the requirement of ideinost, and to two 
other basic features: the depiction of what life in the future would be like for the 
people and faith that the Party could provide the route to this future. These 
features were typically part of the initial discussions about socialist realist 
music, but they would never all be discussed in one address. Individual 
addresses would mention one or two of these features, but there were also a 
host of other ideas which did not become part of the later definitions of socialist 
realism.  

Georgii Khubov’s detailed article about national features in music is 
illuminating in this sense. Although he carefully avoids mentioning the concept 
of socialist realism, he began his article by quoting Stalin’s famous remark 
about the need for art that was “national in form, socialist in content.” As he 
continued, he mentioned several features that would later be associated with 
socialist realism. The whole theme of his article was linked to narodnost: he 
emphasized the connection between Soviet music and the people. He also 
underlined how music of Bach, Chopin, Borodin, Liszt, and others was highly 
popular; Soviet music was continuing the tradition, whereas the West was 
heading away from the people. Khubov also mentioned happiness as one of the 
important features of Soviet music, thus coming close to the concept of 
historical optimism.867 Khubov wrote in 1937, when discussions on musical 
socialist realism had already waned. Before 1936 discussion was more active; it 
seems that although issues remained largely the same (as Khubov’s article 
suggests), the question of socialist realism was no longer posed as a topic for 
vigorous debate. 

Even before 1936, discussions came close to those definitions attached to 
socialist realism by later research. In Roman Gruber’s view, music should 
support socialist construction. He claimed that it was not enough that art was in 
harmony with reality, but that reality should be an element in, or active part of, 
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a work of art. Yet, as music expressed reality at a conceptual level, Gruber 
maintained that this was an abstraction. 868  Gruber represented the basic 
problem of socialist realist music. If music portrayed reality, but only on a 
conceptual level, should socialist realist music then be approached through 
Soviet composers’ music or merely as a theoretical principle? The early 
Composers’ Union attempted to both find works that represented socialist 
realism and define its theoretical basis. However, the future of the musical 
discussions testified that these definitions could not proceed far from their 
starting point. 

Sovetskaia Muzyka addressed the dichotomy between the theory and 
practice of socialist realism, arguing that musical language was to be found by 
meeting the requirements of socialist realist music. Of course, the socialist 
realist method had to be defined first. This could be achieved by analyzing 
music, both old and new, the editorial reasoned.869 It was emphasized that 
definition of socialist realism was a task that belonged to the Composers’ Union 
and especially to musicology, which could interpret composers’ achievements. 
Indeed, musicology and musicological discussions became core themes in 
Sovetskaia Muzyka, just as the editorial had promised.870 Yet, the reasoning was 
circular. If socialist realist music was needed in order to define socialist realist 
principles, the problem could be solved only if some work was assessed to be 
representative of socialist realism. Thus, in the following years, an important 
feature of the musical political struggle was the right to determine which works 
could be termed “socialist realist.” This was, in part, what the campaign against 
formalism in 1936 was about. 

At a theoretical level, Sovetskaia Muzyka outlined the initial basic problems 
that musicology should solve on the basis of Gorodinskii’s and Pshibyshevskii’s 
definitions. Along with the dichotomy of form and content, musical realism and 
the question of subjectivism and objectivism were included as some of the 
foremost problems. The importance of these issues was further underlined by 
Sovetskaia Muzyka when it pronounced that the answers to these questions 
would form the basis of socialist realism and Soviet music.871 Although the list 
was rather mechanistic, it did address some of the fundamental questions about 
art. It is very illuminating of Marxist-Leninist thought that subjectivity was 
considered harmful and that there had to be universal laws of art. If these laws 
were found, then art could be used to help benefit society. Still, even if these 
basic questions were commonly accepted, there were a host of different solution 
models and stresses within these confines. As Kenez and Shepherd have 
suggested, emphasis and interpretation were points that artists as well as the 
Party could use to their own ends in order to manipulate one another.872 

It is notable that the Composers’ Union was processing the matter by 
itself, since in literature, where socialist realism is said to have originated, the 
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process was still unfinished at the time that musicologists were holding their 
own discussions. As the Writers’ Union had to postpone the process, composers 
discussed the topic independently. According to Cheliapov, some were ready to 
use socialist realism to evaluate composers even though there was no 
agreement over its characteristics.873 As socialist realism in music remained an 
ever-vacillating concept, it is no wonder that it was used in events such as the 
campaigns against formalism in 1936 and in 1948. 

It is possible that one reason for postponing the Composers’ Congress 
until 1948 was that the nature of socialist realist music could not be defined. In 
the case of literature, the congress was postponed for a year until the Writers’ 
Union and the Party could at least come to some kind of agreement about the 
concept. In music, the process proved to be much slower, as the Party’s 
comparative lack of interest suggests. Cheliapov tried to urge colleagues to 
work on socialist realism more actively, both in theory and as a practical 
application, even toward an approximate definition.874 Cheliapov seemed to 
grow rather frustrated at the slow pace of progress during this process. 
Cheliapov’s concern suggests that socialist realism was an important nominator 
for an art union although they were a different thing.  

The issue of realism opens up another interesting viewpoint. C. Vaughan 
James has written that realism in socialist realism was connected to art’s 
aspiration to reflect and interpret life from the viewpoint of social relations. 
Socialism was connected here to the practices of the Communist Party and its 
role as a manifestation of society. Socialist realism would therefore be based on 
the straight relationship between artist and socialist construction. If art were to 
be based on socialist realism, it would be colored by the experiences of the 
proletariat on its journey to Socialism. 875  This latter aspect was expressed 
occasionally by leading figures, including Boris Asafiev who underlined 
relationship between composer and proletariat.876 Roman Gruber was thinking 
along the same lines and emphasized objectivity. He quoted Lenin, who had 
recommended that there should be an attempt to “reduce individual 
haphazardness.” The social qualities of music ought to be utilized more 
actively.877  The practical work of the Union discussed earlier in this thesis 
points out that this was indeed regarded as important. 

James mentions the Second Composers’ Congress in 1958 878  and the 
definition Nikita Khrushchev put forward of socialist realist music: 

 
The method of socialist realism demands from Soviet composers a systematic 
struggle with aesthetic over-refinement, lifeless individualism, and formalism, as 
well as with naturalistic primitiveness in art. Soviet musicians are called upon to 
reflect reality in moving, beautiful, poetic images, permeated with optimism and 
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lofty humaneness, the pathos of construction and the spirit of collectivism—all that 
distinguishes the Soviet people’s perception of the world.879  

 
Khrushchev’s statement is enough to suggest that in music socialist realism 
remained at a rather general, theoretical level. This allowed the Party to make 
occasional interventions into musical life. Although these intrusions remained 
infrequent, a more precise definition may have eradicated even this possibility. 

Yet, it could be that the Composers’ Union aimed to keep socialist realism 
at a general level. Cheliapov seems to have accepted rather broad definitions. 
He claimed that art was a means of expressing class-consciousness, making 
form of secondary importance since it existed outside class struggle and public 
interest. Composers’ ideas were socially determined, Cheliapov maintained, 
and therefore questions of style and musical language were not of central 
importance from the socialist point of view. Cheliapov stressed that emotional 
and ideological content were crucial and that all features that emphasized class 
nature and conscious should be of primary concern.880  

Although style became secondary to content generally, socialist realism 
was kept open as a concept. Iokhelson even regarded that impressionism or 
Russian mysticism were both fully acceptable if they were approached with the 
realistic method. Old achievements and styles could be used, but they needed 
to be evaluated from the viewpoint of the present.881 Thus, even such bourgeois 
composers who had hardly any connection to the Russian school of 
composition such as Piotr Tchaikovskii, could be “read” as victims of the 
bourgeois system and thus acceptable in the Soviet repertory.882 

Socialist realism in music basically seems to have been about how things 
were approached. Still, it has to be borne in mind that censorship operated, 
even if only broad principles were defined. According to Herman Ermolaev, 
when positive representation of Soviet heroes and events was accepted as part 
of socialist realism, this was enough for censorship to direct art in this 
direction.883 Therefore, the Composers’ Union was performing a high wire act. 
It needed to keep the concept of socialist realism in music vague enough, but 
not so vague as to arouse attention from the Party.  
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While Brooks investigated how socialist realism was depicted in writings 
during the 1930s, his assumption was that what had been written differed from 
artists’ actions. According to Brooks, socialist realism in the 1930s was a concept 
that was mainly highlighted by the press, especially Pravda.884 Brooks maintains 
that socialist realism was not purely a literary tradition but neither was it a pure 
tool of totalitarianism. It was a mechanism through which leaders and 
supporters of the Stalinist system broadened their intellectual area. According 
to their discourse, Soviet reality was to be perceived through something other 
than the large-scale problems and catastrophes of the time.885 In this sense, art 
helped to direct attention away from problems toward the future paradise. The 
winners, along with Party leadership, were those who supported the system. In 
music, there were obviously those who tried to use socialist realism to become 
more personally powerful, but there were also many who thought that socialist 
realism was merely a concept that belonged to official talks rather than to 
creative work. 

Still, some composers made clumsy attempts at giving practical examples 
of socialist realism through their own work. Hungarian emigrant Ferenc Szabo 
wrote an article, Through formalism towards socialist realism, in which he 
described his past as a formalist and how he later abandoned this false position 
in favor of socialist realism. Szabo could not express this change very explicitly, 
although he did name three important features of socialist realism: First, he 
considered it to be based on Marxist-Leninist ideology. Second, there had to be 
immovable trust in the Party line. Third, a firm connection to working class and 
to its revolutionary ideology was necessary.886 All Szabo could do was to repeat 
musicological discussions. In short, this gave the impression that if a composer 
simply trusted the Party and made visits to a nearby kolkhoz, he could 
compose anything he liked. At least, no one could, if they ever wanted to, give 
specific definitions of socialist realist music. 

Still, it was important to discuss socialist realism in principle. Gorodinskii, 
who started the public discussion about musical socialist realism, was even 
ahead of literature in raising the subject. He seems to have been sincere in his 
ambition to connect music with the objectives of the proletarian and socialist 
construction. He also denounced revolutionary romanticism in favor of 
realism.887 Yet, when he tried to carry his ideas about socialist realism further in 
the autumn of 1933 he complained that the question of socialist realism was 
rejected out of hand without any serious discussion. Gorodinskii added that the 
problems of musicology could not be solved empirically but only 
speculatively.888 It is unclear if he was trying to raise discussion or pave the way 
for a theoretical definition of socialist realism.  
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Gorodinskii may have seen discussion on the socialist realism as one way 
to keep the socialist exterior standing. After all, the Party expected music to 
participate in socialist construction through concrete measures. Thus, a 
historical continuum was created, which allowed Soviet musicology to assess 
the contribution of contemporary musical work to socialist construction. Music 
also participated in socialist construction in many ways, although it was unable 
to proceed decisively with socialist realism. Perhaps music did enough for the 
Party not to intervene in the first place. 
 
Down with Formalism 
 
The only major practical conclusion of these early discussions about musical 
socialist realism was linked to the balance of content and form in a musical 
work. This had already been mentioned by Gorodinskii and Pshibyshevskii as 
the basis of socialist realism music. One concept connected with this dichotomy 
came to define Soviet musical life above all others: formalism. 

Viktor Gorodinskii had considered that the concrete work inaugurated in 
kolkhozes and garrisons was a prerequisite for socialist realism. However, as 
approaches to socialist realist music became complicated, the concept of 
formalism became decisive. In music, formalism is usually remembered because 
of two official campaigns against formalism, the first in 1936 and the latter in 
1948. Consequently, formalist accusations came to symbolize totalitarian rule 
over music in the Soviet Union. 

Although the campaign in 1936 will be discussed in detail in the next part 
of this study, it is important to examine both its theoretical background and 
how formalism became the key concept for Soviet music. In short, formalism is 
a style of criticism that focuses on artistic techniques in themselves, regardless 
of a work's social and historical context. In the Soviet context, this was reduced 
to a dichotomy of form and content. The crucial question was the ability of 
musical work to transmit content other than purely musical forms. If music was 
essentially just music, it was unable to put socialist realism into effect. For 
formalists, music was important for music’s sake, not because it could serve 
external needs. Thus, musical formalism became an accusation that was used 
against composers who strove to emphasize form instead of content. Although 
these accusations were often more grounded in mundane conflicts, in theory 
formalism remained the most important way of defining socialist realist music. 

Cheliapov was one of those who drew direct influences from the speeches 
of the Writers’ Congress. In the spring of 1935 he summarized a speech given 
by Andrei Zhdanov about literature and applied it directly to music.889 Quoting 
Zhdanov, he emphasized that Man was both the subject and object of Soviet art. 
In order to succeed in creating Soviet music, composers ought to study the life 
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of Soviet people in kolkhozes, army garrisons, and factories. This was activity 
that the Composers’ Union had already engaged in, but Cheliapov continued 
that the most important method would be in choosing a theme or a subject for a 
composition. He emphasized that formalism was approximately equivalent to 
the  separation of form from content. A formalist was an artist who had turned 
his or her back on reality, Cheliapov maintained.890 He saw realism as the key 
for Soviet music. Music with a clear content was in Cheliapov’s view better than 
music that only gave a hint of its intentions. 

The struggle against formalism developed alongside socialist construction. 
Music was needed to support the objectives of society and therefore it was 
imperative for music in theory to carry external content. To a large extent, the 
change in Soviet cultural policy was part of the Party’s objective to build a new 
society, to make “transition to Socialism” possible. Stalin presented the Soviet 
constitution in 1936 while the terror was growing. In 1937 when the terror 
reached its pinnacle, festivities for the realization of socialism took place.891 The 
general guidelines of cultural policy were in this way connected to the building 
of Stalinist society on a large scale. Concrete mass musical work was a part of 
these aims. Although there seems to be a contradiction between socialist realism 
and modernism, as well as many avant-gardist ideals, there was also common 
ground. This perhaps made it easier for many composers to participate in the 
game, especially since the actual principles of socialist realism remained rather 
vague. 

Even though it could not provide an absolute definition of socialist realist 
music, the Composers’ Union had to present a plausible socialist exterior. This 
meant denouncing formalism. Thus, Gorodinskii was one of those who quite 
early accused Sollertinskii of harboring formalist conceptions. Sollertinskii was 
especially harmful because, according to Gorodinskii, he had lured 
Shostakovich into composing formalist works.892 Thus, formalists became the 
bogeymen of the Soviet art world from the officials’ point of view. 
 
The answer lies in the past 
 
Gorodinskii addressed the importance of the historical development of both 
music and musicology. He alleged that this made bourgeois musicology weak: 
it was unhistorical and unable to understand that music developed historically. 
In Gorodinskii’s argument, music was product of a certain developmental 
phase and not of the will of an individual person. According to this definition, 
music was social rather than an individual product. The composer as an 
individual could affect only the form that a composition took. Gorodinskii 
stated that the bourgeois musicologist failed to see the dialectic-material nature 
of things. This was illustrated by the attempts of some bourgeois musicologists 
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to surpass ideological boundaries for sketching sociological constructions of 
music. Gorodinskii maintained that this merely resulted in “stupid forms of 
materialism,” as was the case in Arnold Schering’s work893. Gorodinskii argued 
that Schering had attempted to schematize music in the spirit of vulgar 
materialism and failed to do so because of bourgeois class boundaries. Lenin’s 
idealism was more rational for Gorodinskii.894 

Most composers silently accepted these discussions, possibly viewing 
them as a compulsory part of their Union or because they could reiterate the 
role of the Party in defining socialist realism.895 It seemed that in the historical 
continuum socialist realist music was largely the successor of the Russian 
national romantic school of composition, and this was convenient since almost 
all composers had been educated in the Russian school. Boris Asafiev and 
Boleslav Iavorskii (1877–1942) became leading figures in musicology. They both 
represented “the third generation” of the Romantic national tradition in 
musicology, just as Miaskovskii and Glier did as composers. The first 
generation had included Mikhail Glinka and Aleksandr Serov and the second 
included, for instance, the Mighty Handful, especially Rimskii-Korsakov, and 
Tchaikovskii. Connections to these predecessors were constantly sought during 
the 1930s. Khubov, for instance, illustrated how Serov had been critical of 
contemporary bourgeois art studies and sought genuine music from Russian 
folk songs.896 Other articles discussed the relationship of these past masters to 
folk songs of the nationalities of the Russian empire.897 Perhaps one of the single 
greatest examples of this search for roots was the centenary of Pushkin’s death 
in the spring of 1937. Hundreds of Soviet songs and romances based on 
Pushkin’s verses were produced at this time.898 

Of the two foremost Soviet musicologists, Asafiev was more inclined 
toward historical musicology, while Iavorskii was more of a theorist. Iavorskii’s 
major work was Modal Rhythm, which confirmed him as one of the most 
important theorists of Soviet music, but like Asafiev he was also a composer. It 
is interesting that Iavorskii was strongly supported by the Party during the late 
1930s. In 1937 Party representatives from the Committee on Artistic Affairs 
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wrote to the Central Committee of the Party urging it to publish all theoretical 
writings of Iavorskii, “one of the greatest living musicologists.”899 Letters of 
recommendation from several members of the Composers’ Union about 
Iavorskii and his work were addressed straight to Stalin.900 

Iavorskii’s work also forms an interesting link to proletarian musicians. 
Besides representing a connection to the national romantic tradition, he was 
also greatly admired by proletarian musicians. Moreover Anatolii Lunacharskii, 
as Commissar on Enlightenment, had favored Iavorskii, who was invited to 
work in Narkompros, and helped him to establish the first musical college 
(tekhnikum) in Moscow. Iavorskii also became associated with Nataliia Briusova, 
a supporter of proletarian musicians, and with Iurii Keldysh, when invited to 
lecture at the Moscow Conservatory.901 Later on, in 1938, he would become a 
professor at the Moscow Conservatory. Iavorskii’s work on Modal rhythm had 
already received RAPM’s blessing and was then said to represent dialectical 
materialism that would open new horizons for Marxist musicology. RAPM 
managed to order teaching on modal rhythm and to prepare cadres to teach 
Iavorskii’s theories.902 It seems that Iavorskii was appreciated by all the most 
influential parties in musical life. Thus, he was one of those important links that 
rooted Soviet musical life into its past and, yet, could give it fresh content. 

It seems that instead of coherent theory on Soviet music or even socialist 
realism, certain works and personalities were taken as exemplary 
representatives.  

Yet, Iavorskii died in 1942, six years before the Composers’ Union was 
finally set up and its ideological framework squeezed a bit narrower. Asafiev’s 
star, then again, had been rising from the beginning of the 1940s. What is more 
important, although seriously ill, he was still alive in 1948. Whether or not he 
genuinely supported the attacks on leading composers, some of who were his 
former personal friends, remains debatable in 1948 903 . Asafiev could not 
personally participate in the Composers’ Congress during April of 1948, but a 
letter he had written was published in which he condemned the formalist cause 
for good. Within a few years of his death, he was elevated to a similar status as 
the great Russian musicologists, including Stasov, Serov, and Liadov. His 
compiled works were quickly published in five volumes between 1952 and 
1957. In Asafiev, Soviet musical life eventually found the leading figure it had 
been looking for. Yet, this happened only in the latter half of the 1940s. 

In the 1930s, the ideological framework for the work of Soviet composers 
and musicologists was subject to major changes but was still left open. There 
was an ongoing search for acceptable forms for musical life. This process, 
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however, was far from being well-defined or linear. From the outset, the 
Composers’ Union committed itself to activities that were believed to support 
socialist construction. Composers visited kolkhozes, army garrisons, and 
factories in order to help build local musical life and to “draw influences”—a 
connection to people was regarded as ideologically important. Regardless of 
this and other forms of ideological work, theoretical discussions about Soviet 
music and especially about socialist realism were tangled. Little progress took 
place.  

Perhaps the only major compromise was the decision to turn toward the 
Russian musical past. In the 1920s most visible attempts to find Soviet forms of 
musical life were in contradiction, but most agreed that the discarding of the 
pre-Revolutionary traditions was inevitable. During the 1930s, most composers 
were willing to abandon this view and instead accept pre-Revolutionary 
masters as valuable sources for Soviet music. Both composers and musicologists 
turned their attention to what they believed to be a distinctive Russian school of 
music and made it part of the Soviet heritage. Although theoretical and 
practical solutions of ideology in music were regarded as professional issues 
(especially by musicologists in the Composers’ Union), in 1936 the Party 
leadership intervened in the musical world. This intervention came in the form 
of a number of Pravda editorials and, especially, through the establishment of a 
new superstructure for art administration. This administrative body was the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs, which carried with it a host of political 
implications that also had a major effect on the musical front. This will be the 
core theme of the last part of this book. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE POLITICAL TURMOIL 
 
 
The Concentration: New era, new structures? 
 
 
The intensification of political ties between the music front and the Party began 
at the same time as the political struggle intensified in the party. The murder of 
the Leningrad Party boss Sergei Kirov in December of 1934 was a landmark 
after which political terror intensified and a political witch-hunt began on an 
unprecedented scale. After a year, this would have a major effect on the music 
front. However, Kirov’s murder was covered on the front page of the 
Composers’ Union own magazine, as it was in every Soviet magazine and 
newspaper. Cheliapov immediately reported that Kirov’s murder had not been 
committed by an individual but that inquiries had revealed that a Trotskiite-
Zinovite center had been to blame. Cheliapov swore death to enemies of the 
working class.904 A mere two-and-a-half years later, he himself was found to be 
an enemy of the people. 

After Kirov was murdered, composers took part in the commemorations. 
Several songs and other compositions were published in a collection entitled 
Songs for Kirov. While evaluating this collection, Ostretsov also described Kirov 
using sentences such as “so ran the blood of one of the best of us when the 
bullet of an enemy took him from the proletarian” and “the wave of anger 
against the murderers that stand behind the back of the working class.”905 The 
first meeting of the Supreme Soviet was celebrated on the third anniversary of 
Kirov’s murder. Szabo, Belyi, and Genrikh Bruk had already published their 
songs of Kirov, a requiem had been composed by a certain Iudin, while Evgenii 
Slavinskii had written In the Memory of S. M. Kirov, and Vano Muradeli was 
working on a symphony dedicated to this “great soldier, fervent tribune of 
revolution.”906 We have seen that, in the years following Kirov’s murder, music 
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served ideological ends on an increasing number of occasions, and Kirov’s 
glorification was just one of these early examples. 

The murder of Kirov is an important turning point in Soviet history; after 
this, the political terror was turned within the Communist Party. Significantly, 
the atmosphere in the Writers’ Union corroded further after Kirov’s murder 
and the intensifying terror took its toll here as well. It is therefore important to 
consider what kind of changes, if any, took place in the Composers’ Union: Did 
political control over music increase? 

On the rare occasion of comparing different artistic unions, it has usually 
been expressed that the Writers’ Union was the foremost union and, therefore, 
it was witness to the most bitter fights between different factions as well as the 
biggest misuses of its authority.907 The importance that the Party placed upon 
literature meant that it was soon brought under the auspices of the Communist 
Party. Because the Party sought to implement a uniform art policy—as the April 
Resolution of 1932 suggests—it is widely believed that music was similarly 
subjected to political control. Political personalities were rarely specialized in 
any of the arts and, because literature was hailed by many Party apparatchiks 
as the most important art, it is believed that the Party’s policies toward the arts 
were defined through literature. 

As has been suggested in the second part of this book, the future 
generation that would lead the Composers’ Union for most of its existence took 
up notable positions in the Union during the latter half of the 1930s. This group 
represented the musical elite of the Stalinist era. They became the link between 
the Party leadership and the musical world. This is evident in the ways in 
which the position and standing of this musical elite in the Soviet Union began 
to change, especially in the second half of the 1930s.  

 
Composers as elite 

 
Another point that was to in part intensify the interaction between composers 
and the Party was the creation of the new elite, the new intelligentsia. The use 
of the word “intelligentsia” changed during the 1930s. In 1936, Stalin himself 
used the term to define the basic structure of socialist society. Stalin 
promulgated that society was divided into two classes: the peasantry and the 
proletariat. The intelligentsia, rather than being a separate class, formed an 
upper social layer of these classes. Despite egalitarian discourse, the 
intelligentsia soon emerged as a privileged group within Soviet society. 
Furthermore, intelligentsia would include not only the artistic and educational 
elite, but also the Party leadership and top bureaucrats. Intelligentsia was 
almost a synonym for elite in Soviet usage. 908  This helps to explain the 
importance of the membership of the art unions—it was a way to achieve elite 
status. 
                                                                                                                                               

bukharist spies were trying to turn back the revolution and destroy the achievements 
of the Stalinist constitution.  
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According to Sheila Fitzpatrick, the terror and the inner Party purges that 
took place between 1933 and 1938 were part of the plan to create a new 
intelligentsia. The old guard had become an obstacle and it was thus replaced 
with a new party intelligentsia of proletarian origin. 909  New cadres rose 
primarily through technical education rather than through law studies, as most 
bureaucrats had prior to this. Fitzpatrick uses the concept of “social mobility” to 
describe the prevailing situation. The Stalinist administration had already 
supported the displacement of the old intelligentsia during the First Five-Year 
Plan, but instead of replacing them, the administration immediately 
inaugurated the education of new cadres.910  

The relationship between the art unions and the Party has often been seen 
as a one-way street. Russian historian Evgenii Gromov has examined the 
ambitions of the Stalinist administration toward the arts. According to him, 
artistic leadership had to be constructed internally, since non-artistic personnel 
could not provide effective leadership. The power of the Party was to be 
ensured through special Party cells, while artists would formally lead the 
“creative unions.”911 Although Gromov offers no sources to support this notion, 
there is a point that is worthy of attention. According to Gromov, the Party 
needed a loyal group that could take control of the Composers’ Union and 
replace its non-artistic leadership. Only then could the Composers’ Union be 
viewed as “completed.” In this part, we will see how the Composers’ Union 
operated after the mid-1930s and assess if Gromov’s conjecture was correct. At 
the very least, there was a bureaucratic struggle between composers and 
musical administration that certainly raged from 1936 onwards. 

The links between composers and the Party are important for two 
different objectives: understanding how and when composers became an elite 
group and explaining the independence of the Composers’ Union from the 
Party. At first sight, it seems that there were only vague connections between 
the Party and the Composers’ Union. Only a few Union members held a Party 
card and the Union congress, which would have drawn the attention of the 
Party, had failed to materialize. Yet, as we have seen, the Composers’ Union 
engaged in many ideological and political campaigns that the Party held to be 
important. Congresses and speeches by Party leaders were also frequently 
mentioned in Sovetskaia Muzyka. For example, Cheliapov stated that the fight 
against Trotskiism and anti-Leninism also concerned the Composers’ Union.912 
However, until 1936, deference to political speeches of the Party remained 
mainly a formality rather than something that was reflected in action. There 
were reasons other than just purely ideological concerns that underpinned the 
decision by composers to work in kolkhozes, submit to competitions, or discuss 
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socialist realism. The Composers’ Union strived to extend their authority across 
musical life and therefore sought to dominate all the necessary areas. 

The connections between the Writers’ Union and the Party were close. 
However, these connections were due to important personal connections as 
well as organizational proximity. Fitzpatrick has presented a case in which the 
secretary of the Writers’ Union, Aleksandr Fadeev, worriedly wrote to Molotov 
about the lack of Stalin prizes earmarked for literature. This was rectified soon 
afterwards. Fadeev also complained to Molotov that the fees writers received 
were too small and that there were often problems with the payments.913 This 
network of personal relations, in which appeals were made to guardians—or 
patrons, as Fitzpatrick calls them—was severely tested during the Stalinist 
terror (1936–38). During the Terror, a patron who was purged could bring his 
whole network down with him, as it was easy for the secret police of the 
Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD) to obtain false confessions from its 
poor victims.914 Writers did eventually suffer heavy losses during the years 
after the first Writers’ Congress. Twenty years after the Congress, only fifty of 
the original seven hundred participants were still alive. Surely not all of them 
had died of old age or during the War. Of the thirty-seven members of the 1934 
Presidium, only five were still alive in 1939.915 The former connections of some 
writers with purged high-ranking Party officials lay behind some of these 
deaths. Thus, networks could also prove to be dangerous. 

The network of personal relationships is typical of the Soviet Union and 
more generally Russia, and it is sometimes referred as blat. Blat is essentially 
networking and informal exchange.916 Because of the general shortage of almost 
everything, proper contacts were necessary in order to prosper. In practice, the 
new elite were under the protection of the Party leadership. The Soviet elite’s 
connections have been described by Sheila Fitzpatrick, who believes in part that 
a lack in the protection of law forced people to seek protection from the “upper 
levels.” Party officials with high standing thus became guardians for artists. 
Fitzpatrick has referred to these parties as clients and patrons. Patrons were 
usually approached for assistance through letters, while patrons who were 
willing to help used phones. These political guardians could help their clients in 
many ways—by acquiring better apartments, goods and holiday apartments. 
They could even protect those who fell into disgrace, although this became a 
very dangerous practice during the years of Stalinist terror. Patrons also became 
involved in professional matters, thus deepening the role of the Party and the 
state in artistic affairs.917 
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In official documents it is hard to find references to this kind of 
relationship between composers and the Party. Yet, Leonid Maximenkov has 
described the relationship between Shostakovich and high-ranking Party 
officials in the 1940s in his magnificent article based on Soviet archives. He 
manages to show how Shostakovich was able to change apartments, acquire 
cars, and secure holiday apartments.918 Toward the end of the 1930s, requests to 
Party officials by composers seem to have increased—these were much rarer 
during the first half of the 1930s. At first, the requests seem to have been 
directed to a Party member inside the Composers’ Union. Levon Atovmian, 
Union secretary and first head of its financial sector, was not a high-ranking 
member of the Party, but he was able to channel extensive resources. 
Composers turned to him for all kinds of favors. For example, the prominent 
composer-professor Mikhail Gnesin approached him through a letter in which 
he requested stipends for a couple of Turkmen composers and one violinist.919  

Examples of much more prominent favors emerge in the second the half of 
the 1930s. Prokofiev’s request for an apartment is interesting since its outcome 
illustrates both the shortcomings of the Soviet system and the status of the new 
elite. After Prokofiev had settled permanently in Moscow, he wrote to a high-
ranking official in the Moscow Soviet who was responsible for distribution of 
living space. Prokofiev requested a four-room apartment with a study for his 
family of four members.920 There was an acute shortage of flats in Moscow, 
meaning that Prokofiev’s request should have been rejected, as it eventually 
was. Prokofiev found himself without an apartment and he repeated his request 
to the Moscow Soviet many times before writing to Premier Viatcheslav 
Molotov.921 Contacting a high-ranking Party member was the way to get things 
done. Prokofiev was the first composer to receive an apartment with five rooms 
in the Composers’ House in 1937.922 Instead of taking the normal routes, the 
elite exploited direct connections to ministries and high-ranking officials. Thus, 
in the autumn of 1936 Prokofiev submitted a request for a car from the 
Commissariat of Foreign Trade.923 

 
Party structures for music administration 

 
Outside the immediate sphere of music, several State and Party organizations 
were involved with music. Before 1936, even the primary organizations were 
numerous and caused many problems. Although Stalin and the Party 
leadership affected the course of events, the actual realization of their ideas was 
always the task of certain organizations. Especially in music, the bureaucracy 
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and musical administrators played an important role and put into effect, or 
sometimes even disregarded, directions from above. 

Stalin’s own personal contribution to the arts has interested researchers. 
According to Dmitrii Volkogonov, Stalin, from the end of the 1920s, regularly 
watched movies and visited the theater.924  “Movie Theater of Kreml” was 
indeed central to the development of the Soviet film industry. Stalin and his 
closest associates oversaw practically all the films produced in the Soviet Union 
and guided production of the most important of these. This is well documented 
in the collection of documents about Soviet film industry during the Stalinist 
era.925 No other art form was subjected to such close scrutiny by the Party 
leadership as the film industry was during Stalin’s reign, although Stalin also 
keenly followed contemporary literature.926  

Stalin has also said to have been an ardent spectator of the Bolshoi’s classic 
ballets, and Volkogonov remarks that Stalin saw Tchaikovskii’s classical Swan 
Lake between twenty and thirty times. As an aside, he notes that Stalin was 
rarely seen since he arrived in his box only when lights were dimmed.927 This, 
however, runs counter to the fact that after 1936 Stalin helped to publicize 
certain forms of music through his public concert appearances, as we shall see 
in this section. Perhaps because Stalin made some public appearances, Tucker 
has emphasized that Stalin’s personal taste was an important part of the Party’s 
musical policy. Tucker noted that Stalin liked Russian patriotic operas such as 
Glinka’s Ruslan and Liudmila and generally accessible melodic works. Yet, rather 
than being patriotic, Ruslan uses Russian folklore and folk songs alongside 
oriental influences that were in vogue during the latter half of the 1930s. 
Additionally, Ruslan was based on a fairy-tale-like poem by Pushkin, which 
further increased the opera’s value in the Soviet Union. These kinds of works 
were in favor particularly after the campaign against formalism in 1936.928  

A melodic nature and the use of folklore and folk songs were indeed 
connected with Soviet music of the 1930s, but it is hard to find evidence of 
personal involvement by Stalin in musical issues beyond a few disparate 
incidents. It is far more likely that in some cases Stalin might have given some 
general hints about how to handle musical issues, but that officials in the 
musical administration—who have quite often been left unnoticed in research—
had the power to interpret these faint hints and expectations. 

It can be argued that from the October Revolution onwards, the Bolshevik 
Party controlled the world of art and supervised the work of artists. There is a 
great difference, however, between the methods and extent of this control in the 
early Soviet and high Stalinist societies. In the early period, the Party largely 
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controlled the means of censorship and determined what could not be depicted 
in art. In the high Stalinist phase, however, the Party came close to defining 
what art was allowed to depict. The difference between the mere prohibition of 
particular subjects and controlling the creative mind is an enormous one. 
Absolute control was of course never achieved, but in literature, for example, by 
the 1930s the Party was already largely able to direct the attention and 
creativity of writers. The totalitarian state tried to impose its ideological 
decisions upon all aspects of society.929 Nineteen thirty-six is often perceived as 
a musically revolutionary year for this reason.930 

The traditional organs concerned with Soviet art policy were numerous 
and overlapped with each other, making it hard to determine who was 
responsible for certain operations. First of all, there was censorship. Under 
Glavlit, which was the main organ of censorship, was Glavrepertkom, which was 
responsible for approving everything that was performed in any theater or 
concert hall. According to A. V. Blium (a specialist in Soviet censorship), Glavlit 
underwent major changes in 1934 when representatives of the old guard began 
to be replaced by a new generation. Moreover, the censorship of music—as well 
as that of the theater, radio, circus, and public shows—was taken over by the 
Main Administration for the Control of Spectacles and Repertory (GURK) in 
early 1934. This organization carried out both preliminary and subsequent 
censorship.931 Many of the former censors were subjected to persecution a few 
years later.932 In music, by 1930 proletarian musicians had managed to oust the 
most well-known figure in music censorship, Nikolai Roslavets, along with 
other supporters of modern and light music.933 

Outside of censorship, the Department of Culture and Propaganda, 
Kultprop, was established in 1930 and operated under the control of the Central 
Committee of the Bolshevik Party. In 1935, a separate Department for Cultural 
and Enlightenment work, Kultpros, was created to replace Kultprop. This 
organization was responsible for ensuring that Party regulations were followed 
in arts. In practice, Kultpros mainly monitored the Writers’ Union, because it 
had been largely superseded by a more authoritative organization within a 
year. Perhaps Kultpros was crippled because over the course of two years it had 
four different leaders, all of whom perished during the Terror.934 The People’s 
Commissariat of Enlightenment, Narkompros, which had been the most 
important arts and culture organization of the 1920s, suffered the lack of faith 
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placed in it by the Party during the 1930s. Narkompros had made mistakes and 
its powers over the arts were given to another institution at the start of 1936.935  

The highest leadership of the Bolshevik Party had also taken their share of 
the responsibilities, thus indicating how much importance they attached to this 
field. The secretariat of the politbiuro reallocated personal responsibilities, just a 
few months before the first Writers’ Congress was held on June 4, 1934. Stalin 
took personal responsibility for the culture and propaganda sector.936  This 
change was reinforced on March 10, 1935: “The supervision of other areas of 
operation of the Central Committee is the responsibility of C[omrade] Stalin, 
especially on the culture and propaganda question.” The supervision of culture 
was in Stalin’s hands especially when it came to the Central Committee.937 In 
principle, cultural affairs were thus at the top of the agenda for Stalin during 
the mid-1930s, which helps to explain some of the administrational changes that 
the arts faced during those years.  

Yet, Stalin’s ability to concentrate on art affairs was limited. Andrei 
Bubnov from Narkompros, Aleksei Stetskii, the then head of Kultprop, and 
Aleksandr Shcherbakov, the head of the Writers’ Union and Kultpros in 1935, 
fulfilled and popularized Stalin’s ideas in practice before 1936. However, they 
apparently did not manage to carry out Stalin’s wishes, since a bureaucratic 
struggle ensued.938 As a consequence, powers over the arts were taken away 
from these individuals. 

The situation was ripe for the emergence of a new leading figure and 
organization. Stalin’s ambitions for further centralization of the art 
administration gave birth to a new superstructure, the All-Union Committee on 
Artistic Affairs under the Soviet of National Commissariats, or simply the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs. It was initially headed by the chairman of the 
Radio Committee, Platon Kerzhentsev (Lebedev). Effectively, Narkompros, 
Kultpros, and their leaders were superseded by this new Committee.939 The 
Committee on Artistic Affairs represented the first major intervention in music 
by the Party since the April Resolution of 1932, through which the art unions 
were set up. Yet, Kerzhentsev’s task was not solely to govern music—this was 
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only part of his duties. Nevertheless, in 1936 the Committee acquired powers of 
censorship and began to broaden its powers over the musical front as well.940 

The Committee on Artistic Affairs, although a governmental, rather than 
Party organ, was the Party’s response to the failures of other arts organizations. 
Narkompros could not keep up with political and ideological requirements. 
Commissar Bubnov had also personally accepted works such as Shostakovich’s 
Lady Macbeth in May of 1933, allowing it to be staged across the Soviet Union 
rapidly, something that later aroused aggravation in Party leadership.941 While 
Kerzhentsev and his committee took charge of the arts, Bubnov was assigned to 
organizing elementary and intermediate education.942 

The Committee was established on January 7, and officially announced by 
the government on January 17.943 Andrei Zhdanov as a secretary of the Party 
introduced the final plans for the establishment of the Committee for Stalin in 
December 1935. Plans indicate that large proportions of Narkompros’ previous 
powers were transferred to Committee and Narkompros became responsible 
mostly for schools and general education. 944  On February 2, 1936, the 
Committee was given further powers that had previously held by Narkompros, 
and organs of censorship, such as GURK. 945 In practice, the Committee on 
Artistic Affairs now guarded all aspects of art including theater, movies, music, 
art, and sculpture, among many other things. The Committee was much more 
powerful than the Commissariat of Enlightenment had ever been. However, 
Kerzhentsev was not satisfied and gained even more of Narkompros’ remaining 
powers during the spring of 1936.946 He also began to extend his organization’s 
authority over numerous artistic organizations. 
 
Pravda heralding the new era 

 
Stanley Krebs believes that a crucial change took place in the relationship 
between composers and the Party during 1936. The campaign against 
formalism made it clear to composers that arts and politics were inseparable.947 
Society was heading towards totalitarianism. In the arts, this meant that the 
taste of the Party leadership was of more importance than artistic value.948 In 
1936, this trend surfaced in music. 
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Two incidents coincided with the establishment of the Committee and 
they have practically overshadowed it in research. In most presentations of 
Soviet musical life during the 1930s, the Committee on Artistic Affairs is not 
even mentioned.949 Both of the incidents involved Pravda, opera, and the Party 
leadership. The first took place when Stalin and Molotov, the most significant 
representatives of the Party and the State, attended a performance of Ivan 
Dzerzhinskii’s opera Silent Don at the Bolshoi theater and discussed Soviet opera 
with Samuil Samosud, producer at the Leningrad Malyi Theater. The Malyi was 
praised for hiring young Soviet composers and promoting Soviet opera.950 Ivan 
Sollertinskii had presented similar praise for Leningrad’s Malyi only two 
months earlier.951  Sollertinskii’s praise was particularly directed toward the 
Malyi’s production of Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District, which 
was the source of the second incident. It was staged at the Bolshoi on January 26, 
with Stalin in attendance. Two days later, Pravda published an anonymous 
review Muddle Instead of Music (Sumbur vmesto muzyki) which condemned this 
opera.952 

The remarks made by Molotov and Stalin on Silent Don were understood 
to signify approval from the highest authority. As a result, this opera became 
the prototype for the Soviet “song opera.”953 Stalin was apparently extremely 
interested when the sequel to this opera, Virgin Soil Upturned, appeared less 
than two years later. 954  Although Dzerzhinskii’s next opera aroused great 
interest, he never managed to repeat the success of his first work, even though 
he composed eight operas over the course of the next twenty-four years. 

Leonid Maximenkov discusses the background of the second of these 
articles published in Pravda in some depth, and he asserts that allegations that 
Stalin or Zhdanov wrote this article are without foundation. Stalin saw 
Shostakovich’s opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District and was not satisfied with 
it. The article must have been written the next day. It is highly likely that Stalin 
ordered this article and even contributed some sentences to it, but there are no 
documents that suggest this was the case. Elisabeth Wilson and later Volkov 
have suggested that David Zaslavskii, an editor in Pravda, was the author. 
However, in 1936, Zaslavskii was a minor Party official and was not yet in a 
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position to author such an article.955 The most likely candidates would have 
been those who were closer to the high organs of the Party, for example Viktor 
Gorodinskii. Maximenkov suggests that the author may have been Platon 
Kerzhentsev, who had been raised to the position of the highest cultural official 
in the Party.956 There are obvious similarities between Zhdanov’s role in the 
musical scandal of 1948 and that of Kerzhentsev in 1936 and 1937.  

Kerzhentsev received Shostakovich on February 7 and was then especially 
interested in knowing how Shostakovich had reacted to the article. 
Shostakovich had sought to get in touch with the highest-ranking Party 
officials. However, Stalin or Molotov refused to grant an audience and he was 
instead received by Kerzhentsev, who afterwards reported to Stalin and 
Molotov about the occasion and what Shostakovich had told him. Shostakovich 
said what Party officials wanted to hear: he had understood the message of the 
articles and that he would demonstrate his ideological improvement through 
his new ballet or opera. In fact, he never did, neither did he follow 
Kerzhentsev’s advice that Shostakovich should seek inspiration from Soviet 
folklore for his compositions. Finally, Shostakovich asked Kerzhentsev to 
arrange a meeting between composers and Stalin.957 This last point is especially 
interesting. Stalin had met Gorkii and various Soviet writers in October 1932. 
Shostakovich perhaps thought that this kind of event would make it clearer to 
composers exactly what the Party expected from them. Such an event never 
took place and Kerzhentsev would act as a mediator between the Party 
leadership and music for almost two years. 

These Pravda articles and their effects have been misconstrued by some 
authors, including Solomon Volkov in his Testimony. Volkov insisted that the 
Pravda article about Shostakovich’s opera would have been significant news in 
the Soviet Union and that hundreds of articles would have followed from it. In 
truth, neither Muddle Instead of Music nor the following article, False Ballet 
(Baletnaia falsh)958, which condemned a staging of Shostakovich’s ballet Limpid 
Stream, were ever published in Izvestiia, Leningradskaia Pravda, or any other 
leading newspaper apart from Pravda and Komsomolskaia Pravda.959 The number 
of articles published during following spring around this topic numbered 
around twenty rather than in the hundreds.960 Yet, Pravda’s articles have often 
been interpreted as a deliberate operation undertaken by against Shostakovich 
personally. 

Reactions to Pravda’s editorials were of course followed by the Party 
leadership. NKVD police officers reported to Genrikh Iagoda (Head of NKVD) 
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what was said about Shostakovich after the Pravda editorials were published. It 
is illuminating that of the thirty individuals whose comments were reported 
only six were associated with music—the rest were largely writers. 
Significantly, comments by writers dominated the report, as if their reaction to 
the case was much more important than that of Shostakovich or other 
composers.961 The vice-director of Kultpros, Aleksei Angarov, did report to the 
secretariat (including Stalin) about discussions in the Composers’ Union. In his 
summary of these discussions, Angarov mentioned formalists from Leningrad 
(Mikhail Druskin and Sollertinskii) and RAPMists from Moscow (Lebedinskii, 
Keldysh, and Boris Shteinpress). However, the central issue covered by the 
report was that Kultpros had urged branches of the Composers’ Union to 
proceed more intensively to resolve the problem of socialist realism in music 
and to try to find solutions to it in concrete musical works.962 Thus, it seems that 
the issue was followed by the Party leadership, but otherwise facts point out 
that it was the Committee that was responsible for taking action. It is likely that 
Kultpros would have been informed by Gorodinskii, rather than the Committee.  

The fact is that the only immediate political change that followed from 
these articles, and discussions after them, was the reinforcement of the status of 
the Committee on Artistic Affairs. This suggests that the original purpose was 
not to attack Shostakovich. It would have been easy for Stalin to make every 
newspaper, as well as radio, repeat Pravda’s message, but this never happened. 
It seems more likely that Kerzhentsev and the Committee used the situation as 
an “ad hoc” occasion to reinforce their own position at the expense of other 
organizations. 

Shostakovich was never imprisoned963, even though many writers and 
theater personalities who found themselves in similar situations were purged, 
which supports the idea that he was not the target. He was even allowed to 
compose and publish, and the fuss about him died down for almost two years. 
He retained his membership of the Composers’ Union and received 
commissions, just as before. 964  Based on his archival findings, Leonid 
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Maximenkov has presented an interesting interpretation of the denunciation of 
Shostakovich’s opera. He suggests that Stalin particularly liked Shostakovich’s 
film music but found Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk District unapproachable. Stalin 
tried to direct Shostakovich toward composing film scores instead of operas.965 
This is, in fact, what happened. After 1935, Shostakovich never again wrote a 
single opera or ballet, but instead a great deal of highly appreciated film music. 
Rather than Shostakovich, the target was the artistic front in general, not an 
individual composer, nor even music alone. Subsequent articles in Pravda and 
Komsomolskaia Pravda indicate that the message behind the original articles was 
extended to music in general and to the other arts as well.966 

Subsequent criticism of Shostakovich in Pravda was in most cases not 
directed against him personally. For example, a recording of his music for the 
play Hamlet by Shakespeare was criticized. This criticism was published in 
connection with general criticism of the recording industry and its failures. 
Hamlet was considered to be “one of the weakest and most chaotic compositions 
of Shostakovich. It would be nice to know, who needs this kind of preposterous 
musical concoction?” The article stated that Tchaikovskii’s music for Hamlet 
was satisfying and that it should be enough.967 Yet, the Party had nominated the 
council to improve the situation of the recording industry and had selected 
Shostakovich as a council member. Thus, it is no wonder that his Hamlet had 
been recorded. Apart from this incident, Shostakovich was not criticized in 
public again. Another popular belief is that Shostakovich was somehow 
abandoned by his fellows and no-one would have defended him, yet this 
allegation too is without ground. 

After the initial Pravda article was published, composers realized that it 
would have political consequences. A meeting of the creative sector convened 
on January 31 was attended by many composers. At this meeting, leader 
Dmitrii Kabalevskii admitted that the sector had not worked properly. The 
magazine Soviet Art put forward the view that the Composers’ Union was 
failing to exercise sufficient self-criticism.968 Several general meetings followed 
in both Leningrad and Moscow over the following months. Some composers 
also discussed the situation with each other outside these meetings. 969 
Nevertheless, Shostakovich found some staunch defenders of his work. 
Heinrich Neuhaus, a celebrated piano pedagogue whose pupils included such 
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names as Sviatoslav Richter, wrote three weeks after Pravda’s initial article that 
Shostakovich was one of the finest composers in the whole of Europe.970 Gnesin, 
then again, at one of the meetings of Leningrad Composers’ Union, said that he 
had a hard time recognizing Shostakovich as he was described in these 
conversations. Features attached to his alleged style were not typical of his 
work.971 Shostakovich was defended on many occasions before he returned to 
the limelight in November of 1937 with the premiere of his Fifth Symphony.  

In general, composers conformed to the “line” and course of action 
presented to them. After these articles were published, the Composers’ Union 
participated in socialist construction by gathering a host of compositions from 
its members on a single theme—Stalin. A great concert at which these songs 
about Stalin were performed was held on December 1, 1936.972 Perhaps this was 
the kind of concrete self-criticism that was expected of Soviet composers. In any 
case, neither Shostakovich, nor any other composer, faced persecution in 1936 
because of Pravda’s articles. The articles were more in connection with the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs’ attempt to secure hegemonic control of artistic 
organizations and artistic production. 

 
The Committee’s mission in music 

 
In essence, the Committee on Artistic Affairs was a bureaucratic organization. 
But why was it established? One reason was expressed by Sovetskaia Muzyka 
merely months before the Committee came into existence. Opera theaters, it 
was lamented, still did not stage many Soviet works and those that were 
performed would inevitably be written by local composers. The actual 
propagation of Soviet music had not improved enough, despite the efforts of 
the Composers’ Union.973 It was not able to act as a central organ that looked 
after the proper distribution of Soviet compositions. Currently theater 
repertories consisted mainly of classics and local curiosities. 974  This was 
undoubtedly one reason why Stalin and Molotov publicized the work of the 
Leningrad Malyi Theater in connection with the staging of Silent Don at the 
Bolshoi, in Moscow. 

The chairman of the Committee on Artistic Affairs, Platon Kerzhentsev, 
wrote in Soviet Art, “The situation is bad. Ballets don’t manage to depict the 
present, they are false and sickly-sweet.” He continued that Soviet folk dances 
were world famous, but were not included in Soviet ballet. He believed that the 
Pravda articles had done well by eradicating all kinds of formalist works from 
theaters’ repertories. He also poured scorn on the Bolshoi theater for its inability 
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to stage Soviet opera. Kerzhentsev regarded it as outrageous that the first Lenin 
Prize given to an opera theater was awarded to Kiev and not to the Bolshoi 
theater.975 Kerzhentsev took it as his mission to guide Soviet opera and ballet. 
During subsequent years, the Committee would ensure that Soviet opera and 
ballet was included in the repertory of every Soviet opera theater and build 
many more theaters to stage these works. Thus, the Committee succeeded in 
ways that the Composers’ Union could have only dreamed of thus far. 

As an official, Platon Kerzhentsev did not emerge from nowhere. He had 
already been a prominent apparatchik before he was appointed as chairman of 
the Committee. Kerzhentsev had been a Bolshevik Party member since 1904. He 
had a prominent position in Rabkrin, the People's Commissariat of Workers' and 
Peasants' Inspection—one of Lenin’s pet organizations. While at Rabkrin, 
Kerzhentsev organized a Council for the Scientific Organization of Labor, 
which promoted Taylorian methods and the rationalization of work through 
time measurement at the beginning of the 1920s. He tried to promote efficiency 
and get rid of loitering in work places. Afterwards, he was appointed chairman 
of the Radio Committee (1933). In 1936, he managed to emerge as the 
triumphant chairman of the new Committee on Artistic Affairs, with hitherto 
unknown powers over the arts. His other achievements included writing a 
biography of Lenin in 1936. Furthermore, he was a university-trained historian. 

The Committee on Artistic Affairs was a very active administrative body. 
It undertook very different kind of measures. In music, for example, it 
supported the appearance of young musicians on major concert platforms and 
generally championed Soviet music. However, it also took care of largely 
administrative measures, which were yet crucial for the whole musical field, 
such as acquiring instruments. From 1936 onwards, the Committee inundated 
different commissariats with requests for great sums of money, in order to buy 
high-class instruments from abroad, for example.976 

The Committee was especially keen to disseminate the music of different 
nationalities, although it was very selective in shaping the official versions of 
this music for performance. The Committee also subjected other musical 
organizations to closer supervision than its predecessors had done. After a year, 
inspectors from the Committee’s musical administration had undertaken 
eighty-nine missions to correct and instruct members of the musical community 
at various music institutions. The inspections of the foreign sections of the 
Moscow Philharmonia (Mosfil) and the former State Stage Company (GOMETs) 
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had been singled out for particular mention.977 As the general fear of foreign 
spies spread across the Soviet Union, it was the Committee’s task to supervise 
connections between cultural organizations, further emphasizing the role of the 
Committee as the highest cultural overseer. 

The Committee also assumed responsibility for the ratification of 
nominations for administrators in musical institutions. All nominations to 
leading positions had to receive the blessing of the Committee on Artistic 
Affairs or the Central Committee of the Party. This meant, for example, that the 
leaders of the Moscow Conservatory, Leningrad Philharmonia, or Leningrad’s 
Musicological Institute (GIMN) were nominated by the Committee.978 However, 
festivals of national music were undoubtedly the most visible series of musical 
events in spring of 1936. 

Only days after Pravda’s article criticizing Lady Macbeth was published, the 
Committee’s magazine Soviet Art published a lengthy, anonymous editorial 
entitled Classical music in the land of the Soviets. This article concentrated on 
praising Soviet folklore and on encouraging composers to study it. Formalism 
and folklore were practically presented as counterpoints. Glinka, Musorgskii, 
and even Beethoven and Mozart were said to have based their music on folk 
creation. Sollertinskii and other music critics of Leningrad were blamed for 
following the line taken by the German expressionists. In this way, the 
Committee too was forcefully pressing for the acceptance of the Russian school 
of music. The article announced that Soviet heroes selected for Soviet operas 
and music should be like Chapaev,979 a popular Civil War hero. The article 
asserted that Stalin’s and Molotov’s output on Silent Don and Pravda’s article 
about Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth were the two most important messages for 
the world of art.980 

The rise of the music of Soviet nationalities was a result of popularizing 
Stalin’s famous remark about culture “national in form, socialist in content.”981 
Moscow bureaucrats tried to control the subsequent rebirth of musical 
nationalism in Republics by imposing the model of nineteenth-century Russia 
upon the music of the nationalities. The role of opera was seen as central to the 
development of the musical culture of the nationalities.982 Opera houses were 
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built in each of the republics and composers were sent from Moscow to those 
republics that did not have enough sufficiently skilled composers to compose 
the basis of their national repertory. Kyrgyz, which received their national 
festival in Moscow in 1939, serves as a representative example.  

Prior to the Revolution, folk artists, whose music lacked Western notation, 
dominated music life in the Kyrgyz Soviet Republic (split from Russian SFSR in 
1936). Thus, Russian composers were needed in order to create a suitable 
repertory for the Kyrgyz Republic. Miaskovskii’s student Vladimir Fere, and 
Vladimir Vlasov—who had formerly conducted the symphony orchestra of the 
House of the Red Army (TsDKA) before he undertook the construction of 
Kyrgyz music life in 1936—were chosen to go to Kyrgyz. Over the following 
years, they began to produce a national repertory: the first musical drama 
Altyn-Kyz, Golden Maid, for a national epic was completed in 1938 and the first 
opera Aichurek, in 1939.983 This opera was based on melodies composed by 
Kyrgyz Abdylas Maldybaev—a musician and the chairman of the Kyrgyz 
Composers’ Union, National Artist of the USSR, and Deputy of Supreme Soviet 
USSR, as well as a Party member from 1939. Even Maldybaev’s output was only 
partly based on local folk songs—lots of it followed Russian or Western 
patterns, as he himself admitted.984 Naturally (sic!), Russians Fere and Vlasov 
both became national artists of the Kyrgyz SSR, and fathers of Kyrgyz opera 
and ballet, yet local Maldybaev was named the National Artist of USSR. In the 
future, they all would produce many operas and ballets based on national 
folklore. Simultaneously, Kyrgyz music became more accessible to the Western 
audience. 

In the previous part we already saw how members of the Composers’ 
Union were involved in this work even before 1936. The Committee, however, 
took this work to a completely new level. As Kyrgyz was promoted in 1936 to 
the status of a Soviet republic instead of being a mere autonomous republic in 
Russian SFSR, just like Kazakh SSR was, the character of their prevalent 
nationality was forcefully emphasized. This was especially true of music. 
However, while the indigenous cultural forms of these nationalities were 
brought to the fore, they were simultaneously westernized—especially through 
Western notation, but also by bringing Western forms of music to these 
republics. Opera houses were built and philharmonias were set up in great 
numbers. While the plan was to establish an opera in every Soviet republican 
capital, philharmonias were also established to support symphonic and 
chamber music—musical forms that were originally completely alien to many 
of these nationalities. In the spring, there were already sixteen philharmonias in 
the Soviet Union, but also plans to set up thirteen new orchestras by the end of 
1937.985 Nevertheless, opera remains perhaps the most salient example of this 
new policy. 
                                                                                                                                               

to stage Soviet opera with all possible means. See: Soveshchanie o sovetskoi opere. In 
Pravda 11.3.1936: 6. 

983  Livshits, A. 1939, 33–47: Kirgizskaia opera. In SM 5/1939. 
984  Maldybaev, A. 1939, 36–37: Moi tvorcheskii put. In SM 6/1939. 
985  Na vysokom podieme (Muzykalnaia kultura Strany Sovetov). In SM 4/1937: 20. 
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In part, this side of the musical policy reflected the continuation of the 
Bolshevik policy of korenizatsiia, korenization, or indigenization. Formulated by 
Stalin in 1913, the policy of korenization meant promoting representatives of 
the nationalities of Soviet republics in all levels of administration, not excluding 
central administration. Although in the mid-1930s the hegemony of the Russian 
language was already obviously against the idea of korenization, republican 
musical cultures, their folklore, and indigenous features were strongly 
emphasized and brought to the fore in Moscow. While there had been strong 
ethnic consolidation in many of the Soviet republics, those that survived were 
named as republics in the constitution of 1936 and had their national identities 
recognized and strongly supported.986 

Michael Rouland has studied in depth the question of Kazakh culture and 
its development during the early Soviet years, and he concludes that Kazakh 
musical culture particularly benefited from Soviet politics. He refuses to accept 
the idea—often suggested—that supporting national cultures was just about 
collecting ethnographic material and its further production in Moscow to 
national operas. Rouland points out that the Kazakh national festival held in 
Moscow in May of 1936 actually marked a peak in the rise of Kazakh musical 
culture and Kazakh musical figures. Kazakh State Musical-Drama Theater, 
which was so prominent during the Moscow festival of 1936, was established 
only a little more than two years earlier. Notably, it nurtured genuinely Kazakh 
forms of art. Although Evgenii Brusilovskii from Leningrad compiled the first 
two Kazakh operas, they closely corresponded to the original forms of Kazakh 
musical art. In fact, the western conception of opera could hardly apply to these 
works, since they did not contain arias, and the ensemble and the choir were 
used rather differently from usual. Instead, a great number of Kazakh 
instrumental works were included, the story was based on local folklore, and 
operas followed traditional Kazakh forms of expression.987 

Even if the Committee had not intended to stress Kazakh national 
characteristics in order to benefit the Kazakh Republic, this was exactly what it 
managed to do. For the Kazakh government, the success was obvious and it 
hailed the opera as a major achievement.988 Kerzhentsev of course emphasized 
the simplicity, naturalness, and general accessibility of Kazakh art as an 
example for all Soviet art. He also underlined that while it had embraced 
European symphonic orchestra, Kazakh theater also preserved national 
instruments.989 It seems that Kazakh art embraced aspects of the European art 
forms, but still managed to preserve its traditional and genuine nature. In 1936, 
it was raised with the aid of the Committee to the status of a competent Soviet 
nation. For the Committee, operas were most important, although the Kazakh 
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theater also preserved more national forms of art. Opera perhaps represented 
the greatest comprise between Oriental and Western forms of art. 

National operas were expected to be either “heroic dramas of the people” 
or national epics. Similarities between these new operas and their Russian 
counterparts of the nineteenth century are quite obvious. Although national 
musical cultures were emphasized, at the same time Russian culture was seen 
as pre-eminent and local cultures were expected to acknowledge its superior 
nature. This was not even attempted to be concealed. Iarustovskii openly 
acknowledged that nineteenth-century Russian composers had drawn 
influences from Ukrainian, Georgian, and other local musical cultures. 
However, even more importantly, he said that Russian musical culture had 
helped and enabled these republican cultures to develop. He maintained that 
all the notable republican composers had been educated by Russian masters.990 
His point was that republican cultures were naturally bonded to Russian 
culture. What he implied was that they were subordinate to it.  

Yet, Russian musical culture also seemed to offer Soviet nationalities the 
possibility to distance themselves from Western musical culture, and this may 
be why there seems to have been little resistance to Russian music. The 
theoretical basis for this work was offered by Rimskii-Korsakov and his 
predecessors, who had believed in the distinctive nature of Russian music 
already in the nineteenth century. However, they had eventually admitted that 
distinctly Russian music was a mere fantasy since, whatever its distinct 
character was, it still was based on “pan-European harmony and melody.”991 
Nevertheless, Soviet cultural policy now revived the mythology of distinctively 
Russian music in order to use it as the ideological basis for Soviet music. It was 
asserted in Sovetskaia Muzyka that the late works of Wagner and those of early 
Richard Strauss were mystic and national-chauvinistic. Brahms’ and Bruckner’s 
styles were deemed academic when compared to the Russian masters whose 
music was close to the people and drew from folk motifs and folklore.992 

The festival of Ukrainian art held in Moscow in March of 1936 reinforces 
this picture. For the first time in Soviet history, articles about music filled the 
main Soviet newspapers. For almost two weeks, Pravda and Izvestiia covers 
featured pictures from the Ukrainian festival and published several articles 
about the festival every day. Stalin was present at all of the major spectacles 
along with other major representatives of the Party. The major events of the 
festival included performances of both old and new Ukrainian opera classics 
and a spectacle of Ukrainian song and dance.993 The Composers’ Union had 
hoped for this level of publicity for music for years, but had been unable to 
make this happen. The Committee succeeded this easily with the support of the 
Party. 
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Only two months later, in May of 1936, a festival of Kazakh art in Moscow 
followed. As well as being a success for Kazakh art, it was marked a triumph 
for the Committee’s musical policy. Again, music received major publicity. 
When Brusilovskii’s opera based on Kazakh folklore and folk music, The Silk 
Maiden, Kyz Jibek, was staged at the Bolshoi, it received prolonged applause but 
not just for the spectacle: Stalin also received a standing ovation. 994 Georgian 
and Uzbek festivals in 1937 followed the same pattern. Several pictures of 
Stalin, Molotov, and Beriia sitting in their official box at the Georgian festival 
were published.995 Official support was natural as it was in line with the Party’s 
aim to underline “friendship of the peoples.” Stalin emphasized in 1936 that 
mutual distrust had been replaced with real fraternal cooperation between 
Soviet peoples. While Russian national culture was being rehabilitated, the 
cultures of other Soviet republics were emphasized in order to point out the 
success of Soviet nationality politics.996 Still, such official support for any kind 
of musical activity was unprecedented. 

The new music policy was a success story for the Committee for Artistic 
Affairs and for Kerzhentsev personally. After the initial Ukrainian festival 
Kerzhentsev wrote a piece in Pravda, in which he argued that musical works 
based on folk themes and folk songs were an example to formalists of how to 
create works of good quality. He scorned the wasteful policies of the Bolshoi 
theater compared to the authentic staging by Ukrainian theater and stated that 
pomposity as such was not wrong, but it should be “explicit and strong like the 
parade in Red Square or in the Mayday Parade.”997 Such were the instructions 
of the most prominent cultural official of Soviet opera and ballet.  

Some of these selected works were the products of local cultures, in some 
cases Russian composers created operas from local folklore. However, 
simultaneously with this cultivation of selected local culture, Russian classics 
were continuously sent to these newly established concert stages. For example, 
in the spring of 1938 a festival of pre-Revolutionary Russian music was 
organized simultaneously in twenty-three cities across the Soviet Union. 
Russian classical music was introduced to the audiences at more than two 
hundred concerts.998 Thus, Russian classics became the core of Soviet musical 
repertory along with national exemplars and music by Soviet composers.  

An example of how the Committee managed to change the scale of 
musical activities is also offered by the festivities for the Twentieth Anniversary 
of the October Revolution, for which an unprecedented amount of Soviet music 
was composed and performed; this occasion was arranged jointly with the 
Composers’ Union. Forty-seven concerts were in Moscow and numerous others 
in provincial cities; three hundred works from over a hundred Soviet 
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composers were played during the festivities.999 In contrast, when the festivities 
to commemorate the Fifteenth Anniversary in 1932 were planned, the Moscow 
City Committee of the Party had called for seven symphonic concerts to be 
staged in Moscow. The Composers’ Union had had no available funds and had 
been forced to beg. Muzgiz and Mosfil both gave 5000 rubles and Narkompros 
had already refused to contribute, and so there was a funding shortfall of 
another 5000 rubles.1000 

The level of publicity that festivals of national music attracted made it 
obvious to artists that the government was wholeheartedly supporting folk-
related art. Yet, the Composers’ Union was not, at first, directly involved in the 
festivals. Sovetskaia Muzyka barely mentioned the Ukrainian festival1001 and the 
Kazakh festival went unmentioned, but during the Georgian festival (January 
1937), when the political climate in the Composers’ Union was already 
changing, there was a report of eight pages.1002 When the Uzbek festival was 
held in mid-1937, the Composers’ Union reacted afterwards, although with 
several articles.1003 The changing attitude of the Union toward national musical 
cultures was in line with the political atmosphere that was developing in the 
Union.  

The Composers’ Union from the outset had collected folklore and 
established music institutes in distant areas, but this work intensified towards 
the end of 1936 when the Committee became more active toward the Union. 
This growth in interest was reflected in the number of articles about national 
musical cultures that were published in Sovetskaia Muzyka. To mark the festival 
of Azerbaijani music that was held in the spring of 1938, two medium-length 
articles were published and afterwards almost half of the magazine was 
devoted to Azerbaijani music.1004 Yet, composers and musicologists were not 
willing to give all the glory to the Committee. Lev Kulakovskii, when summing 
up the achievements of Soviet musicology, argued that musicologists had done 
a great deal to enable the growth of national musical cultures.1005  

Kerzhentsev actively reminded everyone of the importance of the new 
role of national art. After the Choir Olympiads in the summer of 1936, 
Kerzhentsev met representatives of nineteen different Soviet nationalities and 
choir leaders. At this meeting, he stated that the full weight of the music world 
should be put behind working with new and old folklore.1006 To support his 
words, the Committee’s plan for 1938 included ever more money for existing 
musical collectives and the establishment of eighty-eight new ones.1007 
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Kerzhentsev the Patron 
 

Besides his work in his capacity as chairman of the Committee, it seems that 
Kerzhentsev decided to become a patron of the arts. While he cleared the way 
for the supremacy of his Committee, he simultaneously began to advise 
composer to write on certain themes. The first, yet unsuccessful, attempt was 
made when Shostakovich and Kerzhentsev met in February of 1936, and has 
been described by Tatiana Goriaieva.1008 Later on, he would suggest several 
themes for an opera to Ivan Dzerzhinskii. First, he had suggested the 18th 
Century Cossack rebel Emelian Pugachev and then Storm after the play by 
Aleksandr Ostrovskii1009, but Kerzhentsev himself said that his idea was not 
supported. Perhaps Kerzhentsev received his instructions from the upper level 
of the Party, since he wrote about not receiving support and continued that 
“concrete mention was made about following theme: the Vasiliev brothers’ new 
movie, Days of Volochaev, about defending the frontiers from the Japanese.” He 
also advised Dzerzhinskii to consider whether the Vasilievs could write a 
libretto for his next opera, on an everyday theme, such as new men, cities, or 
kolkhozes.1010 This advice was given in early December 1937. At this time, 
Kerzhentsev was already experiencing some problems, and he was perhaps 
thus forced to seek Stalin’s support when he suggested themes to important 
composers. Days of Volochaev, Volochaevskie Dni was actually realized and was 
being composed in the autumn of 1938.1011 

In most cases, Kerzhentsev did not have to seek out composers; they often 
turned to him for assistance and advice. The Composers’ Union was unable to 
offer protection to its members in the way the Committee was. For example, 
Dmitrii Shostakovich was shocked when his patron, Marshall Mikhail 
Tukhachevskii, was arrested and soon after shot. Losing a patron during the 
Stalinist Terror more than once spelled destruction for their clients. Therefore, 
Shostakovich reported to Kerzhentsev that he had known Marshall for only 
eight years and written at most four to five letters to him. Marshall had written 
to Shostakovich ten times. Shostakovich claimed that he was in a very difficult 
position and apparently asked for help in a lengthy letter.1012  Kerzhentsev 
calmed Shostakovich’s fears a few days later and reassured the composer that 
his political reputation was largely defined by his creative productions—by 
their character, trend, and quality. Kerzhentsev urged Shostakovich to focus his 
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attention on creative output. 1013  Months later, when Shostakovich’s Fifth 
Symphony was already being celebrated, the composer wrote to Kerzhentsev 
and told him about his work in the Conservatory, hoping that Kerzhentsev 
could offer some help for some his students.1014 The Committee’s chairman was 
a man to stay on good terms with. 

Others, including Boris Asafiev, had much closer dealings with 
Kerzhentsev. The relationship between Asafiev and Kerzhentsev is all the more 
interesting because of the role that Asafiev would later adopt on the music 
front. The men were in close correspondence in 1937, Kerzhentsev giving a 
great deal of advice and support to Asafiev. The opera that was most discussed 
was Asafiev’s Minin and Pozharshky—with a libretto written by Mikhail 
Bulgakov.1015 The theme of the opera was next to perfect: historical, patriotic 
and about defending the country against foreign oppressors. Asafiev described 
how the project of Minin had been long delayed because of his other projects. 
He also discredited his earlier ballets. In return, Kerzhentsev regarded Asafiev 
as the leading Soviet composer and praised his ballets. Then he raised the issue 
of Minin and Pozharskii. 1016  Two months later, Kerzhentsev had given him 
detailed advice about incorporating certain features into the opera: a political 
and heroic aria to Minin about freedom from oppression and two or three folk 
themes, perhaps one against Poles and one against Boiars (nobles). Kerzhentsev 
mentioned that he had read Bulgakov’s libretto once again, and stated that it 
was not bad but was rather schematic and required a lot of re-working. 
Throughout, Kerzhentsev made comparisons to Ivan Susanin.1017 
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Bulgakov’s and Asafiev’s own correspondence about Minin and Pozharskii 
reveals that Bulgakov had, like Asafiev, been in close contact with Kerzhentsev 
and sent excerpts to be evaluated by him. Bulgakov was distressed, since 
Kerzhentsev demanded a lot of changes and Bulgakov saw no way out. He was 
facing a dead-end. But he was not alone; it seems that Asafiev was at least 
equally tormented 1018 . Asafiev apparently felt that his compositions were 
shunned and Bulgakov would have been urged to dissociate himself from 
Asafiev, as if Asafiev was going to be denounced. Yet, Bulgakov was unwilling 
to abandon Asafiev and tried to calm him. By December of 1937 Bulgakov was 
already calling Asafiev to come to Moscow so that the production of Minin 
would be saved.1019  

Still, in the course of the following months, during the spring of 1938, 
Bulgakov sent several excerpts from the libretto for Asafiev to look through. 
Bulgakov addressed Asafiev in a friendly manner and sent greetings from his 
wife as well.1020 Bulgakov’s and Asafiev’s friendship seemed durable enough to 
carry on despite the turmoil of the years. This, however, was not enough to save 
the opera. The revising of the opera was finally completed in 1938 and it was to 
be premiered the next year, which it apparently never was, but merely 
broadcast in the end of 1938. Another joint project of Asafiev and Bulgakov, 
Peter the First, was also cancelled prior to its premiere.1021 Personally, Asafiev 
seems to have had serious doubt about his composing skills. He bemoaned 
having fought 53 years to get recognition as a composer and implied that he 
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was still being ignored and Bolshoi rather gave offers to other, younger 
composers.1022 Opera seems to have been the arena of the most political struggle 
and Asafiev and Bulgakov got their share of it.1023 

Perhaps at least partly the political turmoil in opera was due to interests of 
the Committee and Kerzhentsev, personally. Therefore, it is quite surprising 
that certain themes and text were absent for so long. For example, the first 
opera composed after Gorkii’s texts, Zhelobinskii’s Mother, was finished only in 
1939. While the rapid growth in the number of Soviet operas being composed 
started in 1936, many did not have original themes but were either based on 
novels or recently made films, like Days of Volochaev by Dzerzhinskii, Battleship 
Potemkin by Oles (Aleksandr) Chishko, or Chapaev by Boris Mokrousov.1024 
Mother was of course supported by the Committee before and after its premiere. 
The first broader review of the work was published in Sovetskaia Muzyka and 
was written by Moisei Grinberg, head of the Committee’s music administration. 
He emphasized that the Bolshoi, which premiered the work, had not fully 
grasped the importance of this opera, but neither had Zhelobinskii managed to 
present the deepest idea of Gorkii’s Mother (although Grinberg did not 
elaborate on what this might have been, either) in his music. Yet, Mother was 
regarded as an important point in the development of Soviet opera.1025 The 
Committee felt this task was its own. 
 
 
The Confrontation: Committee vs. Composers’ Union 
 
 
The quarrelsome Composers’ Union 
 
The articles in Pravda and the establishment of the Committee on Artistic 
Affairs threw the Composers’ Union into disarray. The problems, however, had 
started sometime earlier. The atmosphere in Moscow had deteriorated. This is 
illustrated by a letter from Vissarion Shebalin published in the magazine Soviet 
Art almost simultaneously with Pravda’s article on Lady Macbeth.  

Shebalin questioned the approach adopted by the Composers’ Union in 
Moscow in almost every way. According to him, contracts arranged by the 
Union caused inequality among composers, because certain individuals were 
favored. He felt that his own symphonic poem Lenin had been disregarded by 
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the Union for three years. Currently, Shebalin had no contract at all. He 
considered that the Union was neglecting work with Soviet symphony, opera, 
and chamber music. He also declared that Moscow was doing nothing to 
effectively promote the work of young composers and the propagation of Soviet 
music. He also felt that the Union did not support Soviet composers, which 
should been the foremost task of the Union. He also criticized the State Musical 
Publisher, Muzgiz. Generally, Shebalin urged the Moscow Union to reorganize 
its work and follow the good example set by the Leningrad branch.1026 

Shebalin’s letter triggered a series of events due to the timing of its 
publication, as he practically denounced everything the Union was expected to 
do. Shebalin perhaps never wished for any such events to follow his words, 
since he could not know about the campaign against formalism that was about 
to take place. Shebalin’s letter scorned the Composers’ Union, its atmosphere 
and operations. Kerzhentsev was alert to the opportunity to use it against the 
Composers’ Union. However, before the Committee and Kerzhentsev became 
involved, several members of the Composers’ Union replied to the letter, 
pointing out the successes of their organization and accusing Shebalin of 
“deliberate sabotage.” 1027  Under the prevailing circumstances, Shebalin’s 
comrades were not happy to receive public criticism. However, the harm was 
already done and Kerzhentsev would use Shebalin’s statement as an excuse to 
get involved in affairs of the Composers’ Union: “It is not normal that a 
composer cannot work in a creative union.” Kerzhentsev would call the 
situation “abnormal.” 1028  Shebalin was in practice left outside the Union, 
although not expelled, and could only return after its leadership changed. Yet, 
his fellow composers never abandoned him; he was still in correspondence with 
Shostakovich, for example.1029 

Shebalin was not alone in causing quarrels and trouble for the Composers’ 
Union. The only instance of a composer being expelled from the Union (at least 
in the 1930s) took place in early 1936, as well. Yet, it reflected new moral codes 
rather than political climate. This “scandal” concerned Aleksandr Mosolov, 
famous for his Iron Foundry. The latest of incidents caused by him took place in 
the restaurant Press House, where he had apparently been caught up in a 
drunken brawl at the end of January 1936. This was but one of numerous 
incidents caused by him. A general meeting of the Composers’ Union ruled that 
Mosolov was unworthy to be a Soviet artist and expelled him. Cheliapov 
regarded the implications of this resolution to be far reaching: moral corruption 
would result in expulsion.1030 
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The tradition of bohemianism and hooliganism that had long been seen as 
part of the life of the intelligentsia could not be part of the life of the Soviet 
intelligentsia in Cheliapov’s view. Drinking problems among composers hardly 
disappeared, yet Mosolov’s case became an example. Almost a year later, in 
December of 1936, Mosolov was reported to be in Turkmen SSR collecting folk 
songs in order to rehabilitate himself.1031 This however, did not save Mosolov, 
who in the autumn of 1937 received a sentence of eight years in the camps. 
However, his teachers Miaskovskii and Glier managed to save him with their 
appeal in the spring of 1938, and he was only denied the right to live and work 
in Moscow, Leningrad, or Kiev for five years.1032 Even after composers were 
expelled and sentenced, they took care of their colleagues. 

Interestingly, no other composer was expelled no matter how severe the 
accusations of formalism or other ideological mistakes. Yet, the difficult 
atmosphere in the Composers’ Union can be verified in many other sources. 
Prokofiev’s letter to Cheliapov in the autumn of 1936 is another illustrative case. 
Prokofiev complained that rumors were being spread about him in the Union. 
He was accused of not subscribing to a circular that was concerned with the 
situation in Spain. Prokofiev asserted that he was definitely not against helping 
democratic Spain in the Civil War.1033 The circular expressed sympathy for the 
socialist cause in Spain and revealed that composers had sent a selection of the 
best mass songs to help in the struggle. They also organized a fund to help 
families of the revolutionary guards. Prokofiev was not mentioned among 
donors.1034 Although the occasion is largely amusing, it gives an impression that 
rumors poisoning the atmosphere were already common in the Union.  

The situation led to a search for scapegoats. Instead of criticized 
formalists, former members of the Association for Proletarian Musicians, 
RAPM, and especially its leader, Lev Lebedinskii, became targets. Lebedinskii, 
the leader of the mass music sector of the Union in 1936, came under harsh 
criticism at a three-day general meeting of the Moscow Composers’ Union in 
February of 1936. 1035  However, he escaped most of the criticism without 
consequences. Lebedinskii even managed to defend himself and his 
background as a proletarian musician. Yet, this would backfire before a year 
had passed. It was becoming clear that instead of being a uniform institution, 
the Composers’ Union was full of contradictions, which started to surface in 
1936. 

While inner controversies caused some trouble for the Composers’ Union 
in 1936, it found itself at odds with external adversaries. For example, Sovetskaia 
Muzyka, the organ of the Union confronted Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, the organ of the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs. Certain Grigoriev had criticized several 
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composers for being passive or because their recent work was of poor quality. 
At least the names of Shekhter, Shaporin, and Nechaev were mentioned.1036 The 
presidium of the Composers’ Union ruled that the accusations were unfounded, 
and it accused Grigoriev of making several mistakes in his statement. 
Furthermore, Sovetskoe Iskusstvo had not published the presidium’s reply.1037 It 
seems as though the Union was being tested, since the real attacks began at the 
end of the year. 
 
The first blow 

 
Although formally the Committee on Artistic Affairs was superior to the 
Composers’ Union, in practice the Composers’ Union had quite far-reaching 
autonomy. This is illustrated by the ensuing struggle between these two 
organizations. The power struggle surfaced the day after the concert of songs 
for Stalin (December 2, 1936). The Moscow Composers’ Union was called to a 
meeting with the Committee about the shortcomings in the Union’s work. 
Kerzhentsev and Moisei Grinberg of the Committee’s musical administration 
were the main speakers at the meeting.  

Cheliapov gave the first address. In it he summarized the successes of the 
Composers’ Union and was clearly defending the autonomous status of the 
Union. He believed that during 1936 many composers started to work on folk 
themes, following the publication of Pravda’s articles. He boasted that 155 visits 
had been made to 25 kolkhozes across the Moscow region in recent years.1038 
Cheliapov also presented a long and rather schematic list of symphonic and 
chamber works composed by members of the Union. After Cheliapov had 
finished his defense, Moisei Grinberg began the attack on the shortcomings of 
the Union.  

Moisei Grinberg became a prominent figure in following years. He was 
Kerzhentsev’s right-hand man in music and later on became notorious for his 
role in the music scandal of 1948. He was also a musicologist by training, and 
perhaps this was why he was so important to Kerzhentsev. He became the first 
director of the renamed Musical Department of the Committee on Artistic 
Affairs (1938–39), having already served as the vice-leader of the Committee’s 
music administration in 1936. In February of 1936, Kerzhentsev had also been 
appointed as the leader of Muzgiz. He succeeded Cheliapov as Chief Editor of 
Sovetskaia Muzyka (1937–39), and thus he held a very prominent position in the 
Soviet musical administration. Later, he would be appointed as the leader of 
musical radio broadcasts (1941–49) and, from 1953 until 1969, he was appointed 
the artistic director of Moscow Philharmonic Orchestra. He had become a Party-
member in 1930.  

In his past, Grinberg also had a very interesting connection with another 
influential Party-member and musicologist, namely Gorodinskii. They had both 
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sat on the presidium of Rabis’s Central Committee in the early 1930s. 1039 
Boleslav Pshibyshevskii and Mikhail Arkadiev, both prominent personalities in 
Narkompros and in the early Composers’ Union, had also been members of the 
Central Committee of Rabis. Furthermore, Rabis’s municipal committee (gorkom) 
for composers in Moscow was head, and represented in Rabis’s meetings, by 
Levon Atovmian, and Leningrad Rabis’s officials included Iokhelson (1904–41). 
This not only testifies to the fact that same people moved from organization to 
the other, but also that there were only a few administrators who specialized in 
music, at least at the beginning of the 1930s, and that most of them new each 
other quite well. 

In December of 1936, Grinberg was already the Committee’s man. At the 
meeting with the Composers’ Union, he began his address by rebutting 
Cheliapov’s arguments. He claimed that discussion on formalism had not been 
as successful as Cheliapov had claimed. According to Grinberg, the list of 
compositions that Cheliapov claimed had been written as a result of the 
discussions included works that were completed before 1936. Grinberg also 
poured scorn on Cheliapov for giving detailed numbers of unfinished operas 
but being unable to name even one of these. He believed that the presidium of 
the Union was passive and pointed out that it had held no plenums for years. 
Ideological leadership was also disregarded. Grinberg himself had carried out 
an inspection of the Union but had found no members of the leadership 
present. He was told that it was a time for a monthly break. Grinberg then 
claimed that the “over-worked” Cheliapov was in his office only every sixth 
day. The Union’s bureaucracy was also extremely burdensome. There were a 
great number of sectors in comparison to the number of members. Many 
important composers, such as Daniil and Dmitrii Pokrass or Matvei Blanter, 
were, according to Grinberg, still outside the Union.1040 

Grinberg’s final accusation was the bad atmosphere illustrated by 
Shebalin’s letter. As a result, he argued, the Union was unable to represent the 
whole musical life of the Soviet Union. In conclusion, Grinberg stated that the 
work of the Union was unsatisfying.1041 In the general discussion, Cheliapov 
was already on the defensive. Composers, like Leonid Shvarts, complained that 
their Union had for example delayed discussions of cliquishness. Cheliapov 
tried to repel this criticism by shouting that the Composers’ Union discussed 
the matter earlier than any other art union.1042 Cheliapov tried several times to 
defend himself in this way. One of the Union’s long-standing Party-members 
and its first but already ex-secretary Gorodinskii also turned against the 
leadership of the Union. He criticized it over many points—about creative 
discussions as well as its administration.1043 
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The atmosphere in the Union was generally criticized in the meeting as 
well as the lack of adequate creative discussion. Goldenveizer touched upon 
cliquishness when he claimed that, while composers complained about soloists 
not playing Soviet music, composers never visited the soloists section. 1044 
Composers were especially worried about small number of creative reviews 
and the amount of bureaucracy. Nikolai Chemberdzhi stated that his 
symphonic works had not aroused attention for the last two years. 
Additionally, Knipper’s work was deteriorating and his recent fifth and sixth 
symphonies had been among the worst, but he was not helped by the Union. 
Chemberdzhi suggested that bureaucracy should be reduced and the post of an 
organizational secretary should be established.1045 Along with Chemberdzhi, 
Khachaturian also made very concrete remarks about how to correct the work 
of the Union.1046 Aleksandr Veprik agreed that the atmosphere had worsened 
and he maintained that issues were discussed behind the back of the subject 
rather than face-to-face. Veprik implied that harmful rumors were being spread 
around the Union.1047 Belyi gave his warning about not slandering comrades.1048 
A host of other composers addressed the meeting and gave similar accounts. 
Most composers were critical of the leadership; few were willing to defend it 
openly. 

Shatilov, another of Kerzhentsev’s subordinates, believed that composers 
needed leaders in the vein of army leaders and argued that the Union should be 
divided into sections with its own commanders. He called upon the presidium 
to act like a headquarters. Because of the small number of composers, the 
leadership in Moscow should know every composition that members were 
working on. In response to composers’ requests for a club where recreational 
activities and creative meetings could take place, Shatilov answered that 
composers had to be patient. Shatilov tried to rein in requests that required 
financial support.1049 Cheliapov later on continued that the Committee had paid 
no attention to the pleas made by the Composers’ Union. All the points the 
Union’s leadership was accused of were presented to the Committee earlier by 
him. Cheliapov also maintained that the Composers’ Union had succeeded in 
several areas. 1050 

Kerzhentsev gave the final address. He went on to blame the Moscow 
Union for not keeping in contact with other branches such as Leningrad, 
Ukraine, and Georgia. The lack of an all-Union organization meant that 
Moscow should have acted as one. Thus far, Kerzhentsev maintained, the 
Union had done nothing to propagate music from the Republics. Furthermore, 
the Committee had tried to activate the Union, because it should have led the 
musical activity of the Soviet Union. The Committee was active towards the 
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Philharmonia; it established new orchestras and set up choirs, because the 
Composers’ Union did nothing. Kerzhentsev also blamed the Union for not 
helping the conservatories to produce new musicologists. 1051  Furthermore, 
Kerzhentsev mentioned that Stalin had referred to Soviet opera as the most 
important musical task, but still the Union disregarded this work. Several 
composers wrote operas, but the Union failed to help them. He mentioned his 
personal meeting with Shostakovich and maintained that they had overcome 
previous mistakes together and Shostakovich was writing again.1052 Although 
Shostakovich’s compositional actively was surely not due to Kerzhentsev, this 
was something Kerzhentsev could use as an argument because it should have 
been the Union’s task to tighten up creativity. 

Kerzhentsev believed that because it was accessible to even wider 
population, music had the potential to become even more important than 
literature. In order to achieve this, the Union had to be reconstructed. 
Kerzhentsev obviously desired for a powerful Composers’ Union, which would 
operate under the guidance of the Committee. He referred to the fact that the 
Composers’ Union had disregarded the Committee’s work on folk songs and 
festivals and claimed: “We want the Composers’ Union to be like the Writers’ 
Union.” A commission, which included Shatilov, Kerzhentsev, Chemberdzhi, 
and Cheliapov among others, was appointed to work out a path for the 
Union.1053 The Writers’ Union was not under Kerzhentsev’s direct authority and 
perhaps thus he hoped that the Composers’ Union would become a similarly 
powerful organization that could serve the aims of his Committee. In any case, 
he stubbornly continued with his attempts to direct the work of the Union. 

 
Eradication of RAPMist remnants 

 
Unfortunately, there are no surviving details of the work carried out by the 
commission set up by Kerzhentsev to restructure the Composers’ Union. It is 
possible that no work was actually done, since the struggle between the 
Committee and the Union continued into the spring of 1937. The months after 
the December meeting did not heal the Union’s atmosphere; on the contrary, 
events took a turn for the worse. The Party had held its plenary session in 
March of 1937 when Stalin gave his speech about “Deficiencies in the Party 
work and actions for liquidating Trotskiites and other double-dealers.” 
Kerzhentsev was obviously behind an anonymous editorial in Sovetskaia 
Muzyka that stated that this was an issue for Soviet music life. The self-criticism 
called for by Stalin was hardly visible in the Composers’ Union. It had 
descended into bureaucratic dabbling rather than leading the creative work of 
composers.1054 
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A new joint meeting was called in April, but it was largely unfruitful. At 
the start of the meeting, someone declared, “this is not a kindergarten but a 
Party organization.” Meetings seem to have been anything but orderly Party 
proceedings. Kerzhentsev opened the meeting with the announcement that the 
Party expected works to have political content. He lamented that many 
composers wrote operas about the Civil War, although there were several other 
topics—youth, children, science, shock workers, and physical culture—that 
were calling out for an opera to be written about them. The Civil War was a 
“safe theme” that had been discovered and addressed by many. 
Understandably, the other topics mentioned by Kerzhentsev did not sound all 
that promising for a large-scale work. The kolkhoz-ballet Limpid Stream (staging 
of which was attacked by Pravda in February of 1936) by Shostakovich was an 
example that these themes offered no guarantee that work would not be 
subjected to close scrutiny. Kerzhentsev also lashed out at musicologists, 
alleging that they did not write enough. He referred to the fact that more books 
about Tchaikovskii were published in English than in Russian.1055 However, as 
the Committee’s meeting with the Composers’ Union produced few results, the 
Committee changed its strategy, causing disarray among composers. 

According to Grinberg, Pravda’s articles had aroused composers to battle 
formalist tendencies. Khrennikov’s First Symphony was a brilliant example of 
this struggle, according to Grinberg. In his praise for the work, Grinberg only 
forgot to mention that this symphony had premiered in October of 1935. He 
went on to imply that Gavriil Popov from Leningrad was obviously a formalist 
and furthermore passive, since he had not composed anything lately. This 
argument aroused shouts from the audience: “[v]iolin concert” and “[m]usic for 
a film.” The Committee’s new carrot and stick approach toward composers still 
met with resistance and composers were unwilling to abandon their comrades. 
However, the carrot was tempting: Grinberg concluded by stating that the 
greatest problem was the lack of a working musical center of the Soviet Union. 
He hinted for the possibility to establish the all-Union Composers’ Union with 
the help of the Committee on Artistic Affairs. The Composers’ Union needed a 
different atmosphere, principles, and system.1056 

It is starting to become clear that the Committee’s main objective was to 
change the leadership of the Composers’ Union. The Leningrad Union, like the 
Moscow branch, was also said to be experiencing serious difficulties. A report 
from a ten-day meeting of the Leningrad branch made it clear that organization 
was operating badly. The chairman Boris Fingert had been absent for practically 
five years due to illness, and apparently Vladimir Shcherbachev had replaced 
him. His deputies Asafiev and Shaporin were said to be rather passive as well. 
The meeting referred to the board of the Leningrad Union as a “fictive one.” In 
practice, the leadership was in hands of the secretary Iokhelson.1057 In both 
branches, the Committee’s target was the non-composer leadership rather than 
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composers. Kerzhentsev’s aim was to eliminate other Party bureaucrats in his 
way. Either he did not see composers as a threat or he was not allowed to touch 
them. 

The last attempt to confuse composers was also introduced at the meeting. 
During the previous spring, Lebedinskii and other former proletarian musicians 
were the targets of some accusations connected to the campaign against 
formalism. However, it did not escalate, but rather remained an internal matter 
for the Union. However, in the spring of 1937, the former leadership of RAPP 
was attacked in the Writers’ Union. Perhaps the Committee saw a chance to 
cause even more disarray, and launched a simultaneous attack against former 
proletarian musicians in the Composers’ Union. Moisei Grinberg attacked 
Lebedinskii and his policy as the leader of the proletarian musical movement. 
This must have scared Lebedinskii badly.1058 Grinberg had grounded his attack 
in Soviet Art a few days earlier by calling all the remnants of RAPM to be 
eradicated. Iurii Keldysh was accused of presenting RAPMist points of views in 
his latest articles. Grinberg called Keldysh, Lebedinskii, and others RAPMist 
recidivists.1059  

A few days after this meeting the Composers’ Union had an internal 
assembly. There Viktor Gorodinskii attacked Lebedinskii and Vinogradov for 
being against music. He gave a serious warning about cliquishness in the music 
community.1060 A few weeks later an editorial in Soviet Art accused Kaltat and 
Rabinovich for maintaining RAPMist ideology long after the April 
Resolution. 1061  The Committee used the situation to point out that the 
Composers’ Union was not working efficiently and that composers were 
incapable of handling the situation on their own. Gorodinskii’s involvement 
indicates that the Party was generally interested in eradicating remnants of 
these proletarian organizations, as he was associated with the Central 
Committee of the Party rather than the Committee on Artistic Affairs. Yet, it 
seems likely that, because proletarian musicians were hardly a genuine threat in 
musical life, Kerzhentsev merely used the occasion to further his personal aims. 

The campaign against RAPM reached its pinnacle in a few weeks. At the 
end of May, the Party group of the Composers’ Union arranged a five-day-
meeting. An article titled “The final eradication of RAPM” reported that 
Gorodinskii had drawn parallels between proletarian literature and music. The 
writer Leopold Averbakh, who had already been convicted as an “enemy of the 
people” was named and linked to Lebedinskii, Shteinpress, Keldysh, Belyi, and 
Rabinovich. RAPM was said to have been the child of RAPP. In an interesting 
turn of events, Cheliapov was said to have protected former RAPMists and was 
accused of allowing them to invade and hinder the operation of the Party cell. It 
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was alleged that proletarian musicians had arranged commemorative evenings 
of the “good RAPMist days.” The actions of Nadezhda Briusova, who had 
protected proletarian musicians in the Conservatory as a dean between 1929 
and 1931, were being investigated.1062  

Gorodinskii seems to have led the attack against RAPM, since his speech 
in the Composers’ Union was approved by a general meeting. In it, he once 
more emphasized how the Soviet music had been able to flourish after the 
eradication of RAPM. Additionally, the accusation that proletarian musicians 
had shown disregard for the musical past was renewed. The fact that 
Gorodinskii named Lebedinskii and Belyi in his accusations suggests that they 
were in genuine danger. In the musicological section, the work of Keldysh, 
Daniil Zhitomirskii, and A. Groman-Solovtsev, all of whom had been quite 
active, was denounced.1063 While Gorodinskii may have been genuine when he 
attacked former proletarian musicians (just as proletarian writers were attacked 
in the Writers’ Union), the Committee had other aims. This was illustrated 
when Gorodinskii turned against the Committee and scorned the way Grinberg 
lead Muzgiz. Grinberg repudiated all the accusations angrily, especially the 
influence of RAPMist remnants in its administration.1064 

The fact that Cheliapov was now being connected with RAPM reveals the 
true nature of the Committee’s stance. Rather than Lebedinskii or other former 
proletarian musicians, Cheliapov was its main target. The Committee merely 
aimed to cause confusion and make the Composers’ Union more vulnerable. 
This view is supported by the fact that the hunt for former RAPMists quickly 
fizzled out. While Averbakh was actually shot and the campaign against 
RAPPists was a bloody one, nothing like this followed in music. Although the 
issue of RAPM occasionally resurfaced, this seems to have been more ritualistic 
than genuine. In the spring of 1938, during the sixth anniversary of the April 
Resolution, Lev Khristiansen went through RAPM’s history and all its mistakes. 
He ritualistically repeated every point that was mentioned over the course of 
six years. He urged the new board to take the initiative with regard to “the 
RAPMist remnants.”1065 Yet, RAPM was no more a subject to take action over. 

In November of 1937, when the Composers’ Union was holding a meeting, 
someone mentioned RAPM. This prompted Aleksandr Gedike, previously a 
member of ASM, to stand up and say that the hunt for former proletarian 
musicians had to stop, and that the Union should concentrate on more topical 
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RAPMovshchiny. In SM 5/1937: 10–15; as well as in: Protiv RAPMovshchiny i 
formalizma (Rezoliutsiia obshchego sobraniia Mosk. Soiuza sov. kompozitorov). In 
SM 7/1937: 5–8. 

1063  Protiv RAPMovshchiny i formalizma (Rezoliutsiia obshchego sobraniia Mosk. Soiuza 
sov. kompozitorov). In SM 7/1937: 5–8. 

1064  Gorodinskii alleged that is was impossible to reach Grinberg from Muzgiz’s offices, 
that he was hardly ever present there, see: RGALI, f. 962, op. 3, d. 310, l. 24ob; 
Grinberg’s reply in l. 29ob. 

1065  Khristiansen, L. 1938, 9–14: Pokonchit s perezhitkami RAPMovshchiny. In SM 
5/1938. 
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matters.1066 In fact, many former members of RAPM acquired notable positions 
in the Composers’ Union. Keldysh, Belyi, Lebedinskii, and Koval all had quite 
bright futures on the music front in general. For Kerzhentsev, there only one 
obstacle that stood between him and supremacy over Soviet music: Cheliapov. 
 
“Happy anniversary, Revolution”—the final strike 

 
At the same time as it was causing disarray among composers, the Committee 
arranged yet another meeting, which would introduce the Committee’s new 
strategy. This meeting in early May of 1937 should originally have been about 
the festivities of the Twentieth Anniversary of October Revolution. The meeting 
was conducted over several days, from May 8 to May 12, and it illustrates how 
the Committee was responsible for coordinating the festivities for the Twentieth 
Anniversary of October Revolution. It was the superstructure for the artistic 
world and, while the Composers’ Union was an important organization in 
arranging musical activities for the festival, it was overseen by the Committee. 
The meeting is made especially interesting by the fact that it gathered together 
representatives from different republics, making it more authoritative than any 
previous meeting on the music front. The meeting was also arranged 
symbolically on the fifth anniversary of RAPM’s closure. The main topic, 
suggested by Moisei Grinberg’s keynote speech, was formalism and ideology in 
music. 

In his opening remarks, Kerzhentsev mentioned the failures of proletarian 
musicians and the need for socialist realist music. The meeting, however, was 
headed by Shatilov, who stated that the main reason for the meeting was to 
arrange the preparations of music for the Twentieth Anniversary of the October 
Revolution. 1067  Yet, the meeting was actually a panorama of the political 
situation faced by the music front in 1937 and was, furthermore, a well-planned 
event by the Committee. 

Moisei Grinberg mentioned in his keynote speech the “great development 
and growth” of Soviet music and gave a series of examples of this. Yet, he 
underlined that formalism was still influencing Soviet music and that there 
were wreckers within the music world, both of which meant that more party-
mindedness in music was required. After that, Grinberg started to recite a 
lengthy list of compositions being prepared for the October festivities in 
Leningrad and Moscow.1068 Grinberg’s list was not the only one—several other 
speakers read out similar lists from different parts of the country. While one of 
these lists was being read, somebody shouted out the suggestion that a copy of 
the lists should be given to participants beforehand in order to save time for 
more important matters.1069 One notable change to previous years was that the 

                                                 
1066  RGALI, f. 962, op. 3, d. 310, l. 15. 
1067  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, ll. 1–4. 
1068  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, ll. 5–18. The list is truly extensive. Interestingly, although 

more or less all of the other important composers were on the list, Shostakovich was 
never mentioned. 

1069  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, l. 57. The author was not stated. 
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works of light-genre composers—such as Isaak Dunaevskii, Matvei Blanter, and 
Dmitrii Pokrass—were included in these lists and their work was said to be 
important for the political education of masses.1070 

Another interesting feature of this meeting was that composers’ solidarity 
was still intact. Several composers criticized the Committee and its 
representatives. Ivan Dzerzhinskii, for example, made a stinging remark about 
Moisei Grinberg, who had written two articles about Silent Don—one before 
Stalin had made his remarks and one after it. These two articles contradicted 
each other.1071 On the second day of the meeting, Grinberg, who was then 
chairing the assembly, was mocked even further. Grinberg had made 
accusations about a composition without even hearing it. Composer Vano 
Muradeli maintained that “one shouldn’t talk of compositions he hasn’t even 
heard.” Grinberg countered by saying that “I didn’t say why I haven’t heard it” 
to which Muradeli answered, “so, that’s why you heard Belyi writing about it?” 
There was general applause for Muradeli’s remark. Belyi had written a review, 
which Grinberg had then presented as his own opinion. Solidarity among 
composers was still robust enough to turn criticism into mockery.1072 

Of course, laughter was one way to escape the harsh reality. The speech by 
Khadzhanadov was actually highly humorous. He was able to bring humor to 
everything he discussed: the Soviet thematic, Dzerzhinskii’s operas, and the 
Twentieth Anniversary of the October Revolution. It is no wonder that his 
speech, which ended the second day of the meeting, was hailed with prolonged 
applause and general laughter, both at the end and during his speech. 

At this meeting, Shostakovich was defended by other composers. While 
Grinberg omitted Shostakovich from his list, Kushnarev from Leningrad 
mentioned that Shostakovich was an active member of the Union and was 
working with on opera and ballet.1073 Although Shostakovich never completed, 
if indeed he ever started these works1074, it is notable that he was brought 
forward by his fellows. Later on, Tikhon Khrennikov mentioned that 
Shostakovich was very active and that he had heard the first movement of 
Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony, which was brilliant.1075 Even before his Fifth 
Symphony, which has been said to have rehabilitated him, was premiered, 
Shostakovich had been elected to the presidium of the Leningrad Composers’ 
Union.1076 

                                                 
1070  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, l. 23. 
1071  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 271, l. 12. 
1072  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 271, l. 29. 
1073  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, ll. 35–43. 
1074  The opera Kushnarev refers to is presumably music for the play after Nikolai 

Ostrovskii’s How the Steel Was Tempered. According to Fay 2000, 114, Shostakovich 
was awarded a contract to compose this incidental music, but he later on opted out of 
it. 

1075  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 271, l. 38. 
1076  Dunaevskii, I. 1938, 64–66: Kak rabotaet Leningradskii Soiuz sovetskikh 

kompozitorov. In SM 9/1938. In this report, Dunaevskii mentioned the elections held 
in the summer of 1937 and all the members of the presidium. In his article, 
Dunaevskii evaluated the work that had been accomplished during the first year 
after the leadership of the Leningrad branch had been changed. 
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However, not all composers followed the same line. Nikolai Chemberdzhi 
gave his speech on formalism. He accused the Union’s leadership of failing in 
its struggle against formalism. He also accused composers of discrediting the 
search for narodnost. Chemberdzhi considered Prokofiev as too eclectic and 
argued that his music should be examined in detail—in particular, his ballet 
suite Romeo and Juliet.1077 Both Chemberdzhi and Belyi after him heaped lavish 
praise on Dzerzhinskii’s Virgin Soil Upturned. Chemberdzhi even considered 
that this opera, which would be premiered only half a year later, would solve 
the problem of Soviet operatic style.1078 There are some interesting points here. 
Firstly, Chemberdzhi’s views were surely noticed by the Committee, since he 
was soon to succeed Cheliapov as the chairman of the Composers’ Union. 
Secondly, although Virgin soil upturned was not actually a great success—in fact, 
it rather rode on the back of its predecessor’s success—these comments surely 
persuaded Kerzhentsev that Virgin Soil Upturned would be a success story, as 
his later comments illustrate. 

Yet, it was republican representatives who made this meeting so special. 
Their presence also reveals the Committee’s true plans. The speech by 
Ukrainian representative Kozitskii was the first in a series of quite similar 
speeches by republican representatives. Kozitskii stated that Ukrainian 
Composers’ Union had been led for years by a certain Karpov, a Party-member, 
who eventually was found to be a Trotskiite. Kozitskii considered the situation 
in Ukraine to be difficult and this was due to poor leadership. He concluded by 
calling for the establishment of a union-wide Composers’ Union to help the co-
ordination of the music front.1079 For the first time after the Writers’ Congress, 
the all-union structure of the Composers’ Union was openly mentioned in an 
official context. It is all the more significant that this notion was not left alone. 

A Byelorussian representative mentioned that the situation in Byelorussia 
was similar to that in Ukraine. The Byelorussian Union’s leader was arrested 
because of his anti-Party work.1080  Following the example of Kozitskii, his 
Byelorussian colleague called for a union-wide Composers’ Union. Practically 
every republican speaker repeated the necessity for an all-union organ. This 
also applied to the last speaker of the first day, the representative from 
Voronezh. He also blamed Moscow for not taking the periphery into 
account.1081 

The third day of the meeting opened with another speech that accused 
Moscow of maintaining poor connections even to the Russian branches of the 
Composers’ Union. This made it hard to distribute Soviet music and to get 

                                                 
1077  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 272, ll. 14–17. Prokofiev was scorned by another composer as 

well. Boris Shekhter, a previous proletarian musician, believed that Prokofiev’s 
speeches and music differed from each other. He stated: “There is a big gap between 
his music and his speeches about it.” He was in lines with Moisei Grinberg in this 
matter, see: RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 273, l. 37. 

1078  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 272, ll. 16, 22. 
1079  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, ll. 47–57. 
1080  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, l. 59. 
1081  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 270, ll. 70–73 
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compositions from outside Moscow performed at any venue in the capital. 1082 
This was not completely accurate, as the Moscow branch had activated some 
contacts. In March of 1937, for example, Moscow Union members visited Minsk 
in Byelorussia, where they arranged concerts and consulted local composers. As 
a result, a host of compositions by Byelorussian composers were to be 
performed in Moscow.1083  

The most interesting speech of this May congress was given by an 
Armenian representative, Musheg Agaian (1883–1966), the son of a famous 
Armenian writer. Agaian gave a ten-point list of the ways in which the 
problems faced by the Union could be resolved. This list included establishing 
the composers’ organizational committee (which the Party had denied the 
Union in 1932); setting up a union-wide Composers’ Union; the need to 
incorporate all the best musicians and scientific workers into the Union; and 
finally organizing the musical fund, muzfond.1084 In essence, this list detailed all 
the necessary steps that would have made the Composers’ Union comparable to 
the Writers’ Union in scope and extent. Furthermore, the suggestions included 
in this list were, in practice, enforced over the course of the next two years. 

The Committee and Kerzhentsev were obviously behind this list and had 
arranged the speeches by republican representatives beforehand. This is 
illustrated by the lack of prominent composers at the meeting. Miaskovskii, 
Shebalin, Prokofiev, and Shostakovich for example were all missing. The 
conference might, of course, have been poorly arranged, but it is more likely 
that the Committee did not want to risk having too many unpredictable 
composers present. Additionally, the fact that republican representatives gave 
such similar speeches supports the hypothesis that the Committee had arranged 
the event, as well as displacing their previous chairmen. The Committee 
probably thought that the proposal to establish the Union would sound more 
plausible when put forward by some loyal (even if poorly known) composer 
from a distant republic than it would if some apparatchik from the Committee 
that had suggested it. Furthermore, one representative called the assembly “the 
first all-union meeting of Soviet musicians.”1085 

After this meeting was held, the pace of events accelerated. Already by 
April, less than a month before the aforementioned meeting, the atmosphere at 
the Moscow branch was beginning to sour and turn against Cheliapov. The 
Moscow branch held a meeting on April 10 at which the entire leadership was 
criticized—largely in the same words as those Kerzhentsev had used. The Party 
organization of the Composers’ Union was most heavily criticized this time, but 
also the Rabis’s gorkom of composers came under criticism. New elections were 
called (but were eventually postponed for almost a year) and the branch was 
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also going to cross-check its membership base.1086 These measures would have 
been quite drastic, had they been enforced.  
 
The chairman vanishes 

 
A counterpart of the meeting held in May about the October festivities was held 
six months later, in November of 1937. It should have been about the results of 
the Twentieth Anniversary of the October Revolution. This time, the Committee 
had invited notable composers but no representatives from the Republics 
attended the meeting. Kerzhentsev opened with some general accusations of 
formalism to keep everybody on their toes. This time, the composer accused of 
formalism was Vladimir Enke, Shebalin’s student who taught at the Moscow 
Conservatory.1087 Kerzhentsev now mentioned the possibility of an all-union 
structure for composers and explained that the establishment of all-union 
organs would be much easier if the Moscow branch reorganized its work.1088 
Composers were perhaps growing weary because no concrete progress seemed 
to have been made toward establishing the musical fund in six months. 
However, this period had witnessed other changes: the chairmen of the 
Moscow and Leningrad branches had been replaced. 

Considering the situation in late 1937—the Terror was threatening society 
and the atmosphere in the Composers’ Union was less than convivial—one 
might expect that several composers would have been arrested and possibly 
shot. All of the prerequisites for such a purge seem to be there. Caroline Brooke 
has presented the first detailed research about the Great Terror and Soviet 
music life. In her valuable article, Brooke suggests that there were no high 
profile musical victims of the Terror. This does not mean that there were no 
victims of the Terror at all in the music world. Brooke is able to name one 
dead—the musicologist Nikolai Zhiliaev (1881–1938) who had been associated 
with Marshal Tukhachevskii—and several others who lost their posts.1089  I 
agree with Brooke that Soviet music life escaped this brutal period with 
surprisingly minor injuries. The situation requires closer examination. 

Those from the music front who fell during the Terror were practically all 
administrators, apart from Zhiliaev. Most of the victims with connections to the 
music world, including Commissar of Enlightenment, Andrei Bubnov, were 
purged for reasons other than music. Bubnov was responsible for the 
dissemination of Shostakovich’s Lady Macbeth, but he was also a rival of 
Kerzhentsev. Thus, he was arrested in October of 1937 and was shot a year 
                                                 
1086  Rezoliutsiia aktiva Soiuza sovetskikh kompozitorov (10 apreliia 1937). In SM 5/1937, 

p. 106. Elections were also mentioned by Kesselman at a meeting of the Union, see: 
RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 273, ll. 45–46. The reason for postponing the elections was either 
that Cheliapov did not allow them to take place or that the Committee prevented 
them, fearing that Cheliapov and his possible supporters would be elected anew. 

1087  RGALI, f. 962, op. 3, d. 310, l. 42. 
1088  RGALI, f. 962, op. 3, d. 310, l. 44. 
1089  Brooke 2002, 402–408. About the Zhiliaev-case in 408, first mentioned in Vinokurova, 

Irina 1996: Trizhdy rasstreliannii muzykant. In Muzykalnaia Akademiia 1/1996, pp. 
79–84. Zhiliaev’s shooting is dated to January 20, 1938. He was a professor of 
composition in Moscow Conservatory between 1933 and 1937. 
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later.1090 The tragic fate of Bubnov is perhaps not particularly relevant to what 
happened in the musical front. Much more pertinent is the fate of the chairman 
of the Moscow Composers’ Union and Chief Editor of Sovetskaia Muzyka Nikolai 
Cheliapov. 

Brooke has told part of the story of what happened to Cheliapov. In her 
article, she cites a dubious letter sent to Molotov in October, in which 
Cheliapov’s leadership of the Composers’ Union is condemned. The letter itself 
was poorly written and full of misspellings. The letter was not signed; instead, 
“from composers and musical figures” was inserted at the end. Curiously 
enough, the letter is located in the personal file of Mikhail Gnesin. 1091  In 
Molotov’s fond there are no signs of this letter-whatsoever. 

The story of this letter is, however, interesting. It was circulated to 
prominent composers. Matvei Blanter has described how composers were 
approached by an unknown pair who gave them the letter and in a grave voice 
asked them to sign it. When questioned, they simply answered that the most 
prominent composers had already signed.1092 Blanter did not sign the letter, but 
Aleksandr Goldenveizer did, although he was not aware of the initiator of the 
letter, either. Two individuals unknown to him had brought the letter, in the 
middle of his class. One of them turned out to be named Ris. The letter was 
badly written but contained important facts during that time, Goldenveizer 
stated. It pointed out the abnormal situation that was prevailing in the Union 
and problems of atmosphere, although Goldenveizer acknowledged that this 
took the form of a dirty squabble. 1093  Blanter, however, hinted that the 
musicologist Ogolevets was the initiator of the letter, yet no one ever 
commented on this allegation.1094  

Blanter’s suggestion of Ogolevets is not completely unfounded. Kiril 
Tomoff has described in detail the affair that took place in 1947, when 
Ogolevets attacked the leadership of the Composers’ Union. Ogolevets was in 
Tomoff’s estimation a highly independent, even fiery character with strong 
ambitions.1095 Thus, he might have been behind the letter of 1937, as well. 
Ogolevets had been in the police forces during his youth and worked for 
Pravda, so he was also a man with connections. 

Moisei Grinberg from the Committee made a speech in which he hinted 
about the actual source of this letter. He tried to restrain talk about the letter 

                                                 
1090  He was heard by court only in July 26, 1938, while his case was first postponed from 

November 1, 1937 and once again in April 19, 1938. See: AP RF, f. 3, op. 24, d. 412, l. 
122, quoted in http://www.memo.ru/history/vkvs/spiski/pg04122.htm; AP RF, f. 
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and maintained that what mattered was the content of the letter rather than its 
author or signatories.1096 Furthermore, Cheliapov had disappeared only weeks 
before this letter appeared. It was important for the Committee to have the 
composers’ blessing and therefore it seems likely that it was behind the letter. 
The way in which signatures were collected hardly suggests that this was the 
composers’ own initiative.  

Little more than two months after this letter, Cheliapov was shot.1097 His 
sentence was signed by Zhdanov, Kliment Voroshilov, Molotov, and Lazar 
Kaganovich on January 3, 1938. Cheliapov was marked as first category, 
indicating immediate execution.1098 Cheliapov was not the only victim, yet his 
death was the only one directly connected to the Composers’ Union. Other 
victims included musicologist Boleslav Pshibyshevskii, who was rector of the 
Moscow Conservatory between 1929 and 1932 and one of the first to write 
about socialist realist music. Apparently, he was arrested in March of 1937, but 
was shot only in August.1099 In this case, Pshibyshevskii’s German origins (he 
was born in Berlin) might have been the reason why he was shot; Germans 
along with Poles and Finns were named as enemy nations. He was expelled 
from the Party in 1933 and was apparently expelled to Karelia in 1934. In 1934, 
he was organizing theatrical and musical activity at the White Sea Baltic Theater 
(BBK) in Medvezhegorsk, which was part of the NKVD’s camp-system.1100 

Mikhail Arkadiev, a Narkompros official and the first Chairman of Moscow 
Composers’ Union, albeit only for a few months, was also a victim of the Terror. 
In 1937, he was the director of Moscow Art Theater (MKhAT), which was more 
likely to have been the cause of conviction than the few months he spent in the 
Composers’ Union as a chairman five years earlier. Arkadiev was arrested in 
June of 1937 and was shot three months later in September of 1937.1101 A similar 
fate was experienced by Vladimir Mutnykh, director of the Bolshoi theater1102, 
arrested on April 20, 1937. Yet, Mutnyhk was associated with the army and the 
Central House of the Red Army (TsDKA), being also a brigade commander and 
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1102  Mutnykh had been arranging production of Asafiev’s and Bulgakov’s Minin i 
Pozharskii in the spring of 1937. See, Curtis 1991, 276. 
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Party member from 1918. 1103  On August 25, 1937, the death warrant for 
Aleksandr Belokopytov was signed by Stalin and Molotov. Belokopytov was a 
Ukrainian Party member, who had worked in the Ukrainian Narkompros after 
1932, and as musical editor of the Radio from 1934. The interesting thing is that 
Belokopytov had led the Association of Proletarian Musicians of Ukraine until 
it was dissolved in 1932. However, he was shot because he was a representative 
of the Ukrainian NKVD, the secret police, rather than for musical reasons.1104 

Dmitrii Gachev, who Neil Edmunds and Levon Hakobian associate with 
RAPM, was also targeted. According to both, Dmitrii Gachev was Bulgarian 
and because of this, he was arrested. He was also a musicologist and a member 
of the Bulgarian Communist Party. Yet, I have been unable to find dates for his 
persecution.1105 However, like Pshibyshevskii, he was a foreigner and thus in 
special danger during the Great Terror. Of the further victims, Amy Nelson 
mentions that Mikhail Kvadri would have been executed along Zhiliaev for 
being too close to Tukhachevskii.1106 However, this cannot possibly have been 
the case. Kvadri died in 1929; he was most probably shot because of his Italian 
origins.1107 Along with these individuals, Hakobian mentions that musicologist 
Pavel Vulfius and music critic Viktor Delson (who was writing to Sovetskaia 
Muzyka still in late autumn of 19371108) would have received camp sentences, 
but survived.1109 Both died in the 1970s.  

I have found no information about other composers or musicologists who 
would have perished in the Terror. Some of the individual victims mentioned 
were more closely connected with the administration than creative work. Of 
course, many more musicians perished during the Terror. In Karelia, for 
example, a large part of the local symphonic orchestra was deported. 1110 
However, rather than poor performance, the probable cause of their deportation 
was that they were Canadian Finns who had come to the Soviet Union to work 
at the beginning of the 1930s, and were thus viewed as suspicious. Therefore, it 
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is important how notable composers and musicologists evaded purges, despite 
some brave attacks on the Committee. For example, Viktor Gorodinskii was one 
of the possible victims. He was on the losing side in 1936 when the Committee 
emerged. He had also been an anarcho-syndicalist in 1917, before becoming a 
Communist Party-member, making him even more probable a target in the 
Terror. Yet, he managed to rise time and again to leading positions on the 
musical front, the last one being Chief Editor of Muzgiz in 1946–48.1111 

One possible explanation is that the Composers’ Union calmed down. 
Soon after Cheliapov’s resignation, composers’ attacks on each other 
diminished. Perhaps Cheliapov’s fate discouraged further accusations. At least, 
at a meeting held in November of 1937, Chemberdzhi, the acting chairman, was 
defended by Gorodinskii on the grounds that the Composers’ Union had 
already been in trouble when he was appointed chairman and thus should not 
be blamed for the faults of the previous leadership.1112  Cheliapov was not 
mentioned by name, but rather, in connection with the propagation of Soviet 
music in the end of 1937, it was said that that “the previous leadership” of the 
Composers’ Union had managed to squander the potential of Soviet music.1113 
One of the new secretaries, Vano Muradeli, alluded to Cheliapov stating: “[a]s 
is well known, an influential enemy was for long in the ranks of the Composers’ 
Union…”1114 

Although the Composers’ Union was not particularly haunted after 
Cheliapov was arrested, the Committee was involved in purges of other 
musical organizations. After all, the Committee was responsible for overseeing 
all musical activity and thus, purges in the music world came under its remit. 
Most of these incidents have already been discussed by Caroline Brooke or 
Levon Hakobian; I simply connect them to specific points.  

Rather than Kerzhentsev, it seems that his deputy Shatilov was most 
active in finding scapegoats.1115 During 1937, Shatilov sent Kerzhentsev lists of 
people who had “failed” in musical administration and suggested that they be 
replaced with individuals who were more loyal. Shatilov, for example, wrote to 
Kerzhentsev that the work of Moscow Stage was “highly unsuccessful.” In 
other words, a change of personnel was required. Shatilov proposed that fifteen 
to twenty Communists should be appointed to its administration and a new 
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1113  Khubov, G. 1937, 27: Smotr sovetskoi muzyki. Tvorcheskie itogi dekady sovetskoi 
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leader selected. Kerzhentsev’s decision followed Shatilov’s proposal, as it 
practically always did.1116 

Shatilov insisted on changes in the leadership of different philharmonias, 
as well as in other musical organizations. Shatilov was especially active in the 
autumn of 1937. He also wrote to Kerzhentsev about magazine articles, when 
they concerned works that Shatilov regarded important.1117 Brooke describes 
the events that took place in the Moscow Philharmonia and Conservatory.1118 In 
the case of the Moscow Philharmonia, its leader, Nikolai Kuliabko, was one of 
the targets of the Committee. His work was deemed unsatisfying by 
Kerzhentsev in the summer of 1937, but he was also linked to Marshal 
Tukhachevskii, on whose personal guarantee Kuliabko had been able to reclaim 
his membership of the Party, after being dismissed in “the exchange of the 
Party cards”. 1119  He was dismissed, but what happened to him next is 
unknown—although his name was included in one of the lists of the “enemies 
of the people” in the arts.1120 I have not found his name in any of the lists of 
those who were convicted or shot, unlike several other administrators. 
However, nothing is found of him after 1937 and it is possible that he was shot 
or at least exiled. 

However, the case of Moscow Conservatory perhaps offers even more 
insight into the effect of the Terror on musical life. Throughout the 1920s, 
conservatories had evaded many of the changes that took place in other 
institutes of higher education. After 1932, representatives of conservatories 
safeguarded their autonomy. Shteinberg, for instance, emphasized that the 
autonomy of conservatories made it possible for them to participate in social 
construction.1121 Yet, the Committee wanted to expand its authority and bring 
conservatories in line. One of the first individual targets in the Moscow 
Conservatory was professor of composition and composer Genrikh Litinskii, 
who was persecuted in the autumn of 1937.1122 The persecution of Litinskii did 
not simply emerge overnight. He had already been accused of formalism in 
1934 and those accusations were repeated in 1936.1123 The situation only became 
critical during the Terror. In January of 1938, Kseniia Dorliak, the future 
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1123  See: Ostretsov, A. 1934, 6: Protiv formalizma v muzyke (O tvorchestve G. 
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mother-in-law of Sviatoslav Richter, was scorned.1124 In this event, however, she 
was only forced to resign from her post as a dean.1125  

Political turmoil in the Conservatory did not end there. Professor of 
singing, one Turovskaia, was accused of spoiling the voice of one Komsomolian 
girl and several others. Turovskaia had desperately tried to present herself as “a 
non-Party Bolshevik” at a meeting arranged after the accusations. One 
aggravating circumstance was that she had not broken up with her recently 
arrested husband.1126 The Terror had caused a situation in which students were 
attacked vulnerable teachers they did not like. Other similar cases also 
emerged. Professor Vadim Borisovskii was accused of having published a book 
together with German “fascists.” Professor Dmitrii Aspelund had not managed 
to name a single example of wrecking by Turovskaia.1127 The Party meeting at 
the Conservatory on January 9, 1938, found many of the professors politically 
“illiterate.” Shatilov represented the Committee on Artistic Affairs in the 
meeting.1128  

The Moscow Conservatory was generally attacked from many directions, 
but these attacks also had predecessors. For several years, but especially after 
the Committee had been established, the leadership of the Conservatory was 
accused of being too liberal. The conservatories were considered crucial to 
producing future generations of artists and so it was reasoned that it was vital 
to root out formalist tendencies in these institutions. In the summer of 1936, the 
leadership of the Conservatory and its leader Neuhaus were said to be too 
gentle, especially in regard to professors who represented formalism. Litinskii 
and Shebalin were named, both professor of composition. They were said to 
have been reinstated soon after discussions on formalism faded, although 
neither had done anything to correct their views and had in fact skipped all the 
meetings. It was also asserted that the Conservatory familiarized students with 
music of formalists, namely Shostakovich, Paul Hindemith, and Alban Berg. 
Additionally, the national musical cultures were disregarded by the 
Conservatory.1129  

In some cases, students themselves called for intervention. Four students 
of conducting from the Moscow Conservatory accused the faculty of disinterest 
in and negligence toward students.1130 Thus, the Conservatory ceased to be the 
apolitical haven, which it had been, with the exception of the years between 
1929 and 1931. Moscow Conservatory was not alone, but for example in 
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one of her brothers had been shot as a White officer in 1918, another brother was 
exiled to Astrakhan after Kirov’s murder, and her sister’s husband was arrested in 
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Leningrad the leader of the Conservatory was found to be an “enemy of the 
people”.1131 

In the years to come, at least Pravda, Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, and Sovetskaia 
Muzyka all published critical articles on the leadership of the Conservatory. It 
was criticized for several things, but almost all of the accusations were directed 
toward the leadership and the organization. 1132  Once again, rather than 
focusing on individuals, the apex of the assault was directed toward the 
organization itself. Thus, the outcome is not that surprising. None of these 
accused persons were arrested or even exiled. According to Brooke, Litinskii 
was reinstated in 1939 and Dorliak never lost her professorship.1133 Although 
the Moscow Philharmonia was not without its victims, it seems that even there 
the organization and its preferences were the target rather than any individuals. 
At least, the Philharmonia was continuously criticized for not acting correctly 
and disregarding its responsibilities toward propagation.1134 

Although the Committee on Artistic Affairs brought the Terror to musical 
life, the extent and scope of this terror was very different from that experienced 
by many other spheres of Soviet life. A memorandum of the Committee entitled 
“About the measures to liquidate the consequences of wrecking in musical 
institutions of the [Soviet] Union” is in itself enough to make one shiver. 
Supposedly, Shatilov was behind this memorandum. Enemies of the people 
were found both in the administration of the Committee itself, especially in 
local offices, and in other musical organizations. Along with Arkadiev, 
Cheliapov, and Pshibyshevskii, many other names were mentioned. However, 
the fate of these individuals is unclear. Yet, as they were mentioned as spies, 
and not just wreckers, it is likely that most of them perished.1135 Yet, the list 
gives only a few examples, and “etc.” is added at the end. It is also noteworthy 
that all of these individuals were administrators, not musical experts.  

Still, the archives contain many sad incidents and fates, one of which may 
serve as an example. The widow of composer Ilia Sats (1875–1912) was granted 
a pension of 200 rubles per month in 1933. In 1937, her daughter Nataliia Sats 
was arrested and exiled. On September 14, 1938, the Committee on Artistic 
Affairs received a letter from the Commissariat of Social Security that the 
pension paid to Sats’s widow had to be suppressed because she supported an 
enemy of the people, her daughter. This decision was implemented and 
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pension suppressed.1136 Luckily for Nataliia Sats, she survived the camps and 
went on to become a National Artist of USSR. 

The list compiled by the Committee about enemies of the people in art 
carried on some interesting general accusations. Some were accused of 
discrediting the propaganda of Soviet music, heroic classical music, or music on 
folk themes. Additionally, some were accused of not hiring talented young 
soloists. Some had sabotaged the use of folklore and folk themes in the creative 
work of composers. Hindering the work of Shostakovich and Prokofiev was 
also mentioned in this context.1137 This is revealing. In the Committee’s account, 
something was wrong with Shostakovich’s and Prokofiev’s music, but instead 
of accusing them, it accused the musical administration. 

Another interesting part of the accusations was the misuse and loss of 
government funds. Several hundreds of thousands of rubles were said to have 
been wasted by different institutions in republics as a result of poor leadership 
and other forms of wrecking. Enemies of the people also managed to prevent 
the establishment of fifty-nine musical collectives planned for 1937 in the 
Russian republic. In Ukraine, the number was nineteen and so on. 1138  In 
Leningrad, wreckers were said to have hindered the expansion of the repertory, 
because there were too few premieres.1139 Yet, despite the frequency of attacks 
on musical institutions, the number of victims remained surprisingly low.  
 
The chink in the Committee’s armor 

 
Although it seems that the Committee was triumphant and that Kerzhentsev 
emerged as a winner, he was not without thorns in his side. He tried, of course, 
to claim credit for every success the musical front experienced, but not 
everyone was willing to allow him this satisfaction. Some even attacked 
Kerzhentsev’s policy, including a group of young musicians who in the late 
1930s had been triumphant in several competitions across the world. This 
group consisted of Iakov Zak, Iakov Flier, Iurii Briuskov, Aleksandr Iokheles, 
and several others. They used their hard-earned fame to attack the Committee’s 
policies in its own magazine, Soviet Art. The Composers’ Union and the 
Philharmonia also received their share of criticism for neglecting the issue of 
Soviet soloists. The Philharmonia never awarded contracts to any of the young 
triumphant musicians, the Committee tried only to benefit from their successes, 
and the Composers’ Union did very little whatsoever to rectify the situation, 
young soloists claimed.1140 
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Kerzhentsev and Shatilov were said to only take the glory from young 
soloists and were accused of otherwise neglecting their needs. They should 
“look at the circumstances where [musicians] work instead of arranging 
banquets.” 1141  The Committee on Artistic Affairs indeed actively arranged 
honorary medals for winning artists and especially their teachers at the 
Conservatory. Following the successes, the Committee managed to inaugurate a 
massive construction project for new training and living spaces for students and 
artists of the Conservatory.1142 Yet, musicians went on accusing the Composers’ 
Union and its “wise ones” of not understanding the potential that soloists could 
have for the propaganda of Soviet music. Therefore, the young soloists ended 
their lengthy letter, with a call for the establishment of a Soviet Musicians’ 
Union. They reasoned that the Writers’ Union was not called the Prosaists’ 
Union; therefore, instead of Composers’ Union, the Party had surely meant for 
a Musicians’ Union to exist.1143  

These young soloists were important to the Soviet Union and thus their 
claim was not unfounded. Triumphant young musicians were a brilliant way to 
demonstrate to the rest of the world the superiority of the Soviet system. The 
Soviet system was truly great at producing a series of world-famous pianists, 
violinists, and other musicians, who could compete in the major international 
competitions of the twentieth century. While music itself rarely made headline 
news in the Soviet Union, these triumphant musicians had their faces on the 
covers of several magazines.1144 The Committee, of course, quickly reacted to 
the situation. In a speech about musical culture, given a few months after 
international competitions in Vienna, Brussels, and Warsaw at which Soviet 
musicians had been triumphant, the Committee boasted that the foreign press 
was pondering how such consistent success by Soviet musicians was possible. 
The answer, of course, was the superiority of the Soviet system. While 
bourgeois musicians concentrated solely on the formal side and technique, 
Soviet musicians, it was argued, understood how realistic material and careful 
choice of pieces was important. Soviet musicians had the advantage of 
optimism, joy, and liveliness. It was also argued that Soviet pedagogues 
allowed individuals to develop according to their own abilities.1145  
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After these victories, the Committee kept an even closer eye on 
international competitions and their participants. Brussels, where Oistrakh had 
been victorious in 1937, arranged the next year’s piano competition. In 
December of 1937, the Soviet ambassador to Belgium described how the 
Belgians began to get restless, since the Committee refused to announce its 
competitors. Kerzhentsev merely replied that they had to wait until the All-
union piano competition in January was over and that candidates would be 
selected from among the winners. It was only on February 4, 1938, that the 
travel currency reserves of the five candidates were finally sanctified by the 
Committee. 1146  Soviet Emil Gilels then won the event. Thus, these young 
musicians understood their prestige, started to demand their share of the 
success, and were extremely critical of administrators. 

Young soloists were of such high value for the politically isolated Soviet 
Union that punishing them would not have been easy, even if there had been a 
wish to do so. Just as Shostakovich and other composers were saved, soloists 
too escaped, despite their views. Furthermore, soloists had no organization that 
could have been punished by the Committee instead of individuals. Thus, 
several prominent members of the Composers’ Union evaluated in Soviet Art 
the suggestion of a new kind of Union that would comprise important soloists 
as well. In this way, the influence of young musicians was acknowledged. 
Goldenveizer, the most influential piano professor greeted this suggestion with 
delight. Then again, professor Lev Oborin believed that the atmosphere of the 
Composers’ Union should be improved in order to allow this kind of work to 
take place within existing confines without the need for restructuring.1147 The 
celebrations for internationally victorious Soviet musicians were stretched in 
order to emphasize the role of musical education in the Soviet society in 
general. It seemed that top musicians and especially their teachers were so 
important that their Union would be ensured.1148 

However, soloists did not eventually receive the Union they had wished 
for. Their proposition was rejected. As Kiril Tomoff has reported, soloists made 
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another similar attempt in the 1940s, but they would fail then as well.1149 For 
example, famous pianist and conductor Maksim Shostakovich, son of Dmitrii, 
was never a member of the Composers’ Union, although his father was the 
chair of its Russian branch.1150 While the leading professors of piano were 
already members of the Composers’ Union (Goldenveizer, Shteinberg, 
Neuhaus, and Konstantin Igumnov), they were not necessarily highly 
motivated to broaden the membership base of the Union. Generally, composers 
and musicologists wanted to keep Union membership exclusive so as not to 
broadly disperse precious resources. They managed to accomplish exactly this, 
even if Kerzhentsev would have wanted otherwise. 

Kerzhentsev was also dependant on the expertise of composers in delicate 
musical matters and certain composers and musicologists appear to have been 
able to guide his decisions. This is illustrated by the case of Dzerzhinskii’s 
second opera, Virgin Soil Upturned. It was premiered during the October 
festivities but, even before it was finished, it received great publicity and praise. 
Before its premiere, Sovetskaia Muzyka praised the opera as Dzerzhinskii’s new 
victory, which had splendid material for a powerful realistic spectacle. It was 
also hailed as the first opera about collectivization.1151 Parts of it were also 
included in a series of festive recordings announced to extend to 10 million 
exemplars and published prior to the premiere of the opera.1152 

Afterwards, Kerzhentsev was not satisfied. He said to Gorodinskii that 
articles “about Virgin soil upturned should be written in more critical voice.” The 
reason was that Kerzhentsev had heard from composers who attended the 
premiere (October 23, 1937) that this work was not as good as Silent Don. This 
was something he openly stated at the general meeting of composers. He even 
continued by wondering why the shortcomings of Virgin soil upturned had not 
been discussed earlier.1153 Yet, Kerzhentsev was the one who had encouraged 
official approval of this work before it had been completed. Kerzhentsev was 
not the only one who relied on musical experts. Mykola Lysenko (1842–1912) 
had composed an opera Taras Bulba, which the Soviet Ukraine of course 
adopted as part of its national repertory. A revised edition was being prepared 
in the autumn of 1937 by the Ukrainian National Opera and it had been 
approved by Stanislav Kosior, the Ukrainian Party boss. Yet, the opera received 
scathing criticism from Khubov and two other critics.1154 In the end, Khubov’s 
opinion proved more authoritative than that of Kosior.1155 
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The Committee was dependant on the artistic knowledge and advice of 
musical specialists. Already in the summer of 1936 it organized an artistic 
council for its musical administration consisting first of 44 and then 49 
members. It included Shostakovich, Asafiev, Prokofiev, Goldenveizer, Shatilov, 
Kuliabko, Belyi, Grinberg, Gorodinskii, Glier, Samuil Samosud, but also Kseniia 
Dorliak and Nikolai Kuliabko, who were among the few musical figures to be 
purged.1156 Thus, it seems that, as an administrator, Kerzhentsev was not the 
all-powerful figure towering over cultural affairs, which he would have liked to 
be. Although he was not the only one in the need of musical expertise, he was 
the one most involved in artistic issues. He soon found out that for the system, 
music and creative personalities mattered more than those supporting it 
through administrative work did. 

In some cases, calls for expertise led to confrontations between different 
experts and schools. Just before the Belgian piano competition of the spring of 
1938, Andrei Zhdanov received a letter from eight professors of Leningrad 
Conservatory demanding that one Nilsen be included among the participants of 
the competition. He had been awarded the second prize in the All-union 
competition held before the Belgian competition. The previous year, he had not 
been sent to the Warsaw competition either, although he had mastered the 
piano. Some days later, the writer Aleksei Tolstoi send a letter to Zhdanov in 
support of Nilsen’s case. Zhdanov forwarded the case to the Committee on 
Artistic Affairs. 1157  What ensued was a clash between the Moscow and 
Leningrad schools. Shatilov reported that he had consulted five leading 
musicians, who all stated that Nilsen was not on the technical nor expressive 
level of the five candidates selected for the Belgian competition. What Shatilov 
failed to mention, however, was that all these experts were from Moscow.1158 
Nilsen was not sent to Belgium. 

Because of its need for musical experts, the Committee tended to favor 
some composers and musicologists. This was especially true of Shatilov, who 
was very eager to introduce his candidates to Kerzhentsev. One of these was 
Piotr Riazanov, a musicologist and professor. Riazanov had spoken against 
modernism from the April Resolution onwards and continued to do so in 
connection with the campaign against formalism.1159 Perhaps he was seeking 
                                                 
1156  RGALI, f. 962, op. 3, d. 40, l. 41ob-42; d. 40, l. 56. The council was set up in August 

and after a month, five members (four professors and one administrator from 
Ukraine) were added to its ranks.  

1157  RGALI, f. 962, op. 10, d. 28, ll. 19–22. 
1158  RGALI, f. 962, op. 10, d. 28, ll. 22–23. These experts were Neuhaus, Goldenveizer, 

Feinberg and Gilels, all associated with the Moscow Conservatory, and Gorodinskii, 
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1159  Riazanov, P. B. 1933, 20–21: K novomu etapu. In Itogi pervoi godovshchiny 
postanovleniia TsK VKP(b) o perestroike literaturno-khudozhestvennykh organizatsii. 
Sbornik statei leningradskogo soiuza sovetskikh kompozitorov. Leningrad: Lenmuzgiz. 
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the Committee. See: Riazanov, P. 1936, 16–23: Zadachi sovetskogo kompozitora. In 
SM 5/1936. 
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for a settlement in the autumn of 1937, when he sent a letter to Shatilov 
requesting a couple of extra rooms. Shatilov asked Kerzhentsev to fulfill 
Riazanov’s request. Shatilov also remarked that Riazanov had done well in 
discussions about formalism and thus would be an excellent candidate even for 
the leadership of the Union.1160 Shatilov’s requests to Kerzhentsev were usually 
fulfilled without question.1161 Mutual favors were expected in the Committee, of 
course. When Shatilov and Kerzhentsev were trying to secure the Party’s 
blessing for making Iavorskii the leading musicologist of the Soviet Union, 
Riazanov wrote a very supportive assessment of Iavorskii.1162 

The Committee’s dependence on musical organizations is also illustrated 
by the fact that it received lists of recommended works for different festivals 
from them. At least, Riazanov’s comment reveals that the Moscow branch and 
Muzgiz had failed to provide such lists.1163 The Committee needed the musical 
expertise that the Composers’ Union was able to provide. This was apparently 
the reason why the Committee and Kerzhentsev were so eager to control the 
Union. 

Despite this criticism, the Committee and its chairman, Platon 
Kerzhentsev, were in a position to control the musical front. Yet, there were 
problems controlling individual composers. This is illustrated by a meeting 
held in the autumn of 1937 at which Kerzhentsev called for evaluation of the 
musical results of the Twentieth Anniversary of the October Revolution. He 
tried to steer the discussion toward ideological matters in music, for the creative 
work of composers, the development of Soviet opera, etc. These matters were 
hardly discussed in this meeting, since composers stubbornly turned the 
discussion to the issue of their material needs.1164 
 
 
The Conclusion: How composers learned to navigate 
 
 
At the bottom of it all—economy? 
 
The Committee on Artistic Affairs was eager to broaden its powers and 
obviously had the Party’s blessing to do so. The Party had straightforward 
motives for wanting to strengthen its position on the cultural front. It needed 
musical works for specific political and ideological events and required loyal 
artists. However, it did not acquire loyalty merely using the stick: it also offered 
a carrot. Economic factors had a crucial role in this process. As we have already 
seen, during its early years, the Composers’ Union started to act as a broker and 
acquired contracts for composers, while later increasing its capability of 

                                                 
1160  RGALI, f. 962, o.3, d. 190, ll. 10–13. 
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distributing larges sums of money itself. However, while the Union’s 
atmosphere eroded, it also faced a serious economic crisis. This crisis was 
perhaps due to policies of the Committee on Artistic Affairs.  

Money and personal economy have too often been ignored in the Soviet 
context simply because, according to Soviet ideology, these were not of concern 
to a socialist society. However, personal economy seems to have been a crucial 
part of the making of the new intelligentsia. This can also be seen in what 
composers regarded as the most important tasks of their Union during its early 
years. Financial matters were always of the utmost importance and this was not 
only the case in Moscow. The Ukrainian republican branch in Kiev and the 
regional branches in Kharkov and Odessa were all accused of avoiding 
ideological and political work and concentrating instead on arranging the well-
being of its members. Financial matters took up most of the Ukrainian 
organizational committee’s time.1165 

Leonid Maximenkov, using strong archival evidence, claims that in the 
musical scandal of 1948 economic factors might have been a crucial factor. 
While it seems that composers were once again attacked for ideological factors, 
formalism, cosmopolitanism, and such, there were more mundane issues 
behind such accusations. Maximenkov points out that the benefits received by 
the elite of the Composers’ Union were in the end quite significant. 
Shostakovich wrote on May 27, 1946, to Stalin to thank him for a dacha, a five-
room apartment and 60,000 rubles.1166 The sum was quite notable as the average 
monthly salary then was around 400 and 500 rubles. This and many other 
letters received by Stalin testify how composers became part of the elite and in 
fact received noteworthy benefits. Composers also knew who to thank for their 
good fortune. Shostakovich presented his gratitude to Stalin some months later 
and stated that he would “justify . . . the attention you have shown me.”1167 

As we have already seen, there was no concrete and functioning Party 
structure for composers during much of the 1930s. The Composers’ Union 
finally received its all-union structure in 1939. During the next four years, 
several notable composers would receive a Party card: Belyi, Kabalevskii, 
Koval, Chemberdzhi, and Khachaturian all between 1939 and 1944. All of them 
became prominent figures in the Union’s administration. All the more 
significant is that in 1939 the Union received its budgetary structure, muzfond, 
which after the war would be headed by Khachaturian, Shostakovich, 
Prokofiev, Kabalevskii, and Popov. All of them, perhaps with the exception of 
Kabalevskii, were targets of the main accusations in 1948.  

Another person who was connected with finances was Vano Muradeli, 
whose opera sparked the scandal of 1948. Then there was, of course, Levon 
Atovmian, who had been active in the Union’s finances for almost sixteen years. 
Andrei Zhdanov accused Atovmian of distributing 13,190,000 rubles over seven 
                                                 
1165  Khubov, G. 1938, 79–80: O rabote Soiuzov sovetskikh kompozitorov Ukrainy. In SM 
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years to composers and musicologists. Prokofiev already had an uncancelled 
debt of 182,000 rubles, Khachaturian of 24,000, and so forth. In 1947 alone, 
Atovmian had distributed 2,000,000 rubles, mostly to accused formalists, 
according to Zhdanov’s confidential report commissioned before the 
Composers’ Congress.1168  

The most severe example of a “waste of government money and funds” 
was, according to Zhdanov, Muradeli’s opera The Great Friendship. Millions 
were spent on its staging and particularly its crowd scenes in 1947. Productions 
were planned for twenty different theaters across the Soviet Union. According 
to Maximenkov, Stalin must have seen this opera as the epitome of financial 
mismanagement at a time when he was trying to implement massive changes to 
the country’s economy. In this climate, it was inevitable that Zhdanov would 
have examined the budgetary activities of the Composers’ Union. Zhdanov 
headed an investigation team that scrutinized composers’ financial transactions 
and concluded that they had distributed millions of rubles to themselves and 
their friends. 1169  Yet, this was not the first time that the finances of the 
Composers’ Union came under scrutiny. A similar audit took place during 1936 
and 1937. 

An article titled “Union or Broker office?” heavily criticized the massive 
and costly administration of the Composers’ Union: 

 
Slowly and peacefully glide the days in the Union of Soviet Composers. In a small 
quarter of Sobachia ploshchad there are no composers present. . . . Only half a year ago 
presidium had bitterly lamented that great amount of their energy and strength went 
to organizational matters . . . and therefore they were unable to take care of creative 
ones.1170 

 
It was reported that the Union had about two hundred members, but fifty of 
them were involved in administration. This drained a lot of the organization’s 
money. Contracts received special criticism in the article. The article claimed 
that applications were approved no matter how bad they were. The author 
mentioned examples of applications that were discovered to be artistically poor, 
simple, or even bad but which were nevertheless approved. The lack of control 
within the Union was said to make composers indifferent.1171 

The system of contracts that had been so important for the early 
Composers’ Union was liquidated during 1937. The union, therefore, lost the 
main instrument by which it could control compositional work. It was claimed 
that although Muzgiz functioned badly, the Composers’ Union did not work at 
all.1172 It seems that suddenly the Composers’ Union ceased functioning, after 
five years of operation. The Union was practically brought to a halt in the 
summer of 1937—all of its financial resources were taken away and the 
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atmosphere was far from conducive for the creative work it had so far 
practiced. 

The Committee directly accused the leadership of the Union of 
mismanaging its finances. Such accusations were not without basis. Right from 
the start, the Union’s sector of finance had complained about the poor state of 
the Union’s accounting procedures.1173 There were problems of excessive loans 
being given to composers and there were already attempts to try to restrict the 
practice in the autumn of 1933. Loan-giving had been completely out of 
control.1174 At the beginning of 1936, the report of the Union’s audit included 
complaints that the final statement of account had not been received.1175 Money 
seems to have been moved rather quickly to composers. One of the main 
objectives of the Committee for Artistic Affairs seems to have been to exercise 
more strict control over government funds and stop financial mismanagement. 
This is also supported by the fact that the branch accounts already for 1935 were 
transferred to the Committee, although these had originally been sent to the 
Commissariat of Finances, Narkomfin.1176 

In 1937 the Composers’ Union faced a financial crisis, most probably 
because of the actions of the Committee. In May, the Committee had urged 
Narkomfin to conduct a financial inspection of the Moscow branch of the Union. 
In the end, Narkomfin found the financial situation very unsatisfying and 
suggested that the Committee should take over responsibility for composers’ 
needs.1177 Most probably the Committee used financing as the final weapon 
against the Union’s leadership. Kerzhentsev knew that if the Union lost its 
financial capability, Cheliapov would be unarmed and composers would 
abandon him. Already in the spring, when Kerzhentsev had anonymously 
claimed that Stalin’s message about the need to liquidate Trotskiites from the 
Party had relevance for the Composers’ Union, several composers and 
musicians had expressed their belief in the need to change Union’s 
leadership.1178 But even then, for example Khachaturian defiantly stated that  
 

some leaders in the musical front encircle inside a circle of flatterers not wanting to 
know about rank-and-file art workers. The Committee on Artistic Affairs did not 
lead the Composers’ Union and we, composers, did not know its art policy.1179  
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precise and referred to the leadership of the Composers’ Union for disregarding the 
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As the Composers’ Union did not take any action concerning its leadership but 
merely kept discussions open, Kerzhentsev had to resort to exerting financial 
pressure. 

The plan actually worked. Cheliapov was driven to pleading for extra 
funding from SNK, Council of People’s Commissars, in a letter dated June 14, 
1937. Cheliapov tried to reason that the Union’s economy could be saved if it 
received copyrights for the works of Beethoven, Glinka, Brahms, and other 
deceased composers played in the Soviet Union. Currently the Composers’ 
Union lost a potential three quarters of a million rubles annually because no 
copyrights were paid on these composers’ works. Cheliapov was apparently 
not answered. He wrote again to another member of SNK and stated that, 
without extra funding, all of the Union’s activities would cease within a month 
and a half.1180  

It was interesting that Cheliapov never suggested establishing musical 
fund for the Composers’ Union, neither did he propose setting up an all-union 
structure. All he wanted was to secure extra funding for the Moscow branch. 
The composers’ musical fund, muzfond, was first mentioned in official 
documents by the Committee’s Kerzhentsev. While Narkomfin had suggested 
that the Committee should take over responsibility for composers’ financing, 
the Committee suggested to SNK that the composers’ musical fund ought to be 
organized along similar lines as the funds of the Writers’ and Architects’ 
unions. Furthermore, this was actually approved by Molotov, president of SNK, 
in the autumn of 1937.1181 

The idea that finance was used as a way of getting composers to abandon 
Cheliapov and side with the Committee is also supported by another fact. After 
the work in the Union had practically ceased, composers were still of course 
active. In November of 1937, shortly after the Twentieth Anniversary of the 
October Revolution, there should have been a meeting about the development 
of Soviet music arranged for composers by the Committee. 1182  However, 
composers largely petitioned the Committee about improving their living 
conditions. Several participants stated that some composers were even living on 
the streets.1183 Composers were now asking for their share of their success. 
Better financing was promised after the leadership had been changed. When 
this happened, composers were waiting, united. Even the quarrelsome 
musicologists seemed at the end of 1937 to be more united than ever before. 
Sollertinskii, who was blamed for many ill-advised writings by other 
musicologists, was mentioned by Kulakovskii as one of the most important 
music historians.1184 
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When the Committee became more and more involved in matters that had 
previously been taken care of by the Composers’ Union, composers understood 
that they could make greater demands. The festival of Soviet Music in 1937 was 
the composers’ contribution to the Anniversary of the October Revolution. Yet, 
it was arranged together with the State Philharmonia (controlled by the 
Committee) and Committee’s musical administration. Thus, when Khubov 
analyzed the festival afterwards in the magazine of the Composers’ Union, he 
criticized the Committee about the propagation of the festival. The Committee 
should give more weight to the proper introduction of new music and to the  
preparation of the audience. Khubov was surely not aware that Kerzhentsev 
reported to Stalin and Molotov in detail about the festival. 1185  Khubov 
concluded his article by stating that propagation had been neglected and that 
the full potential of these concerts had not been utilized.1186 The Composers’ 
Union expressed the same criticism of the Committee in connection with the 
second festival a year later.1187  

Sovetskoe Iskusstvo, still the organ of the Committee, was once again at 
odds with Sovetskaia Muzyka—this time over music criticism. The very daring, 
but descriptive, choice of title for the article by Khubov was Sumbur vmesto 
kritiki, Muddle Instead of Reviews, referring to Pravda’s famous editorials about 
formalism. In his article, Khubov blamed the editorial board of the Sovetskoe 
Iskusstvo for bad reviews and even ignorance with regard to music. 1188 
Although Khubov was sometimes quite harsh on composers and often 
demanded more politically-minded creative work from them, he still 
championed composers and musicologists against the bureaucrats. Sovetskoe 
Iskusstvo was simultaneously attacked by others, including Azerbaijani 
composer Uzeyir Hajibeyov1189 (in Russian: Uzeir Gadzhibekov), who regarded 
that the magazine ignored operas from the national republics, even though this 
was precisely the kind of work the Committee had originally supported. 
Hajibeyov even quoted remarks that Stalin had made to him personally about 
the importance of folk creation and national musical cultures. He was implying 
that Sovetskoe Iskusstvo was overlooking work that was personally supported by 

1185  RGALI, f. 962, op. 10, d. 21, ll. 176-178. Kerzhentsev listed all the main venues and 
concerts as well as the purpose of the whole event. Naturally, he took the credit for 
arranging the festival, instead of the Composers’ Union, which had planned the 
event for more than a year.  

1186  Khubov, G. 1937, 34: Smotr sovetskoi muzyki. Tvorcheskie itogi dekady sovetskoi 
muzyki v Moskve. In SM 12/1937. 

1187  Solodukho, I. 1939, 75: Kontserty dekady sovetskoi muzyki. In SM 1/1939. 
1188  Khubov, G. 1939, 114–117: Sumbur vmesto kritiki. In SM 3/1939. The reviews most 
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227: Uzeir Hajibeyov and music in Azerbaidzhan. In Edmunds, Neil (ed.), Soviet 
Music and Society under Lenin and Stalin. The Baton and Sickle. London: 
RoutledgeCurzon, 2004. 
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Stalin. 1190  Composers seem to have found a common adversary in the 
Committee and formed a united front. 
 
Kerzhentsev falls. Enter the new Union 

 
Although Molotov approved the establishment of a musical fund, it took still 
another one and a half years until it was finally ready. The most obvious 
explanation for this delay was that the Committee faced a cataclysm and 
Kerzhentsev had to resign. Therefore, the Composers’ Union was also left in an 
ambivalent condition. The work in Moscow started again at the beginning of 
1938. The new board held its first meeting on February 18, 1938.1191 Fifteen 
members—a wide selection of notable composers, both young and old—sat on 
the board, including Khachaturian, Kabalevskii, Belyi and Aleksandr 
Aleksandrov. Glier became the Chairman and secretaries were Chemberdzhi, 
Muradeli, and Grinberg. The board also included Shebalin, signaling that the 
inner turmoil in the Composers’ Union would relent.1192 However, in Leningrad 
the change had actually taken place already in the summer of 1937. Away from 
Moscow, the Leningrad branch seems to have taken quite an autonomous line. 
Its work continued largely uninterrupted, while the Moscow branch underwent 
great changes. Problems that had earlier interfered with work in Leningrad 
seem to have been overcome to some extent after 1937.1193 Muradeli also later 
emphasized that the Moscow and Leningrad branches were completely 
stranded from each other, although he viewed this as being the result of the 
actions of wreckers in the former leadership.1194 

However, the crisis in Moscow was prolonged, as the Union tried to 
restore former means of work. In the summer of 1938, the Composers’ Union 
approached its members with an apology. Narkomfin had prohibited the 
Composers’ Union from agreeing on contracts on its own. As a creative 
organization, the Composers’ Union had no right to give material assistance or 
draw up contracts on its own; this task belonged to publishers and concert 
organizations. Therefore, Glier had to send an apology and end all contracts 
that had been agreed after August 16, 1937.1195 The status of the Composers’ 
Union was insecure and it had to adopt a low profile. 

This situation made some composers impatient. Sergei Prokofiev tried 
throughout 1938 to obtain what he believed to be his money from the 
Composers’ Union. He was convinced that the Composers’ Union owed him 
several thousands of rubles for commissioned compositions.1196 However, the 
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Composers’ Union was unable to pay him. These financial problems would 
fade away only when the Union received its musical fund. Perhaps it was 
because of this that Muradeli, the then secretary of the Moscow branch, 
emphasized how the Composers’ Union had managed to achieve strict financial 
discipline and to grow away from “economism.”1197 Only muzfond would revive 
the Composers’ Union in full. In his criticism in 1937 Kerzhentsev had argued 
that for five years the Composers’ Union had been primarily a financial 
institution, rather than a creative one. He was at least partially right. 

The atmosphere in Moscow did not improve instantly. The new secretary 
Vano Muradeli implied that there was a lot of cliquishness in the Composers’ 
Union, although he did not expand on this concept. Instead he described how 
certain leaders of different groups and musical genres avoided seeing each 
other and evaluating each others’ work. Muradeli specifically mentioned that 
composers who worked with the “main musical forms” underestimated mass 
songs and popular music.1198 Reports in Sovetskaia Muzyka about the work in 
Moscow waned during 1938 and early 1939. It seems that spirits in Moscow 
sagged for a while. 

In the end, the crisis in the Composers’ Union would lead to changes in its 
leadership. Eventually, its organizational committee would be set up and the 
musical fund would resolve its financial problems. However, the interference of 
the Party in musical matters would also increase. 
 
A decisive victory?  

 
The first hints that Kerzhentsev was falling into disfavor could be found as 
early as the spring of 1937. During the Terror every administrative unit was 
being purged and enemies of the people were being found at every level. 
However, there was always a risk that, when enough subordinates were 
arrested, someone would drag their boss down with them. In the spring of 1937, 
Platon Kerzhentsev chose to present self-criticism of his actions in the 
Committee. He stated that it had been a mistake to adopt the basis of 
Narkompros, since this had meant the inclusion of many Trotskiites and enemies 
of the people. Kerzhentsev also believed that they had paid too much attention 
to art at the expense of politics. More attention should have been paid to the 
fight against the formalism, he continued. Kerzhentsev mentioned several 
examples. In conclusion, he asserted that he would politicize the future work of 
the committee.1199 

Perhaps Kerzhentsev’s self criticism was not sufficient to distance him 
from the guilt because in the end he was forced to resign. In January of 1938, the 
first session of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR was a nightmare for him. Andrei 
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Zhdanov was allowed to cruelly attack Kerzhentsev’s policies in the 
Committee. Zhdanov called Kerzhentsev’s leadership “invisible.” Zhdanov also 
stated that he was guilty of great political mistakes. He had, on one occasion, 
refused to allow some talented young musicians to participate in piano 
competition “on the basis of some distant relatives . . . some of them dead for 
long time already.” “This is a parody of leadership,” Zhdanov mocked, “Is he a 
chairman or a traveling salesman?” Kerzhentsev was totally humiliated. 
Zhdanov’s speech aroused laughter and his creepy condemnation attracted 
shouts of “right” and much applause.1200  

Later in the session, Molotov appointed Aleksei Nazarov as the new 
chairman of the Committee on Artistic Affairs and argued that, although the 
failures of Kerzhentsev and the Committee had been mentioned earlier, this 
had been done only to the minimum extent.1201 Yet, even though Kerzhentsev 
was totally humiliated and was obviously at risk, he never was arrested nor 
was he shot. He was simply displaced and he was allowed to continue as the 
Chief Editor of Soviet Encyclopedia. 

It is obvious that, under Kerzhentsev’s reign, the Committee attempted to 
invade the Composers’ Union. Kerzhentsev wanted composers under his 
command, but he also sought to strengthen their organization, so that the 
Committee would control a powerful art union. Yet, composers were seeking 
financial and material benefits. They had built the Composers’ Union to suit 
their needs, which now collided with Committee’s ambitions. So, who won? 

After Cheliapov vanished in August of 1937, the Composers’ Union was 
never again led by a non-composer. First, he was followed by composer Nikolai 
Chemberdzhi and soon after by Reingold Glier, a long-standing composer and 
professor, a pupil of Sergei Taneev, and one of the first teachers of Prokofiev 
and Miaskovskii. In 1938, Aram Khachaturian was appointed Glier’s deputy. In 
Leningrad, Vladimir Shcherbachev was chairman from 1935, and in 1937, 
probably the best known and the most popular composer of the Soviet Union, 
Isaak Dunaevskii took charge of the Union.1202 Composers now controlled their 
own Union.  

Kerzhentsev’s dismissal and replacement with Nazarov apparently caused 
a change in the Committee’s strategy. The status of the Composers’ Union 
remained unclear as did its financial capabilities. Yet, in the spring of 1938 the 
formation of the Composers’ Union was taken further by the Committee, but 
things happened only gradually. On March 8, 1938, the Committee and the 
Composers’ Union put forward a joint proposition for the Composers’ Congress 
to be held in 1939 and requested permission to organize an organizational 
committee. Yet, it was only in the summer that SNK started to deal the 
proposition and the first draft for the committee’s composition was drafted by 

                                                 
1200  Rech deputata A. A. Zhdanova. (1. sessiia Verhovnogo soveta SSSR 1-go sozyva). In 

SI January 18, 1938, p. 2; RGALI, f. 962, op. 10s, d. 31, ll. 1–3. 
1201  Rech Molotova. In SI January 20, 1938, p. 3. 
1202  See: Muzyka September 16, 1937; SI April 10, 1938; SI April 12, 1938. 
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Molotov’s administration.1203 Before the organizational committee started its 
work, its membership base experienced changes that require explanation. 

The original draft named an organizational committee of composers with 
twenty-five members. Glier was named the chairman. In all, there would have 
been three Party members, of whom Belyi was still a candidate member. The 
actual Party members were, not surprisingly, Moisei Grinberg and Viktor 
Gorodinskii. It took almost a year until things proceeded to a decisive phase. In 
the meantime, the Composers’ Union was under some pressure following the 
publication of several articles that called for changes in its policies. An 
anonymous article in Sovetskaia Muzyka, for example, announced that the 
Moscow Union engaged in conversations but deliberately neglected practical 
implementation. The Union was also accused of elitism and disregarding the 
needs of non-professionals.1204 Yet, these attacks were somewhat half-hearted. 
Accusations were mostly printed in the latter half of the magazine and nothing 
concrete changed as a result of them. Rather, it seems that the Union led its 
normal life much as before, perhaps excluding its previous financial activity: 
discussing mass musical works, Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony, new songs on 
an army thematic, and new chamber music in the early spring of 1938.1205 

The Committee on Artistic Affairs was also undergoing restructuring after 
Kerzhentsev was ousted. Aleksei Nazarov, who had been an editor of Pravda 
for several years, replaced Kerzhentsev. He was young (only thirty-two) and it 
is said that he was uncreative and turned easily to Molotov or other high-
ranking Party members.1206 A year later, he would be succeeded by the more 
dynamic Mikhail Khrapchenko, who would be the longest serving chair of 
Committee, holding the post until 1948. But in 1938 the Committee experienced 
another change, as quite resolute representative of the Committee, head of its 
musical administration, Shatilov, was succeeded by Moisei Grinberg in April of  
19381207. Instead of a career administrator, the head of musical affairs was now 
much more acquainted with music than his predecessor. 

Khrapchenko, who was already a vice-chairman of the Committee under 
Nazarov, took care of its restructuring. He mentioned that one of the 
Committee’s problems was that the extent of its authority had never been 
specified clearly. All throughout 1938 the Committee’s structure was discussed 
in SNK. Eventually, the Committee’s responsibilities were expressed as being 
the principle guidance of the whole Soviet artistic front. However, the Writers’ 
Union remained outside its authority, although theaters were controlled by the 
Committee, as before. Otherwise, however, almost all the artistic life was 
supposed to be under the control of the Committee.1208 While its authority was 

                                                 
1203  RGALI, f. 962, op. 10s, d. 28, ll. 36–39, 45. (April to November 1938). 
1204  Navesti bolshevistskii poriadok v muzykalnykh organizatsiiakh. In SM 2/1938: 73–

74. 
1205  V Soiuze sovetskikh kompozitorov. In SM 2/1938: 96. 
1206  For example Maksimenkov 1997, 284, 299–300. 
1207  V komitete po delam iskusstv. In SI 24.4.1938: 4. 
1208  GARF, f. 5446, op. 23, d. 1833, ll. 60-130. Yet, the final decision on the structure of the 

Committee was made only on September 25, 1939, when Khrapchenko was already 
the Committee’s chair. It was emphasized that the Committee had too much work 
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defined, it became a more bureaucratic organization with less capacity to 
undertake ad hoc operations. Thus, the new leaders of the Composers’ Union—
Glier, Khachaturian, and Dunaevskii—hardly had to alter the aims of their 
predecessors. The autonomous Composers’ Union and its musical fund were 
still in their sights. It seems that the new leadership was good at manipulating 
the Committee, as they managed to receive what they asked for. 

Composers also managed to make the Committee appeal to Molotov in 
order to restart the exhausted flow of international artists into the Soviet Union. 
First, in the summer of 1938 Nazarov wrote to Molotov that international 
concert tours in the Soviet Union had ceased in 1936 due to policy changes. 
Obviously, his letter was never answered, as in the autumn of 1938 
Khrapchenko approached Molotov with a plea to allow concert tours of several 
world–class artists in the Soviet Union. He mentioned violinists Yehudi 
Menuhin, Fritz Kreisler, and Joszef Sigeti; pianists Arthur Rubinstein and Egon 
Petri; conductors Arturo Toscanini, Otto Klemperer, and Bruno Walter; and the 
black American singer Marian Anderson, among others. The request was made 
on behalf of young musicians. Khrapchenko reasoned that they would not 
develop to their full potential unless they could see world-class artists perform. 
He also stated that Rubinstein, Walter, and several others of these artists were 
openly opposed to fascism.1209 

Composers seem to have accomplished a decisive victory behind the 
scenes. In March of 1939 Nazarov confirmed to Molotov and Andrei Andreev 
that everything was ready for setting up the all-union structure for the 
Composers’ Union. Although the list of names for the organizational committee 
largely corresponded to the draft a year earlier, Gorodinskii and Grinberg were 
now both excluded, as was Sergei Prokofiev. The original draft had still been 
intact on October 13, 1938 when vice-chair of the Committee, Khrapchenko 
proposed the nomination of the organization committee to Molotov and 
Andreev in SNK.1210 No musicians and only a few musicologists were included 
in the redrafted list. However, republican composers were now well 
represented—Ukrainian Boris Liatoshinskii, Georgian Vano Gokieli, Azeri 
Hajibeyov, Byelorussian Semion Bogatyrev, Armenian Aro Stepanian, Uzbeks 
Abdylas Maldybaev (regarded as Kyrgyz) and Talib Sadykov (possibly 
regarded as Tadzhik)—as were both young and old leading composers 
including Shostakovich, Kabalevskii, Shteinberg, Miaskovskii, and two light-
genre composers Dmitrii Pokrass and Isaak Dunaevskii (also a vice-chairman 
along with young Khachaturian). The only Party-member included in the 
revised list was Viktor Belyi.1211 

                                                                                                                                               
that could be done in the Administration on Artistic Affairs of RSFSR, which was the 
Russian equivalent of the Committee’s republican branches. They took care of very 
routine administration of the arts. 

1209  GARF, f. 5446, op. 23, d. 1818, ll. 1–6. Appeals were made on September 15 and 
November 26, 1938. 

1210  RGALI, f. 962, op. 10, d. 28, l. 40. 
1211  GARF, f. 5446, op. 23, d. 1836, ll. 1–4, first mentioned by Tomoff 2006, 24. Compare 

also to RGASPI, f. 17, op. 3, d. 1009, l. 23 where there is an identical list of 
representatives. 
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Composers managed to organize a leading organ for their Union that 
included only leading composers from Moscow, Leningrad and republican 
branches, with no representatives from the Party or from the Committee. The 
leading musicians were also excluded from the administrative corpus. Tomoff 
has observed that the events that followed the approval of the composers’ 
organizational committee took place quite rapidly.1212 These events do seems to 
have taken place quickly if we keep in mind that the organizational committee 
had first been discussed seven years ago and that the charters and the 
establishment of the musical fund were first approved five and two years 
earlier respectively. At the same time as the all-union organizational committee 
was established, Ukraine held its first composers’ congress. 1213  Although 
composers managed to secure the administration they wanted, they still had to 
push for what they really desired. Establishment of the muzfond was not 
axiomatic. 

Molotov had approved the musical fund already in the autumn of 1937, 
but it was not established simultaneously with the organizational committee. 
The issue was attached to the question of the organizational committee by 
Molotov first in March and again in October of 1938.1214 Yet, more than two 
months after the organizational committee had already been established, Union 
chairman Glier and a group of composers from the organizational committee 
appealed to Molotov that the musical fund should be finally established and 
argued that its absence seriously hampered creative work. Composers managed 
to add some momentum to the process since the musical fund was set up 
within two months. It was active from October 1, 1939. 1215  Composers’ 
cornucopia was finally operational and their Union had achieved the status 
they had strived for throughout the 1930s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1212  Tomoff 2006, 24–26. 
1213  Po soiuzu. In SM 5/1939: 79. 
1214  RGALI, f. 962, op. 10, d. 28. ll. 34–35, 39. 
1215  GARF, f. 5446, op. 23, d. 1852, ll. 12–31. Vyshinskii signed the resolution about the 

musical fund on September 20, 1939. 



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROFESSIONALIZING MUSIC UNDER THE 
PRESSURE OF IDEOLOGY AND POLITICS 
 
 
Music is said to have become “regimented” during the 1930s—subjected to the 
control of the Communist Party and Stalin in person. In most cases, when the 
changes following the resolution of the Party in April 1932 about restructuring 
artistic organizations are discussed, the growing political control is emphasized. 
This, however, was not the foremost and not even the most immediate change 
experienced by musical experts. A more direct consequence was the 
professionalization of creative musical work. One of the most dramatic changes 
from previous decades was the surge in the number of full-time composers. 
When the Composers’ Union was set up in 1932, most of its members were still 
employed in other professions, some of them unconnected to music. Toward 
the end of the decade, the situation was already very different. At the same 
time, the amount of new compositions rose notably as more composers were 
able to commit themselves to creative work. 

The April Resolution of 1932 suggested that political control over the arts 
would be tightened and this indeed was what happened in literature. However, 
in music, archival documents as well as the practical work of the Composers’ 
Union indicate that music escaped most of the political repercussions that were 
faced by writers. Instead of becoming an instrument of the Party, the 
Composers’ Union was used by composers to realize their financial ambitions. 
Composers managed to improve their paychecks, royalties, and recreational 
facilities, and they even gained access to special apartments, closed restaurants, 
and closed goods distribution points. The overall status of composers in the 
Soviet Union improved markedly and they became a privileged group, an elite. 
The decisive turn in their financial and material well-being was achieved in 
1939 when the Composers’ Union received its own funding organ, muzfond. 

Yet, even if material concerns were among composers’ main priorities and 
the most important thing they sought from the Composers’ Union, the musical 
world in general faced many other changes during the 1930s. One of these 
changes was a return to traditions, which meant abandoning some of the 
modern techniques and musical forms. The Russian school of music was 
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revived and the compositions of the Mighty Handful (Balakirev, Cui, 
Musorgskii, Rimskii-Korsakov and Borodin), and Mikhail Glinka, in particular, 
but also those of Piotr Tchaikovskii were set upon a pedestal. At times, Soviet 
composers even found it difficult to get their own music published and 
performed because pre-revolutionary music dominated the scene. Throughout 
the 1930s, the music that had been despised by most of the leading musical 
proponents during the previous decade grew in importance and was set up as 
an exemplar for Soviet music as well. In fact, the Russian school of music was 
deemed the logical predecessor of Soviet music—a change that was approved 
by both the Party and the musical elite. 

This concept of Soviet music was also one of the important themes of the 
1930s. There were several lengthy discussions on the subject, but nothing well-
defined was not achieved as a result. Before 1936, it seemed as though no kind 
of compromise could be achieved over what Soviet music was, much less over 
the definition of socialist realism. Furthermore, it is interesting that socialist 
realism in music was something composers and musicologists were discussing 
in private. The Party distanced itself from this issue and made no attempts to 
intervene before the mid-1930s. In spring 1936, however, the Party newspaper 
Pravda, which had practically omitted music in its pages this far, started to 
publish articles about music that were both praising and condemnatory. 
Western-orientated modernism was condemned along with music that 
generally undermined content in favor of form. These hazy guidelines, given 
anonymously in Pravda, were not exactly clear directives for composers. What 
became more obvious was that foreign influences were not welcomed and that 
composers should concentrate instead on the themes of socialist construction 
and the techniques of Russian pre-Revolutionary masters. 

Even before 1936, composers and musicologists had undertaken projects 
that embraced socialist construction. They had drawn influence from their visits 
to kolkhozes, army garrisons, and factories, where they also established 
amateur collectives. Thus, the Composers’ Union adopted modes of work that 
had been previosuly undertaken by the Association of Proletarian Musicians, 
RAPM, from whose heritage the Union had officially dissociated itself. 
Although many composers hardly conducted this work out of ideological 
commitment, such visits became one of the Union’s standard forms of work in 
the 1930s. More visibly ideological viewpoints, however, were present during 
theoretical discussions in the Union. These discussions are of interest not only 
because of the absence of the Party leadership, but also because it was believed 
that musicologists had a responsibility to lead discussions about the 
relationship between ideology and music.  

Musicologists were, however, not particularly interested in this task at 
first. Later on, however, the musicological section of the Union activated and 
also started to work toward increasing the control the Union could exert over 
music criticism. It seemed that overseeing ideological viewpoints in music 
should have rested with musicologists, yet only in 1948 was Boris Asafiev 
eventually given this dubious honor.  
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One of the composers’ overall aims for their Union, which had very little 
to do with the Party, was to gain a hegemonic position in the musical world. As 
it tried to distribute its members’ music, the Composers’ Union struggled to 
gain supremacy over music publishing and numerous concert organizations. 
However, it had a hard time achieving these aims because its organizational 
structure was incomplete. The Union did not enjoy national status—it lacked 
the national-level organs that would have enabled better control over other 
musical organizations. Until 1939, the Composers’ Union was made up of local 
branches in Moscow and Leningrad as well as in several smaller cities and in 
non-Russian republics. Yet, an even bigger challenge to both the autonomous 
status of the Composers’ Union and its hegemonic ambitions was posed by the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs in 1936. 

This Committee was an overarching governmental organ that was set up 
to supervise the entire Soviet artistic world. Previously the People’s 
Commissariat of Enlightenment (Narkompros) had supervised the arts and in the 
early Soviet-years had been quite favorable disposed toward music. However, 
the Committee was a much powerful organ than Narkompros had ever been. In 
music, it managed to achieve several things the Composers’ Union had been 
pressing for. In spring 1936, music received the kind of major publicity that had 
hitherto proved so elusive through its participation in festivals of national art in 
Moscow, which were organized by this Committee. These festivals formed part 
of the Soviet nationality politics in stressing and enforcing the titular 
nationalities of Soviet republics. On several issues, the Committee acted as the 
middle piece of the Party toward the world of Soviet art. These festivals 
particularly emphasized music and were an interesting combination, as well as 
compromise, of local musical cultures and Western forms of art. Although they 
were part of the official festival culture visibly supported by Stalin, they were 
also a precious chance for local cultures to bring forward their national arts and 
get official support for local issues. Indeed, Republican musical theatres and 
educational institutes were established and were heavily subsidized throughout 
the Soviet period as a result of the festivals. 

However, even if the Committee fulfilled some of the composers’ aims, it 
also found itself at odds with the Composers’ Union. After several 
confrontations in 1936 and 1937, the Committee seemed triumphant: the 
leadership of almost all branches of the Composers’ Union had changed. The 
foremost of these was Moscow, whose chairman, Nikolai Cheliapov, perished 
in the Terror. Composers, however, were not as easily overcome as Party 
bureaucrats like Cheliapov were. Somewhat surprisingly, and despite some 
internal conflicts, composers managed to preserve their internal loyalty and 
evade the worst of the Terror. Only one notable member of the Union was 
killed in the Terror and three others were sentenced to the camps. The musical 
world seems almost to have been a miraculous haven in the midst of the Terror, 
while Soviet literature suffered heavily. One possible explanation for this could 
lie in music’s looser connection to politics. Yet, the Committee on Artistic 
Affairs certainly had the means by which to wreak devastation upon 
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individuals, as the cases of Cheliapov and other administrators suggest. Still, 
even former proletarian musicians, who for a moment seemed to be targeted, 
managed to escape uninjured. 

When Cheliapov, who was apparently abandoned by composers, 
vanished and the Committee seemed triumphant, composers started to reclaim 
Committee’s pledges. The Committee had been using a “carrot and stick” 
approach and one of the carrots had been the establishment of central organs 
for the Composers’ Union, muzfond included. Another possible incentive was 
that the Union would be administrated only by professionals instead of Party 
bureaucrats. The Committee and its chairman Platon Kerzhentsev had most 
likely wished to complete the establishment of the Composers’ Union and set 
up a nation-wide Composers’ Union under the Committee’s auspices. 
However, Kerzhentsev was ousted in January 1938. Changes within the 
Committee on Artistic Affairs enabled the Composers’ Union to extend its 
authority when its first national organ was finally nominated in spring 1939. 
Although all nominees to this organizational committee had to be given the 
Party leadership’s blessing, composers still managed to exclude all 
representatives of the Party from its ranks. The musicologists Viktor 
Gorodinskii and Moisei Grinberg—the first of whom was associated with the 
Central Committee and the latter with the Committee on Artistic Affairs—were 
omitted from the final list of nominees, although they were present in the 
original lists that dated from 1938. 

The musical world in 1939 was, although much closer to the Party and the 
State than at the beginning of 1930s, was firmly in the hands of musical 
professionals. After 1932, the professional status of composers was officially 
sanctioned and amateur music submitted to professionals’ hands. In the 
meantime, those in charge were not allowed to undermine the Soviet cause in 
any way, although the Party membership was not required. However, they had 
to adhere to new principles, which presumed that modernist tendencies would 
be abandoned and that composers would embrace Russian traditions as well as 
the national cultures of the Soviet Republics. This is well illustrated in the 
musical world, where national musical cultures occupied a major role alongside 
Russian musical traditions and the music of Soviet composers. Ideologically, an 
important attempt was made to distinguish Soviet music from its Western 
counterparts, although this objective was only partially successful. 

The ability of the Union to adapt to surroundings is also illustrated by the 
ritualistic repetition of certain issues and Party speeches connected to music. In 
research, this has been viewed as though music was tied to Party politics, 
although mere rhetoric can hardly justify such an assumption. These rituals 
included almost compulsive rejection and criticism of RAPM and its heritage. 
Even though forms of work that had been undertaken by RAPM were adopted 
by the Composers’ Union and former RAPM members occupied notable 
positions in the Union, the influence of proletarian music was fiercely denied. 
One form of rhetoric that eventually found an analogy in reality was the 
indexes of exemplary works that were presented in official occasions. Some 
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works were set upon a pedestal by officials, such as Ivan Dzerzhinskii’s opera 
Silent Don, and some, like Shostakovich’s Fifth Symphony, by musical experts. 
Yet, the Composers’ Union already in the 1930s had some power to choose 
which works would receive official status, as it did to a greater extent with the 
Stalin prize committee of the 1940s. 

Was there ever a consistent musical policy in the 1930s? If musical policy 
is considered as something carefully planned and overseen by some 
governmental institution, only the Committee for Artistic Affairs would have 
been able to achieve something like this. However, the Committee was a 
bureaucratic organization dependant on the artistic expertise of organizations 
like the Composers’ Union. Particularly before 1936, the Composers’ Union 
along with other musical organizations had plenty of room to maneuver and 
could disregard at least some of the official demands. But even after 1936 when 
the exigencies started to become more explicit, the situation was vague enough 
to allow a degree of autonomous decision making to a professional 
organization like the Composers’ Union. The Union could even arrange concert 
evenings of the most modern Western music, which was officially condemned, 
as well as acquire these works in the form of sheet music for their library. The 
Composers’ Union was hardly an instrument of Party policy in this regard. 

It is also notable that in the 1930s Soviet composers were able to produce 
several masterworks that were received favorably overseas. Additionally, 
composers wrote extremely successful film scores and genuinely popular and 
beloved popular songs that are well known even today. The Soviet Union could 
also produce a host of triumphant musicians, who took international 
competitions by storm and brought the Soviet Union an international 
reputation for excellence in music. Yet, changing ideological demands also took 
their toll: although Soviet operas were composed by the dozens during the 
1930s, very few outlasted the decade and many were never even staged. The 
demands of the Committee were set too high to be fulfilled. Instead of staging 
Soviet operatic works, most leading opera houses adopted a pre-Revolutionary 
repertory. 

The general trends of embracing national musical cultures and pre-
Revolutionary musical traditions and abandoning the most modern Western 
experiments were accepted by most composers and musicologists, even without 
such methods being imposed. For some, such as Dmitrii Shostakovich or 
Genrikh Litinskii, this entailed a focal, but successful, reorientation of their 
previous preferences; for most, the change was easier. Only a few, including 
Aleksandr Mosolov, faced ruination and utter oblivion.  

Yet, whether all this was part of a consistent musical policy is highly 
questionable. It seems more likely that certain trends were accepted by the 
Party as part of official cultural policy, while others were discarded. Yet, the 
organization most familiar with the changes in policies toward music was the 
Composers’ Union. It managed to create a position from which it could define 
the course of musical policy, although always within certain ideological 
limitations. The Party also reserved the right to intervene in musical life and it 
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did not hesitate to do so at times. The most forceful Party intervention took 
place in 1948: the first Composers’ Congress was finally held, but the most 
notable composers were denounced. Still, already in the 1930s the Composers’ 
Union managed to fulfill large parts of its mission of to professionalize the work 
of composers and musicologists, create material well-being for its members, 
and control Soviet musical life. 
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YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY) 
 
Valtion säveltäjiä ja punaisia hoviherroja. Musiikki, ideologia ja politiikka 
1930-luvun Neuvostoliitossa. 

 
Tämä tutkimus käsittelee taiteen ja politiikan vuorovaikutusta, sekä sen eri il-
menemismuotoja 1930-luvun Neuvostoliiton kautta. Tarkasteltavana olevalla 
vuosikymmenellä Stalinin lähipiirin valta maan johdossa vahvistui ennennäke-
mättömällä tavalla. Vuosikymmenen alussa käynnistyi valtava teollistuminen ja 
maa alkoi ottaa teollisuustuotannossa kiinni teollistuneita länsimaita. Samaan 
aikaan maa kuitenkin kärsi myös valtavasta nälänhädästä. Tämän kriisin jäl-
keen vuosikymmenen toisella puoliskolla seurasi kaikkien yhteiskunnan ker-
rosten läpi pyyhkinyt terrorin aalto, joka saattoi yhteiskunnan uudestaan seka-
sortoiseen tilaan. Kaiken tämän sekasorron keskellä neuvostomusiikin ja sävel-
täjien asemat kuitenkin vahvistuivat luoden tehden molemmista Neuvostolii-
tossa yhteiskunnallisesti keskeisiä ja tunnustettuja. 

Huolimatta siitä, että älymystön ja eliitin asemaa Stalinin aikaisessa Neu-
vostoliitossa on tutkittu, on tutkimus keskittynyt lähes täysin kirjailijoihin. Sä-
veltäjät ovatkin sikäli kiinnostava älymystön ryhmä, että heidän yhteiskunnalli-
sesti keskeinen asemansa luotiin 1930-luvun aikana, jolloin ryhmä myös nostet-
tiin osaksi neuvostoeliittiä. Tutkimuksen tarkoitus onkin paitsi tuottaa tietoa sä-
veltäjien asemasta ja toiminnasta Neuvostoliitossa, myös arvioida vallitsevaa 
käsitystä älymystön yhtenäisestä kohtelusta. 

Tutkimus pohjaa pääasiassa Moskovasta ja Pietarista kerättyyn alkupe-
räisaineistoon. Historiantutkimus on Neuvostoliiton osalta varsin usein 
karttanut musiikin tarkastelua, pitäen sitä musiikkitieteen tehtävänä. Musiikki-
tiede on kuitenkin ollut kiinnostunut lähinnä yksittäisistä säveltäjistä ja näiden 
teoksista, eikä niinkään musiikin asemasta neuvostoyhteiskunnassa tai edes 
neuvostosäveltäjistä kokonaisuudessaan, yleisesityksiä lukuunottamatta. 
Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoitus onkin paikata tätä aukkoa 1930-luvun osalta, sillä 
juuri tällä vuosikymmenellä sekä musiikin että säveltäjien asema Neuvostolii-
tossa muuttui radikaalisti. 

 
Menneisyydenhallintaa 
 
Eräs keskeisistä muutoksista Neuvostoliiton musiikkielämässä 1930-luvulla 
koski suhtautumista Lokakuun vallankumousta (1917) edeltäneeseen aikaan. 
Vallankumouksesta aina ensimmäisen viisivuotissuunnitelman (1928-1932) 
päättymiseen asti venäläinen musiikkiperintö oli ahtaalla. Konservatoriot olivat 
kyllä saaneet poikkeuksellisesti toimia ensimmäiset kymmenen vuotta lähes 
täysin vallankumousta edeltävällä pohjalla ja ne joutuivat poliittisen ahdistelun 
kohteeksi varsinaisesti vasta ensimmäisen viisivuotissuunnitelman aikana. Sen 
sijaan sekä proletaarimuusikot että modernismiin suuntautuneet säveltäjät pai-
nostivat konserttiorganisaatioita. 
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Säveltäjäliiton perustamisen (1932) ja samalla tapahtuneen proletaarimuu-
sikoiden yhdistyksen (RAPM) lakkauttamisen  myötä venäläinen musiikkipe-
rintö kuitenkin nousi ennen näkemättömään kukoistukseen. Säveltäjät valtio-
vallan tukemina nostivat Mihail Glinkan, Modest Musorgskin, Nikolai Rimski-
Korsakovin ja jopa periporvarillisena pidetyn Pjotr Tshaikovskin musiikin esi-
kuvalliseen asemaan. Näiden säveltäjien musiikkia ryhdyttiin korostamaan joka 
käänteessä ja oopperatalot alkoivat kilvan tuottaa vanhoista venäläisistä klassi-
koista uusia, joskin useimmiten varsin vahvasti perinteeseen nojaavia näyttä-
möllepanoja. Esimerkiksi Moskovan filharmonisen orkesterin ohjelmistossa 
eräällä kaudella soitettiin yhtä Schoenbergin teosta kohden 190 Rimski-Korsa-
kovin sävellystä. 

Samaan aikaan, kun venäläinen musiikkiperinne nostettiin jalustalle, 
myös konservatoriossa sen asemaa korostettiin merkittävästi. Professoreita, joi-
ta vielä muutama vuosi aiemmin oli uhattu erottamisella, palkittiin nyt kunnia-
merkein ja valtionpalkinnoilla. Proletaarimuusikoiden perintö ja asema neuvos-
tomusiikkielämässä sen sijaan torjuttiin jyrkästi. Vaikka tässä tutkimuksessa 
osoitetaankin säveltäjäliitton omaksuneen huomattavan määrän käytänteitä ja 
jopa ideologisia lähtökohtia proletaarimuusikoiden yhdistykseltä, tämä itsepäi-
sesti kiistettiin virallisissa yhteyksissä. Samalla aiemmin proletaarimuusikoiksi 
tunnustautuneet silti hyväksyttiin säveltäjäliiton täysivaltaisiksi jäseniksi. Heitä 
ei myöskään vainottu, kuten esimerkiksi kirjailijaliitossa tapahtui. 

Proletaarimuusikoiden harjoittaman musiikin politisoimisen tultua tuomi-
tuksi kohtasi myös toinen venäläistä musiikkiperinnettä kaihtanut suuntaus 
vastustusta. Nykymusiikin yhdistys (ASM), joka 1920-luvulla pyrki sekä Neu-
vostoliitossa tehdyn uuden musiikin, että länsimaisen modernin musiikin levit-
tämiseen, ei sekään saanut ideologiaansa edistettyä enää 1930-luvulla. Valtio-
vallan, sekä useiden säveltäjien taholta tuomittiin länsimaisen huippumoder-
nin musiikin oikeus tulla soitetuksi Neuvostoliiton konserttisaleissa. 

Ajoittain 1930-luvun kuluessa näitä modernisteina pidettyjä säveltäjiä –  
mutta aivan erityisesti heidän teoksiaan vastaan – käytiin myös poliittisia kam-
panjoita. Silti nekin harvat modernistit, jotka eivät muuttaneet sävellystyyliään 
1930-luvun kuluessa, saivat pitää jäsenyytensä säveltäjäliitossa ja vaikeuksista 
huolimatta saivat samat edut kuin liiton muutkin jäsenet. Merkittävää on sekin, 
että vaikka 1930-luvun loppupuolella modernistisena pidetty uusi Länsi-Eu-
rooppalainen musiikki virallisesti tuomittiin, saattoi säveltäjäliitto edelleen 
hankkia näitä nuotteja kirjastoonsa ja jopa järjestää konsertteja, joissa tätä mu-
siikkia soitettiin. Se, mikä tavalliselta kansalta kiellettiin, saattoi edelleen säilyä 
eliitin etuisuutena. 

 
Säveltäjistä neuvostoeliittiä 

 
Säveltäjien asema ylipäätään muuttui varsin merkittävästi 1930-luvun Neu-
vostoliitossa. Vaikka vuosikymmen muistetaankin etupäässä nälänhädästä, 
joukkoterrorista ja monista muista negatiivisista ilmiöistä, säveltäjien työ am-
mattimaistui, säveltäjät nostettiin eliitin asemaan ja heidän elintasonsa koheni 
huomattavasti. Säveltäjille järjestettiin etuisuuksia, joihin tavallisella kansalai-
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sella ei ollut pääsyä. Heille järjestyi pääsy hyviin ravintoloihin, sekä suljettuihin 
kauppoihin, joissa oli avoimia kauppoja paremmin tuotteita, mutta myös hal-
vemmat hinnat.  

Myös asumisen osalta säveltäjistä oli tullut eliittiä. Stalinin ajan huomatta-
van asuntopulan vallitessa pahimmilla alueilla – kuten Moskova – asukasta 
kohti liikeni vaivoin 4 neliömetriä asuinpinta-alaa. Säveltäjille, kuten muullekin 
eliitille ryhdyttiin kuitenkin rakentamaan omia asuintaloja. Johtaville säveltäjil-
le, kuten Sergei Prokofieville, järjestyi jopa viiden huoneen asuntoja autotallei-
neen. Vaikka elintaso olikin jopa parhaiten elävän neuvostoeliitin keskuudessa 
paljon heikompi kuin se, mihin esimerkiksi tuon ajan Yhdysvalloissa oli yleises-
ti totuttu, muodostui ero tavalliseen kansaan todella merkittäväksi.  

Säveltäjät lähtivät itse organisoimaan näitä etuisuuksia 1932 perustetun 
säveltäjäliiton kautta. Vaikka puolueen päätöslauselmalla perustetun säveltäjä-
liitosta olisi pitänyt muodostua ennen kaikkea Neuvostoliiton musiikkielämän 
ideologinen ja poliittinen keskus, poliittisen kontrollin puuttuessa säveltäjät al-
koivat käyttää sitä taloudellisten etujensa ajamiseen. Niinpä liiton kautta ryh-
dyttiin järjestämään sen jäsenille myös loma-asuntoja, parempia tekijänoikeuk-
sia, sekä parempaa palkkaa. Säveltäjäliitosta ei tullutkaan 1930-luvulla kirjailija-
liiton tapaan puolueen käsikassaraa, vaan ennemminkin säveltäjien etujärjestö, 
jota säveltäjät käyttivät taloudellisten etujen järjestämiseen ja oman asemansa 
parantamiseen. 
 
Sosialistinen realismi ja politisoituminen 
 
Säveltäjien pääasiallinen huomio säveltäjäliiton osalta keskittyi etuisuuksien 
haalimiseen ja elinolojen parantamiseen, mutta liitossa tapahtui silti paljon 
muutakin. Vaikka puolueen poliittinen kontrolli – ainakin kirjailijaliittoon ver-
rattuna – loisti poissaolollaan vuosikymmenen ensimmäisellä puoliskolla, kävi-
vät säveltäjät käsiksi myös poliittisiin ongelmiin. Säveltäjät pyrkivätkin aktiivi-
sesti muun muassa tekemään liitostaan Neuvostoliiton musiikkielämän johta-
van organisaation. 
 Tässä työssä säveltäjäliitto kuitenkin kohtasi merkittäviä ongelmia, sillä 
muut musiikin kanssa tekemisissä olleet organisaatiot eivät tahtoneet taipua lii-
ton tahtoon, eikä liitolla itsellään riittänyt auktoriteettia tahtonsa saattamiseksi 
käytäntöön. Siitä huolimatta liitto teki aktiivista ideologista työtä muun muassa 
järjestämällä säveltäjien vierailuja kolhooseille, tehtaisiin, armeijan joukko-osas-
toihin ja jopa kaivoksille. Ideologisena taustana tälle toiminnalle oli tuoda 
musiikkia lähemmäs kansaa ja säveltää neuvostoelämän kannalta keskeisistä 
asioista. Käytännössä syyt kuitenkin löytyvät ennemmin neuvostomusiikin 
tehokkaasta levittämistyöstä ja sen tekemisestä tunnetuksi, kuin puolueen ideo-
logisista päämääristä. Tavallinen kan-sa nimittäin tunsi tuohon aikaan klassik-
koteokset huomattavasti neuvostosävellyksiä paremmin ja harrastajapiireissä-
kin soitettiin mieluummin klassikoita kuin neuvostomusiikkia. Tähän säveltäjät 
kuitenkin onnistuivat saamaan muutoksen 1930-luvun kuluessa. 
 Sosialistista realismia ei sitäkään silti unohdettu. Säveltäjien ja erityisesti 
musiikkitieteilijöiden joukosta löytyi henkilöitä, jotka aidosti halusivat tuoda 
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musiikin lähemmäksi puolueen tavoitteita. Vaikka puolueelta ei tullutkaan 
käytännössä minkäänlaisia ohjeita sosialistisen realismin soveltamisesta musiik-
kiin, muutamat musiikkitieteilijät ottivat haasteen vastaan ja pohtivat kysymys-
tä niin kokouksissa, kuin eri lehtien sivuilla. 

Joidenkin musiikkitieteilijöiden pyrkimyksenä näyttää myös olleen 
osoittaa puolueelle, että musiikin ammattilaiset kykenivät hoitamaan asian 
ilman että puolueen tarvitsi puuttua asiaan. Osa koki myös tärkeäksi osoittaa, 
miten musiikki oli yhteiskunnallisesti merkittävä taidemuoto, jolla oli 
huomattava vaikutus ihmisiin. Tällöin musiikin yhteiskunnallisen aseman nos-
taminen myös tulisi tarpeelliseksi ja tekisin säveltäjien työstä arvokkaampaa. 
Tässä he myös ilmeisesti onnistuivat, koska vuosikymmenen jälkipuoliskolta 
lähtien musiikki oli yksi keskeisimpiä ja arvostetuimpia taidemuotoja Neuvos-
toliitossa. 

Sosialistinen realismi kuitenkin pysyi musiikin osalta vähintäänkin epä-
selvänä ohjenuorana. Keskustelussa ei pystytty löytämään selkeitä ohjeita joita 
olisi voitu soveltaa käytäntöön. Ainoaksi selkeäksi linjaksi muodostui forma-
lismin välttäminen. Formalismi, josta tuli suoranainen kirosana Neuvostoliiton 
taide-elämässä, käsitettiin sisällön väheksymiseksi muodon kustannuksella. 
Teoksen sisältö, todellinen tai kuviteltu, oli avain sosialistiseen realismiin. Kuin-
ka teos olisikaan voinut olla yhteiskunnallisesti vaikuttava, jos se oli vain ”tai-
detta taiteen vuoksi”, erkaantui arkielämästä ja pyrki keskittymään vain muoto-
kieleen. 

Seurauksena olikin eräänlainen kompromissi. Esimerkiksi valtaisan suo-
sion saavuttaneet populaarimusiikin säveltäjät, kuten Isaak Dunajevski, Matvei 
Blanter tai Dimitri Pokrass eivät juuri muuttaneet jazzia, Hollywood-klassikoita 
ja muuta kevyttä musiikkia lainailevaa sävellystyyliään. Sen sijaan heidän lau-
lujensa sanat ja tarinat muuttuivat. Ne alkoivat 1930-luvun kuluessa tulvia so-
sialistista rakentamista ja puolueen tavoitteita tukenutta sanomaa, jopa suoraa 
Stalinin ylistystä. Musiikki itsessään muuttui silti vain vähän. 

Huomattavasti vähemmän kirjallista ilmaisua sisältäneen klassisen musii-
kin osalta muutos oli huomattavasti vaikeampi. Oopperoissa muutos oli vielä 
sangen helppo toteuttaa sellaisten paljon käsiteltyjen aiheiden kuten Venäjän si-
sällissota, tai suosittujen historiallisten tapahtumien kuvaamisen kautta. Sen 
sijaan orkesterimusiikin osalta jouduttiin turvautumaan esimerkiksi teosten 
lisänimien (kuten Tarkka-ampujatar, Puna-armeijan sinfonia, tai Komsomol-sotilas) 
käyttämiseen. Myös erilaiset ulkomusiikilliset keinot, kuten lehtiartikkelit, oh-
jelmalehtiset ja luennot olivat suosittuja menetelmiä. Radion tulo mahdollisti 
myös sen, että ennen teoksen esittämistä kuuluttaja saattoi selittää teokseen liit-
tyvän poliittisen tai ideologisen sisällön. 

Varsinaisia tapoja toteuttaa sosialistista realismia itse musiikissa ei kyetty 
löytämään. Selkeimpänä ohjeena olikin välttää Länsi-Eurooppalaista moder-
nismia ja pitää teokset mahdollisimman lähestyttävinä ja ymmärrettävinä. 
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Puoluekuri ja säveltäjät 
 
Vuoden 1936 alusta toimintansa aloittanut taideasioiden komitea muutti myös 
Neuvostoliiton musiikkielämää merkittävällä tavalla. Aiemmin eri organi-
saatioille hajautettu taide-elämän kontrolli siirrettiin yhdelle isolle organisaa-
tiolle, joka alkoikin käyttää aktiivisesti valtaansa myös säveltäjien kohdalla. 
Varsin itsenäisesti toiminut säveltäjäliitto, ja erityisesti sen virkamiesjohto, oli 
seuraavien kahden vuoden aikana toistuvasti komitean silmätikkuna.  

Vuosi 1936 muistetaan usein tammikuussa käynnistyneestä hyökkäykses-
tä säveltäjä Dimitri Shostakovitshia vastaan. Shostakovitshin on väitetty joutu-
neen täydelliseen epäsuosioon, jopa kuolemanvaaraan ennen kuin hänen mai-
neensa palauttanut viides sinfonia esitettiin marraskuussa 1937. Tämä tutkimus 
kuitenkin osoittaa, että Pravdassa käynnistynyt hyökkäys oli osa laajempaa ta-
pahtumaketjua, jossa Shostakovitsh ei itse asiassa edes ollut pääkohteena. Hän-
tä ei myöskään missään vaiheessa hylätty, saatika vangittu. 

Pravdan artikkelit liittyivät valtaeliitin sisäiseen kamppailuun, jossa taide-
asioiden komitea otti ylivallan taidehallinnossa. Samalla se kuitenkin pyrki pa-
lauttamaan taiteilijat ja autonomisesti toimineet organisaatiot takaisin ruotuun. 
Seuranneessa valtakamppailussa sisäisistä erimielisyyksistä kärsinyt säveltäjä-
liitto näytti olevan todellisessa vaarassa muuttua vuosina 1936-38 raivonneen 
terrorin veriseksi näyttämöksi. Tässä suhteessa tutkimuksen tulos tarjoaakin yl-
lätyksen: yhtäkään merkittävää säveltäjää ei kyseisten vuosien aikana teloitet-
tu. Toisin kuin esimerkiksi pahasti kärsinyt kirjallisuus, musiikki välttyi merkit-
täviltä tuhoilta. 

Sen sijaan säveltäjät ja musiikkielämä tuotiin entistä voimakkaammin pal-
velemaan puolueen omia tavoitteita. Erityisen voimakkaasti komitea tuki kan-
sanmusiikin asemaa, jonka avokätisellä tuella pyrittiin osoittamaan Neuvosto-
liiton kansallisuuspolitiikan ylivertaisuus. Vaikka puolueen pyrkimykset eivät 
olleetkaan pyyteettömiä ja tuloksena syntyneet kansalliset musiikkikulttuurit 
olivat osittain keinotekoisia luomuksia, osa kansallisuuksista hyötyi tästä poli-
tiikasta merkittävästi. Säveltäjiä taas osaltaan kannustettiin kansanmusiikin ke-
räystyöhön ja tukemaan kansallisten musiikkikulttuurien nousua. 
 
Byrokratia vainojen uhrina 
 
Säveltäjien ja hallinnon välisen yhteenoton uhrit olivat lähes poikkeuksetta by-
rokraatteja. Luovan työn tekijöiden sijasta uhreiksi joutuivat puolueeseen kuu-
luneet hallintomiehet. Säveltäjäliittoa johti ensimmäiset viisi vuotta ammatti-
byrokraatti Nikolai Tsheljapov, jolla oli hyvin vähän tekemistä musiikin kanssa. 
Hänestä tulikin taideasioiden komitean johtajan Pavel Kerzhentsevin pääkohde. 
Vaikka säveltäjäliiton aiempi johto yhteenoton seurauksena syrjäytettiin, sävel-
täjät hyötyivät muutoksesta: säveltäjäliiton jäseniksi otettiin jatkossa ainoastaan 
aitoja säveltäjiä ja musiikkitieteilijöitä. Liiton nokkamiehet 1930-luvun jälkipuo-
liskolla eivät itse asiassa edes kuuluneet puolueeseen, vaan olivat yksinomaan 
arvostettuja säveltäjiä. 
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Näyttää ilmeiseltä, että säveltäjät taipuivat hyväksymään riittävän määrän 
puolueen edellyttämiä muutoksia, koska heidän sallittiin asettua oman liittonsa 
johtoon puoluebyrokraattien asemesta. Liiton asemaa vielä huomattavasti vah-
vistettiin vuonna 1939. Vaikka muutosten seurauksena vielä 1920-luvulla 
vallinnut musiikillinen monimuotoisuus ei hävinnytkään, siitä tuli nyt tiukem-
min hyväksyttyihin muotoihin sidottua. Taiteellista vapautta suvaittiin vain 
niin kauan, kun se ei sotinut puolueen tärkeimpiä pyrkimyksiä ja periaatteita 
vastaan. Vastalahjaksi säveltäjille myönnettiin merkittäviä taloudellisia etui-
suuksia ja heidän liitostaan tuli musiikkielämän johtava organisaatio. 

Nämä musiikilliset uudistukset eivät tapahtuneetkaan yksinomaan puolu-
een toimesta ja säveltäjien vastustuksen ylitse. Vaikka osa säveltäjistä oli suun-
tautunut moderniin eurooppalaiseen musiikkiin, lähes kaikki oli kuitenkin kou-
lutettu Rimski-Korsakovin viitoittamalla venäläiskansallisella tiellä. Käänne, jo-
ka 1930-luvulla tapahtui kohti venäläiskansallista ja muodoiltaan perinteistä 
tyyliä oli sinänsä varsin looginen. On kuitenkin huomattava, että kun tähän vie-
lä kytkettiin modernin musiikin vastainen kampanjointi ja ulkomaisten yhteyk-
sien vaikeuttaminen, vaikuttaa ero 1920-lukuun varsin huomattavalta. Osana 
tätä muutosta myös eri musiikkityylien väliset erot alkoivat hämärtyä valtion 
tukiessa aktiivisesti eri musiikkityylien ja -traditioiden sotkeutumista keske-
nään. 

Tämän tutkimuksen valossa näyttäisikin selvältä, ettei 1930-luvun musiik-
kielämässä tapahtuneissa muutoksissa ollut kyse vain Stalinin valtaanousua 
seuranneesta politiikan ulottamisesta yhteiskunnan kaikkiin kerroksiin. Muu-
tokset, joita musiikkielämässä, ja yhteiskunnassa laajemmin tapahtui saivat 
myös laajaa tukea säveltäjiltä ja musiikkielämän vaikuttajilta. Erityisesti sävel-
lystyön ammattimaistaminen ja musiikin uusi, yhteiskunnallisesti merkittävä 
asema nauttivat laajaa kannatusta. Säveltäjät olivat osaltaan vaikuttamassa sii-
hen, millaiseksi Neuvostoliiton kulttuuripolitiikka 1930-luvun aikana muodos-
tui. He eivät olleet yksinomaan uhreja, vaan myös merkittäviä vaikuttajia, jotka 
ainakin osittain onnistuivat usein nuorallatanssia muistuttavista manöövereis-
sään stalinistiseksi muuttuvassa yhteiskunnassa. 
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